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1943 Independence of Lebanon

1943 Bengal Famine causes death of over 3 million people in South

Asia

1943–58 Caribbean Voices, BBC literary radio program
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1943 Jamaica Gleaner begins publishing Louise Bennett’s poems

weekly

1943 T. S. Eliot, Four Quartets

1945 Atomic bombs dropped onHiroshima andNagasaki; Japanese

surrender and end of Second World War

1945 Foundation of the United Nations

1945 Independence of Syria

1945 Pan-African Conference, in Manchester

1945 Léopold Sédar Senghor, Chants d’ombre (Shadow Songs)

1945 George Campbell, First Poems

1946 Muslim-Hindu violence breaks out in India when both the

Muslim League and the majority-Hindu Congress Party

emerge dominant in general elections

1946 Independence of Philippines

1946–62 US tests atomic bombs in Pacific Islands

1947 Indian and Pakistani partition and independence, beginning

breakup of British Empire

1947 Partition of Palestine

1947–48 India and Pakistan go to war over disputed territory in

Kashmir

1948 Creation of state of Israel

1948 Independence of Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and Burma (Myanmar)

1948 British Nationality Act allows Commonwealth citizens to

immigrate into Britain; Empire Windrush lands at Tilbury

Docks, carrying 492 people, the first large group of West

Indian immigrants to the UK

1948 Afrikaner Nationalist Party comes to power in South Africa,

institutes apartheid

1948 Gandhi assassinated by Hindu extremist in Delhi, India

1948 Derek Walcott, 25 Poems

1949 Commonwealth Electoral Act expands voting rights for

Indigenous Australians

1949 Republic of Ireland established outside the British

Commonwealth; Northern Ireland remains within the UK

1950–53 US-Korean War

1951 Independence of Libya

1951 Iran nationalizes its oil industry

1952 Frantz Fanon, Peau noire, masques blancs (Black Skin, White

Masks)

1952–60 Mau Mau Rebellion against British rule in Kenya

1953 Uprising against colonialism in British Guiana
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1954 Martin Carter, Poems of Resistance from British Guiana

1955 Bandung Conference of independent Asian and African states

upholds principles of national sovereignty and human rights

1955–75 US war in Vietnam

1956 Suez Crisis

1956 Independence of Sudan

1956 First Congress of Black Writers, in Paris

1957 Ghana becomes first nation in sub-Saharan Africa to gain

independence

1957 Kwame Nkrumah, The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah

1957 James K. Baxter, In Fires of No Return: Poems

1958 Independence of Guinea

1958 Notting Hill race riots in London

1958 Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

1958 Claudia Jones founds The West Indian Gazette in London

1958–62 West Indies Federation, including Jamaica, Barbados, and

Trinidad and Tobago

1959 Second Congress of Black Writers and Artists, in Rome

1960 Year of Africa, in which over fifteen African countries,

including Nigeria, gain independence

1960 Sharpeville Massacre in South Africa

1960 Harold Macmillan’s “wind of change” speech in Cape Town

1960 Wole Soyinka, A Dance of the Forests

1961 Independence of Cameroon, Sierra Leone, and Tanzania

1961 Republic of South Africa withdraws from the British

Commonwealth

1961 Berlin Wall erected

1961–74 War of Independence, Portuguese colonies

1961 Frantz Fanon, Les damnés de la terre (The Wretched of the

Earth)

1961 V. S. Naipaul, A House for Mr. Biswas

1962 Independence of Algeria, Burundi, Jamaica, Rwanda,

Trinidad and Tobago, and Uganda

1962 Cuban missile crisis

1962 Derek Walcott, In a Green Night

1962 Christopher Okigbo, Heavensgate

1962–63 Allen Ginsberg in India

1963 Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I have a dream” speech

1963 Assassination of US President John F. Kennedy

1963 Independence of Kenya

1963 Founding of the Organization of African Unity (OAU)
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1964 Philip Larkin, The Whitsun Weddings

1964 Patrick Kavanagh, Collected Poems

1964 Hone Tuwhare,No Ordinary Sun, first book of Maori poetry

in English

1964 States of Tanzania and Zambia established

1964 African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela sentenced

to life imprisonment in South Africa

1964 Christopher Okigbo, Limits

1964 Kofi Awoonor, “Rediscovery” and Other Poems

1964 Oodgeroo Noonuccal (Kath Walker), We Are Going

1965 White Rhodesian government in South Africa declares unilat-

eral independence from Britain

1965 Coups in Central African Republic, Congo (Zaire), and

Indonesia all lead to the establishment of dictatorships

1965 Sylvia Plath, Ariel

1965 Kamala Das, Summer in Calcutta

1965 J. P. Clark, A Reed in the Tide

1965 Nelson Mandela, No Easy Walk to Freedom

1966 Formation of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), a loyalist (pro-

British) group, in Northern Ireland

1966 Independence of Guyana, Lesotho, Botswana, and Barbados

1966 Margaret Atwood, The Circle Game

1966–72 Caribbean Artists’ Movement in London

1966–76 Green Revolution in India, which greatly increases food

production

1966 Okot p’Bitek, Song of Lawino

1966 Louise Bennett, Jamaica Labrish

1966 A. K. Ramanujan, The Striders

1966 Seamus Heaney, Death of a Naturalist

1966 Jean Rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea

1967 Referendum brings Indigenous Australians under

Commonwealth law and includes them in censuses

1967 Christopher Okigbo killed in Nigerian Civil War

1967 Civil Rights Association formed in Northern Ireland

1967 Six-day Arab-Israeli War

1967–70 Nigerian Civil War

1967–75 Maoist Naxalite protest in India

1967 Eavan Boland, New Territory

1967 Gabriel García Márquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude

1967 Wole Soyinka, “Idanre” and Other Poems

1967 Ngũgı̃ wa Thiong’o, A Grain of Wheat
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1967 Kamau Brathwaite, Rights of Passage

1968 MP Enoch Powell’s anti-immigration “rivers of blood”

speech

1968 Britain limits immigration to those of British (white) family

origin

1968 Civil rights marchers confront police in Derry, the first major

violent clash of the Troubles in Northern Ireland

1968 Assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.

1968 Student insurrection and workers’ strike in France

1968 Prague Spring

1968 Derek Mahon, Night Crossing

1968 Kamau Brathwaite, Masks

1968 Dennis Brutus, Letters to Martha

1969 Britain sends troops to Northern Ireland after violent clashes

1969 US begins secret bombing campaign in Cambodia

1969 Apollo moon landing

1969 Establishment of Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA)

1969 Kamau Brathwaite, Islands

1971 Establishment of Women’s Equality Day by US Congress

1971 Idi Amin comes to power in military coup in Uganda

1971 East Pakistan secedes from Pakistan and becomes the inde-

pendent nation of Bangladesh; India goes to war with Pakistan

to help the new state

1971 Christopher Okigbo, Labyrinths

1971 Kofi Awoonor, Night of My Blood

1971 V. S. Naipaul, In a Free State

1971 Arthur Yap, Only Lines

1972 Bloody Sunday and Bloody Friday in Northern Ireland

1972 Britain suspends the Northern Ireland parliament and insti-

tutes Direct Rule

1972 “White Australia” policy ended and Indigenous self-

determination recognized

1972 John Montague, The Rough Field

1972 Derek Mahon, Lives

1972 Seamus Heaney, Wintering Out

1972 Margaret Atwood, Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian

Literature

1973 Worldwide oil crisis as Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries (OPEC) raises prices and cuts production

1973 Independence of the Bahamas

1973 Egypt and Syria attack Israel
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1973 Michael Longley, An Exploded View: Poems 1968–72

1973 Paul Muldoon, New Weather

1973 Arthur Nortje, Dead Roots

1973 Dennis Scott, Uncle Time

1973 Kamau Brathwaite, The Arrivants: A New World Trilogy

1973 Derek Walcott, Another Life

1973 Mervyn Morris, The Pond

1974 Independence of Grenada and Guineau-Bissau

1974 Philip Larkin, High Windows

1974 Chief Dan George, My Heart Soars

1975 Independence of Angola, Mozambique, Cape Verde, Papua

New Guinea

1975 Waitangi Tribunal established in New Zealand to investigate

violations of the Waitangi Treaty and seek redress for

the Maori

1975–90 Civil war in Lebanon

1975 Seamus Heaney, North

1975 Linton Kwesi Johnson, Dread, Beat and Blood

1975 Derek Mahon, The Snow Party

1976 British Race Relations Act, incorporating the earlier acts of

1965 and 1968, prohibits discrimination on the grounds of

race, color, nationality, and ethnic and national origin

1976 Soweto Uprising across South Africa

1976 Independence of the Seychelles

1976 Jayanta Mahapatra, A Rain of Rites

1976 Adil Jussawalla, Missing Person

1976 Wole Soyinka, Myth, Literature, and the African World

1976 Arun Kolatkar, Jejuri, winner of Commonwealth Poetry Prize

1976 Derek Walcott, Sea Grapes

1977 Marjorie Oludhe Macgoye, Song of Nyarloka and Other

Poems

1977 Martin Carter, Poems of Succession

1978 Mass demonstrations against the shah in Iran

1978 Camp David accords between Egypt and Israel

1978 Edward Said, Orientalism

1979 Margaret Thatcher becomes prime minister in Britain

1979 Independence of Saint Lucia

1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran: American Embassy occupied, and

the shah flees

1979 Seamus Heaney, Field Work
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1979 Derek Mahon, Poems, 1962–1978

1979 Eunice de Souza, Fix

1979 Michael Ondaatje, There’s a Trick with a Knife I’m Learning

to Do: Poems, 1963–1978

1980 Independence of Zimbabwe

1980 Seamus Heaney, Selected Poems, 1965–1975

1980 J. M. Coetzee, Waiting for the Barbarians

1980 Linton Kwesi Johnson, Inglan is a Bitch

1980 Lorna Goodison, Tamarind Season

1980 Martin Carter, Poems of Affinity

1980 Arthur Yap, Down the Line

1981 Independence of Antigua and Barbuda

1981 Culmination of Irish Republican hunger strikes

1981 Race riots in Brixton, in London

1981 AIDS identified

1981 Salman Rushdie, Midnight’s Children

1981 Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse

1982 Falklands War

1982 Derek Mahon, The Hunt By Night

1982 Medbh McGuckian, The Flower Master

1982 Louise Bennett, Selected Poems

1983 US invasion of Grenada

1983 Tamil revolt in Sri Lanka

1983 Paul Muldoon, Quoof

1983 Grace Nichols, I Is a Long Memoried Woman

1983 Kamau Brathwaite, Third World Poems

1983 Paddy Roe, Gularabulu

1984 Seamus Heaney, Station Island

1984 Kamau Brathwaite, History of the Voice

1984 Grace Nichols, The Fat Black Woman’s Poems

1985 Riots in London districts of Brixton, Toxteth, and Peckham

1985 Hanif Kureishi, My Beautiful Laundrette

1985 Maud Sulter, As a Black Woman

1985 John Agard, Mangoes & Bullets

1985 Fred D’Aguiar, Mama Dot

1985 Fred Wah, Waiting for Saskatchewan, winner of Governor

General’s Award in Canada

1986 Wole Soyinka becomes first black African writer to be

awarded Nobel Prize in Literature

1986 Derek Walcott, Collected Poems

1986 Christopher Okigbo, Collected Poems
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1986 Lorna Goodison, I Am Becoming My Mother

1986 A. K. Ramanujan, Second Sight

1986 Vikram Seth, The Golden Gate

1986 Niyi Osundare, The Eye of the Earth

1986 Ngũgı̃ wa Thiong’o, Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of

Language in African Literature

1987 Kamau Brathwaite, X/Self

1987 Agha Shahid Ali, The Half-Inch Himalayas

1988 Salman Rushdie publishes The Satanic Verses, and the

Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran declares a fatwa in February 1989,

sentencing Rushdie to death

1988 Medbh McGuckian, On Ballycastle Beach

1988 Eunice de Souza, Women in Dutch Painting

1988 Lorna Goodison, Heartease

1988 Imtiaz Dharker, Purdah, and Other Poems

1988 Rita Joe, Song of Eskasoni

1988 Jean “Binta” Breeze, “Riddym Ravings” and Other Poems

1988 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”

1988 David Dabydeen, Coolie Odyssey

1989 Fall of the Berlin Wall

1989 Tiananmen Square demonstration and massacre in Beijing,

China

1989 Nissim Ezekiel, Collected Poems

1989 M. NourbeSe Philip, She Tries Her Tongue, Her Silence Softly

Breaks

1989 GraceNichols, “Lazy Thoughts of a LazyWoman” andOther

Poems

1990 Poll Tax riots culminate in Britain

1990 Nelson Mandela freed from prison in South Africa, where the

government begins to dismantle apartheid

1990 Mandal Commission report in India attempts to widen access

to education and government jobs for castes classified as

“backward”

1990 Oka Crisis in Canada, land dispute between a group of

Mohawk people and the city of Oka, Quebec

1990–91 First Gulf War, in which US-led forces bomb Iraq after its

invasion of Kuwait

1990 Derek Walcott, Omeros

1990 Eavan Boland, Outside History

1990 Eunice de Souza, Ways of Belonging: Selected Poems

1990 Lesego Rampolokeng, Horns for Hondo
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1991 Collapse of the USSR

1991 Michael Longley, Gorse Fires

1991 Les Murray, Collected Poems

1991 Jackie Kay, The Adoption Papers

1991 Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing

1991 Agha Shahid Ali, A Nostalgist’s Map of America

1992 Mabo, decision by High Court of Australia recognizing native

title

1992 National Commission for Women established in India

1992 Derek Walcott awarded Nobel Prize in Literature

1992 Kamau Brathwaite, Middle Passages

1992 Lorna Goodison, Selected Poems

1992 Eric Roach, The Flowering Rock

1992 Ama Ata Aidoo, An Angry Letter in January

1993 Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism

1993 Kamau Brathwaite, The Zea Mexican Diary

1993 Jackie Kay, Other Lovers

1993 Karen Press, Bird Heart Stoning the Sea

1994 IRA ceasefire

1994 End of apartheid and election of Nelson Mandela as president

of South Africa

1994 Civil war and ethnic massacre in Rwanda

1994 Eunice de Souza, Selected and New Poems

1994 Judith Wright, Collected Poems, 1942–1985

1994 David Dabydeen, Turner: New and Selected Poems

1995 Bringing Them Home, Australian report on separation of

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their

families

1995 Seamus Heaney awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature

1995 Eavan Boland, Collected Poems

1995 A. K. Ramanujan, Collected Poems

1995 Lorna Goodison, To Us, All Flowers Are Roses

1995 Anne Carson, Plainwater and Glass, Irony, and God

1995 Patience Agbabi, R.A.W.

1995 Lionel Fogarty, New and Selected Poems: Munaldjali,

Mutuerjaraera

1996 Taliban takes power in Afghanistan

1996 Thomas Kinsella, Collected Poems, 1956–1994

1997 Britain formally returns Hong Kong to China

1997 Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things

1997 Agha Shahid Ali, The Country without a Post Office
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1997 Bernardine Evaristo, Lara

1998 Belfast Good Friday Agreement largely ends Troubles in

Northern Ireland

1998 India begins tests of nuclear weapons

1998 Reestabishment of the Scottish Parliament and creation of the

National Assembly for Wales

1998 Seamus Heaney, Opened Ground: Selected Poems,

1966–1996

1998 Eavan Boland, The Lost Land

1998 Jackie Kay, Off Colour

1998 Michael Ondaatje, Handwriting

1998 Margaret Atwood, Eating Fire: Selected Poetry 1965–1995

1998 Dilip Chitre, The Mountain: A Series of Poems

1998 Karen Press, Echo Location: A Guide to Sea Point for

Residents and Visitors

1999 East Timor votes for independence from Indonesia

1999 NATO forces bomb Serbia

1999 Derek Mahon, Collected Poems

1999 Carol Ann Duffy, The World’s Wife

1999 Lorna Goodison, Turn Thanks

1999 Robert Sullivan, Star Waka

1999 Lesego Rampolokeng, The Bavino Sermons

2000 British Race Relations Amendment Act establishes the statu-

tory duty of public bodies to promote race equality

2000 Zadie Smith, White Teeth

2000 Lorna Goodison, Guinea Woman: New and Selected Poems

2000 Patience Agbabi, Transformatrix

2000 Jean “Binta” Breeze, “The Arrival of Brighteye” and Other

Poems

2000 John Agard, Weblines

2000 Karen Press, Home

2001 Establishment of the African Union (AU), successor suprana-

tional organization to the Organization of African Unity

(OAU) and African Economic Community (AEC)

2001 September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center

2001 Kamau Brathwaite, Ancestors

2001 Paul Muldoon, Poems 1968–1998

2001 George Elliott Clarke, Execution Poems, winner of Governor

General’s Award in Canada

2001 Roy Miki, Surrender, winner of 2002 Governor General’s

Award in Canada

chronology
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2001 Bernardine Evaristo, The Emperor’s Babe

2001 Imtiaz Dharker, I Speak for the Devil

2002 Paul Muldoon, Moy Sand and Gravel

2002 Linton Kwesi Johnson,Mi Revalueshanary Fren, book by first

black poet published in Penguin Classics

2003 US-led invasion of Iraq

2003 Albert Wendt et al., Whetu Moana: An Anthology of

Polynesian Poetry

2004 Arun Kolatkar, Kala Ghoda Poems and Sarpa Satra

2004 Jack Mapanje, The Last of the Sweet Bananas: New and

Selected Poems

2004 Lorna Goodison, Controlling the Silver

2005 Terrorist bombing of three London Underground trains and

a bus kills 52 and injures 700

2005 Kamau Brathwaite, Born to Slow Horses

2005 Ogaga Ifowodo, The Oil Lamp

2005 Kendel Hippolyte, Night Vision

2006 Indian Residential School Agreement announced in Canada,

recognizing damage inflicted by Indian residential schools and

providing $2 billion in compensation

2006 Seamus Heaney, District and Circle

2006 Imtiaz Dharker, The Terrorist at My Table

2007 Daljit Nagra,LookWeHave Coming toDover!wins Forward

Prize

2007 Dilip Chitre, As Is, Where Is: Selected English Poems,

1964–2007

2007 James Berry, Windrush Songs

2008 Australian government formally apologizes for the Stolen

Generations

2008 Canadian government formally apologizes for Indian residen-

tial schools

2008 M. NourbeSe Philip, Zong!

2008 Patience Agbabi, Bloodshot Monochrome

2008 Anita Heiss and Peter Minter (eds.), Macquarie PEN

Anthology of Aboriginal Literature

2008 Epeli Hau’ofa, We Are the Ocean: Selected Works

2008 Craig Santos Perez, from Unincorporated Territory [hacha]

2009 Arun Kolatkar, The Boatride & Other Poems

2010 Robert Sullivan, Shout Ha! To the Sky

2010 Kamau Brathwaite, Elegguas
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2011 Daljit Nagra, Tippoo Sultan’s Incredible White-Man-Eating

Toy Tiger-Machine!!!

2011 Hone Tuwhare, Small Holes in the Silence: Collected Works

2012 Idle No More protest movement founded in Canada

2012 Kaiser Haq, Published in the Streets of Dhaka: Collected

Poems

2012 John Kinsella, Jam Tree Gully

2012 Karen Press, Slowly, As If

2013 Death of Seamus Heaney

2013 Daljit Nagra, Ramayana: A Retelling

2013 Lorna Goodison, Supplying Salt and Light

2013 Edward Baugh, Black Sand

2013 Hannah Lowe, Chick

2014 Kei Miller’s The Cartographer Tries to Map a Way to Zion

wins Forward Prize

2014 Wagan Watson, Love Poems and Death Threats

2014 Arvind Krishna Mehrotra, Collected Poems, 1969–2014

2014 Patience Agbabi, Telling Tales

2014 Derek Walcott, White Egrets

2014 Vladimir Lucien, Sounding Ground

2014 Reina Whaitiri and Robert Sullivan (eds.), Puna Wai Korero:

An Anthology of Maori Poetry in English

2015 Tiphanie Yanique, Wife

2015 Mona Arshi, Small Hands

2016 Great Britain votes to leave European Union

2016 Leaked files detail abuse of asylum seekers on Australian

island of Nauru

2016 Jackie Kay appointed Scottish Makar

2016 “New Pacific Islander Poetry” published by Poetry magazine

2016 Ishion Hutchinson, House of Lords and Commons

2016 Vahni Capildeo’s Measures of Expatriation wins Forward

Prize
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JAHAN RAMAZANI

Introduction

SinceWorldWar II, writers from regions once part of the British Empire have

produced a significant share of the most extraordinary imaginative literature

in English. The roll call of illustrious names includes novelists and dramatists

such as Chinua Achebe, V. S. Naipaul, Wole Soyinka, Salman Rushdie,

Arundhati Roy, Nadine Gordimer, and J. M. Coetzee. Other than Nobel

Laureate Derek Walcott, however, the names of the poets are much less

widely known. Yet postcolonial poets have arguably made profoundly

important contributions to literature in English. They have hybridized

European with indigenous forms, inventing new literary structures for cul-

tural expression in lyric and experimental styles. They have vitalized the

language of poetry, enriching it with the sounds, rhythms, and wordplay of

creoles, pidgins, and local idioms. They have recast their cultural inheri-

tances, remembered the histories that shaped them, and renewed local cul-

tural resources, sometimes critically reconsidering them in light of distant

affiliations. They have found new ways of aesthetically embodying, probing,

and dramatizing the divisions and complexities of postcolonial worlds.

Sometimes pained, sometimes energized by living in between cultural spaces,

they have built on their inheritances from the global South, the global North,

and mixtures of these mixtures.

The Cambridge Companion to Postcolonial Poetry explores some

exemplary poets from the postcolonial world, mainly from World War

II to the present, approaching their achievements through the lenses of

regional, historical, political, formal, textual, and comparative analysis.

The companion is built around an understanding of postcolonial poetry

as poetry written in the shadow of colonialism, the time leading up to

and in the aftermath of independence, especially by peoples from regions

of the so-called global South or Third World. But authors of the compa-

nion’s individual chapters have been free to give the term “postcolonial”

varied inflections, to question its use, or to substitute cognate terms such

as “decolonizing.” Both within and outside the field of postcolonial
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studies, the term “postcolonial” has been criticized for being too politi-

cal, too homogenizing, too victim-centered, too colonially-fixated, or just

premature amid persisting neocolonialisms. For these reasons, some scho-

lars and poets prefer the localizing designations of area studies (e.g.,

Caribbean, African, or South Asian studies), or, conversely, the unfet-

tered breadth of global studies or world literary studies. But for all the

disciplinary jockeying of postcolonial studies and area studies, global

studies, and world literary studies, a postcolonial perspective is hardly

incompatible with these overlapping approaches. Indeed, when used in

conjunction with them, it continues to be a powerful tool for revealing

linkages across regions emerging from colonial rule, even as it avoids

dissolving all writers in an undifferentiated globality, heedless of the

differentials of power, history, and language.

The focus of this volume is on the poetry of English-speaking peoples of the

Caribbean, Africa, the Indian subcontinent, and the Pacific Islands; of the

former settler colonies such as Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, espe-

cially non-Europeans; of Ireland, Britain’s oldest colony; of other former

British colonies, such as Cyprus and Singapore; and of postcolonial Britain

itself, particularly black and Asian immigrants and their descendants.

Although lists can often be dull, they can also be sublime in their multiplicity,

and a sampling of names indicates the amplitude of this companion’s subject

and the variety of its locations, including Caribbean poets Louise Bennett

(Jamaica), Kamau Brathwaite (Barbados), and Derek Walcott (Saint Lucia);

African poets Christopher Okigbo (Nigeria), Okot p’Bitek (Uganda), and

Karen Press (South Africa); South Asian and Southeast Asian poets

A. K. Ramanujan (India), Agha Shahid Ali (Indian Kashmir), and Arthur

Yap (Singapore); Oceanic poets Craig Santos Perez (Guam), Steven Winduo

(Papua New Guinea), and Anne Kennedy (New Zealand); Australian and

New Zealand/Aotearoa poets Oodjeroo Noonucal (Australia), Lionel

Fogarty (Australia), and Albert Wendt (New Zealand); Canadian poets Lee

Maracle, M. NourbeSe Philip, and Renée Sarojini Saklikar; Irish poets

Seamus Heaney, Medbh McGuckian, and Paul Muldoon; black and Asian

British poets Linton Kwesi Johnson, Bernardine Evaristo, Patience Agbabi,

and Daljit Nagra. Not that these regional groupings are stable or discrete:

poets of New Zealand, as this list indicates, can be seen in the contexts of

both Australasia and of the Pacific Islands; a South Asian British or

Caribbean Canadian poet such as Daljit Nagra or M. NourbeSe Philip can

be seen in the northerly framework of the British Isles and North America or

the southerly framework of South Asia and the Caribbean – or both; and

a poet like Louise Bennett or Kamau Brathwaite may be Caribbean but lived

for extended periods of adulthood in Britain, while a poet like Linton Kwesi

jahan ramazani
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Johnson may be black British but lived until he was a teenager in the

Caribbean.

Because poetry can be understood in part in its relations to local or

regional cultures, the companion’s first section, “Regions,” devotes

a chapter to each of eight areas, roughly traveling eastward into the sun

that was said never to set on the British Empire: the Caribbean, Africa, South

Asia, and the Pacific Islands, then the settler colonies (Australia, New

Zealand, Canada), before concluding with Ireland and multiethnic Britain.

These groupings are not meant to be exhaustive (e.g., writers from Singapore

and Cyprus appear elsewhere in the companion), nor are they meant to

impose equivalence. Colonialism, the practice of a nation extending often

exploitative control over weaker, poorer peoples and territories, comes in

many different varieties. The settler colonialism that characterized places

such as Australia and Canada, where large immigrant European populations

transplanted themselves and dominated indigenous peoples, differs from the

plantation colonialism in the Caribbean, in which smaller numbers of

European colonists exploited a majority population of enslaved or inden-

tured indigenous and imported workers to extract resources for the metro-

pole. Colonialism in India was slow, incremental, and long term, whereas it

was sudden and violent in much of sub-Saharan Africa. Nor is there only one

kind of experience in each region. The settler colonies invite distinctions

among the historical experience and cultures of colonized indigenous popu-

lations, recent immigrants and their descendants, and the descendants of

European settlers. So, too, various kinds of colonial experience are to be

found among the populations of the British Isles, including that of the Irish,

colonized on their island for hundreds of years, and of recent arrivals from

the British Commonwealth. The companion leaves aside some regions of the

former British Empire, such as the Middle East, since a substantial body of

English-language poetry didn’t take root there, as well as the United States,

since its eighteenth-century decolonization and its ascent to superpower

status render it anomalous, although an argument could be made for the

inclusion of some of its ethnic and racial minorities under pertinent historical

circumstances, as indicated by connections drawn in some of the compa-

nion’s chapters. The “postcolonial world,” “global South,” and “Third

World” are not discrete geographical spaces; “underdevelopment” and

“postcoloniality” can be found even in “developed” parts of the world, or

“global North,” even as patches of “development” and the “First World”

can also be found in the “global South.”

It is important to acknowledge that there are major bodies of postcolonial

poetry written in other European languages and in indigenous languages,

including the work of luminaries such as Rabindranath Tagore, Aimé

Introduction
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Césaire, Léopold Sédar Senghor, Nicolás Guillén, and Mahmoud Darwish,

which fall outside this book’s focus on poetry written in English. These non-

anglophone postcolonial poets share a great deal with the poets under dis-

cussion: they, too, often grapple with the legacies of colonial occupation and

violence, and they, too, aesthetically mediate between local and imperially

transmitted cultural forms, traditions, and languages. Poets often read and

write across languages, and so these poets have been influential for anglo-

phone poets, as anglophone poets have also been for them. Translation and

code-switching between languages have been important stimuli to poetic

creativity in the postcolonial world, as indicated by various chapters in the

companion. Postcolonial poets writing in varieties of English creolized with

non-European languages indicate the porous boundaries between what we

construct as a discrete language, English, and a multiplicity of other lan-

guages. To adapt a pun of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s, there’s inevitably

something phony about the artificial lines we draw around anglophony.1

But so long as we understand such lines to be provisional and permeable –

disciplinary fictions that focus attention – they can have some value in

circumscribing a subject for analysis. The study of poets working in the

common if heterogeneous language of English has coherence due to their

shared literary and formal inheritances and linguistic resources, and due to

the overlapping histories of colonial rule under the British Empire. As we’ve

already seen, despite this companion’s linguistic self-limitation, the body of

work to be considered remains substantial. Because of the vast size and scope

of the British Empire, as well as the economic and military status of the

United States, the English language is spoken by between a fourth and a third

of the world’s inhabitants, with the result, for poetry, of an especially large

and various range of idioms, styles, and forms. When criticism is written

primarily for an English-language audience, moreover, a focus on English-

language poetry makes possible a kind of close reading that can be difficult in

studies that rely on translation. Although the disciplinary formation of

“world literature” has been a valuable force for deprovincializing literary

studies, its emphasis on literature in translation is less amenable to poetry

studies. The paraphrasable and thus translatable meaning of poetry is often

less significant to its specificity as poetry than are its forms and sonic textures,

its rhythms and wordplay, the resonance and weight of specific words in

a particular order. Although some forms of narrative poetry may be partial

exceptions, for most poetry to be read as poetry, with due attention to its

linguistic specificities and aural intricacies, it must be read in the original.

Many companions consolidate and update the insights of a vast archive

of existing scholarship on heavily explored topics – say, Chaucer, T. S.

Eliot, British Romanticism, American poetry since 1945. The Cambridge
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Companion to Postcolonial Poetry draws on existing scholarship, but while

regional studies and studies of individual authors exist, there are remarkably

few studies of postcolonial poetry. This lack gives the companion a special

opportunity to forge connections among disparate areas of regionally

focused critical terrain – studies of the anglophone Caribbean, Africa,

South and Southeast Asia, Oceania, the settler colonies, and the British

Isles – that often don’t conceive themselves in relation to postcolonial studies.

The companion’s second section (“Styles”) and its third (“Spaces,

Embodiments, Disseminations”) counterbalance the first section’s regional

depth and specificity with the comparative lenses afforded by postcolonial

studies. These essays explore examples of poetry from across the postcolo-

nial anglophone world in relation to large thematic and formal topics – in

the second part, where the formal emphasis is strongest, these include post-

colonialism and modernism, fixed and free forms, experimentation, oral

performance and creole languages, and protest poetry; and in the third,

where the emphasis on content is greater, topics include the poetic mapping

of urban and rural spaces, poetic embodiments of sexuality and gender,

poetry and publishing history, and poetry’s response to, and reimagining

of, globalization. None of these topics is limited to a single region or nation,

and so a comparative approach to them is crucial.

The companion also presents an opportunity to forge connections between

postcolonial studies and poetry studies. Because of the increased interest in

poetry and aesthetics among some scholars of literature, and because of the

critical turn towardmore global and transnational conceptualizations of and

engagements with literature, The Cambridge Companion to Postcolonial

Poetry is meant to play a role both in globalizing poetry studies and in

advancing the claims of poetry for a larger role in postcolonial scholarship.

Usually seen as initiated by Edward Said’s landmark book Orientalism

(1978), postcolonial studies has been a potent force in the academy in recent

decades, including its influence on transnational and global studies. But, with

some exceptions, poetry has been largely ignored in postcolonial studies.2

Poetry’s formidable strangeness, deliberate artifice, and literary self-

consciousness have made it less amenable to the historical and political

imperatives of postcolonial studies than more seemingly documentary or

socially mimetic genres. Whether a ghazal or a praise song, a sonnet or

a ballad, poetic forms are self-consciously tied to long literary histories that

they echo, adapt, play with and against. “Form” isn’t only a matter of

a work’s overall structure: in poetry it also involves microlevel shaping

patterns and structures such as rhythm, line breaks, phonetic patterning,

registers of diction, and figurative language. And these, too, bring with them

long and often self-conscious histories. Even experimental or open forms,
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such as concrete poetry, disjunctive syntax, collage, and found poetry, come

out of, and often refer back to, a series of precedents. So too, oral and

performance poetries are built on rhetorical, sonic, and narrative structures

that have a history. To miss how a poem engages the verbal and formal

histories it embeds is to miss its mining of a richly remembered and ever-

changing trove of possibilities. Postcolonial poetry is responsive to, and

emerges out of, social and political realities such as global inequities, racial

oppression, and imperial violence, and yet it is also responsive to internal

histories of form and language, lifting off from current realities even as it

answers them, playing in the gap between its linguistic surfaces and theworld

it engages.

Because it would be amistake to consider poetrywithout asmuch alertness

to the “how” of what it says as to the “what” of what it says, poetry can help

renew the attention in postcolonial studies to the formal and literary aspects

of postcolonial expression. Such renewal is needed today. Postcolonial stu-

dies may match or outpace other areas of literary study in its theoretical

sophistication, political self-consciousness, and global reach, but for all these

strengths, it often tends to be less savvy about form than are other areas of

literary study, except for macrolevel considerations, such as the links

between nation and narration. In recent decades, the field’s ever-stronger

drift toward geopolitics and the social sciences has risked exacerbating this

weakness. Ironically, at the field’s origins, the first leading scholars, such as

Edward Said, Homi Bhabha, and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, were all

literary critics, albeit highly interdisciplinary in their interests. Said set out

as a scholar of Joseph Conrad’s fiction; Spivak’s dissertation was on the Irish

poet W. B. Yeats; and Bhabha, who was a poet in youth, published critical

commentary on South Asian poetry in English before he became a famous

theorist.

Initially located primarily in literary studies, postcolonial studies has

expanded into such disciplines as history, art history, film studies, political

science, and anthropology. While this expansion is in many ways salutary,

bringing increased attention to often marginalized parts of the world and

opening up disciplinary presuppositions for scrutiny, there may also be some

risks. After reading the thirty chapters of an authoritative recent handbook

to postcolonial studies, the thirty-eight thought-provoking essays in a new

anthology of postcolonial studies, or the seven brilliant essays on the state of

postcolonial studies recently published in a literary journal, one might come

away with the impression that postcolonial poetry does not exist. It is scar-

cely mentioned in any of these collections, even though most of the contri-

butors were trained as literary scholars.3 Of the seventy-five selections, the

only one that quotes or engages poetry at any length is the oldest, an excerpt
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from Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks (Peau noire, masques blancs,

1952).Words such as “poetic” and “ballad” appear in the essay titles in these

collections, but like symbols appropriated from an exterminated people,

their function is purely metaphoric, with no reference to actual poems.

If these collections are any indication, postcolonial studies may be unwit-

tingly repeating history. In 1973–74 Wole Soyinka was infamously con-

signed to a department of anthropology to deliver a series of lectures at

Cambridge, apparently because the English department couldn’t “believe

in any such mythical beast as ‘African Literature.’”4 Ironically, postcolonial

literatures have been at risk of being shunned all over again, albeit this time

not by Euro-traditionalists but by their presumed supporters in postcolonial

studies.

Just as the formal investments of poetry studies can help develop the role of

aesthetics and critical commentary in postcolonial studies, so too the global

dimensions of postcolonial studies can help widen the scope of poetry

studies. The study of poetry has long focused largely on the so-called devel-

oped world. For scholars of poetry written in English, the United States and

the British Isles have taken the lion’s share of attention – perhaps under-

standably so, given the richness, variety, and longevity of the poetic tradi-

tions and antitraditions of these nations. Yet at a time when scholars of the

novel are assumed to have some conversancywith anglophone novels written

by authors of African, Indian, and Caribbean origin, the reach of poetry

studies into “developing” regions has remained more limited. But the field

cannot hope to become a vital player in global studies, comparative studies,

world literary studies, and the like unless it takes poetry of the global South

more seriously.5 Poetry studies has also tended to be nationally and region-

ally compartmentalized – the poetry of Ireland, the poetry of England, the

poetry of the United States, and so forth. As indicated by the first section of

this companion, national and regional frameworks play an important role in

understanding poetry, insofar as these geopolitical structures and their

unique histories inflect the social networks by which it migrates and the

imaginaries in which it comes to life. But here again, the inherently compara-

tive framework of postcolonial studies, reflected in this companion’s second

and third sections, can help open up poetry studies beyond these geopolitical

constraints, particularly since poets, poetic forms, and poetic languages often

travel across these boundaries.

The predominant templates for the study of contemporary poetry need to

expand and change if postcolonial poetry is to find a seat at the table.

The reigning paradigm of one branch of contemporary poetry studies, in

which a poem’s worth is gauged by the extent of its formal or conceptual

avant-gardism, misses out on a broader way of thinking about poetic
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innovation that would include intercultural hybridization and creolization.

The negotiation of discrepant cultural spaces, memories, and inheritances

can be vitalizing to literary development. Another branch of contemporary

poetry studies, sometimes reflected inMFA programs, places its emphasis on

subtleties of self-expression, sensibility, and lyric voice, potentially missing

the embeddedness of poetic form and language within global networks and

political histories. We need attention to subtlety, nuance, and craft in poetry

studies, but we also need alertness to how global human histories of coloni-

zation, power, migration, and economic inequity shape the world out of

which that poetry emerges and to which it responds.

Postcolonial studies has been especially alert to such large-scale issues,

sometimes styling itself inheritor of the mantle of the struggle for decoloniza-

tion. At perhaps the most basic level, postcolonial poetry can be seen as

resisting empire in its many forms, reclaiming the land from colonization,

and restoring damaged precolonial histories and cultures. As Frantz Fanon

argued, colonialism often seeks to destroy the self-respect of dominated

peoples, partly by distorting and degrading their cultural past.6 Poets from

colonized populations play a part in struggling to restore that past, a sense of

self-worth, and pride in their natural and built environments. As Chinua

Achebe wrote, “I think it is part of my business as a writer to teach . . . that

there is nothing disgraceful about the African weather, that the palm tree is

a fit subject for poetry. Here then is an adequate revolution for me to

espouse – to help my society regain belief in itself and put away the com-

plexes of the years of denigration and self-abasement.”7 Postcolonial poetry

shows that the flora, fauna, weather, peoples, and cultures of the colonized

world are each “a fit subject for poetry,” helping to undo the “denigration

and self-abasement” inflicted by colonialism.

But to see postcolonial poetry as dedicated exclusively to ideological

resistance and redemption is to oversimplify it, and this may be yet another

reason why it has figured modestly in postcolonial studies. Let’s turn, at last,

to a few actual poems. Lorna Goodison’s work, like that of many other

poets, demonstrates how postcolonial poetry often fits and yet complicates

the resistance model. Her poem “Nanny” could be seen as paradigmatic of

the decolonizing struggle in postcolonial poetry. It takes as its subject the

great Jamaican Maroon leader and warrior who led fugitive slaves in their

fight against the British in the eighteenth century. In the dramatic monolo-

gue, Goodison bestows a voice on the heroine who is seen as surrendering

sexual dependency to become mother to a nation:

My womb was sealed

with molten wax
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of killer bees

for nothing should enter

nothing should leave

the state of perpetual siege

the condition of the warrior.

From then my whole body would quicken

at the birth of every one of my people’s children.8

The body of the poem aesthetically extends and perpetuates Nanny’s heroic

struggle against slavery and colonization. But this perpetuation includes

a complicated calculus of private and public, losses and gains. The poem’s

tense oscillation between opposites – the generative womb and its killer-bees-

wax seal, national fecundity and personal sterility – highlights the personal

costs of the warrior’s struggle. Nanny is a public figure, but the poem, partly

by virtue of dramatic monologue’s staging of interiority, is also about her

intensely private struggle:

my battle song opened

into a solitaire’s moan

I became most knowing

and forever alone.9

Nanny is a figure of both public action and mournful solitude – a solitude

poignantly evoked by the long-vowel rhyme of “moan” with “alone.”

Although the poem is written in free verse, this rhyme draws our attention

to four lines that, if joined instead as two, could be read (as they can be heard)

as approximating a heroic couplet, or rhyming iambic pentameter –

a signature poetic form of Nanny’s eighteenth-century English opponents,

in the era of Dryden and Pope. The poem’s last four lines reinforce this effect

by closely rhyming “within me” and “to history,” “skies” and “rise”10 –

a closing that also echoes the resurrective prophecy at the end of Sylvia

Plath’s “Lady Lazarus.” While recalling British and American literary tradi-

tions, the poem draws at the same time, through its assonantal insistence and

song-like effects, on an African Caribbean orality.Mixing literary traditions,

straddling public and private, the poem celebrates a Jamaican national

heroine, a paragon in the struggle against colonialism, but even such an

overtly anticolonial poem isn’t only anticolonial. Goodison has returned to

the figure of Nanny in various other poems, such as one that, recalling the

warrior’s unique defensive power (“bullets ricocheted off her hinder parts”),

sees her in an exuberant multicultural vision of foremothers: she places the

official national heroine in a transnational company that ranges from

Caribbean mother goddesses like Yemanja to the multi-breasted Diana of
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Ephesus and a Dogon deity.11 She revalorizes and remythologizes a gendered

resistance against colonial oppression, but the transnationalism of her poet-

ry’s formal memory and associative powers preclude an exclusively nation-

alist vision.

In other poems Goodison dramatizes and denounces specific injustices of

Jamaican colonial history of the sort that Nanny fought – enslavement,

torture, incarceration, and the breakup of families. Yet if we bring to her

poems the preconception that they smoothly fit an anticolonial template, we

are likely to be disappointed, or at least surprised. Goodison powerfully

recovers her African ancestors in poems such as her lyric “Guinea

Woman” about her great grandmother. But elsewhere she is no less generous

toward a great-grandparental Englishman and Irishman. In the poem “Annie

Pengelly,” she pleads against the injustice of an English slave mistress’s abuse

of a young Jamaican girl, but at the same time she also recognizes the slave

mistress’s suffering under the patriarchal domination of an unloving hus-

band. Here, as in other poems, she parallels the suffering of oppressor and

oppressed, without drawing moral equivalences. In some poems, she goes so

far as to recognize the courage and humanity of someone we might think of

as Nanny’s opposite, Christopher Columbus, even as she doesn’t shy away

from the mass-scale atrocity that his so-called “discovery” unleashed in the

West Indies:

In the days of sail, Don Cristobal embarked for Cipangu

and India, give him propers, he was no coward

Genoan and crew in three ramshackle ships.

Imagine setting forth across the vast shoreless ocean

of ambition; not knowing if they’d slip and fall off

the edge of a skywide waterworld.

I too these days share that exact same concern.

I too today feel as if the Blessed Isle I set sail for

is not the one on which I have made landfall.12

“Imagine,” Goodison entreats her audience, what it was like for Columbus

to face vast uncertainty, albeit implicitly distinguishing her response from his

fateful refusal “to admit / to being lost.”13 Whereas Langston Hughes’s “I,

Too” opens up the Whitmanian vision to include African American experi-

ence, Goodison’s “I too” ironically reverses the direction of this white-black

convergence. Columbus’s mistaking of the Caribbean for a kind of “Indies”

becomes paradigmatic for how we seldom land where we expect to.

Exploring the past, Goodison doesn’t consign it to moral fables about the

colonizers and the colonized. One of poetry’s strongest capacities is for
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analogies and resonances, sonic echoes and metaphoric couplings, and in

both Nanny and in Christopher Columbus, Goodison finds figures who

rhyme with herself and others in the present. Because of its metaphoric,

verbal, and formal density, poetry is especially good at saying two, three,

or more things at once, often in conflict with one another. Like many other

postcolonial poets, Goodison confounds some of the distinctions that have

recently shaped ideas about postcolonialism, such as the dichotomy between

what’s been called the “reconciliatory” and the “critical, anti-colonialist”

strands, or the “revisionist” and the “revolutionary.”14 Her poetry, like that

of many other postcolonial writers, can’t be restricted to either paradigm and

is often a complex amalgam of these and other possibilities.

If poems can’t always be seen as moral and ideological exemplars of

anticolonial resistance, why should we read, study, and live with them?

One answer is, as we’ve seen, that they offer a complex and nuanced explora-

tion of the experience of being colonized, of the struggle for decolonization,

and of the persistence of forms of colonialism, its injuries, and its bequests –

crucial features of vast areas of human life in the twentieth and twenty-first

centuries. Another answer has to do with cultivating intercultural citizenship

in a global age. We should read such poetry because we can learn from it,

perhaps more vividly than we can from a textbook recounting of politics,

history, and society, how the world and the self and society feel, look, and

sound to people both like and unlike ourselves, emerging from colonial

histories, whether or not we ourselves are. A poet can tell us what it was

like to be a West Indian with allegiances both to the English language and to

African cultural inheritances during the era of violent African resistance to

colonial rule. A poet can memorably show us what it was like to be

a Ugandan village woman whose rural ways were scorned by a husband

intoxicated by Western technologies and values. An Indian poet can help us

think about how to compose and imagine ourselves not as discrete neoliberal

beings but as heavily intersected collectivities whose boundaries are perme-

able, fluid, and provisional. We can learn from a postcolonial poet what it’s

like to grow up in an ocean-nurtured culture on a Pacific island territory

dominated by the military, economic, and cultural might of a remote super-

power. A Maori poet’s deft deployment of wit demonstrates one kind of

vigorous response to an indigenous people’s grievous conquest and brutal-

ization. A Guyanese poet can show us what it’s like to be a “fat black

woman” trying to adapt her African Caribbean rhythms, body, time, rites,

and language to life in the British metropole. An Anglo-Irish poet can take us

inside the conflicted excitement, grief, and ambivalence of witnessing

a violent struggle for decolonization a hundred years ago. Such poems –

DerekWalcott’s “A Far Cry from Africa” (Saint Lucia), Okot p’Bitek’s Song
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of Lawino (Uganda), A. K. Ramanujan’s “Elements of Composition”

(India), Craig Santos Perez’s unincorporated territory trilogy (Guam),

Robert Sullivan’s “Took: A Preface to ‘The Magpies’” (Aotearoa/New

Zealand), Grace Nichols’s The Fat Black Woman’s Poems (Guyana), and

W. B. Yeats’s “Easter, 1916” (Ireland) – shape into potent language and

poetic form the historical memory, the social and individual experience, the

cultural style of individuals who are verbally and artistically gifted enough to

make vivid for us their experience of the decolonizingworld, in both dialogue

and conflict with the cultures of the colonizer. Postcolonial poetry makes

available to us experiences of life and language that may coincide with and

even illuminate ours, wherever we are from, while also opening us to other

worlds.

These provisional answers to the question,Why read postcolonial poetry?,

put the emphasis on the postcolonial in postcolonial poetry. Another set of

answers would shift the emphasis to the poetry of postcolonial poetry. Why

read it? Because it stretches our imaginations and expands the possibilities of

the forms it takes up. That is, because a Jamaican poet had the creative

daring, as we’ve seen, to imagine her way into the minds of both Nanny

and Christopher Columbus. Because a Caribbean Canadian poet had the

imaginative boldness to recall the mass drowning of enslaved people in

a dramatically reordered version of an eighteenth-century legal document

that excused this horrific crime against humanity. Because an Anglo-

Nigerian poet had the literary audacity to rewrite the Canterbury Tales in

the voice of a twenty-first-centuryNigerian woman. Because a Kashmiri poet

is able through metaphor to make his lament for his dying mother resonate

with the wail of sirens in contemporary New York and the cry of elephants

pushed off a cliff in medieval India. Because a Yoruba poet is able to com-

press into a short poem the large drama of a phone call in which an English

landlady denies a rental to an African man because of his skin color. Because

a Barbadian poet has the verbal dexterity to skip across and knit together the

rhythms of limbo, calypso, jazz, reggae, nursery rhyme, and even iambic

pentameter. Because such poems – M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong! (Caribbean

Canadian), Patience Agbabi’s Telling Tales (Anglo-Nigerian), Agha Shahid

Ali’s “Lenox Hill” (Kashmiri), Wole Soyinka’s “Telephone Conversation”

(Yoruba), and Kamau Brathwaite’s The Arrivants (Barbadian) – invent new

possibilities for rhyme and rhythm, enjambment and assonance, dramatic

monologue and lyric, the ghazal and the sonnet, open styles and concrete

poetry, experimental and formal modes.

This introduction began with the claim that the most celebrated postcolo-

nial novelists are more widely known than postcolonial poets. But this isn’t

entirely accurate, since some writers who are best known for their fiction or
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drama, such as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, and Michael Ondaatje, are

also notable poets, just as somewriters best known as poets, such asWalcott,

Ramanujan, and Goodison, are also fiction writers, playwrights, memoirists,

or essayists. By way of a final example, a few lines from one of Ondaatje’s

poems about the Sri Lankan Civil War may help fill out a possible answer to

the question, Why read postcolonial poetry?, since they show a major nove-

list turning to poetry for the kinds of things a poem is especially good at:

Above ground, massacre and race.

A heart silenced.

The tongue removed.

The human body merged into burning tire.

Mud glaring back

into a stare.15

What can a postcolonial poem do that is harder to achieve in other genres?

It can compress and somake vividlymemorable something as monstrous and

amorphous as a postcolonial war in which tens of thousands of Tamils and

Sinhalese died, sometimes in massacres conducted on both sides –massacres

often seen as a legacy of racial tensions aggravated during British colonial

rule. A poem can embed this insight in the minutest workings of its language.

The anagrammatic pun in the phrase “massacre and race,” for example, calls

attention to the mutual implication of race-based thinking in mass violence,

terror, and retribution. In the play on and interplay of a few words, a poem

can etch in language a vast experience. The poem’s syntax intensifies the

effect: the end-stopped lines syntactically dramatize the brutality of the

severing of body parts. A poem can interweave figurative and literal to

powerful effect. This poem’s fusion of the human and inhuman, man and

machine, in the image of burning tire and body, vivifies the cost of the war’s

atrocities. A poem can use small particles of language to create powerful

effects, as in the shift in the verbals here from past participles (“silenced,”

“removed”) to present participles that suggest ongoing calamity: “burning,”

“glaring.” A poem does more with less. The end of this poem inverts the

fusion of human to inhuman through personification, now turning the inhu-

man (“mud”) human (“glares”). Tense, urgent, stripped down, a poem like

this refuses merely to stand apart in some historical past: it fingers us, drags

us into the horror, and implicates us in the violence.

Despite the inadequate engagement with poetry in postcolonial studies,

recent years have seen the emergence of a countercurrent that, if it continues

to gain strength, may begin to bring such poems the attention they deserve.

A newly founded journal is expressly devoted to postcolonial literary inquiry.16

A massive two-volume literary history surveys postcolonial literature and
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devotes considerable space to poetry.17 A recent essay wonders about the

possibilities of what it calls the postcolonial aesthetic.18 A single Indian poet is

the subject of two recent book-length discussions.19 Seeking to strengthen this

promising countercurrent in postcolonial studies and to contribute to the global

turn in literary studies more generally, this companion is devoted to mapping

and understanding themultifaceted, ever-growing achievements of postcolonial

poets.
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LAURENCE A. BREINER

Postcolonial Caribbean Poetry

Whatmakes a poem postcolonial? It is easy to be distracted into a rumination

on the “postcolonial” itself. For some, the postcolonial begins with the first

footprint of the colonizer-to-be. For others, it begins at the first moment we

(singly or collectively) recognize ourselves as colonized. More evocatively,

the crucial moment comes later, when we see ourselves no longer as colonial

(a termwith a beguiling aura) but as postcolonial (a term that trails a chain of

disenchantments). This volume helpfully directs us away from that distrac-

tion by focusing on poetry since World War II, with some license to refer to

earlier antecedents. For the anglophone Caribbean, that sets the scene in the

era of consolidating nationalism and of the great postwar migration to

Britain: “Colonization in Reverse” (as Louise Bennett described it).1 But

that scene changes radically with the two future shocks of 1962: new,

draconian immigration laws in Britain and the slow rollout of independence

for the Caribbean colonies. In the West Indies the forces of nationalism and

decolonization led in the usual way to the creation of a series of independent

nation-states, after a unique detour: a brief (1958–62) and unsuccessful

experiment in federalism.

It is not, however, the calendar that makes a poem postcolonial. Most

obviously the giveaway may be subject matter, so we will begin by consider-

ing how poetry addresses the shared historical narrative. But more compel-

ling are the ways in which features intrinsic to poetry as such register the

imposition of the various forces of colonialism and then their diminution: the

colonization and decolonization of forms, structures, genres, styles, rhythms,

rhetorics, languages, and modes of presentation. A comprehensive account

of postcolonial poetry is impossible here; there is not space to spell out the

stark differences of history, language, demographics, and cultural practices

that make it perilous to speak of these nations meaningfully in the aggregate.

This chapter will instead primarily be concerned with a variety of instances

that illustrate how poets and poetry responded to the forces associated with

decolonization.
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History

In an important essay, Edward Baugh has laid out the premises for any

discussion about “The West Indian Writer’s Quarrel With History” (1977),

and his conceptual framework derives largely fromDerekWalcott.2Walcott’s

own view in the early 1970s, however, is provocative: theWest Indian poet has

the unique opportunity to be a new Adam, giving things their names in

a second Eden, but can only maximize that opportunity if he can undertake

a strategic amnesia in order to evade the burden of history and the confines of

old mythologies.3 Perhaps consistent with that view, in the anglophone

Caribbean the field of history has mostly been left to the novelists. The great

exception, Kamau Brathwaite’s epic trilogy The Arrivants (1973), is after all

the work of a professional historian. For most poets, even small segments of

the narrative seem resistant to the medium of lyric.

Models of decolonization lead us to expect the process to include celebra-

tion of the pristine precolonial past. But in the West Indies this move is rare

(outside of Guyana) for a couple of reasons. In the absence of much concrete

information about Amerindian societies, West Indian poets tend to depict

them in poetry only after they have encountered colonization; for example,

Walcott dramatizes the story of hunted Caribs leaping off the cliff at Sauteurs

inAnother Life and Eric Roach in “The Legend of Anacaona” (1955) depicts

the cacica Anacaona in the midst of being defeated by the Spanish.4 Another

factor is a consequence of the dominance of “black consciousness” during

the roll out of independence. There was indeed strenuous effort to look back

to a time before the colonial era, but the pristine world being celebrated was

usually located in Africa, not in the Caribbean.

There is also poetry engaged with the experience of the Middle Passage, but

the scale of the historical event seems to require large-scale poems: not only

The Arrivants, but David Dabydeen’sTurner (1994) andM.NourbeSe Philip’s

Zong! (2008). The scale of plantation slavery, which in some cases persisted for

centuries, has produced many novels but few poems, though perhaps still the

greatest lyric response isWalcott’s emotionally challenging meditation, “Ruins

of AGreat House” (1956).5 Poetry has understandably beenmore interested in

the condition, rather than the history, of slavery, often entangled with the

condition of race, which in the region is further articulated in terms of inequal-

ities of ethnicity and of shade. A pioneering moment in that project is Vera

Bell’s perhaps imperfect but undoubtedly electrifying poem, “Ancestor on the

AuctionBlock” (1948), inwhich themodernWest Indian struggles first tomeet

the gaze of the slave ancestor, and then to come to terms with that exchange:

Ashamed to look

Because of myself ashamed
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Shackled by my own ignorance

I stand

A slave.6

What abounds in the poetry of the nationalist and early-independence years

is not so much actual ancestral figures (though several poems about the

Jamaican fighter Nanny of the Maroons appear somewhat later), but con-

structed icons of identity, human figures designed to embody the region’s

history. If Bell confronts an instinct to repress the slave ancestor, these iconic

poems often betray a widespread uneasiness about having too many kinds of

ancestors. Even in quite early poems, we see signs that the poets feel

a pressure to choose between representing nationhood as an idealized

“pure” identity, or as a creole identity. It is notable that the poets’ choices

about this do not map reliably on the demographics of their particular

nations. Consider, for example, some poets from predominantly black

Jamaica. Philip Sherlock (1953) observes a Jamaican fisherman and sees his

princely African heritage shining through his poverty, and presumably ready

to reemerge once the burdens of colonialism are lifted.7 But even earlier

Adolphe Roberts had recognized how imagined origins could be problematic

for nationalism, and chose to let irreconcilable alternatives stand in his

sonnet “The Maroon Girl” (1949) as if there were no problem:

The clean

Blood of the hunted, vanished Arawak

Flows in her veins with blood of white and black.8

An adept writer, Roberts acts to defuse the tension (pure/hybrid) by follow-

ing upwith an analogous but less troubling paradox about social status: “She

is a peasant, yet she is a queen.” In 1945, in his best-known poem, “Holy,”

George Campbell envisions Jamaica as a creole society, and champions the

black, white, Chinese, and East Indian participants in a socialist paradise –

but the absence of any mixed-race person from his poem is striking.9

Campbell was one of many Caribbean poets who produced overtly political

poetry, and here I want to consider poetry that addresses specifically political

issues that arose in direct contact with decolonization, setting aside (for reasons

of space) the perennial concern with unresolved social issues that independence

could not make disappear, and that continue to occupy many poets.

Overt Politics

Campbell’s work is typical of a body of anglophone poetry that is inspira-

tional rather than contentious. He is representative of a group of talented
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poets associated in the 1940s with Norman Manley’s political party (which

supported both a newspaper – Public Opinion – and an occasional literary

journal, Focus). A surprisingly similar hope for the dawning of a new day

marks the series of anthologies of amateur verse published by Maurice

Bishop’s government in Grenada (1979–83) – a much more troubled

moment. Both of these bodies of work include similar poems in which

a new day dawns and labor is celebrated. At the other end of the spectrum,

the performance poets of the 1970s and ’80s are aggressively and sometimes

brilliantly political, but the region’s one true revolutionary poet, almost in

the Latin American mold, is Martin Carter of Guyana, who cut a path of

fierce poetry through his country’s most volatile period in the 1950s and ’60s.

It is rather strange that the brief life of the Federation of the West Indies

attracted little advocacy from poets. An exception is Eric Roach of Tobago,

who championed federation over a long period of time and in a number of

impressive poems. I mention him here less for his advocacy than for the

sometimes remarkably dissonant candor of his advocacy. This is not a poet in

doubt, but one who does not flinch from seeing and saying inconvenient

things, as in this kaleidoscopic passage from “Fugue for Federation” (1958)

questioning the range of perspectives on the arrival of the Federation he

promotes:

Nations and islands, angry

Or lazing under flaming sun, swear

Harshly or dream languidly

Of good and gold faced Demos

Coming careless as breeding,

Or bright and imminent as dawn.10

This is not a case of simple ambivalence; such an intentional disruption of

one’s own advocacy compels greater engagement from the reader, whose

footing the trick makes precarious. It is important to note that this device is

not just a quirk of Roach’s; it is an unusual and recurrent feature of anglo-

phone Caribbean poems when they address the politics of postcolonialism.

Perhaps it can be explained as an anglophone demurral from the character-

istic forthrightness of Caribbean political poetry in French and Spanish.

In any case, it appears in Walcott from the very start, most powerfully

perhaps in “A Far Cry from Africa” (1956);11 it is evident already in the

1920s when Claude McKay was creating this kind of disturbance in poems

like “America” and “Africa.” This technique is also a resource for

Trinidadian calypso of the colonial period. “The Strike” (1938), for exam-

ple, is about a game-changing oilfield strike in 1937 that left fourteen dead.12

The author, Atilla the Hun (Raymond Quevedo), sings first that “I wasn’t
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there,” so “Atilla will reserve his opinion.”A few lines later he reports that he

took a bus to the site, but then pulls back from the role of witness, saying:

“I wouldn’t tell you friends all I saw / For I’m afraid of the sedition law.”

Having said that, however, in the next four lines he describes the scene of

“carnage” in detail. Perhaps not surprisingly, Atilla eventually moved on to

practical politics, serving on the Trinidad Legislative Council in the still-

colonial 1950s.

Navigating Crosscurrents

When the cranky machinery of decolonization was most audible, from the

beginning of independence through the 1980s, West Indian intellectuals

quarreled about the function of the writer, about what a poem should be,

what it should accomplish, and for whom. There were the issues common to

most cases of decolonization: anxieties about nationhood and personhood,

as well as the search for a literary practice that suited local experience. In the

Caribbean specifically, poets were beset by an array of head-to-head binaries

of value: should one’s work be aligned with oral or scribal practice? Folk or

humanist stance? Indigenous or metropolitan traditions? Creole or standard

language? Political urgency or rhetorical craft? Timeliness or timelessness?

At sea amid such crosscurrents, nearly all poems are postcolonial. Rather

than attempting to do justice to the terms of those binaries, we can more

practically look at some key moments when poets or individual texts are

actively negotiating these issues; in those negotiations ironies and surprises

abound.

An excellent reference point is 1973, which saw the publication of two

ambitious inaugural poems about the formation of a Caribbean writer,

The Arrivants and Walcott’s Another Life. Both were to varying degrees

autobiographical, but points of resemblance were not much noted at the

time: more contrasting features of the volumes reinforced the handy but

unhelpful dichotomy that saw Brathwaite as an “oral” poet of the deraci-

nated African folk, andWalcott as a “humanist” poet, writing out of metro-

politan tradition (though ironically it was Brathwaite, not Walcott, who had

actually traveled in Europe and Africa at this stage).

In the milieu of the 1970s, Brathwaite’s personal experience in West Africa

was a trump card – fewWest Indians had been to Africa since theWest Indian

Regiment served in the nineteenth-century Anglo-Ashanti Wars. Brathwaite’s

experience equipped, and perhaps compelled, him to address widespreadWest

Indian ignorance about ancestral Africa, and to contribute to the recuperation

of African survivals in the Caribbean, his poetry offering a crucial affective

depth to the then-nascent studies of this heritage by linguists and social
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scientists. Under the circumstances, his efforts to correct the record and raise

consciousness often came across as “Afro-centrist” – this despite his seminal

study of the mechanics of creolization in Jamaica.13His interest in what might

be distinctively Caribbean was always profound, but its pragmatic focus was

on “Africa-in-the-Caribbean” rather than on creole societies or creole persons.

A further complexity typical of this historical moment was this: a primary

literary influence on his work through the 1970s is (as he has acknowledged)

T. S. Eliot, whose recorded voice led Brathwaite to perceive him as folk poet of

the Americas, whose vernacular was inflected by his St. Louis heritage of jazz

and blues.14

Walcott’s navigation of the waters of decolonization was quite different,

but no less complex. He was always infatuated with English, the common

wealth that defined the Commonwealth, but for him the tradition is not some

rigid Arnoldian canon. Throughout his career he has had a particular affinity

for writers of nonstandard English. Eliot was an influence on his apprentice-

ship (“Prelude,” 1948), but in his earliest mature poems the obvious ances-

tors are the outsiders Dylan Thomas (in “A City’s Death by Fire,” 1948) and

Gerard Manley Hopkins (in “As John to Patmos,” 1948). Both models led

him to cultivate dense verbal textures, but their distinctive rhythms also

authorized his exploration of loose meters and syllable counts to reflect the

French contribution to St. Lucian language.

It is a chronic and debilitating error to ignoreWalcott’s plays in this context;

during the first twenty years of his writing for the theater he builds on thework

of Irish and even Japanese playwrights (Synge, Yeats; Zeami) and not of Ibsen,

Shaw, Strindberg, or Wilde. The language of his earlier plays (into the 1970s)

also incorporates much more creole than his poetry of the same era. This

apparent “schizophrenia” is primarily a matter of medium: the plays assume

aural comprehension; the poems need to succeed in print, where concessions to

creole orthography may challenge not only potential readers but the usually-

metropolitan publishers. Indeed, one of the talents Walcott cultivated in this

period was preserving creole inflections and rhythms under cover of

a Standard English appearance on the page, as in the creole-rich masterpieces

“The Spoiler’s Return” (1981) and “The Schooner Flight” (1979). Many

delights in the late poetry derive from Walcott’s talent for diction that looks

standard to readers who don’t know better; for every reader of Walcott,

a head-slapping moment accompanies the realization that thanks to his

Eastern Caribbean vowels, whenever he is innocently watching the “gulls”

at the beach he may also be watching the “girls.”

Hopkins and Thomas were not Walcott’s only models for accommodat-

ing the rhythms of St. Lucian speech. In the decade of “The Schooner

Flight” and “The Light of the World” (1987), there are numerous
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indications that he was reading Middle English poetry – a form of English,

like that of his island, with a significant debt to French practices. It is well-

known that “Schooner” opens with lines that both establish the creole

norm of the poem and overtly echo the opening of “Piers Plowman.” But

near the end of the poem there is an unusually explicit statement: “I have

only one theme: . . . the longing, the lunging heart.” Despite the directness,

we are meant to recognize this, I think, as an invocation of Chaucer’s

Pardoner, who makes a similar statement in virtually the same language

not once but twice in the prologue to his tale: “My theme is alwey oon,

and evere was: / radix malorum est cupiditas” (lines 333–34) and again

“I preche of no thyng but for coveityse; / Therfore my theme is yet and

evere was / radix malorum est cupiditas” (423–25).15 Each of these speak-

ers identifies with the single theme of longing. But why mobilize an allu-

sion to underlie a statement of theme? Why would Walcott go out of his

way to reference the Pardoner? Because the Pardoner is a man-of-words;

not just eloquent but presented as an adept code switcher, in direct con-

trast to his antagonist the Host, who confesses “I kan nat speke in terme”

(311). The Pardoner is busy trying to trick his listeners by explaining how

he tricks his listeners: a few lines after the first statement of his theme with

its Latin tag, he tells them, “in Latin I speke a wordes fewe, / to saffron

with my predicacioun, / and for to stire hem to devocioun” (345–46). He

expects his English-speaking listeners to welcome the bit of sententious

Latin as an exciting spice; the formation of Chaucer’s implied locution

“saffroned sermon” bears a family resemblance to “chutney soca.”

Traditions

Besides illustrating the complexities of any West Indian poet’s navigation of

the turbulent waters of decolonization, Walcott and Brathwaite are primary

factors in the emergence of indigenous West Indian traditions – not in the

limited sense of lines of influences, but as the ground of dialogue among

poets. When Brathwaite, a Barbadian, resettled in Kingston, he functioned

unexpectedly as a catalyst for the consolidation of a Jamaican tradition out

of a number of writers who had not previously been thought of as having

much to do with one another. In St. Lucia, Walcott was more proactive in

generating – and dignifying – a conversation that has thrived through three

generations of poets on the local scene. Yet Walcott ironically owed his first

experience of such dialogue to a Jamaican.

When Brathwaite came to teach history at the Mona campus of the

University of theWest Indies, Jamaica, two separate developmentswere under-

way. Among intellectuals therewas a revaluation of the poetry of the Jamaican
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creole writer Louise Bennett. She already had a longstanding reputation as

a performer of folktales and folksongs, and her own compositions, though

perceived as “newspaper dialect verse,” were so successful that collections of

them were appearing in print from the 1940s into the 1960s. But then in 1966

a collection of her poems appeared from a prestigious Jamaican press edited by

a distinguished public intellectual, Rex Nettleford. This was followed almost

immediately by two interventions published in serious journals by two estab-

lished poets, Mervyn Morris and Dennis Scott, and Bennett was finally recog-

nized as a poet to be reckoned with.16 The second development was in

a different sphere altogether: reggae music can be said to emerge from its

roots in ska with Desmond Dekker’s hit “Israelites” (1968), and with reggae

comes the widespread dj practice of improvised ‘toasts’ over instrumental

tracks of the hits. Both singers and djs often perform in creole, and their

practices are formative for what would become the dub poetry of the 1970s

and 1980s.

This is how Brathwaite comes on the scene: the successive volumes of his

trilogy appear in 1967, 1968, and 1969, accompanied by extensive reviews,

and the response of Caribbean reviewers (especially those who were poets)

explains how his arrival made a difference for these varied developments.

Edward Baugh’s judgment is typical: “no West Indian . . . has used dialect

more subtly, probingly, or suggestively.”17 In 1971, Brathwaite edited the

Savacou 3 / 4 anthology of new poets, and included the bellwether of all dub

poetry, Bongo Jerry’s “Mabrak.” He went on to promote and encourage

many aspiring performance poets, and to recognize Bennett as the mother of

this distinctly Jamaican art form.

Yet there is more to say about Morris and Scott, whose tight, formally

attentive poems might look antithetical to the effusive, reggae-based work of

the dub poets, of whom the Savacou collection was a harbinger. But as critics

and editors, they were in fact tireless advocates of dub poets, especially Oku

Onuora andMikey Smith. The work of these two poets and others like them

cuts across the proscriptive divides of craft/politics or scribal/oral or timely/

timeless. We encounter remarkably subtle registers of creole in other print-

oriented Jamaican poets as well, such as Baugh, John Figueroa, and Velma

Pollard –who incidentally wrote the book onRastafarian language.18One of

many compelling passages in Scott, from the poem “Version,” can represent

his fluent but more studied approach to Jamaican language:

A neva see a rockers sweeta

dan rent when yu have it, a neva

catch a dubside dreada

dan bread if yu cyan mek it . . .

19
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As for Walcott’s role in tradition-building, one of his many distinctions is

this: he is, as far as I can tell, the first anglophone Caribbean poet to explicitly

quote another anglophone poet in his work. This happens in his autobio-

graphical poem Another Life, where he describes the exhilaration he felt as

a teenager reading the then-new collection by the Jamaican George

Campbell, First Poems (1945). In this first depiction of the act of transmitting

a West Indian poetic tradition, Walcott quotes several lines as read by his

mentor Harry Simmons. Actually Walcott quotes Campbell again later in

this book, but with characteristic slyness: the quoted phrase (“thank you,

life”) is so banal it can easily pass unrecognized, though it is a line from one of

Campbell’s best-known poems, “Litany.”20 To put it that another way,

Walcott is the first to insist that there is a community among the poets of

the region, and that they can be engaged in a conversation. The filial gesture,

with its nod to Simmons, is especially sweet, coming at a time when Walcott

was often criticized for too much reference to Western culture.

SinceWalcott, two succeeding generations of poets have arisen in St Lucia,

for whom the conversation among poets is normal. Leading the first succes-

sors are Robert Lee, Kendel Hippolyte, Jane King, and MacDonald Dixon,

lifelong friendswho have for themost part remained in the island, supporting

each other’s efforts (though their poetry sounds nothing alike) and investing

in the rising younger writers. The work of this newest cohort, though highly

individualized, is clearly aware of and engaged with the poetry of Walcott

and of the intervening, mentoring, generation.

Walcott’s slyness about allusion is a robust trait he has passed down, close

kin to his love of egregious puns. Hippolyte’s “Poem in a Manger” (1997)

makes that Walcottian move in its very title, which sets up the poem itself as

a holy infant, first forcing us to read it as a very incongruous Christmas poem,

and then (if we are dogged) leading us to an unexpected source, surely the

oddest prior Christmas poem in English – Robert Southwell’s “The Burning

Babe” (1595).21 Meanwhile there is yet more on the plate for the St. Lucian

reader, who is likely to have reacted already to the disturbing bilingual pun

planted in the same three words: “poème à manger” – a ready-to-eat poem,

which must also be a baby.

In the current generation, Vladimir Lucien, as we might expect in this tight

community, is one who has learned from Walcott and Hippolyte especially,

but their presence in his poems is subtle rather than imitative. For example,

his poem “The True Sounds of Numbers” is shaped by a trope of enumera-

tion that Hippolyte often employs. On the level of detail, however, the

enumerative line “I want to count leaves of cane” invites us to associate the

speaker productively with the hero of Walcott’s Ti -Jean and His Brothers,

who defeats the planter-devil who sets him this very task.22 Lest this tradition
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seem parochial, there is plenty of evidence that Lucien has learned especially

from Barbadian Brathwaite and the Jamaican Lorna Goodison. Lucien had

made several contributions to the genre of poems about mothers who have

lost a child so successfully developed by Goodison. Themost intense of them,

“For Jorel,” generates emotional energy with rhythms that only seem impro-

visatory – an excellent example of how the poet has learned from Brathwaite

without ever sounding imitative:

. . . and she walking

And he walking toward her, and she walking

And he walking toward her from inside the mirror,

And she inside the mirror too, but on the next side,

And they couldn’t touch the boulder of each other

Shoulder to roll away the reality.23

Conclusion: After Decolonization

This chapter has favored the term “decolonization” to emphasize process,

the fluid conditions through which we have observed writers navigating

and piloting their readers. With the passage of time there seem to be fewer

arguments about the compass, and either the weather is improving or the

course is toward calmer waters. Decolonization, however, takes place

within the framework of the postcolonial condition, and that condition,

like “modernity,” seems to powerfully resist any notion that a genuinely

different condition might succeed it. Raphael Dalleo has made the con-

sequential observation that, after a certain point, an anti-colonial posture

is rendered obsolete – even if some continue to speak from it, out of habit,

or for want of an alternative.24 Such an instance of obsolescence might

point toward a new paradigm. And yet, almost providentially, the term

“neocolonial” popped-up, as if tailor-made for shoring up an obsolete

oppositional paradigm to allow accustomed practices to persist. It implies

that decolonization tends to metamorphose, with the reinscription of

colonialism in a new form. The term is indeed capable of identifying

a recalculation or renegotiation of colonial relations under changed con-

ditions, and it does function in that way in economic and some political

contexts. But in other contexts it tends to spread (like “postmodern”) all

across the landscape, stretching thinner as it spreads. As a result, it is

usually so diluted that instead of identifying a new condition, it functions

mostly as a signifier of disappointment at the lack of the dramatic break

with everything colonial which independence was taken to promise.

It is helpful at this juncture to remember that cultural, political, and

economic decolonization do not necessarily move in step. It is the cultural
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sphere that concerns us here, and we are further constrained by the fact that

the anglophone nations constitute a “laboratory of islands,” each one grow-

ing a distinctly different culture.25 It was these limitations that led me to set

aside the larger issues by initially proposing a pragmatic test: judge whether

a poem is postcolonial by what it is worried about.

While the younger poets continue to have passionate concerns, they are less

worried about what they should say and how they should say it. The stark

binaries of the independence era have mostly been diffused, and even reinter-

preted as opportunities. As we have seen, the development of lively Caribbean

poetic traditions provides local support, but they do not seem to become

isolationist; they reach out to make contacts across the region.

Because nativism has been rare in the Caribbean, probably for lack of

preexisting indigenous literary models, we see instead enthusiastic explora-

tion of literary practices from around the world, not usually perceived as

exotic, but as tools to leverage any rigid pedagogical model of a canon. More

than ever, writers themselves are transnationals, with increasingly global

perspectives nourished by the Internet. Informed awareness of global cultural

diversity may even have preceded, for West Indian writers, a full awareness of

the cultural diversity of the Caribbean. The power of the old binaries of

identity is no longer ubiquitous, and a remarkable development is the increas-

ing interest, both scholarly and literary, in the various cultures generated by

indenture: first the East Indian, then the Chinese, and recently the Irish.

This is consistent with an analogous if not-entirely-intuitive development:

as writers cultivate broader perspectives, they often seem to experience an

intensified curiosity about their own (and each other’s) very local cultures

and traditions. The old pressures to write either in Standard English or in

creole have slackened (if not for school children); often poets now choose

a language of expression to suit the objectives of a particular poem or set of

poems, with no concern that it be a durable badge of personal identity.

In their work they have become adept at distinguishing the creoles of differ-

ent islands; moreover, they even have the resources to distinguish the

Standard English of different islands – both Jamaica and Trinidad have

their own excellent dictionaries. West Indian poets are anxious and even

angry aboutman things; for now, though, their work does not expressmuch

concern about whether the era they live in is postcolonial or not.
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2

OYENIYI OKUNOYE

Postcolonial African Poetry

Throughout the English speaking world, in settler territories . . . or

colonial territories like the West Indies and West Africa, writing in

English . . . started as a hesitant intrusion, developed into obsequious

plagiarism before taking the final and vast stride into cultural indepen

dence and the literary expression of national personality.

Martin Banham1

On February 18, 2002, the jury set up at the Zimbabwe International Book

Fair to compile “Africa’s Best 100 Books of the 20th Century” announced its

report in Accra. Their list, made up of titles covering children literature,

creative works, and scholarship/nonfiction, was dominated by titles in the

creativeworks category.While fictional works in various languagesmade the

list, only six works of poetry by Okot p’Bitek, Léopold Sédar Senghor,

Christopher Okigbo, Mongane Wally Serote, Gérald-Félix Tchicaya

U Tam’si, and Shaaban bin Robert (in Swahili) were listed. The fact that

works of poetry constitute less than ten percent of the entire list testifies to the

marginal space that poetry occupies in the general assessment of African

writing. But this does not in any way reflect the volume of poetry produced in

relation to other genres in Africa, or the closeness of poetry to the average

African. The report at best reveals the general attitude to poetry in the formal

study of African literature.

Poetry is the literary genre that people in sub-Saharan Africa encounter

most frequently, particularly in its oral forms, and African poetry of various

kinds has borne the burden of recording major historical events and experi-

ences on the continent. The title of Romanus Egudu’s influential book-length

study,Modern African Poetry and the African Predicament, underscores the

poetry’s central obsession.2 Because of the collective historical experience of

pain, loss, and trauma, the speaker assumes the voice of a representative of

the group in much, though not all, African poetry. If African poetry started

by engaging continent-wide concerns and was long seen as articulating

“African” experiences, the emergence of national literary traditions has

meant that poets have increasingly been focusing on local issues and
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experiences. But whether the concerns the poets engage are of relevance to

the entire continent, a region, or a nation, more often than not, poets act and

work within a clearly defined vision of commitment to the well-being of the

group. Tanure Ojaide explains this in terms of the functional nature of the

African creative imagination, arguing that “African art is not justmeant to be

beautiful alone but to be of value to the community.”3

If history constitutes the main concern of African poetry and appears to

homogenize the African poetic imagination, cultural diversity on the con-

tinent has paradoxically enriched it to the point of splintering its readership.

African poetry is so deeply immersed in the diverse cultures of the continent

that students who wish to appreciate the resources that African poets draw

onmust grapple with many culturally specific references and recognize many

poetic forms rooted in different ethnic traditions. They need a broad cultural

literacy to appreciate the cultural subtexts in many works of poetry.

In a continent that was colonized by all the major European colonial powers

and that has about two thousand languages, three thousand ethnic groups,

and fifty-four countries, each of which sustains diverse traditions of poetry

on which poets writing in indigenous and European languages freely draw,

poetry is an exciting and challenging form of expression.

In the bid to cope with the diversity that characterizes African poetry,

anthologists and critics have found it convenient to categorize and read it

along regional lines. This strategy enables them to highlight the shared

tendencies and orientations in each region and creates a basis for comparing

and contrasting poets from the various parts of the continent. Particularly in

African poetry in English, it is convenient to talk about West African, East

African, and Southern African traditions – regional subdivisions that may

work less well for francophone and lusophone countries scattered across the

continent. Inhabitants of each of these regions were exposed to similar, if not

the same, colonial inheritances, and they often share historical affinities that

result in a subtradition of creative work. Although each region has vibrant

creative activity, not all African countries have been equal players in produ-

cing poetry, and the major players in each region have always dictated the

trends. With a lively literary scene and a quarter of the continent’s popula-

tion, Nigeria is dominant in West African poetry. Most of the preeminent

African poets are from Ghana, Senegal, Nigeria, Malawi, Uganda, Angola,

and South Africa. Creative activity outside the continent has also earned

attention for African poets abroad.

In this chapter, I survey regional groups of poets who have definedmodern

African poetry in English as a postcolonial tradition. I identify two common

threads running through these experiences: a tendency to record collective

memory,most of which has been traumatic; and the preference of the poets in
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many cases to speak as mouthpieces for the shared dreams and desires of

their peoples. Recent developments suggest that the African poet increasingly

accommodates the personal, while concerns other than the political, espe-

cially the agony of estrangement from the homeland, have also become

evident.

On the Postcolonial Character of African Poetry

However one may define the postcolonial, African poetry will operate at the

center of it, not only because most of the tendencies that characterize post-

colonial writing as an imaginative response to the history of colonialism have

long been evident in African poetry in English, but also because of the

lingering presence of the colonial in every sphere of African cultural affairs.

Western education played a major role in the development of modern

African poetry in English, as in the other European languages. Even though

many of the earliest African poets in English were aware of the rich traditions

of poetry in their immediate cultural environments, they imitated the works

of English poets to demonstrate their capacity to create poems comparable to

those they read as part of their colonial education. Whereas in the 1930s and

1940s the pioneer poets of West Africa imitated the Victorian poets, the

poets exposed to English literature at the university level at the University of

Ibadan (then called University College) in Nigeria, the University of Ghana,

Legon, and Makerere University, Kampala in Uganda in the late 1950s

eventually overcame their initial immersion in the works of the modernists.

One of the expatriates instrumental to the literary and cultural awakening at

Ibadan, Martin Banham insightfully observes, in the statement that serves as

epigraph for this essay, that poetry evolves in colonized spaces from “hesi-

tant intrusion” to “obsequious plagiarism” to the “expression of a national

personality” – a comment that applies in particular to the poetry produced by

poets at Ibadan under his watch.

Hybridity predominates in African poetry, as in other postcolonial tradi-

tions. As heirs to rich indigenous oral traditions and the traditions that

colonial education and culture bestowed on them, many African poets have

mixed and blended resources from these two traditions. But hybridity in this

context is not only evident in the formal constitution of poetic texts. It also

manifests itself in the crisis of identity for westernized Africans of various

generations. Poems that capture this crisis, such asGabrielOkara’s “Piano and

Drums,” Christopher Okigbo’s “Heavensgate,” and Clark-Bekederemo’s

“Agbor Dancer,” locate the speaker at the center of the ordeal. The poems

are normally set in the speaker’s birthplace or culture. An encounter or

a reflectionon lost childhood or affinity to the culture then provokes penitence,
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confession, and restitution. The dilemma of the speaker of Gabriel Okara’s

“Piano and Drums” is evident in the confusion he has in making a choice

between the two civilizations that are symbolically represented: “And I lost in

the morning mist / of an age at a riverside keep / wandering in the mystic

rhythm / of jungle drums and the concerto.”4 Such expressions of alienation

stress the indelible impact of colonialism, including the West’s role in consti-

tuting the speaking self. Poems often represent the impact of the West in

Christianity, western education, and/or its lifestyle. The most popular and

critically acclaimed rendering of the crisis of self-definition in African poetry is

probably Okot p’Bitek’s Song of Lawino (1966), which faithfully portrays in

a husband-and-wife struggle the westernized African’s inability to manage the

fusion of the Western and the African. A Ugandan village woman, Lawino,

rails at her husband for his infatuation with the West, abandonment of local

ways, and vilification of herself:

Now you compare me

With the rubbish in the rubbish pit,

You say you no longer want me

Because I am like the things left behind

In the deserted homestead.5

Yet despite western influences, postcolonial African poetry in European

languages is often modeled on indigenous African poetic conventions.

Poets have often borrowed from traditions of African oral poetry, as empha-

sized by Isidore Okpewho, among others.6 But African poets such as Niyi

Osundare and Kofi Anyidoho also go beyond mere borrowing to produce

works that aspire to re-create indigenous forms of performance, in some

cases reinventing the audience-performer dynamics that characterize the

performance of poetry in many African cultures. Osundare, Anyidoho, and

Launko assign the audience the refrain in many of their poems and often

specify in footnotes the musical instrument to be played along with some of

them.

Different generations of African poets have been identified with reinvigor-

ating their works with resources from oral traditions, and they have done this

with varying levels of success. While the earliest among them – Mazisi

Kunene, Kofi Awoonor, and Okot p’Bitek – had to research the traditions

of oral poetry of their peoples, members of succeeding generations have been

more daring in demonstrating the affinity of their work to particular tradi-

tions of poetry. Members of the next generation of anglophone African

poets, especially Niyi Osundare, Tanure Ojaide, Kofi Anyidoho, Femi

Fatoba, Jack Mapanje, Femi Oyebode, Obiora Udechukwu, and Okinba

Launko, have marshaled various poetic genres and techniques rooted in
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Yoruba, Ewe, Urhobo, Chewa, or Igbo traditions, and have created works

that we can only properly appreciate in the context of those traditions.

African poetry has increasingly become performance oriented. Two plat-

forms are serving as catalysts for this development: public performance of

poetry and the Internet, where spoken word performers have gained

increased recognition. These practices are invariably influencing the writing

of poetry. Apart from liberalizing the idea of publishing to accommodate the

public performance of poetry,7 they have also made the performance of

poetry a public event, as exemplified by Poetry Afrika, an annual festival of

poetry in Durban, South Africa. Albeit tied to the politics of cultural identity,

the flowering of performance poetry in different parts of the continent has

more specific roots. In South Africa, it owes much to the culture of resistance

and the antiestablishment ethos that has persisted in the black community

long after the struggle against apartheid – as evident in the poetry of Lesego

Rampolokeng, who declares “demon symphony this liberation.”8 On the

other hand, performance poetry in Ghana and Nigeria, as promoted by

Atukwei Okai, Kofi Anyidoho, Okinba Launko, and Odia Ofeimun, is

largely occasional poetry. The most enduring effect of the recourse to oral

traditions is that it asserts the capacity of African cultures to create alter-

natives to whatever their colonial heritage made available to them.

The analysis below of the regional divergences in African poetry can help

refine these and other general claims.

African poetry in French and Portuguese is fired by a culture of resistance,

reflecting the response of indigenous peoples to colonial projects. A cultural

and political philosophy promoting a pan-African cultural legacy, Negritude

emerged in the 1930s within the circle of African and Caribbean students in

France, and it found its most articulate and popular expression in poetry.

In the process of asserting the positive values of blackness, redefining black

identity, and negating the prejudices in the European outlook on Africa, it

romanticizes the African past, invests blackness with positive values, demo-

nizes all that is European, and valorizes African spiritual resources – especially

the potency of ancestral forces. In chronicling the history of violations that

Europe in general and France in particular visited on Africa, Negritude, as

expressed in David Diop’s poetry, attributes inhuman violence to Europe’s

dealings with Africa and mythologizes Africa as a continent of the imagina-

tion, beyond colonial boundaries. Even though Senghor’s Negritude is more

tolerant of the West than Diop’s, both poets essentialize differences between

the African and the European. Theworks of other francophoneAfrican poets

such as Tchicaya U Tam’si and Jean-Baptiste Tati Loutard and of the

Angolan lusophone poet António Agostinho Neto share varying levels of

the anticolonial resistance that animates Negritude.
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West Africa

West Africa has generally been an especially fertile environment for litera-

ture. At the beginning of African poetry in English in the 1930s, the West

African pioneer poets were children of the first West Africans to receive

a missionary education. Trained abroad, these poets were by and large

professional surgeons, lawyers, and journalists who also doubled as politi-

cians. O. R. Dathorne sees them as “completely Europeanized” people who

“continuously aspired to be African.”9 Their poems, which, by today’s

standards, lack craft, originally appeared in newspapers and magazines

that circulated in British colonies in West Africa. As prospective leaders,

they expressed their dreams and desires for their people. They celebrated race

and promoted a common African identity. The best known among them are

Gladys Casely-Hayford, Michael Dei-Anang, Dennis Osadebey, and Ralph

Armattoe. In the opinion of Kofi Awoonor, “It is one of the most interesting

ironies of history that English colonialism aroused the earliest nationalistic

sentiment and anti-colonial rhetoric on the African continent.”10

Though birthed in France, Negritude had West Africans like Léopold

Sédar Senghor and David Diop among its major promoters in poetry.

According to Dorothy Blair, Negritude emerged because of the French

educational system that, aimed at black intellectuals, spurred “the growth

of a racial and cultural consciousness,”11 and brought together black

Africans and Caribbean students of African descent in the same movement.

The Negritude poets had the Harlem Renaissance poets of the 1920s such as

Langston Hughes and Claude McKay as their models, but their work ironi-

cally reveals the reaction that the French policy of Assimilation provoked

among the same elite that was supposed to benefit from it.

Before the cultural reawakening in Ibadan, Nigeria, during the late 1950s,

the dominant concern of poetry in English-speaking West Africa was to

assess the impact of the encounter with the West and the loss and damage

it occasioned. That concern persisted, but Ibadan widened the range of

cultural voices and preoccupations inWest African poetry. University educa-

tion at Ibadan, as in many other parts of the British Empire, was built on the

British tradition, and expatriates and foreign agencies played major roles as

catalysts of the new culture. Writers from as far as Ghana and South Africa

began to publish their first collections at Ibadan.12 The poetry of Nigerians

Christopher Okigbo, Wole Soyinka, and J. P. Clark-Bekederemo occupies

a privileged space in the canon of African poetry. Okigbo has earned

a reputation for being the finest poet Nigeria has produced in spite of the

fact that he published only a slender body of work before he died fighting in

the Nigerian Civil War. His poetry is remarkable for its inimitable craft and
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its ability to create something original from various sources, including both

modernist and Igbo traditions. A brief example might be the synesthetic

mixture, long-lined rhythmic pulse, and vivid sensory language in a line

such as “The smell of blood already floats in the lavender-mist of the after-

noon” in his poem “Come Thunder.”13 Soyinka’s early poetry is daunting in

its syntactic elasticity and verbal gymnastics, as when he apostrophizes his

roots: “Lend not image to a serpent spawn / Of lures, to monster prodigies of

spleen.”14 But he adopted a more accessible poetic medium after the

Nigerian Civil War broke out so as to communicate with a wider audience.

Clark-Bekederemo, who was initially the most enthusiastic to model his

poems after those of British poet Gerard Manley Hopkins, is at his best in

deploying visual imagery to establish a harmony between humanity and

nature, especially in poems set in his native Niger Delta region.

The end of the Nigerian Civil War in 1970 not only brought the adoption

of a more public-oriented poetry in Nigeria but also led to the rise of a new

generation of poets, one that has earned itself the unique identity of being

more socially responsive, if not militant, in identifying with the common

people in terms of poetic concerns andmedium of expression. The generation

of Nigerian poets that emerged in the 1970s and that became prominent in

the 1980s at the peak of the mass resistance to military rule exemplifies

Stewart Brown’s observation that “the defining characteristic of Nigerian

poetry in English has been its confrontational attitude to authority.”15 Niyi

Osundare, Harry Garuba, Tanure Ojaide, Odia Ofeimun, Okinba Launko,

Obiora Udechukwu, Femi Oyebode, Femi Fatoba, Funso Aiyejina, Ossie

Enekwe, Pol Ndu, Chinweizu, Mamman Vatsa, Catherine Acholonu, Ken

Saro-Wiwa and Omolara Ogundipe belong to this generation.

These poets have broadened the concerns of Nigerian poetry. They have

a greater affinity with the oral traditions of their immediate cultural environ-

ments and have been more prolific and more nation-conscious than their

predecessors. Among them, Ofeimun, Osundare, andOjaide popularized the

idea of the polemical poet-activist. Their broad concerns, their infectious

sense of optimism, and their unrelenting effort at formal experimentation

have endeared their work to many readers. Ofeimun, who made Nigeria the

grand theme of his often publicly performed poetry, marked a break with his

predecessors in a poem that denounced Clark-Bekeredemo’s neutrality in

representing theNigerian CivilWar: “the poet lied, he lied hard.”16Themost

prolific and versatile Nigerian poet of his generation, Osundare started

a weekly poetry column in a newspaper at the height of military rule in

1985. At once culturally rooted and globally relevant, his poetry imagines

change, liberty, and the elimination of artificial barriers, as in lines that turn

Homer’s Iliad on its head:
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I sing

of the beauty of Athens

without its slaves

Of a world free

of kings and queens

and other remnants

of an arbitrary past . . .

Of the end

of warlords and armories

and prisons of hate and fear17

A consistent and daring critic of erringNigerian leaders, Ojaide gives voice to

anger over the environmental violations and social injustices against people

of the Niger Delta region by oil companies and the Nigerian state: “This

share of Paradise, the delta ofmy birth / reels from an immeasurable wound. /

Barrels of alchemical draughts flow / from this hurt to the unquestioning

world.”18

A third generation of Nigerian poets benefitted from the institutional

facilities at some Nigerian universities and the Association of Nigerian

Authors for formal training in creative writing and mentoring. But they

have been more conscious of the celebrity status that writers enjoy in

Nigeria, especially with the prestige that literary prizes confer on up and

coming writers, many of whom dream of winning the Nigeria Literature

Prize, the most valuable of such prizes in Africa. The publication of Voices

from the Fringe (1988), an anthology of newNigerian poetry edited byHarry

Garuba, is now seen as the event that inaugurated the generation. A large

group with activist sensibilities, they have had to contend with the con-

straints posed by the collapse of the publishing industry, a development

that led many of them to venture into self-publishing. After leading the pro-

democracy movements of the late 1980s and early 1990s, many of these

poets are now based abroad. Their work bespeaks anger against theNigerian

state, dreams of a better Nigeria, and the pain and pleasures of exile. Among

its notable figures are Olu Oguibe, Remi Raji, Ogaga Ifowodo, Afam Akeh,

Uche Nduka, Ezenwa-Ohaeto, Toyin Adewale, Amatorisero Ede, Tade

Ipadeola, and Lola Shoneyin. Raji’s work projects the disillusioned temper

of his contemporaries: “I loved the country with a vengeance /My generation

loved the land with wasted efforts! / The ones who came before had sweeter

passions . . . / They milked the mule of her mirth / And left us the hide and the

rind.”19

Ghana has sustained a vibrant tradition of poetry, next only to Nigeria in

West Africa, but in contrast to the inward-looking tendency of Nigerian
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poetry, Ghanaian poetry is pan-African, in keeping with the vision of

Ghana’s independence leader Kwame Nkrumah. Kofi Awoonor, the first

major poet to emerge in Ghana, drew in his early poetry on dirges and

other Ewe oral traditions to chronicle the damaging impact of colonialism,

including to familial inheritance: “I have no sons to fire the gun when I die /

And no daughter to wail when I close my mouth. . . / I have no kin and no

brother, / Death has made war upon our house.”20 Atukwei Okai, Kofi

Anyidoho, Kwado Opoku-Agyemang, and Abena Busia have broadened

the concerns of Ghanaian poetry by subordinating their awareness of the

national experience to the pan-African, as they re-create such experiences as

transatlantic slavery and colonialism. They have also been inventive with

poetic idiom. Okai, whose poetry is densely allusive and playful in treating

serious subjects, popularized the tradition of public performance of poetry in

Ghana. Accompanying his print collections with audio discs, Anyidoho

adopts Ewe traditions of halo (song of abuse) and the dirge in exploring

contemporary Ghanaian realities. His is the poetry of the speaking voice that

is nevertheless subtle: “In our songs there is no room for the lily / nor for the

bougainvillea’s stubborn beauty /We too sing but not of the glory of twilight /

nor of melodies of lark bringer of dawn and dew / . . . With / these blood-shot

eyes what do we see in flowers.”21 Raised in Europe and teaching in the

United States, Busia creatively deploys traditions of praise and elegy to

capture events that straddle the homeland and the diaspora. Opoku-

Agyemang’s poetry imaginatively re-creates the ordeal of slaves transported

from the Cape Coast to the New World.

Smaller English-speaking countries in West Africa have also produced

significant poets. Lenrie Peters of The Gambia, a contemporary of the first

generation of Nigerian poets, was long the only major poetic voice from his

country until the younger and more prolific Tijan Sallah emerged. Sallah, Syl

Cheney-Coker, the best known Sierra Leone poet, and Patricia Jabbeh

Wesley, the first major poet to emerge from Liberia in decades, all live far

away from the homelands that inspire their poetry.

East and Central Africa

East and Central Africa have not produced as many poets as West

Africa, but the few poets from the region have made distinctive, locally

shaped contributions to African poetry. Although anglophone Cameroon

has not featured in any major anthology of African poetry, it has

produced poets such as Bate Besong who powerfully articulate the

agony of its marginalized people in the southwest and northwest regions

of the country.
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Malawian poetry showed great promise with the emergence of the

Malawian Writers’ Group at Chancellor’s College of the University of

Malawi, but the authoritarian regime of President Hastings Kamuzu Banda

aborted this literary potential with tyranny and censorship. The tormented

idiom of Malawian poetry reflects the pressure that this repressive atmo-

sphere, the constraints of exile, and the instinct for self-preservation imposed

on the imagination. The detention of Jack Mapanje, the best known

Malawian poet, drew global outrage and gave his work visibility, but his

poetry and career still bear the scars of the traumatic experience. The works

of Felix Mnthali, Steve Chimombo, and Frank Chipasula also testify to the

repressive atmosphere that prevailed inMalawi despite the fact that many of

them have had to operate outside the country. The recourse to themythic and

oral resources in Malawian poetry was a response to the prevailing state of

repression: “Jack Mapanje and Steve Chimombo both incorporated oral

traditions into their poetry not just to enrich it, but also to obscure meaning

while trying to comment on the harsh sociopolitical realities surrounding

them.”22 Mapanje is at his prophetic best when predicting the fall of African

dictators:

When this carnival finally closes, brother

When your drumming veins dry, these very officers

Will burn the scripts of the praises we sang to you

And shatter the calabashes you drank from.23

In 1975Taban lo Liyong lamented the literary barrenness of East Africa.24

An obvious exception is Ugandan Okot p’Bitek’s Song of Lawino, which

draws on the song traditions of the Acholi to explore the cultural crisis

occasioned by colonialism. Although Okello Oculi and Joseph Buruga also

modeled their poems on the song tradition, the emergence of SusanKiguli has

brought amuch-awaited freshness to Ugandan poetry, demonstrating it to be

capable of exploring new and broader issues and of transcending the tradi-

tion of the communal voice. Kiguli imagines a country recuperating from

wars and misrule:

I hold a thousand tears

In the cup of my skinny hand.

I carry ten thousand wails

In the deep hollows of my ears . . .

I house ten million graves

In the curls of my thinning hair.25
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Southern African Poetry

In parts of Africa that were settler colonies, such as South Africa and

Zimbabwe, the distinctive traditions in poetry of European Africans and

black Africans came together in service to the liberation struggle. South

African poetry has a long history that started with the works of African

poets in indigenous languages going back to the start of the twentieth

century. Thomas Knipp has identified two generations of poets in the

subsequent evolution of South African poetry: the Sharpeville and

Soweto generations.26 Those identified as Shapeville poets, including

Dennis Brutus, Arthur Nortje, Keorapetse Kgogsitsile, and Mazisi

Kunene, responded to the banning of liberation movements in 1960,

and their poetry resists the racial oppression of the period. The Soweto

generation, including Mongane Wally Serote, Sipho Sempala, James

Matthews, and Oswald Msthali, came into prominence in the 1970s

around the Soweto uprisings and responded to the reality of the era

with greater militancy.

Most of the writing against apartheid represented the suffering of its

victims and was, in a sense, very predictable, as argued by critics such as

NjabuloNdebele.27 But while the urgency of representing anger hindered the

full manifestation of poetic craft, the apartheid era includes works of endur-

ing value by poets such as Brutus, Nortje, and Mtshalli. Brutus’s widely

anthologized poetry is still studied long after the collapse of apartheid

because of the subtlety, distinctive voice, and patriotic affection that mark

theway he represents his suffering under apartheid.Much of his writing fuses

protest and prison poetry:

In the greyness of isolated time

which shafts down into the echoing mind,

wraiths appear, and whispers of horrors

that people the labyrinth of self.28

After the dawn of democratic governance in South Africa in 1994, the irony

of the post-apartheid literary scene is that the political integration of blacks

has also led to integrating non-blacks within the South African cultural

industry. For obvious political reasons, only South African poetry written

by victims of apartheid was accommodated in most anthologies of African

poetry while the apartheid era lasted, but the vision of the “rainbow nation,”

as the country is popularly imagined, requires a rainbow tradition of poetry.

Accordingly, in the massive post-apartheid anthology A New Century of

South African Poetry (2002), Michael Chapman calls for a vision of the

“poetry from a dual perspective: South Africa wishes to join the international
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community at the same time as it searches for a post-apartheid identity, or

a sense of a home.”29

Like South Africa, Zimbabwe has a long history of writing in African

languages, such as Shona and Ndebele, has experienced the divide between

writing by blacks and the white settlers, and has a large body of poetry in the

service of the liberation struggle. In the 1960s, the first Zimbabweans writing

in English had a platform for their work in local journals. Shona andNdebele

music inspired the liberation struggle and its poetry, as noted by Michael

Chapman: “Sung by choirs in the camps and in exile, the chimurenga songs

were unambiguous in calling for the overthrow of the Smith regime.”30

Among compatriots Chenjerai Hove, Charles Mungoshi, Dambudzo

Marechera, Kristina Rungano, and Freedom Nyamubaya, the best-known

poet, Musaemura Zimunya, combines in his poetry nostalgic reflection on

the grandeur of Great Zimbabwe with a fascination with the natural envir-

onment. He is, above all, a poet whose voice was forged in the service of the

war of liberation. His poetry is intensely conscious of the environment,

whether to show the rural/urban divide, showcase the grandeur of Great

Zimbabwe, or evoke the atmosphere of the prison:

I am here,

here!

No song of a bird;

no coo of a dove;

not a moo of a cow;

shadowy sunshine,

no sunrise, no sunset.

I am now here

Half living for most of the time31

Conclusion

Outlining African poetry’s historical and aesthetic constitution as

a postcolonial practice, this chapter has shown the diverse ways in which

indigenous and borrowed resources have come together in creating and

sustaining African traditions of poetry that have increasingly manifested

distinctive national and regional identities. While individual creative aspira-

tions and strategies have played roles in shaping the character of poetry

produced in the continent, the dominant shaping influences have been the

character of the colonial heritage and the postcolonial political culture in

each country or region, either freeing or constraining the creative imagina-

tion – or both. Except for some unfortunate victims of political violence,

poets have shown themselves capable of strategies of survival under
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authoritarian regimes. All told, African poetry testifies at once to the

enduring presence of the colonial and the capacity of the African imagination

to articulate collective desires. Not merely chronicling the woes and travails

of the people, African poets also shape collective dreams of freedom,

fulfillment, and development.
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3

LAETITIA ZECCHINI

Postcolonial South Asian Poetry

South Asian writing in English, which has witnessed such an extraordin-

ary publishing and critical boom over the last years, is still overwhel-

mingly identified with the novel. Poetry in English flourished much earlier

than prose, however, and the vitality, strength, and confidence of its

voices are remarkable. If marginality is at the heart of this poetry’s

predicament, it also accounts for its creativity and its “worldliness.”

When Patrick Fernando, whose poetry has often been praised for con-

veying a distinctly Ceylonese sensibility, expresses his impatience with

a required and recognizable ethnicity, he seems to echo the impatience of

other South Asian poets: “My own verse as a whole has no local idiom;

yet, I hope, it has a personal style. My preoccupation is with the latter.”1

Poets of the Indian subcontinent refuse to be pigeonholed in neat

national, linguistic, and cultural categories. Their poetry both springs

from a specific locale like Dhaka, Bombay, or Lahore and is dialogically

engaged with the world outside. They are not concerned with writing

back to the West or writing for Bangladesh, India, or Pakistan, only with

honing their voice and their modernity.

A convenient starting-point for modern English-language poetry in South

Asia is independence: 1947 for India and Pakistan, 1948 for Ceylon (now Sri

Lanka). Modern South Asian poets “make it new” after independence by

making a clean break with the past, and consider poetry in English published

before 1947 imitative and obsolete.2 The two pioneers of modern Indian

poetry in English, Nissim Ezekiel (1924–2004) and Dom Moraes

(1938–2004), published their first collections in London in the 1950s.

A. K. Ramanujan (1929–1993), Jayanta Mahapatra (b. 1928), Kamala Das

(1934–2009), Keki Daruwalla (b. 1937), Adil Jussawalla (b. 1940), Eunice

de Souza (b. 1940), and the bohemian avant-garde “little magazine” frater-

nity of poets such as Arun Kolatkar (1931–2004), Dilip Chitre (1938–2009),

and Arvind Krishna Mehrotra (b. 1947) also belong to this fairly canonized

first generation of modern Indian poetry. The second generation includes
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poets such as Jeet Thayil (b. 1959), Ranjit Hoskote (b. 1969), and

Arundhathi Subramaniam (b. 1967).

Most Pakistani poets in English recognize Shahid Suhrawardy (1890–1965)

and Ahmed Ali (1910–1994) as their forefathers, although Taufiq Rafat

(1927–1998) was the first poet to introduce a direct and modern “Pakistani

idiom” in English. Like Nissim Ezekiel in India, he became a highly influential

mentor for other poets in Pakistan. The second generation of Pakistani poets

started writing in the 1960s and includes Maki Kureishi (1927–1995), Daud

Kamal (1935–1987), Zulfikar Ghose (b. 1935), as well as younger voices such

as Adrian A. Husain (b. 1942), Salman Tarik Kureshi (b. 1942), Alamgir

Hashmi (b. 1951), andHarris Khalique (b. 1966). Georges Keyt (1901–1993)

is often considered Sri Lanka’s first modern poet, but Ceylonese poetry in

English actually gained momentum with the poetry of Patrick Fernando

(1924–1983), Anne Ranasinghe (b. 1925), Jean Arasanayagam (b. 1931),

and Yasmine Gooneratne (b. 1935).

South Asian poetry flourished in the 1960s and 1970s and its vitality is

inseparable from the modern metropolis, especially Calcutta and Bombay in

India, Lahore and Karachi in Pakistan. The poet and editor P. Lal who set up

Writers Workshop in 1958, which published widely and somewhat indis-

criminately, was instrumental in clearing a space for English language poetry

in and outside Calcutta. But the real foundry of poetry was Bombay, home to

two towering figures, Nissim Ezekiel and Dom Moraes; to many other

influential poets (Adil Jussawalla, Saleem Peeradina, Arun Kolatkar, Dilip

Chitre, Eunice de Souza, Ranjit Hoskote, Anand Thakore); and to the

innovative publishing ventures, independent collectives, and little magazines

of the cosmopolitan and ebullient 1960s and 1970s. This was also a fertile

period for English language poetry in Pakistan, which saw the publication of

three path-breaking Oxford University Press anthologies of Pakistani poetry

in English from Karachi (in 1965, 1971, and 1975). Workshops and forums,

such as “Mixed Voices,” a multilingual forum for poetry founded by Adrian

Husain and Salman TarikKureshi in Karachi, were also created, and journals

like The Ravi, the influential literary magazine of the Government College in

Lahore published by Taufiq Rafat, embraced poetry.

The literatures of Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan are often treated as

mere footnotes to the larger history of Indian literature – when they are not

expunged altogether. When the Bangladeshi poet Kaiser Haq suggested an

anthology of contemporary South Asian poetry, the Ohio State University

Press asked him to restrict the volume to India (1990), thus leaving out

a wealth of voices, including his own. Many Bangladeshi, Ceylonese, and –

to a lesser extent – Pakistani poets seem too often doomed to remain “fugitive

figures” in the larger body of Indian Writing in English.3
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Yet, many of these poets were born in a pre-partitioned Indian subconti-

nent, before the materialization of existing frontiers between India, Sri

Lanka, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Shahid Suhrawardy and Ahmed Ali were

born respectively in Calcutta and Delhi, as were three younger Pakistani

voices: Maki Kureishi in Calcutta, Kaleem Omar in Lucknow, and Adrian

A. Husain in Kanpur. Conversely, the Indian poets Keki Daruwalla, Arvind

Krishna Mehrotra, and Imtiaz Dharker were all born in the city of Lahore.

Although, as Kaiser Haq suggests, “Suhrawardy was a formidable presence

in the cultural arena of undivided Bengal before Partition,”4 he sank into

oblivion in India after becoming a Pakistani citizen. This partitioning of

literary cultures that share cultural, linguistic, religious, and social features,

as well as a common past, is also a partitioning of the mind. Boundaries

between these nation-states seem to have gradually hardened politically,

culturally, and linguistically.5 In spite of South Asian literary festivals, it

often seems difficult for writers from different parts of the subcontinent to

meet, gain access to each other’s work, and feel part of the same

“community.”

And yet their work springs from the same troubled cultural and political

context. Countries of South Asia share a tumultuous history and sometimes

a chaotic present, marked by the rise of communal politics, and by various

forms of cultural or religious fundamentalism. Sri Lanka has been ravaged by

two decades of a brutal ethno-linguistic civil war between the Sinhalese

majority and the Tamil minority. The memory of the slaughters that accom-

panied Bangladesh’s independence from (West) Pakistan during the coun-

try’s bloody LiberationWar in 1971 are still vivid, and Bangladesh continues

to be plagued by political violence, widespread corruption, governmental

and economic crises. In the late 1970s and 1980s, the tyranny of Zia-ul-

Haq’s military dictatorship in Pakistan forced many writers into exile: the

iconic Urdu poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz, but also the country’s best-known poet in

English, Alamgir Hashmi, some of whose writings were banned. If political,

sexual, and religious violence is an everyday reality in Pakistan, India can be

regarded as a “fractured land” as well and has witnessed the rise of inter-

communal violence and Hindu fundamentalism.6

In the painful poem “Silent Birds,” by Pakistani writer Zulfikar Ghose, the

partition of the Indian subcontinent is momentarily cancelled by the eruption

of terror on both sides of the border: “Bombs suddenly exploded at the

World / Performing Arts Festival in Lahore. My / family home shook as in

an earthquake. / A day later news came fromBombay of / a terrorist attack on

the Taj Hotel right / there opposite the Gateway of India.”7 Jean

Arasanayagam, a Ceylonese poet of Burgher (mixed European) descent,

who was embroiled in the anti-Tamil pogrom of July 1983 because of her
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marriage to a Tamil Hindu, wrote about the horror of civil war in collections

like Apocalypse ’83 (1984) and Trial by Terror (1987). A poem such as

“Genocide,” which opens on a hard telegraphic litany of charred wood,

charred flesh, and choked breath, ends with the foreboding line: “Here

there is no longer any home / for those of alien breed.”8 Despite their

conversational and often humorous tone, Kaiser Haq’s poems also describe

how everyday life in Dhaka is suddenly engulfed by terror. The poet, who

fought in the 1971 Liberation War, writes amidst “flashing knives, whirling

sticks, bursting bombs, / And accompanying gutturals and fricatives of

hate.”9 The work of poets like Keki Daruwalla, Gieve Patel, and Adil

Jussawalla is likewise haunted by what they see as the insane cruelties of

contemporary India. And Kolatkar’s poignant long poem Sarpa Satra

(2004), which presents itself like a retelling of the sacrificial opening rite of

the Mahabharata, directly recalls recent intercommunal pogroms and the

anti-Muslim riots that broke out in Bombay after the 1992 destruction of

a mosque by Hindu fundamentalists in Ayodhya.

If South Asian poetry in English springs from a fraught cultural context,

it’s also because English remains the language of a privileged minority and

the language of power, a colonial relic often attacked as a sign of persisting

servitude.10 When South Asian poets started writing, as Arvind Krishna

Mehrotra suggests, “anything in the colonial language was a red rag to

a bull.”11 In Pakistan, Zia-ul-Haq’s regime tried, unsuccessfully, to get rid

of English, and in Sri Lanka, the 1957 SinhalaOnly Act replaced Englishwith

Sinhala as the official language of the nation. In a country like Bangladesh,

where the Bengali LanguageMovement was the galvanizing force behind the

country’s Liberation War from Pakistan, those who did not defend

“Bengaliness” – Bengali culture and language – but stuck to English (or to

Urdu) were traitors to the new nation. Kaiser Haq acknowledges that he is

something of a “pariah” in his own country and called a collection Pariah

and Other Poems (2013).12

Since Buddhadeva Bose’s notorious 1963 declaration that “Indo-Anglian

poetry” is a “blind alley, lined with curio shops, leading nowhere,”13 images

have blossomed to describe the predicament and crisis of South Asian poets

who write in English. In a later essay, and with characteristic humor, Arvind

KrishnaMehrotra has added his own contemporary variant to the long list of

metaphors. Indian poets in English are “Shakespeares in saris, Shakuntalas in

skirts, poets in drag, the LGBT community of Indian Literature.”14 They are

accused of being Westernized and elitist, inauthentic and deracinated, and

their South Asian identity is cast into doubt. Poets in English are routinely

charged with being un-Indian or un-Pakistani, when it’s not “anti-national.”

“‘Get back to your language,’ they say” is a line from Adil Jussawalla’s
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influential 1976 collection Missing Person. The “they” were the British

accusing their former colonized subjects of polluting the sounds of English,

but today, these accusations come from South Asians themselves.15 Poets in

English are often scorned bywriters in the so-called “indigenous” or regional

languages and told to get back to their own language. In India, nativist critics

like G. N. Devy or Bhalchandra Nemade consider literature an autonomous,

language-bound, soil-bound process. A writer should write primarily for his

own time, place, and community. Nemade targeted Indian poets in English

on the grounds that their work was parasitical, sponging off a foreign

culture, lacking a homogeneous tradition. Indian writing in English cannot

produce a great writer because the two parameters of any great writing,

national culture and national language, and the writer’s filial relation to

both, are missing. A poetry collection published in Delhi in 2013 includes

an outrageously violent poem entitled “For the Indian English Poets,”16

caricatured as flatulent and greedy old men with sterile voices. The author

suggests it is time to pile all these poets on top of each other and light

a bonfire.

It would be naive to laugh at these attacks, for they shed light on the

challenges South Asian poets continue to face and, conversely, on their

extraordinary achievement. The experience of vulnerability and of margin-

alization from the linguistic, social, and cultural mainstream is at the heart of

this poetry. But I would argue that it also accounts for its creativity, because

it gave poets the freedom to “make their pacts” and affiliations across space,

time, and languages, both abroad to distant literatures and to the South

Asian past. It also gave them the freedom to experiment and invent

a modern voice unburdened by many of the national conditionings and

anxieties.

In India, as critics have often pointed out, many poets belong to a religious

minority, whether Parsi (like Adil Jussawalla, Keki Daruwalla, Gieve Patel, or

Kersy Katrak), Catholic or Christian (like Dom Moraes, Eunice de Souza,

Jayanta Mahapatra, Jeet Thayil), or Jewish (Nissim Ezekiel). Likewise, many

Ceylonese poets whowrite in English are neither Buddhists norHindus: Patrick

Fernando and Yasmine Gooneratne are Catholics; Jean Arasanayagam comes

from the small ethnic minority of Christian Burghers, and Anne Ranasinghe

was often described as one of the only three Jews in Sri Lanka. When poets

are part of the religious majority – as has been the case in India for Chitre,

Mehrotra, and Kolatkar, who are all upper-caste Hindus – they also seem to

represent marginal figures, at an angle with majoritarian forms of belonging

and with social or cultural conventions. Many have broken from their

regional and traditional backgrounds to practice their art in the metropolis.

Dilip Chitre actually sees Ezekiel’s Jewish identity as characteristic of Indian
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English poetry as a whole, “living precariously in a ghetto.”17 Adil

Jussawalla also likens the poet in English to an “outcast.” Like other South

Asian intellectuals – although the situation in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka is far

worse, in terms of English-language publishing industry and readership, than

in India – he deplores hostile antiliterary surroundings andwrites of the fierce

despair and isolation of writers in a “culture of shortages”: shortage of

publishers, critics, and journals; shortage of recognition, readers, and

audience.18

And yet this experience of marginality has nurtured strong bonds of

fraternity as well as a defiant sense of identity. Adil Jussawalla wrote about

the “direct, conspirational link” that connects poets to their readers, and

poets to each other.19 Poets in South Asia have been the publishers, editors,

critics, designers, and distributors of their own work. To a much greater

extent than the novelists, they have always written on each other. They have

also been responsible for mapping the field and constructing the canon,

notably by publishing critical and sometimes polemical anthologies.

Following P. Lal’s 1969 anthology and credo, which were meant to provide

a glaring rejoinder to Bose’s early dismissal of “Indo-Anglian poetry,”

anthologies published by poets flowered: Saleem Peeradina (1972), Pritish

Nandy (1973), R. Parthasarathy (1976), Keki N. Daruwalla (1980), Kaiser

Haq (1990), Arvind Krishna Mehrotra (1992), Eunice de Souza (2001),

Ranjit Hoskote (2002), Jeet Thayil (2008). In Pakistan, the three pioneering

Oxford University Press anthologies were likewise brought out by poets:

Shahid Hosain (1965), Zulfiqar Ghose (1971), Kaleem Omar (1975).

Because poets were ignored by mainstream publishers and depended on

themselves to get published, they formed cooperatives and collectives. They

created independent small presses (like the legendary ClearingHouse in 1976

in Bombay, whose four editors were Jussawalla, Mehrotra, Patel, and

Kolatkar), short-lived journals, and often cyclostyled dissident “little maga-

zines.” These magazines served as platforms or forums for poets to carve out

a space for themselves outside the establishment. They also helped poets to

connect with each other, and with the world outside.20

Modernism became a paradigm for emancipation and for dissent. It meant

trying out different alternatives outside and beyond inhibiting traditions, and

fashioning “free verse,” both literally and figuratively.21 “Acts of demolition,”

as Arvind Krishna Mehrotra has shown, have been crucial to modern poetry

in South Asia, especially in a context where modernism is inseparable from

decolonization. Writers rebelled against dominant forms and conventions,

especially against the two prevalent traditions until the 1940s: “the Victorian

British ideals of literature and the ornately quasi-classical Sanskrit-like

modes of literary expression,”22 which to some extent fed on each other.
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They proclaimed their dismissals of literary icons such as Keats, Shelley,

Byron, orWordsworth, “the sort who have their monuments inWestminster

Abbey,”23 and of their immediate romantic-nationalist-mystical poetic pre-

decessors like Aurobindo or Sarojini Naidu. They emancipated themselves

from textual and classical traditions (the learned Sanskritic, Brahmanical, or

Persian traditions), which had been privileged at the expense of the oral and

the syncretic, the concrete, the demotic, and contemporary.

Liberated from a concern for the “national” (a “national language,”

a “national culture”), which was first on the minds of many South Asian

writers at the time of independence, their poetry engaged with the quotidian

and ordinary, both as subject and idiom. Breaking away from the “stiff-

necked poetry” of their predecessors,24 they aimed at creating a vernacular

and at foregrounding mundane realities in an everyday, colloquial language.

Poets like Dilip Chitre, Kamala Das, Kaiser Haq, and Taufiq Rafat all

write a direct, fluid, and immediate poetry that registers the ordinary fabric

of existence. Many of Kolatkar’s poems likewise use a casual voice and

slangy idiom. These “spoken poems” display a meticulous, almost amorous

attention to ordinary details and daily street experience.

But this simplicity is deceptive. South Asian poetry embraces multiple

worlds, languages, and literary cultures. As Ramanujan has suggested, no

modern South Asian writer lacks any of these traditions: the regional,

mother-tongue tradition which he identifies with a nonliterate subcontinent,

the pan-Indian and Perso-Arabic traditions, and the Western tradition.

Pakistani and Bangladeshi poets are also related to the wider worlds of

Muslim imagination. The vast majority of South Asian poets have several

languages at their disposal: Tamil and/or Sinhala in Sri Lanka; Urdu and/or

Punjabi, but also Pashto, Baluchi, or Sindhi in Pakistan. In India, all writers

likewise write from a multilingual space. Some poets are distinctly bilingual

and compose poetry both in English and in another South Asian language:

Marathi for Kolatkar and Chitre; Oriya for Mahapatra; Kannada for

Ramanujan; Urdu and/or Punjabi for Ahmed Ali and Harris Khalique;

Sinhalese for Lakdasa Wikkramasinha. Adil Jussawalla gives an eloquent

portrait of the Indian reader and writer, “whose ears register about four

languages every day (Bombay English, Bombay Hindi, Marathi and Parsi/

Gujarati), who can broadly understand poems in a language he can’t read

(Urdu) and not the poems in a language he can (Marathi) . . . . Throw in

Tamil, take out Urdu, add Bengali here, take out Assamese there and you

have a composite picture of the Indian reader – basically, and I mean

basically, made from pieces of a linguistic jigsaw in which shades of one

language invariably lock in with the colours of another – a leucodermic

Barbie doll or crazy colored charted harlequin.”25 Agha Shahid Ali also
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gives evidence of his multilingual background and of the multiple worlds he

inherited when he recalls his grandmother in Srinagar: “Ever since I can

remember, she quoted Shakespeare, Keats, and Hardy in English; Hafez

and Rumi in Persian; Ghalib and Faiz in Urdu; Habba Khatun, Mahjoor,

and Zinda Kaul in Kashmiri.”26

A. K. Ramanujan is a legion rather than an individual, Kolatkar

suggested.27 Like Ramanujan – multilingual poet, translator, scholar, folk-

lorist, and linguist – South Asian poets are “legions” indeed. Editors, anthol-

ogists, and essayists, many of them also navigate between different creative

worlds and artistic genres. Georges Keyt is considered Sri Lanka’s most

important modern painter; Jean Arasanayagam is a visual and batik artist;

Gieve Patel is a playwright and awell-known painter; Dilip Chitre and Imtiaz

Dharker became filmmakers and visual artists; Anand Thakore is

a Hindustani Classical singer; Jeet Thayil is a musician and novelist.

The list can be continued ad libitum. One of the most striking features of

this literature is also that many poets are translators. And I would suggest

that translation becomes a means, for South Asian writers, to mediate

between their different “selves,” worlds, languages, temporalities, and

affiliations. “You don’t just write with a language, you write with all you

have,” wrote Ramanujan,28 by which he meant that all of his Kannada and

Tamil, all of his linguistics and anthropology, all of India, and all of

America – where he lived for more than thirty years – came into his poetry.

These poets also write with everything they have read and everything they

have translated, from Sanskrit or Prakrit poetry to medieval bhakti or Sufi

compositions in the regional languages, contemporary South Asian poetry to

modern European and American poets.29

The fecund connection between creative writing and translation (both as

context of reading and writing, and as practice) has shaped South Asian

poetry. Far from confining themselves to traditions close at hand, as nativist

critics advocate, South Asian poets have been voracious readers of world

literature. The “ghetto” to which Dilip Chitre referred may have actually

always been wide open to the world. Works of literature flooded the foot-

paths of South Asian metropolises from the 1950s onwards. And the paper-

back revolution in the publishing industry, which coincided with a feverish

activity in translation, unleashed a tremendous variety of cross-influences.30

Many poets recall the lasting influence of the PenguinModern European Poet

series in the 1960s where they discovered world poetry in translation. “Our

attitude of rebellion was shaped by our reading,” declared Mehrotra,31

whose early poems, like those of Dilip Chitre, Arun Kolatkar, and

Manohar Shetty, were self-consciously surrealist. Comparing the atlas of

translations to an atlas of international air roots, Jussawalla has also
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suggested that poets can choose their “neighbors” fromwherever they see fit,

because the transcontinental lines of translations have the power to forge

such direct links.

In an unpublished fragment from Kolatkar’s papers, the poet describes

himself as an adventurer cultivating a taste for exotic poets, as indiscrimi-

nately reckless in his reading habits as in his eating habits: “i’m afraid i’ve

been a glutton / consumed poets of europe living and dead . . . / only after they

have first been eaten consumed / and regurgitated by translators / the flour-

ishing tribe into english . . . / i’ve supplemented my diet / at various times with

canned catullus / smoked baudelaire reconstituted villon / pickled appoli-

naire salted mashed mandelstam / and cured Thomas transtromer . . . / even

the great classics of say the tamil / or kannada poetry have to first be

consumed & regurgitated / fed to me in that form before i can receive

them.”32 But Kolatkar did not only consume poets in translation. He also

“digested” earlier poets in the vernaculars and recast them himself into

English, making his own unique place in the reading-translating-writing

consuming chain where literature originates. Modern Ceylonese poets have

found Georges Keyt’s path to be their own: “first the exercise in translation,

then the writing of their own poetry,” argued Yasmine Gooteratne.33

If many South Asian writers like Kolatkar would confuse what comes

“first” or “second,” translation is indeed as much a part of their creative

work as the writing of so-called “original” poems.

Acts of recovery are as essential tomodern poetry and tomodernism as“acts

of demolition.”When Ramanujan was writing his own poems, he was steeped

in the work ofWallace Stevens, WilliamCarlosWilliams, and other American

poets. But he was at the same time translating the classical Sangam corpus

from Tamil, which appealed to him for its concreteness and its attention to

physical detail, as well as the medieval Vacanas in Kannada, in which he

recognized the spontaneity of free verse. While reading and translating

Frenchmodern poets like Rimbaud orVerlaine inMarathi andMarathi bhakti

poetry into English, Dilip Chitre began to see in the seventeenth-century

devotional poet Tukaram an unsuspected contemporary. Georges Keyt also

found in Sinhala, folk poetry the terse economical idiom that spoke to him as

a modern. Poets discover contemporaries in the past and recover their moder-

nity in precolonial traditions.MarianneMoore and the quiet and dramatic lines

of classical Tamil poems written more than twomillenniums ago are connected

for Ramanujan, just as André Breton and the fifteenth-century bhakti poet

Kabir, or Ezra Pound and Prakrit love poetry compiled in the second century

CE, are connected for Mehrotra. In bhakti and Sufi voices especially, modern

South Asian poets found an expression that was familiar to their own, though

centuries apart. It is the directness and the immediacy of the bhakti and Sufi
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repertoire, whose composers are reinterpreted as marginal and iconoclast fig-

ures, engaged in a countercultural movement of sorts, that seems to appeal to

modern writers.

“I want to reclaim everything I consider my tradition” (author’s italics),

declared Kolatkar.34 And in this self-given lineage, poets not only bypass the

linearity and causality of history, they also delight in all kinds of entanglements

and miscegenation. They engage in translation as recovery of precolonial

vernacular traditions, but also as reinvention, denationalization, and

“mongrelization” with other literatures. Mehrotra has found his haikus

and “concrete poems” in Prakrit love poetry, which he re-creates as imagist

and modern. Kolatkar’s transcreations of Tukaram and other Marathi

bhakti poets are likewise indebted to the blues, to Allen Ginsberg, and to

the poet’s passionate interest in songs. By translating and revitalizing

vernacular South Asian traditions into English, modern poets exceed the

inevitable dialectics of the “native” versus the “alien” or the “local” versus

the “global.” Against their nativist critics, many South Asian poets demon-

strate that “Eastern” and “Western,” or “Asian” and “European” cate-

gories and languages are perhaps too complexly woven into the Indian,

Bangladeshi, and Pakistani fabric – and certainly into their own poems and

translations – to be disentangled.

***

Although remarkable poets such as Agha Shahid Ali, Zulfikar Ghose, and

A. K. Ramanujan have migrated and settled abroad, and although many

poets have spent some time in the United States or in Europe, most prominent

South Asian English-language poets have – unlike the novelists – written

from their homeland. But as many of them demonstrate, you can be rooted in

a locale and open it to a nomadic network of connections with other loca-

tions. You can be “here” with all of what you know, read, or imagine of

“there,” and perhaps be “here” as if it is “there.” It’s in that sense that many

South Asian poets are distinctly cosmopolitan. They fashion instances of

“ways of living abroad at home – ways of inhabiting multiple places at

once.”35 Jean Arasanayagam conveys a similar experience when she talks

about “belonging to the here and yet being part of the there.”36 In spite of the

feelings of unsettledness or ambivalence, which are dominant features of this

poetry, poets have made their commitments with their homeland. In “Poster

Poems V,” Ezekiel speaks about “a loved and troubled country / which is my

home and enemy,” and his well-known poem “Background, Casually” ends

by a resolution: “Mybackward place is where I am.”37The line appears as an

epigraph to Kaiser Haq’s Published in the Streets of Dhaka, and in the

title poem of that collection, the poet declares: “Here I’ll stay, plumb in the
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centre / of monsoon-mad Bengal.” Adil Jussawalla’s poems likewise revolve

around Bombay as the “destination of the heart,” and as the heart of pain:

“I must stay here with my hurt.”38

This “here” can be re-created and defamiliarized, as in Kolatkar’s Bombay

poems, which have somuch of America in them. InThe Purple GoldMountain

(1960), Ahmed Ali uses a Chinese voice and imagery to evoke Pakistan,

Partition, and tyranny. “Close by the desert / Under the brown hills / Where

the Ya Na River flows / Lies my home,” he writes in “On being Asked by

a Ladymy native place.”39 In themock-picaresque poetic travelogueAmerica is

a Punjabi Word (1979), Alamgir Hashmi displays a gentle irony and delight in

juxtaposing clichés from different worlds. Home is a place to find and lose,

reinvent and find again. Many South Asian poets may recognize themselves in

the words of Pakistani-British poet Moniza Alvi: “I live in one city, / But then it

becomes another. / The point where they mesh – I call it mine.”40
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4

ROB WILSON

Postcolonial Pacific Poetries:
Becoming Oceania

Amid the waning of history into textual pastiche and of literary imagination

into creative borrowing, as broadly articulated across diasporic delinkages

from place, land, or nation, the new edition of Postmodern American Poetry

enters into this framework of global postmodernity with an all-welcoming

embrace.1Modes or schools of postmodern poetry are taken less as emergences

or manifestos of subaltern difference than as “marketable labels” of cosmopo-

litan techno-hybridity seeking academic ormuseum recognition,with examples

multiplying such as Flarf, Newlipo, Cyberpoetry, Conceptualist writing,

Google-sculpting, Plundergraphia, American Hybrid writing, postlanguage

lyricism and so on. There are 119 poets chosen to stand for this burgeoning

range of postmodern multiplicity, with some forty-seven poets dropped from

the first omnibus edition of 1994 and fifty-nine poets added to the second

edition of this Norton anthology in 2013.2 These wavering figures of inclusion

signal the instability of shared criteria or consensual recognition across what

Pierre Bourdieu would call the field of cultural production or what Pascale

Casanova calls (tracking the increasing shift of value-consecrating power of

literary recognition from Paris and London to New York) the “world republic

of letters.”3

The situation of contemporary poetry as semiotic-material production

can be framed quite otherwise and elsewhere across Oceania and other

decolonizing world sites, however, where poetry (even more so, at times,

than drama or story) retains a saliency of cultural-political relevance, often

activates re-indigenizing energies, and embraces a creolized community-

formation that aggravates more glutted neoliberal globalization frames of

subjective lyric production.4Aesthetic distance or claims to romantic trans-

cendence have all but collapsed into simulacrum, deconstructive wariness,

and an ironic embrace of “uncreative writing” at the mainstream US core:

postmodern poetry as such has become marked by modes of discursive

leveling or infiltration by nonpoetic languages, disjunctive collage, and an

anti-aesthetic derangement. This is not to say that Pacific poetries have been
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shorn of such experimentation, generic estrangement, or defamiliarizing

wariness in a postmodern key.5 Still, anthologies of postmodernity can

seem hopelessly transient, warehouses of values, branded forms, and

choices that come down “invariably to politics and taste,” as Ron

Silliman warned from the vantage point of a defamiliarizing Marxian

poetics his own work has long been aligned to, since the late 1970s, via

a recalcitrant Language Poetry that has become mainstreamed and fused by

now into experimental mannerism by many in the United States and

Europe.6

But the Pacific Postmodern, as with the postcolonial poetries across the

circum-Caribbean or other minor-language sites from Brazil and Guam to

the Philippines and Taiwan, can be situated, contextualized, and decoded

otherwise and elsewhere as social articulation, as I’ve argued elsewhere:7

“This [situated] stance claiming to express a ‘postcolonial’ kind of postmo-

dernity would urge, writing in the Pacific, those aggravated concerns to

recapture strong claims to cultural, cultural-national, and subaltern ethnic

identity; to reclaim some indigenous nation as seen under global/local super-

power threat; and to express, more generally, some situated coalition of

‘local’ writing forces and energies; a kind of place-based imagination of

belonging to some specific locality, liminal zone, and counter-nation as

entangled in a distinctive, if nervously ambivalent, colonial history.”8

In such postcolonial poetry, the pidginized languages, socially aligned utter-

ances, and experimentalism of form and voice – produced in sites such as

Hawai’i, Papua New Guinea, Aotearoa (New Zealand), Western Samoa, and

Fiji – have become all the more tied during the NewMillennium to expressive

modes of indigenous recuperation, transoceanic interconnection, abjected

social history and occluded ethos, and a politically entangled voicing and

emplacing of alternative languages, worlding views, codes, and ecological

mores. Since Albert Wendt issued his manifesto “Towards a New Oceania”

in 1976 and, all the more so, in the wake of Epeli Hau’ofa’s visionary

reimagining of this same Oceania as socio-political regional imaginary in

“Our Sea of Islands” in 1993, poetry continues to function as a crucial genre

in the emergence of the postcolonial Pacific-becoming-Oceania in all its multi-

lingual expressiveness and social contestation.9 Poetry becomes part of the

ongoing multifaceted political project to reclaim language, place, locality,

resource, environment, and nation as seen under threat of displacement and

settler hegemony, articulating a translocal vision of the Pacific centered around

such an oceanic-based imagination of cosmo-poetic belonging as Wendt and

Hau’ofa had advocated (as well as embodied in their own stories and poems).

Pacific-based poets like Pio Manoa in Fiji, Albert Leomala in the New

Hebrides, Konai Helu Thaman in Tonga, Kauraka Kauraka in the Cook
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Islands, John Kasaipwalova in Papua New Guinea, Caroline Sinavaiana-

Gabbard, Selina Tusitala Marsh, and Sia Figiel in Samoa, John Pule from

Niue, Teresia Teiawa in Kiribati and various sites, and Witi Ihaemara and

Hone Tuware in Aotearoa have long as well as diversely represented such

figurations, claims, and struggles.10

Coming far out of the past and yet hailing the present into a different future

from that of neoliberal subjectivity or ludic commodification cum nihilism,

poetry articulates communal stakes in the political imaginary of place, people,

and ethos such that, however minor seeming in form or voice or localized and

peripheral in circulation, it can aim to express creative tactics of decolonization,

settler-colonial refusal, and a globalized localism, thus signifying an implicit

counterimagining of place, form, and region.11 Poetry as such becomes valor-

ized into a discursive mode of social transformation andmicropolitics embody-

ing the larger reimagining of Oceania into an ex-“South Pacific” region and

Australasia as site of transpacific flows. Poetry becomes produced and read in

such terms of social relevancy and claims, not taken as an entry into the

Museum of Modern Art or post-Dada experimentalism that the Postmodern

American Poetry collection (or related anthologies “against expression”)

would consecrate through figures of conceptual estrangement such as

Kenneth Goldsmith, Tan Lin, or Vanessa Place et al.12

To site a representative example of such an aesthetics tied to region-making

figurations and claims, the announcement for the Oceanic Performance

Biennial held in Auckland in 2013 centered around “Performing Pacific

Ecology” and presumed Oceania as exactly such a postmodern space of

emergent possibility and scalar linkage across the region: “As an expanded

field of flows, Oceania includes those countries and cultures on the ‘edge’ as

well as the Pacific islands as its liquid ‘center.’”13 Here, the oceanic stress is

upon interconnection and figurative networks occurring via flows and along

edges, brashly linking the primordial and the postmodern, as will still be the

case inmuch of the poetry across this region. No longer isolated or diminished

or ignored, islands are posited as spaces of routing and rooting, conjunctive

nodes figured as liquid land-cum-ocean centers for enacting what the

Hawaiian-based Asia/Pacific poet, redflea (Richard Hamasaki) calls “Planet

Ocean”:14 hence such works, complexly rooted and routed across the re-

worlding Pacific, have become aligned to an oceanic ecopoetics of Oceania

that goes on diversely emerging from presses like Tinfish and Bess Press in

Honolulu and Omnidawn in Berkeley or the University of Auckland Press in

Aeoteroa (New Zealand) or through literary journals like Trout, Mana,

Hawai’i Review, and Bamboo Ridge.15

In Lali, an anthology of such Pacific writing from 1980, Albert Wendt

memorably captures this space-and-race shattering vision of Oceania as
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a modality of capacious, multilingual, prolific, regenerative, multifarious

belonging: “I belong to Oceania – that vast expanse of Polynesia,

Micronesia, and Melanesia – a fabulously varied scatter of islands, nations,

cultures, myths, and mythologies. Oceania is also a multiplicity of social,

economic, and political systems all in different stages of decolonization,

ranging from politically independent nations (Western Samoa, Fiji, Papua

New Guinea, Tonga, Nauru, Tuvalu, Kiribati, the Solomon Islands, the

Cook Islands) through self-governing nations (the New Hebrides and

Niue) to colonies (mainly French and American). There are more than

1,200 indigenous languages in Oceania, plus English, French, Hindi,

Spanish, and various forms of Pidgin, with which to catch and interpret the

past, create new historical and sociological visions, and compose songs,

stories, poems, and plays.”16 This prolific Oceania of postcolonial regenera-

tion goes on emerging within and against taken-for-granted hegemonic

frameworks such as “South Pacific,” “Asia-Pacific,” or “Transpacific” that

can still dominate journalistic and cultural-political discourse.17

There are two “South”-ward world-ocean turns antagonistic to this con-

temporary work in remaking poetry and regenerating poetics taking place

across Oceania if not in sites of Asia Pacific: (a) Hawai’i (as a metonym for

the Pacific) has long been figuratively associated in global-popular culture

with the eros/ethnos of “South Pacific.” But it is actually in the “Northern

Pacific” and was reframed into this militouristic “South” via Michener’s

Tales of the South Pacific et al. and the resulting musical “South Pacific”

which “will run for eternity” on Broadway.18 “Oceania” frames serve as

a way to abolish this South of South Pacific, often in collaborative situated

modes of cultural production linking the indigenous and the hybrid cosmo-

politan. Geopolitically speaking, (b) the so-called “South China Seas” has

become a crucial Peoples Republic of China site for commercial, territorial,

and military expansion southward into its own version of an “open” Pacific,

thus challenging US hegemony in the region. This Chinese movement

reminds oceanic citizens not only of the US Pacific/CINCPAC settler pre-

sence, but of Japan’s movement southward into the Pacific, then or now, if

not also of Germany’s reawakened interest in its own South Pacific and site,

namely Samoa and its broader world oceanic outreach that came into being

through world war.19 Such frames recall that this emergent postcolonial

Oceania still takes place within, and against, a global Pacific and its con-

tentious dialectics of late capitalist globalization as world telos.

In a splendid transregional anthology fromAuckland andHonolulu called

Whetu Moana: Contemporary Polynesian Poems in English (2003), ten

Hawaiian poets figure prominently in this polymorphic collection: many of

the poems are concerned not just with links to the people or landscape but to
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sustenance from and wayfaring across “Oceania” and the very ocean

(moana) of its title.20 This was the third anthology of “Pacific poetry” edited

by the pioneering author Albert Wendt, but neither in the ground-breaking

Lali: A Pacific Anthology (1980) nor in the later and more capacious

Nuanua: Pacific Writing in English Since 1980 (1995) do any Hawaiian

writers figure into this emergent canon of Pacific poetry writing.21

The indigenous turn back towards Oceania, that is to say, has altered the

very sense of whosewriting counts as part of this new, renativizing imaginary

of people, language, and place. The dynamics of decolonization have worked

their way into the poetics of place as tied to ocean. In effect, Hawaiian

writing had earlier (until the 1980s) seemed too assimilated into

US multiculturalist frameworks, too little connected to Pacific mores, values,

and forms. In Nuanua, Wendt would go on to note that indigenous

Hawaiians are “now minority groups in their countries, [and] continue

their valiant struggle for sovereignty and self-determination,” but still no

Hawaiian poets were included in this Pacific-based 1995 collection.22 These

days, Native Hawaiians are broadly recognized to play a crucial role in the

contemporary poetics and politics of Oceania and often are given

a prominent role in such anthologies or literary events, as are Maori writers.

Indeed, back in that frame-shattering year of 1976, and in waves of

circum-Pacific voyages afterwards down to the present, the Hawaiian voya-

ging canoe project Hoku’leia had sailed to remap and reconnect the

Polynesian Triangle and, in consequential effect, create an interconnected

ocean of star-going via native knowledge, techniques, and community build-

ing cutting across modern nations and colonial prejudices. Through related

literary production in essay, novel, chant, poem, dance, music, and theater,

“Oceania” as such became an emergent regional term at this time, advocated

by Wendt’s “Towards a New Oceania” and Epeli Hau’ofa’s “Our Sea of

Islands” as earlier touched upon. For Wendt, “Oceania” implied the meta-

phoric quest, beyond the sickly and distorting Pacific Romanticism of wes-

terners, not for the revival of past culture as such, but “for the creation of

new cultures,” forged in a kind of prescient yet wary postcolonial hybridity

that might compound existentialism or lyric phenomenology with gods and

goddesses of lava, watershed, and sea as in a work likeWendt’s Flying Fox in

a Freedom Tree (1974) or John Pule’s The Shark That Ate the Sun (1992).

For Hau’ofa, Oceania was posited as a world-enlarging framework, a regio-

nal configuration as once ancestral and postmodern global, in which spaces

of premodern and postmodern connection by sea voyage and jet travel are

traced over modern colonial maps that render island peoples as small, dis-

persed, disconnected, across a veritable chaos of a “wilderness of islands,” as

Mark Twain portrayed the seemingly disoriented scattering of this sea in his
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travelogue Following the Equator.23 But for Hau’ofa and related writers

spread across the modern Pacific into urban diasporas, Oceania is comprised

of huge stories, images, metaphors, and legends that give a sense of sublime

vastness to space and time; networks of interconnected reciprocity become

crucial, as islands and oceans are connected, move, link, and would counter

the capitalist global frame from before, within, and maybe even after it.

Hau’ofa framed his turn to Oceania (formerly a French geographical term

from the 1830s, “l’Océanie”), as a turn back to native gods and goddesses

like Pele and Maui and away from dependency models or Christian colonial

abjection. In other words, his was a “hybrid” form and trope, deliberately so,

troping upon Saint Paul as upon Marx, Wallerstein, James Michener, and

Hegel. Hau’ofa’s own poetic and fictional writing (likeWendt’s) is expressed

in the post-British “many Englishes” of Polynesia, sometimes called “alter

Englishes,” trenchantly creolized and pidginized with satirical intensity.

Pidgin poets figure in making this new Oceania, importantly so, in poets

like Kathy Dee Banggo, Lee Tonouchi, and Joseph Balaz from Hawai’i Nei.

But French Polynesia seemingly drops out from this new spatiality of

Oceania, and none of the forty indigenous languages have been represented

fully in such contemporary collections, not to mention poetry in Spanish or

Portuguese, although environmental struggles and antinuclear activism by

Kanaka Maoli in Hawai’i and Ma’ohi peoples in French Tahiti do speak to

one another as a translocal politics and a poetics of decolonization.24

These oceanic ties and flows in contemporary poetry, pulling back from

the past and across into the future, mark Hawaiian poetry in authors like

Haunani Kay Trask, Joseph Puna Balaz, Wayne Kaumualii Westlake,

Imaikalani Kalahele, Kapualani Landgraf, and Richard Hamasaki. Such

dynamics have been vividly represented by Brandy Nalani McDougall in

her contemporary poetry collection The Salt Wind: Ka Makani Pa’akai

(2008). Here the “salt wind” protagonist binding family, self, and place to

history and custom is not modern urbanized humanity or Enlightenment

values as much as it is the ocean wind full of salt and Hawaiian remem-

brances recalling self to modes of place-based and oceanic belonging.25More

broadly situated from the Pacific to the Atlantic, the frame-shifting book

Well Then There Now (2011), by Ohio-born, San Francisco Bay-based poet

Juliana Spahr, who lived in Hawai’i from 1997 to 2003, offers another work

in experimental ecopoetics pushing from local to planetary biopolitics.

Deeply oceanic in the way it situates Hawai’i not just in relation to Native

Hawaiian indigeneity and multiculturalist movements in altered English,

Spahr’s poetry frames islands from Oahu to Manhattan in relation to antag-

onistic global forces such as arctic melting, species extinction, ocean warm-

ing, militarization, and resource extraction.26
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Spahr’s poetry offers a broadly oceanic vision of planetary interconnection,

indicting consumptive and polluting patterns from California and Ohio, to

O’ahu, to Manhattan: “They often lived on an island in the Pacific and they

often lived on an island in the Atlantic. Lake Chubsucker. They thought of

these two residences of theirs as opposites although both were places of great

economic privilege and resources, places that themselves consumed large

amounts of resources and consumed more and more resources all the time.

Lake Sturgeon” (84). The “unnamed dragonfly species” and myriad fish are

named in this prose poem as endangered species, threatenedwith extinction by

the us-and-them species binaries, local and global ties, the near and far that get

overlain as interconnected relations, or what the poem frames as “Things of

each possible relation hashing against one another” as she names this systemic

process in another poem (67). Land and ocean frames clash and yet hash

together (as Spahr puts it) as discrepant energies endangering the planet, but

also call out for a multirelational transscalar vision of commonality, inter-

connection, and care.

Three book-length poems by Craig Santos Perez notably enact an innova-

tive, large scale, and historically informed feat of repossessing Oceania and

the Marianas, projecting a mode of world-belonging in which Guam/

Guahan can never be named (or forgotten as) just another unincorporated

territory of the post-1898 American Pacific.27 Resisting Guam’s being just

the “Pacific hub to Asia” in from Unincorporated Territory [hacha] [2008],

30) and from Unincorporated Territory [saina] (2010), or being referred to

as “USS Guam” (hacha, 11) in the region, to use an uncanny example of Asia

and Pacific remapping, the poet-scholar Santos Perez would resist the

centuries-long Spanish and US “reduccion” process of “subduing, convert-

ing, and gathering natives through the establishment of missions and the

stationing of soldiers to protect those missions” (hacha, 11). These poems

(tied into transpacific tidelands as much as to the experimental writings of

Tinfish in Honolulu and the Bay Area open poetics of Robert Duncan, Aaron

Shurin, Barbara Jane Reyes, et al.) would proliferate modes of counternam-

ing and trace precarious routes and roots connected to Guahan, resulting in

countergeography of archipelagic belonging to Oceania and the Marianas as

more than an act “to prove the ocean / was once a flag” (hacha, 47).

The poetic call is towards an Oceania reconvened to put the water-land

nexus back into pre- and postcolonial focus, imagining a resurrected ocean-

based spatiality in four languages. As Santos Perez writes, acknowledging

intertextual borrowings from Charles Olson as well as from the visionary

Epeli Hau’ofa in his oceanic “field composition” poems, “Hau’ofa draws

our attention to an oceania, preoceania, and transoceania surrounding

islands, below the waves, and in the sky – a deeper geography and
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mythology” (saina, 63). Santos Perez does not just say this NewOceania, he

enacts this region in performative worldings in poems. He quotes from

Robert Sullivan’s related waka poems of Maori reclamation from Star

Waka, “Ocean Birth,” “every song to remind us / we are skin of the

ocean” (saina, 113).28 And he invokes the riverine Muriel Rukeyser, from

her poem The Outer Banks,” “All is open. / Open water. Open I” (saina,

113), in an open-field poetics making fixities break down and fuse across

imposed divides of subjected verb, making poetic space “open” into world-

making action. The third or “guma’” collection continues to extend the

historical, linguistic, and formal range of Santos Perez’s serial poem, unin-

corporated territory, pushing a “fatal impact” narrative into quasi-epic

scope as a portrayal of Guam in all its indigenous, colonial, modern, and

contemporary complexity.29 The Pacific island site is portrayed as at once

hybrid in ethos yet decolonizing in aim: ethnography, autobiography,

history, geography, literary criticism, journalism, ecology, the fascist writ-

ings of Ezra Pound, the spectral Juan Malo, dietary regimes of junk food as

well as poems by other contemporary Chamorro poets, get woven into this

seriocomic interoceanic mix.

We can also thicken the meanings and tactics of Oceania via a well-situated

anthology such as Whetu Moana, as alluded to earlier, in which Hawaiian

poets figure prominently.Many of the poems are concerned with links not just

to the people of “the ‘aina” (native land) but also to sustenance from, connec-

tions to, and wayfaring across Oceania (moana). Such works include ecologi-

cally oriented poems based in Hawaiian waters like “Spear Fisher” and “Da

Last Squid” by Joseph Puna Balaz and poems of Native Hawaiian ecological

recovery by Brandy Nalani McDougall as we have discussed.30 Teresa

Shewry’s Hope at Sea: Possible Ecologies (2015) reads across a capacious

Pacific archive of literary, activist, and artistic texts to connect “oceanic

literatures” into translocal, transnational, and transhuman frames that speak

(against all odds) of hopeful and “possible ecologies” of coalition, survivance,

interconnection, transformation, and renewal. In particular, Shewry invokes

the postcolonial poetries and arts of New Zealand in ways that bring together

indigenous Maori and postcolonial settlers along shared environmental lines,

watersheds, and coalitional links that have never been so conjoined. The book

joins works by Elizabeth DeLoughrey, Paul Lyons, Margaret Werry, Teresia

Teiawa, Michelle Keown, Jeffrey Geiger, Subramani et al., to make Pacific

literary and cultural productions register on multiple scales, here with an

“environmental” sophistication and “hopeful” vision that fits the regenerative

energies of Oceania.31

The Papua New Guinea ancestral voices of rivers petitioned for

spiritual possession in Steven EdmundWinduo’s second poetry collection,
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Hembemba: Rivers of the Forest (2000), are not those of Langston

Hughes, William Butler Yeats, or Muddy Waters. Although these moder-

nist figures do flit in and out of Winduo’s English-language poems as

mentors, running through this well-wrought book is the quest to speak

as Lomo’ha, a spirit voice and heroic quester in Nagum Bokien (his native

language and culture). Many of the poems are situated in the river-crossed

region of East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea, where Winduo takes

his pride of birth and starts his journey of Pacific crossing, estrangement,

and return. This book is the lyric record of this journey outward across

oceans, disorientation, and return to the homeland. Among his Tok Pisin

poems written in terse Creole English, “Klostu Mi Les” captures the loss

and agony that drive Winduo across the ocean in a quest to heal the agony

of postcolonial nation-making. All rivers lead beyond the forest toward

Pacific crossings in Winduo, and lead back, fitfully, to register a sense of

ancestral connection and the mounting loss of spirit-place as motive for

poetry and song. As he writes in “Taim Mi Raun” (“In My Walk”),

another poem of diasporic journey from the forests and across oceans,

“This search goes beyond my own life.” Winduo shows this journey of

estrangement and return belongs to his ancestral people and their

unevenly modernizing nation of forests and rivers.32 Winduo’s poetry

can stand for the continuity of important place-based and oceanic-

inflected writing from Papua New Guinea, where Ulli Beier (influenced

by Africanist poetics as well as City Lights Press) had started the Papua

Pocket Poets series at the University of Papua New Guinea and the literary

journal Kovave created early outlets for Pacific work in the 1970s.

Inflected with settler dynamics but distinctly oceanic as well, Anne

Kennedy’s Pacific-based poetry opens into traumatic, ironic, and dispossessed

spaces and affects, as gendered, racial, and locational complexities mount

poem by poem. The Darling North (2012) crosses from Southern hemispheric

complexities of growing up Irish Pakeha in Maori New Zealand into the

Northern Pacific, registering Kennedy’s displaced take on coming to Hawai’i

as some kind of “Hawaiki/ Paradise” only to be claimed by a deeper sense of

belonging to the language and place that takes years of dwelling.33 Each of the

seven longish poems in the book is wryly juxtaposed to give a double or triple

sense of “north” (as longing for primordial claims of belonging to place and

history) within New Zealand as well as via connections to Northern Pacific

sites like Hawai’i that – while long connected via the Polynesian Triangle –

have become distinctive in their postcolonial British Pacific and American

Pacific multicultural settler cultures and racial frames.

Oblique insights course through each poem in The Darling North, as

applied from art, university, and history to the local scene and historical
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narrative: “Did you know Brahms copied out chunks of Beethoven / and

inserted them in his symphonies. / He said Beethoven’s music is mine / because

I love him” (“The Darling North”). This becomes a metaphor for Kennedy’s

own borrowings in her quest-for-north poem from the early settler in the

North, Frederick E. Manning (whom she even names her lover after), and

from Seamus Heaney from whose poetry bookNorth she inserts passages on

Irish history in a diasporic land “sowed with the mouthing corpses.”

The rebirth quested for does not quite happen, although the lineaments of

the quest are tracedwithwry intricacy. But theseworks do offer an“uncanny”

(un-homelike) psychogeography of Irish Catholic peoples in their generational

shifts and longings to belong to some kind of postcolonialNewZealand home.

The “paradise” quest gets displaced from the North Atlantic homeland to the

Southern Pacific climes and claims across Oceania: Kennedy’s works enact the

poetics ofNewZealand-becoming-Aotearoa aswell as push towards exposing

social dynamics of diasporic settlement and coexistence across the Pacific.

Given to forces and forms of decolonization and renativization, Pacific

region-making frameworks can remain innocent neither of uneven power

dynamics, historical elisions, bordered exclusions, racial and ethnic antag-

onisms, nor of internal discrepancies, capitalist complicities, or aporias of

identity- and place-making.34 Oceania as such – full of Robert Sullivan’s

smallish yet culture-laden Maori wakas and Craig Santos Perez’s voyaging

Chamorro sakman as well as 350-meter-long containerized diesel ships from

Matson and Evergreen Inc., with such cargo ships losing some 10,100 con-

tainers each year at sea – offers a small cure of postcolonial hybridity and

generic flux for Cold War hangovers of war, militarization, racial tension.

But such poems, through metaphor, allusion, and figurative vision of

Oceania, would challenge the dynamics of neoliberal globalization reshaping

space, time, self, language, and world.

This is just to affirm that poetry has been long engaged in the remaking of

the Pacific into Oceania, at least since Samoan novelist and poet Albert

Wendt uttered his clarion call “Towards a New Oceania” in the 1970s and

Epeli Hau’ofa affirmed in the 1990s, as suggested above. For over forty years

now, in a myriad array of trenchant novels, pithy poems, visionary essays,

ground-breaking anthologies, and pidginized plays, AlbertWendt as novelist

and poet has not only theorized the cultural plenitude and political entangle-

ments of “Oceania” (a term he helped to reclaim and reinvent both as

a novelist and as a cultural critic), he has summoned, invoked, and enacted

the social fate of “Oceania” into cosmic being and world-literary circulation

as mongrel-global and indigenous at the core. As Wendt theo-poetically

predicted in his prefigurative poem of oceanic rebirth from the 1970s, gen-

erations and islands rising beyond colonial death, “Inside Us the Dead”:
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These islands rising at wave’s edge

blue myth brooding in orchid,

fern, and banyan; fearful gods

awaiting birth from blood clot

into stone image and chant

to blind their wounds, bury

their journey’s dead, as I

watched from shadow’s root, ready

for birth generations after . . .

35

Invited to Berlin in July 2013 by the German cultural institution, The House

of World Culture, to speak back to the framework they ironically called

“Circling the Void: LongNight of the Pacific,”Wendt read this poem first, to

elaborate his complexmix of German and Samoan ancestors but all the more

so to affirm the power of a resurrected Pacific postcolonial culture inOceania

that is no longer just Europe’s “void Pacific.”

As the poetries of the Pacific make palpable in such figuration, affect, and

transregional code, we are beginning to see ourselves as oceanic citizens as

much as earth-dwellers enmeshed in a planetary wholeness, and here authors

and sites of oceanic ecopoetics from Epeli Hau’ofa in Tonga to Craig Santos

Perez of Guam and Brandy Nalani McDougall of Hawai’i as well as Juliana

Spahr in the Bay Area California and Gary Snyder in the Pacific Northwest

can help to disturb the environmental unconsciousness and historical amnesia

that reigns in more ludic, postpolitical, or desituated modes of poetic

postmodernity.36 Pacific-based figurations of oceanic-becoming might help

move urban citizens, early and late, into a more transoceanic vision of solidar-

ity, co-dwelling, and shared peril. As long promised, the Pacific might become

what German idealism called that “last world ocean” where the post-Greco

Roman civilizational imperative – translatio imperii maris (transfer of empires

across the ocean) – falls apart into emergentmodes of rhizomatic becoming and

azure transformation, affirming a multiplicity of routes and roots if not wings

and offshoots across Oceania, building up metaphorics, images, tropes, forms,

stories, and affects of transspecies ecological belonging.
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5

DAVID MCCOOEY

Postcolonial Poetry of Australia
and Aotearoa/New Zealand

Post/Colonial Contexts

“There is possibly no more vexed question in post-colonial studies,” writes

Bill Ashcroft, “than the status of the settler colonies.”1 This questionable

status arises primarily because in settler nations such as Australia and

Aotearoa/NewZealand the colonizers “never left.”Rather than being unam-

biguously “postcolonial,” Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand are more

meaningfully considered “post/colonial”; that is, nations in which postcolo-

nial forces contendwith hegemonic colonial legacies or emergent neocolonial

practices.

As Jennifer Rutherford noteswith regard to theAustralian context, the early

twenty-first century has seen a “return – in mutated form – to the spatial

practices of the colonial imaginary” involving “a return to a heightened

territorialism, to the re-mapping of coastal boundaries, the recirculation of

collective phantasms of an invaded home and homeland, the renewal of

incarceration as central to cultural practice, and the redeployment of the

Armed Forces in Indigenous communities.”2 Given such neocolonial develop-

ments, it is not surprising that, despite political advances since the 1960s (the

nominal starting point for this chapter), the deep disadvantages suffered by

Indigenous Australians in terms of education, life expectancy, child mortality,

health, housing, rates of incarceration, and so on, continue unabated.

In Aotearoa/New Zealand, such reanimation of colonial legacies may

seem less dominant (notwithstanding a similar move to economic neoliber-

alism and right-wing politics in recent years). If so, it may be becauseMaori

comprise a greater proportion of the total population than Aborigines and

Torres Strait Islanders in Australia (15% compared to 3%), and because,

unlike Indigenous Australians, they share a language (te reo Maori),

recognized as an official language in 1987 after decades of state suppres-

sion. And while Indigenous Australians still wait for a treaty with the

Federal government, since 1985 Maori have had recourse to the Waitangi
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Tribunal, which can investigate claims made by Maori regarding breaches

of the Waitangi Treaty of 1840. Nevertheless, Maori – like Indigenous

Australians – continue to disproportionately suffer from socioeconomic

disadvantage.

This chapter will focus largely, but not exclusively, on the Indigenous

poetry of Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand. It will demonstrate that

the political imperative of protest and the poetic imperative of stylization are

not mutually exclusive. Indeed, as my examples will illustrate, the counter-

discursive strategies of postcolonial critique and the linguistic play of poetry

are profoundly related.

Orality and Indigenous Poetics

Indigenous poetic language in Australia was traditionally oral. Oral tradi-

tions express each nation’s “Dreaming,” a word that can apply to both the

period of ancestral creation, and a group’s laws and customs. The continued

endurance of Indigenous oral traditions illustrates their adaptability and

resilience. These traditions map country, and record kinship, language, and

spiritual belief. In the twentieth century, anthropologists such as

T. G. H. Strehlow attempted to capture the verbal element of those traditions

in English alphabetic text. Such projects were problematic because

Indigenous oral traditions are subject to complex and strict protocols regard-

ing their transmission; because traditional songs and stories involve ceremo-

nial, multimedia performance; and because mid-century ethnographic

practices, regardless of intentions, were inherently imperialist in their

assumptions about normativity.

Orality remains crucial to Indigenous Australian poetry, and nontradi-

tional oral works are important indices of the relationship, so often under-

emphasized by non-Indigenous Australians, between Indigeneity and

modernity. Key in the development of a “literature of orality” is the ground-

breaking work by Paddy Roe (of the Nyigina nation) in collaboration with

Stephen Muecke. Roe’s Gularabulu (1983), edited by Muecke, along with

Reading the Country (1984) by Roe, Muecke, and the visual artist Krim

Benterrak, illustrated new ways to produce Aboriginal writing that neither

elided the traditionally oral nature of Aboriginal poetic narrative nor

employed the imperialist ethnographic practices of works such as

Strehlow’s Songs of Central Australia (1971), in which the power relation-

ship between author-academic and “native informant” was inherently

asymmetrical.3 As Philip Morrissey writes, “In revising the protocols and

ethics of settler-Aboriginal collaboration, Gularabulu highlighted the need

for reciprocity and exchange: as such the text is a paradigm of social and
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linguistic convergence.”4 Such convergence is linguistic in its drawing

together of Aboriginal English and so-called “Standard English” and social

in its performative and collaborative process, in which no subjectivity or

ontology is privileged as normative.

Notably, Muecke views Roe’s works from the point of view of

a poetics of language: “When language is read as poetic, it is the form

of the language itself, as well as its underlying content, which is impor-

tant. Just as it would be unjustifiable to rewrite a poet’s work into

‘correct’ English . . . so it would be unjustifiable to rewrite the words of

Paddy Roe’s stories.”5 Such language is difficult to quote briefly.

The opening of “Living Ghost” gives a sense of its repetitive, indirect

style: “Well this fella used to look after the trough he had – / oh he had

childrens too – / he had childrens – / he had about five or six children – /

and an old lady – / mother for the children – / old man –.”6

Roe’s works paved the way for collections such as Story about Feeling

(1989) by Bill Neidjie, the last Gaagudju speaker, and the multilingual

anthologies of Aboriginal song poems edited by Martin Duwell and

R. M. W. Dixon: The Honey-Ant Men’s Love Song (1990) and Little Eva

at Moonlight Creek (1994). These works, along with Roe’s, illustrate the

extraordinary variety and adaptability of Indigenous cultures, and the

importance of oral, nontraditional Indigenous literature, highlighting

the interpenetration of Indigeneity and modernity.7

Maori literature also begins with, and maintains, an oral tradition. Maori

have to some extent been in greater control of how those oral forms were

maintained, transcribed, and translated. For instance, the eminent Maori

politician Sir Apirana Ngata (Ngati Porou iwi, 1874–1950) was a major

figure in the translation and promulgation of earlyMaori literature, annotat-

ing and translating Maori songs collected in the nineteenth century.

The work of Ngata and his successors, Pei Te Hurunui Jones (Ngati

Maniapoto iwi) and Sir Sidney (Hirini) Moko Mead (Ngati Awa iwi), was

published in four volumes as Nga Moteatea (The Songs) between 1959 and

1990. Nevertheless, as Terry Sturm points out, the colonial period was

characterized by “the wholesale appropriation of Maori culture” on the

part of Pakeha (or non-Indigenous) poets, followed in the nationalist period

by a tendency of Pakeha poets to relegate Maori poetry “to an earlier

pre-settlement era, as if belonging to a museum of the past.”8

However, Maori forms such as the waiata (traditional songs and modern

songs in traditional style), the haka (a dance-chant), and the karakia (prayer

or incantation) have remained important in Maori oral literature and verna-

cular NewZealand culture more generally. Recuperative projects such as the

Aotearoa Maori Performing Arts Festival (1972– ) have helped maintain the
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production of Maori literary forms, as have text/audio anthologies such as

He Waiata Onamata: Songs from the Past (1998).

Protest

“If there is any ‘school’ of Black Australian poetry,” writes Adam

Shoemaker, “it is one of social protest.”9 Such a “school” was inaugurated

in the first book of Aboriginal poetry, Kath Walker’sWe Are Going (1964).

Walker changed her name to Oodgeroo of the Noonuccal in 1988 in

response to the official celebrations of the bicentenary of European “settle-

ment” in Australia.We Are Going, one of the most commercially successful

books of Australian poetry ever published, is notable for its passionate

political protest in poems such as “Aboriginal Charter of Rights.”

Oodgeroo wrote poetry that was continuous with her political activism,

and she read a number of poems fromWeAre Going at political events. Such

a history illustrates the populist and oratorical nature of Oodgeroo’s poetry,

as well as underscoring the fact that the collection appeared at a watershed

time for Indigenous activism. The years between 1963 and 1967 saw the

Yirrkala Bark Petition (protesting against the granting of mining rights on

land excised from the Arnhem Land Aboriginal Reserve); the NSW Freedom

Ride (an activist bus trip protesting against racial discrimination); the strike

by Gurindji workers at the Wave Hill Station (a landmark event, like the

Yirrkala Bark Petition, in the struggle for land rights); and the 1967 national

Referendum (which allowed the Federal government to legislate with respect

to Indigenous Australians, and to include Indigenous Australians in the

census).

Placing herself as an intermediary between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous Australians, Oodgeroo voices the paradigmatic postcolonial

tension between loss and lament, recovery and celebration. In poems such

as “The Dispossessed” and the collection’s eponymous poem, Oodgeroo

laments the cultural injuries inflicted on Indigenous Australians by colonial-

ism: “The bora ring is gone. / The corroboree is gone. / And we are going.”10

But such poems are matched by others, such as “I am proud,” and

“Namatjira” (on the Aboriginal artist of that name), which celebrate

Indigenous resilience and social change, resisting the potential for elegiac

statements to simply echo imperialist myths of Aboriginal evanescence.

It is appropriate that Oodgeroo developed a deep friendship with one of

the era’s most keenly postcolonial of non-Indigenous poets, Judith Wright,

whose own poetry turned increasingly towards expressions of protest.

Wright had helped produce an emergent postcolonial poetics in the 1940s

and ’50s (seen also in the work of Francis Webb) in poems such as “Nigger’s
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Leap, New England,” “Bora Ring,” and “At Cooloolah.” These poems

quickly became canonical expressions of inherited settler guilt. Figuring

settler Australia as a haunted landscape, these poems could also be said to

evoke myths of Aboriginal evanescence. Nevertheless, they are also poems of

postcolonial witness, uncovering suppressed histories of Indigenous dispos-

session and massacre. Postcolonial witness becomes more explicitly postco-

lonial protest in Wright’s later collections, such as The Other Half (1966)

and Shadow (1970), which present the Australian landscape in more apoc-

alyptic terms.

The poetry of Jack Davis (Nyungah nation), like Oodgeroo’s, relied upon

rhetorical address and formal conventionality. His poem “John Pat”

concerns the death in police custody of an Indigenous teenager in Western

Australia in 1983, one of a number of deaths that led to the formation of the

Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody in 1987. The poem

underscores the powerful subject matter with a skillful use of poetics:

Write of life

the pious said

forget the past

the past is dead.

But all I see

in front of me

is a concrete floor

a cell door

and John Pat.11

The stress cluster and lack of rhyme in the refrain (“and John Pat”) gives the

poem a relentless moral gravity. The poem is an early example of a bitter

subgenre of elegy in Aboriginal poetry, one at the heart of Graeme Dixon’s

Holocaust Island (1990), a collection deeply concerned with the incarcera-

tion of Aboriginal people.

The Murri poet Lionel Fogarty, whose brother died in police custody, has

also employed this subgenre. In “For I come – death in custody,” Fogarty

represents Australia itself as a kind of jail for Indigenous Australians: “For

when white man came / it’s been like a jail / with a wife and a family / black

man can stay in jail / like it’s home. / Fuck, they hung us all.”12 Elsewhere in

his New and Selected Poems: Munaldjali, Mutuerjaraera (1995), Fogarty

claims Aboriginal literary sovereignty, stating that “I see my words beyond

any acceptable meaning, this is how I express my dreaming.”13 The radical

stylization of Fogarty’s poems – which use untranslated language, deformed

syntax, and code switching – may produce a degree of impenetrability for

non-Indigenous readers, but most critics read this as a postcolonial strategy,
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necessitating, as Adam Shoemaker argues, “that theWhite Australian reader

will be on the outside, purposely externalized from an easy understanding of

the text.”14

For Fogarty, as for Oodgeroo and Davis, expressions of anger and

mourning are offset by lyrical evocations of nature and expressions of black

pride, a template found inmuch Black Australian poetry, such as that byKerry

Reed-Gilbert, Romaine Moreton, Dennis McDermott, Charmaine Papertalk-

Green, Yvette Holt, Samuel Wagan Watson, Lisa Bellear, and Anita Heiss.

Among these “second generation” poets, Wagan Watson, also a Murri

poet, is perhaps most notable for his mixing of stylized indirection and

protest. Presenting Australia as a place haunted by its own (denied)

Indigeneity, Wagan Watson’s poems inhabit urban, liminal spaces –

especially the highway – as ambiguous sites of both Indigenous freedom

and death. Wagan Watson’s poems characteristically deform popular

culture to produce unsettling allegories of the politics of post/colonial

Australia. This process can be seen in the prose poem “Parallel Oz,” from

Love Poems and Death Threats (2014), which focuses, in seriocomic

terms, upon the link between a violent colonial past and contemporary

unequal power relations between government, business, and Indigenous

Australians: “The yellow-brick road is pock-marked with massacre sites

and the Wizard, the Wizard of Parallel Oz; he holds Dorothy hostage to

a mutual obligation agreement. The Straw-man has the grazing mono-

poly, the Tin-man has the mines, and the Lion waits in the spinifex with

the long-grass drinkers.”15

A tradition of Indigenous protest poetry also exists in Aotearoa/New

Zealand. In the same year that Oodgeroo’s We Are Going was published,

the first book of Maori poetry in English – No Ordinary Sun by Hone

Tuwhare (Ngapuhi iwi) – was also published. Like We Are Going, it

quickly became a bestseller. According to Patrick Evans, the hieratic and

lyrical style of Tuwhare’s early poems illustrates a biculturalism that takes

in the Bible and Pakeha poets such as R. A. K.Mason and James K. Baxter,

as well as Maori forms and themes.16 The Maori form of lament, the

waiata tangi, for example, is echoed in the oft-quoted “Not By Wind

Ravaged”:

O voiceless land, let me echo your desolation.

The mana of my house has fled,

the marae is but a paddock of thistle.

I come to you with a bitterness

that only your dull folds can soothe

for I know, I know
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my melancholy chants shall be lost

to the wind’s shriek about the rotting eaves.17

Such a lament is not, despite its rhetoric, absolutely pessimistic, since the use

of te reo Maori – “mana” meaning authority, and “marae” referring to the

formal area in front of a tribal meeting house – indicates cultural continuity

even as cultural loss (during the period of Maori urbanization) is being

lamented. Tuwhare’s later poems are notable for their sensuousness, celebra-

tions of sexual experience, and humor. Tuwhare’s melding of humor and

protest – a notable feature of much Maori and Aboriginal poetry generally –

is most evident in his satirical poems. In “To a Maori Figure Cast in Bronze

Outside the Chief Post Office, Auckland” (from Sap-Wood &Milk [1972]),

the statue satirically asks “how the hell can you welcome / the Overseas

Dollar, if you can’t open your mouth / to poke your tongue out, eh?,”18 the

tongue being an indirect reference to the haka (dance-chant).

As for Indigenous Australians, the 1960s and ’70s was a significant period

for Maori in Australia. The rise of Maori resistance groups, such as Nga

Tamatoa, and events such as the 1975 Land March, the protests against the

infamous 1981 Springbok tour, when an apartheid-era South African rugby

team toured New Zealand, and the occupations of Takaparawha/Bastion

Point and the Raglan golf course (responses to the alienation of Maori land),

all raised Maori and Pakeha consciousness, leading to the reassertion of te

reo Maori and the Waitangi tribunal, as part of what became known as the

“Maori Renaissance.”

Among the poets of this “Renaissance” is Apirana Taylor (Ngati Porou, Te

Whanau a Apanui and Ngati Ruanui iwi and Pakeha heritage), whose “Sad

Joke on a Marae” (from his debut collection, Eyes of the Ruru [1972])

expresses anger over cultural loss during the period of Maori urbanization in

Aotearea/New Zealand. The speaker of the poem states that “The pub is my

Marae” and that his only knowledge of te reo Maori is “Tihei Mauriora.”19

This is the “sad joke” of the poem’s title, since those words – translated as the

“Sneeze of Life” – traditionally indicate the beginning of an oration.

J. C. Sturm (also of Aotearea/New Zealand–Taranaki, Parihaka, and

Whakatohea iwi) similarly explores the tensions between cultural loss and

continuity. In the elegiac and self-elegiac poems found in Postscripts (2000),

she paradoxically links loss with cultural continuity: “Remember your

dead: / The very young / Taken so soon, / The strong axed down / In their

pride, / The very old / Who simply slipped away. / Mihi to them / Tangi for

them / Be bound with them.”20 In the tension between welcome (Mihi) and

valediction (Tangi, or funerary rites), Sturm conveys a deep sense of identity,

found in the binding together of the living and the dead.
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The reassertion of Maori sovereignty in the 1970s in Aotearea/New

Zealand inevitably led to a renewed consideration of the 1840 Treaty of

Waitangi, a document written in both English and te reoMaori (with notable

differences between the two texts). In addition to political protest, the Treaty

has been the focus of poetic protest. Robert Sullivan (Ngapuhi iwi and Irish

descent) has dealt with issues of sovereignty and biculturalism throughout

his career, as seen in the poems concerning the Seabed and Foreshore

Controversy in Shout Ha! To the Sky (2010), poems that again

illustrate Maori poets’ skillful blending of protest and humor.

The controversy, regarding the title of the nation’s foreshore and seabed,

led to the Labour Government, under Helen Clark, legislating in 2004 to

ensure public ownership of the foreshore and seabed, a move that was

attacked, for different reasons, by both Maori and Pakeha nationalists.21

In “Suite of Poems Addressed to Prime Minister Helen Clark,” Sullivan

gently upbraids the Prime Minister, while presenting in seriocomic terms

his job as a poet as being equally public and delicate as the Prime Minister’s:

“So I accept that / your job is difficult.My job inwriting this / is a difficult one

too. Once I read you a poem, Helen, // about how I wished I could drop the

politics / and write in freefall. But there’s so much gravity here.”22 In “Let’s

Karanga the Whole Thing Off,” gravity – in the sense of seriousness – is

abandoned, but not politics. The Karanga is an exchange of calls between

hosts and visitors on the marae, or sacred meeting area, and the poem

comically parodies George and Ira Gershwin’s “Let’s Call the Whole Thing

Off” (from the 1937 film Shall We Dance?): “You say potato and I say

kumara.”23 But amid this comedy, as Peter H. Marsden points out, is

a serious point about the bicultural status of Aotearoa/New Zealand:

“Despite the officially orchestrated harmony, the two language communities

still don’t understand one another, with serious consequences.”24

Revisionism and Play

To unearth, to reclaim, and to reinterpret are all key strategies of postcolo-

nial resistance. Such strategies are related to two larger, interrelated, post-

colonial gestures: revisionism and the noncompliance of creativity.25

Numerous poets in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand have turned to

historiographic revisionism of the colonial past as a counterdiscursive strat-

egy. In Australia, works such as Barry Hill’s Ghosting William Buckley

(1993), Anna Kerdijk Nicholson’s Possession (2010), and the poems on

colonial subjects in Maria Takolander’s The End of the World (2014) revise

Eurocentric accounts of colonial history by reimagining intercultural

encounters and marginalized Others. Such works also draw attention to
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those historical moments notably absent in the national imaginary.

Takolander’s “White Australia” engages this latter strategy, complicating

notions about “Black Australia” by focusing on people of African descent in

Australia’s convict past. These include “Black Caesar,” the first Australian

bushranger, and the black convicts Martin and Dixon, who “set up

Dixieland – outside Sydney – their progeny / spreading right across this

wide brown land.”26 The ironic invocation of Australia as a “wide brown

land” here comically unsettles both popular imagery of the Australian land-

scape and White Australian historiography.

In Aotearoa/New Zealand, the strategy of historiographic revisionism has

been, if anything, even more pronounced, as seen in work by poets such as

Cilla McQueen, Ian Wedde, Allen Curnow, and Robert Sullivan, whose

Captain Cook in the Underworld (2002) configures the myth of Cook from

a Polynesian perspective. Not surprisingly, poets repeatedly attend to, and

help define, key episodes in colonial history. The events at Parihaka, for

example, have become metonymic of colonial aggression and Maori resis-

tance.When, in 1878, the government began to survey and sell Maori land in

Taranaki, the Maori village of Parihaka responded with a series of nonvio-

lent campaigns of resistance. In November 1881 the government responded

in turn by invading the village with 1,500 settlers’ militia and volunteers.

The villagers were imprisoned or forced from their homes and the village

itself was “virtually wiped out of existence, maps redrawn and history

redefined in an attempt to obliterate the memory of Parihaka from the face

of the earth.”27 Not surprisingly, such imperialist historical revisionism did

not persist unchallenged. When the story of Parihaka began to be reasserted

in the mid-twentieth century by historians such as Dick Scott, it had

a powerful influence on writers such as the Pakeha poet James K. Baxter.

Parihaka’s iconographic power was such that Tuwhare’s “Not By Wind

Ravaged,” though not explicitly about Parihaka, became associated with

that place, with the poet’s approval.28 Numerous poets, such as Taylor,

Sturm, Sullivan, Roma Potiki, Elizabeth Smither, and Alistair Te Ariki

Campbell, have written on Parihaka. The most sustained poetic considera-

tion on the subject is Barry Mitcalfe’s Look to the Land (1986), which

represents the invasion of Parihaka from bothMaori and Pakeha viewpoints.

Counterdiscursive revisionism can take numerous forms, as the work of an

Australian poet of European descent, John Kinsella, illustrates. Few poets in

the region are more resolutely postcolonial, or transnational, than Kinsella,

whose revisionism is not only historiographic, but also profoundly literary,

revising the genres and canons of colonial poetry as a means of decolonizing

the literary landscape. In particular, Kinsella’s long-standing engagement with

pastoral as both literal site of (neo)colonialism and key discursive space of
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colonial aesthetics makes him especially attuned to the tension between poli-

tics and aesthetics, a tension played out through a poetics ofwitness. Kinsella’s

poems repeatedly represent the poet as a witness: observing, and moving

through, places scarred by material and discursive (neo)colonial violence.

All of these elements (revision, witness, and pastoral) come together in

The New Arcadia (2005), Shades of the Sublime and Beautiful (2008), and

The Divine Comedy (2008), a trio of book-length revisions of works by

canonical Western writers – Sidney, Burke, and Dante – that classically, if

ironically, moves the author from pastoral poet to epic poet. In such collec-

tions, and elsewhere, we find Kinsella’s characteristic detailed representation

of being embodied in a landscape, while simultaneously attending to the

discursive power of (neo)colonial and postcolonial ontologies. In “Defencing

the Block” (from Jam Tree Gully [2012]), for instance, the poet’s decoloniz-

ing act of removing fences from his land and opening it to kangaroos is

associated with cultural critique. Kangaroos are “not strange animals,” the

poet observes:

Poems from Barron Field to D.H. Lawrence

have done them no justice. And which species?

Here, it’s Western greys. There’ll be local Nyungar

songs that make sense, speak to the kangaroos, warn

them, celebrate them. I am sure if sung as strange

it will not be a ‘genuine strangeness’, or a ‘weird melancholy’

or a grotesque or ill conceived hybrid creature.

I could fact check, but this is of the moment.29

Kinsella here adverts to the Eurocentric nature of colonial representation, in

particular its lack of attention to locality (“Here, it’s Western greys”) and

Indigeneity (“local Nyungar / songs”). Such land, the poem argues, has been

inhabited and made sense of before Europeans tried to control it physically

(through fences and occupation) and discursively (through poems, for

instance).

As Kinsella illustrates, contemporary transnational neocolonialism has

proved an important source of an emerging postmodern postcolonial poetics.

A good example of such a poetics can be found in the poetry on the Iraq War.

Australia was one of only a handful of nations that undertook the initial stage

of the neocolonial misadventure known as the Iraq War (2003–11), and

Australian poets have engaged significantly with the event. Almost all have

represented the conflict via critique rather than apology. Such critiques have

occupied poetic spaces that range from overtly lyrical works (such as Robert

Adamson’s The Goldfinches of Baghdad [2006]) to eccentrically “extra-

lyrical” ones (such as J. S. Harry’sNot Finding Wittgenstein [2007]).
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The extra-lyrical mode – poetry that retains key lyric features while not

fitting easily into the conventional categories of lyric, narrative, and dramatic

poetry – is notably associated with a postcolonial poetics, as seen in the work

of Sullivan and Kinsella, two characteristically extra-lyrical poets. One of the

most notable uses of such a mode is found in the later work of Jennifer

Maiden, beginning with Friendly Fire (2005). Like Kinsella and Sullivan,

Maiden deftly combines the lyric mode with satire, verse essay, diary, and

occasional verse. Like Kinsella and Sullivan, too, Maiden brings together

those apparently antipathetic language forms, poetry and “the news.”30

As Bridie McCarthy points out, Maiden “makes it her prerogative to editor-

ialize within her poetry, achieving an elegiac journalism.”31 In such “elegiac

journalism,” Maiden critiques (Australian complicity with) the neocolonial

discourse of the so-called “NewWorld Order.” AmongMaiden’s discontin-

uous sequences that undertake such critique are the “George Jeffreys”

poems, which tragicomically anatomize the neocolonial politics of the

post–9/11 world. When, having saved George W. Bush from dying by chok-

ing on a pretzel, Jeffreys is asked why he did not let Bush die, he responds

“The alternative / was Cheney.”32

Maiden’s poetry, creatively reshaping the images of politicians circulated

via transnational media flows, illustrates the degree to which poetic playful-

ness can produce postcolonial critique. Playfulness is, of course, a key dif-

ference between postcolonial poetry and the news. It can also be seen in the

work of John Forbes (especially his classic of “camp” postcolonialism,

“On the Beach: A Bicentennial Poem”
33), the “Puck” poems of Chris

Wallace-Crabbe, and, in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the ludicness of Bill

Manhire.

Such a spirit can also be seen in the camp performativity of Merlinda

Bobis, one of a number of poets from the region from a non-English-

speaking background engaging in postcolonial critique of neocolonial ideol-

ogies. In their attention to the interplay between identity and poetics, these

poets produce new forms of postcolonial resistance. Poets such as Adam

Aitken, ΠO, Ania Walwicz, Ali Alizadeh, Michelle Cahill, Kim Cheng Boey,

andAlisonWong attend to issues of language, translation, displacement, and

diaspora. Along with anthologies such as Contemporary Asian Australian

Poets (2013), their work resists the long-standing Anglocentricism of both

national literatures.

As the poets discussed here illustrate, postcolonial poetry in Australia and

Aotearoa/New Zealand deals in symbolic and playful form with the material

and ideological realities of living in a post/colonial context. In its mix of

protest and humor, lament and celebration, it offers a space for writers and

readers to engage in creative noncompliance. Such a space can be found in
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Jaya Savige’s “Riverfire,” a postcolonial vision of Brisbane that brings

together “the simple thrill of military muscle” which “bears little

poetry,”34 comic visions of the explorer John Oxley (“Oxley fornicating

beneath a Moreton Bay Fig!”35), and elegiac remembrance of the original

Murri inhabitants. In its playful reimagining of the past coupled with

a poignant recognition of the ongoing hegemony of (neo)colonial power,

the poem stands as a paradigmatic example of the postcolonial doubleness

that I have sought to trace in this chapter, recording the ambivalent

experiences of inhabiting a post/colonial nation.
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6

STEPHEN COLLIS

Postcolonial Canadian Poetry

The ambiguities and complexities of defining Canada (and Canadian litera-

ture) as “postcolonial” arematched only by the ambiguities and complexities

critics continue to reveal in attempting to define the postcolonial in general.

Nevertheless, the Canadian context places a very particular pressure on the

notion of the postcolonial. First, the country only began to accept that it

had a national literature not quite fifty years ago, quickly marshalling a thin

sense of the “Canadianness” of Canadian texts, which was in turn brought

almost immediately into question by various groups excluded from this

definition. Second, the reality of the colonial repression of indigenous First

Nations continues, and in fact, over the course of the few decades that

a “Canadian literature” has been recognized, this reality, resistance to it,

and a burgeoning movement for reconciliation with the country’s colonial

past and present, continues to grow. In this essay I attempt to unravel some of

these complexities and investigate a number of texts that in the Canadian

context might best be described, to borrow Daniel Heath Justice’s term, as

“paracolonial” – the continuation of colonial structures and practices into

the supposedly postcolonial era.1

Let me first place what Cynthia Sugars calls the “impossibility . . . of settling

on any one definition of postcolonialism in the Canadian context”2 in the

wider frame of defining postcolonial poetry more broadly. Rajeev Patke’s

suggestion that “any poem is postcolonial which happens to be written from

a place implicated in colonial history”3 strikes me as too vague to be very

helpful. I take my baseline for a working definition of the postcolonial, there-

fore, from Jahan Ramazani’s more specific description where postcolonial

poetry “means poetry written by non-European peoples in the shadow of

colonialism, both after independence and in the immediate period leading up

to it, particularly works that engage, however obliquely, issues of living in the

interstices between Western colonialism and non-European cultures.”4

It should be noted that Canada experienced no sudden and complete

“independence” from colonial rule; rather, there was a slow transfer of the
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mantle of colonial power from the distant empire to its increasingly auton-

omous “representatives” in the colony. This marks what Laura Moss calls

“the ambiguity of Canada as both colonial subject and agent”5 – an ambi-

guity that poet Dennis Lee, writing near the origins of the notion of

a specifically Canadian literature, unintentionally posited in 1973 when he

noted that “The colonial writer does not have words of his own . . . if you are

Canadian, home is a place that is not home to you.”6 Lee had Canada’s

relationship to two influential empires in mind: the British and, increasingly,

the American. However, time has proven how apt Lee’s words are for

describing both the strangely bifurcated Canadian “colonial agent” – the

privileged white settler who nevertheless feels marginalized in relation to the

equally dominant English literary past and American literary present – as

well as the “colonial subject” of Canadian domination – the indigenous

author, especially, who Lee decidedly did not have in mind in 1973, but

who has indeed come to voice a condition in which “home is a place that is

not home to you.”

Ramazani’s definition of postcolonial poetry is useful, however, for the

specificity of its focus on “non-European peoples” and the “interstices between

Western colonialism and non-European cultures,” as well as the range – from

colonial past to (para)colonial present – that it suggests. Following some of

Vivek Chibber’s arguments, I will simply add that, wherever I can, I will read

the postcolonial as an emphatically raced version of the unfolding of capitalist

logic – from so-called primitive accumulation (the expropriation of colonies) to

contemporary globalization (and the “migrantization” of labour).7

Margaret Atwood, whose 1972 book Survival laid the first real claims

about the “Canadianness” of Canadian literature, herself offered a decidedly

economic definition of a colony as a place “from which a profit is made, but

not by the people who live there”8 – although Atwood, like Lee, leaves the

question of “the people who live there” open and relatively unproblema-

tized. The socioeconomic conditions which led to the expropriation, margin-

alization, forced assimilation and near-genocide of First Nations are the

same, ultimately, that led peoples of Asian, South Asian, and African descent

to come to what is now called Canada in the wake of European colonization.

The extraction of resources has typically been at the centre of both colonial

displacements and migrations. This is, I would argue, the key to understand-

ing bothCanada’s colonial past and its paracolonial present. Thus, Atwood’s

definition of a colony – profit is made, but not by those living there –

continues to hold true. All that is missing is the racialization of this exploita-

tion and expropriation, and the attendant differentiation between “colonial

agents” serving this economic process and the “colonial subjects” doing the

labour and suffering the consequences of displacement.
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I take postcolonial theory to be a means of reading the literary expression

of these processes as they are reflected in the writings of “non-European

peoples in the shadow of colonialism.” Indeed, the postcolonial allows us to

correct certain postmodern misreadings (or at least very incomplete read-

ings), such as Robert Kroetsch’s influential claim that “Canadians cannot

agree on what their meta-narrative is,” leading to a situation in which the

“willingness to refuse privilege to a restricted or restrictive cluster of meta-

narratives becomes a Canadian strategy for survival.”9 Kroetsch is attempt-

ing to stand Atwood on her head, as it were – claiming not that “survival” is

the Canadian meta-narrative, but that our national lack of a meta-narrative

is our strategy for survival. However, this comforting lack is the privileged

position of the settler or colonial agent trying to acclimatize to their position

between external Empire and internal colonialism. The writings of non-

European Canadians, on the other hand, do indeed reveal “grand narratives

of recovery and anti-colonial contestation, postcolonial grands récits offered

in place of colonial ones.”10While these narratives, as Ramazani notes, often

take the form of anti-narratives, they nevertheless provide clear pathways

through postcolonial poetry, betraying a “decolonization imperative.”11

Thus, I would argue that postcolonial poetry in Canada has come to embody

a poetics of decolonization.

1

I begin with First Nations poetry, in part because indigenous authorship

necessarily stands at the center of the “decolonization imperative,” but also

because it forms the most noticeable absence in the initial early 1970s

establishment of the Canadianness of CanLit. Atwood herself notes both

this aporia, and the shifting sands on which she writes: “Until very recently,

Indians and Eskimos made their only appearance in Canadian literature in

books written by white writers”12 – a strange statement, when one considers

that Atwood is arguing that Canadian literature itself is only just now (1972)

making its “appearance.” Updating the fraught relationship between the

literatures of Canada’s various “nations,” Diana Brydon writes, “To ask,

at the beginning of the twenty-first century, whether Canada is postcolonial,

is to invoke a third, un-named term: that of Indigenous survival and resis-

tance to colonialism and to Canada as currently constituted.”13

That survival and resistance can be traced back to E. Pauline Johnson

(1861–1913) who, while not the first indigenous writer of poetry in Canada,

was certainly the first to embrace so publically – and be embraced in – the role

of poet. Daughter of a Mohawk chief and an English-born mother, Johnson

carefully crafted a public image in her performances and publications that
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allowed her to take on the mantle of “spokesperson for Native concerns.”14

This worked so well because Johnson appealed to white settler audiences by

adopting the twin roles of “noble savage” (holding her head high in inevi-

table defeat) and English Romantic poet (her most famous poem, “The Song

My Paddle Sings,” directly invokes Shelley’s “Ode to the West Wind”).

Nevertheless, even when writing in iambic pentameter and heroic couplets,

Johnson’s storyteller personae “regularly confront White ignorance and

arrogance.”15 A good example is the conclusion of “A Cry From an Indian

Wife”:

Go forth, nor bend to greed of white men’s hands,

By right, by birth, we Indians own these lands,

Though starved, crushed, plundered, lies our nation low . . .

Perhaps the white man’s God has willed it so.16

What is interesting here is Johnson’s ability to disguise what we would now

recognize as “land claims” behind a screen of settler cultural forms (the

regular rhyming couplets) and tropes (dignity in defeat, acceptance of the

settler’s “God’s will”).

It was another half-century after Johnson’s death before First Nations

poetry becomes a recognizable cultural phenomenon, with a veritable explo-

sion of indigenous poets, magazines, and publications in the late 1960s and

early 1970s. A generation of poets raised in the Canadian Residential School

system (a program of forced assimilation and cultural erasure) found the

strength to give voice, in poet Jeannette Armstrong’s words, to “our own

collective colonized heritage of loss, pain, anger and resistance.”17 Tsleil-

Waututh Chief Dan George (1889–1981) walked a fine line, similar to

Johnson’s. His very public “A Lament for Confederation,” read before

35,000 people at Vancouver’s Empire Stadium on the occasion of the

Country’s centenary in 1967, offers up cathartic suffering and stoic accep-

tance of some aspects of assimilation, with George apostrophizing, “Let me

humbly accept this new culture and through it rise up and go on.”18

However, elsewhere in his work, much of it collected in My Heart Soars

(1974), George works to preserve indigenous knowledge and teachings,

valuing and preserving a cultural heritage that the Indian Act was at pains to

eradicate.19 Indeed, a significant difference between Johnson and George is

that George remained connected to his nation and his traditional lands on

what is now Vancouver’s Burrard Inlet, and his poetry reads as a defense of

these local ties and his people’s living traditions.

Another significant figure from this period is Mi’kmaq poet Rita Joe

(1932–2007), who began publishing in the early 1970s. Joe’s “I Lost

My Talk,” a seemingly simple and slight poem, brings together both the
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immediate effects of the Residential School system (cultural erasure and

colonization) and the life spring of indigenous resistance (the reclamation

of cultural traditions and decolonization):

I lost my talk

The talk you took away.

When I was a little girl

At Schubenacadie school.20

Loss is quickly reconfigured as theft in the poem’s second line, an assimilat-

ing “Body snatching” (and culture snatching) that – despite superficial

compliance (“I speak like you / I think like you,” the poem continues) and

the acknowledged power imbalance (“Your way is more powerful”) – has

nonetheless left the speaker in possession of “two ways” of talking.

The process of decolonization is incomplete as, despite this cultural persis-

tence, the speaker still has to “find my talk,” and “teach you about me.”

Poets such as Annharte (Marie Baker) and Lee Maracle move from recov-

ery of threatened traditions to a vigorous counteroffensive, backed by sharp

political critique and biting wit. For both poets, gender – and the need to

reclaim indigenous autonomy and agency on the foundation of specifically

women’s experiences – is central. Both poets also deconstruct stereotypes.

Maracle often focuses on the dispossession and artifice of a performed lan-

guage, bringing her work into interesting resonance with Rita Joe’s, as in

Maracle’s “Performing” (“I shudda got ’n Oscar / . . . for dressin’ like Vogue

Magazine / and drippin’ / honeyed English”) or “Striving” (“I drank heartily

of the settler’s wine / learned his language well / . . . My striving went to

naught. / It is the trying / that shames me now”).21 Elsewhere, Maracle levels

a more pointed critique, as in “Saga of American Truth”:

“Iniquity” is but a blasphemous

cloak for Canadian apartheid.

A liberal term no one but us

need take seriously. Rise Soweto.22

The poem traces some of the connections between the African slave trade and

colonization in Canada – as well as hinting, in this passage, at the connec-

tions between South African apartheid and the Canadian Indian Act, which

was notoriously studied by the drafters of the South African system.

The poem thus embeds a broad critique of systemic dispossession and expro-

priation – of lands, peoples, and cultures – spread over continents and

centuries.

Two younger indigenous poets continue this line of critique, extending their

practice in formally playful and experimental directions. InDiscovery Passages,
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GarryThomasMorse uses found text and collage to seek amore immediate and

poetic “reconciliation”with early Canadian poet and deputy superintendent of

Indian Affairs Duncan Campbell Scott (1862–1947). Letters to and by Scott,

dealing with the suppression of the Kwakwaka’wakw potlatch and the con-

fiscation of sacred objects, are sampled and collaged in a section titled

“No Comment.” Elsewhere, Scott is directly addressed, in “Hot Blooded:

A Love Poem for Duncan Campbell Scott,” which, after a long poetic seduc-

tion, Morse ends: “& sincerely / I just wanted / my shit back.”23

Jordan Abel also responds to the colonial process of expropriation dis-

guised as anthropological “preservation,” but does so in an entirely concep-

tual way. His book The Place of Scraps takes anthropologist and museum

collector Marius Barbeau’s Totem Poles (1950) and produces an extensive

series of erasures and collages that formally enacts a process of repossession

of stolen goods – including poles from Abel’s own ancestral Nisga’a villages,

one of which the poet visits in Toronto’s Royal Ontario Museum.

In a manner of negating the negation, or expropriating the expropriators,

Abel erases the colonial text, simultaneously revealing the bare truth of

colonization (as one erased passage from Barbeau now reads: “remove /

thousands of / Indians / successfully / without feeling a tremour”) and

indicating new possibilities of decolonization (as in a passage which erases

everything in Barbeau except for the indigenous names and words).24

2

Two early African migrations to Canada – both related to the history of the

Atlantic slave trade – left significant literary legacies. First, a substantial popu-

lation of escaped slaves and Loyalists migrated, in the wake of American

independence, to what is now the province of Nova Scotia. Second, a ship

carrying some 600 blackmigrants left San Francisco in 1858 and settled on the

West Coast of what is now British Columbia. The recovery and editing of the

literary production of these two historical communities has been the work of

two contemporary African Canadian poets: George Elliott Clarke, who has

assembled the East Coast literature in Fire on the Water (1991), and Wayde

Compton, who has performed the same task on the West Coast, with

Bluesprint (2001). Clarke and Compton are themselves very significant con-

temporary poets, whose own work is exemplary of the project of recovering

silencedmargins. For Elliott Clarke, the key term is the song – the oral recovery

exemplified in the blues. As he writes of his long lyric antinarrative Whylah

Falls (1990), the book “was born in the blues.”25 “I wanted to resurrect that

lost time,” Clarke continues, “when poetry was lightening and rich rain,

falling like steel guitar.” Deeply lyrical, Clarke’s work nevertheless traces the
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violence and darkness of racialized oppression, as in his Governor General’s

Award winning Execution Poems (2001).

Where Clarke’s poetry reaches back into the blues for its inspiration,

Compton, a generation younger, finds his intertexts in hip-hop and dub

poetry, from which he can claim “a Ph.D. in Black English, studied under

Dr. Dre.”26 That “Black English” – traced through popular music and

African American literature, colonial history and the Caribbean diaspora,

wide reading in the literature of Negritude and the specific colonial past of

Western Canada – results in a decidedly hybrid cultural identity as

“Halfrican.”27 In Compton’s work, a “Halfrican” identity is inseparable

from the context of cross-fading and sampling, where the shift, say from

“Lou Reed” to “Ishmael Reed” is subtle, if still overwritten with complex

histories of erasure and appropriation.

Perhaps the most critically acclaimed black Canadian poets are part of the

twentieth-century Caribbean diaspora: most prominently, Dionne Brand

and M. NourbeSe Philip (born in Trinidad and Tobago, respectively, and

both currently living in Toronto). According to critic Rinaldo Walcott, “it is

around Canadian blacks of Caribbean descent that definitions of blackness

in Canada are clustered” – a fact that has tended to make the earlier waves of

migration that Clarke andCompton recover andwrite through “invisible.”28

Walcott focuses onBrand’s redrawing ofmaps and boundaries, although this

redrawing “offers no orthodoxies on blackness” of the immigrant experience.

This refusal of “orthodoxy” plays out in Brand’s rejection of nostalgia for a lost

homeland: “even our nostalgia was a lie.”29 The “immigrant experience” –

whether grounded in a backwards glance at origins or in present-day remap-

pings of an exile’s view of Canada – is always read in the context of global

pressures of colonization and imperialism (this is especially clear in Brand’s

later long poetry, such as Inventory). Even when the focus is on the displace-

ments and hybridizations of language, the tongue tests not just the “practice of

the in-between,”30 but the sharp edge of global conflict: “all the wars we’ve

pried open and run our tongues over like dangerous tin cans.”31 Indeed, it is the

ability to scale up or down between immediate, bodied, and located experience

and the wider flows of global capital and peoples within which the local is

nested that marks Brand’s work as one of such grand remapping and boundary

shifting.

For both Brand and Philip, the postcolonial experience is decidedly gen-

dered, and as Brand writes, “History will only hear you if you give birth to

a woman . . . who gives birth to another woman . . . who gives birth to

a woman who is a poet.”32 In a history of displacements and broken bonds

shaped by slavery and exile, the matrilineal line is culturally central, and

intimately linked to the poet’s ability to speak her truth and independence.
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Philip’s She Tries Her Tongue, Her Silence Softly Breaks begins with an

extensive theorization of this problematic struggle with “the withering of

the word in theNewWorld,”where the “bridge that language creates . . .was

destroyed” by the colonial experience of abduction and erasure.33 The only

recourse is to forge “new and different words” from within the colonizers

language, which is thereby “subverted.”34

In her influential poem “Discourse on the Logic of Language,” this process

of language reacquisition through the female line plays out in a variety of

ways and textual forms – primarily, through the fraught reworking of the

“mother tongue” when that tongue is also the imperial “father tongue.”35

The familiar phrase is run through a series of permutations, repetitions, and

variations throughwhich the material (mater) of the language itself is broken

and remade. Alongside this lyric effusion are other texts (some historical and

theoretical, relating to the history of slavery and theories of language and

cognition), including a near-mythical description of a mother licking her

child into consciousness, and then prizing the child’s mouth pen to release

speech. The acquisition of a new “mother tongue” is here an entirely visceral

process of mothers touching daughters, a response to colonization with the

resistant flesh.

3

The prospects, oppressions, and challenges faced by both Chinese and

Japanese Canadian poets have often been linked, whether through shared,

influential theoretical texts (such as Roy Miki’s writings on “Asiancy” in

Broken Entries36), anthologization (Inalienable Rice: A Chinese and

Japanese Canadian Anthology37), or conferences and journals. The Chinese

diaspora was driven by nineteenth-century “nation building” (the construc-

tion of the national railway) and resource extraction (primarily mining).

The Japanese diaspora was largely voluntary and related to settler fishing

communities on Canada’s West Coast. Nevertheless, neither Chinese nor

Japanese Canadians could vote until the late 1940s, and Chinese immigrants

faced a costly head tax and periods of complete exclusion, while Japanese

Canadians were dispossessed of their property and interned during World

War II.

Fred Wah, poet, editor, Parliamentary Poet Laureate, and instructor of

a generation of Canadian poets, has been one of themost influential figures in

Canadian poetry. Wah’s poetry bridges ecological explorations of the local

in Western Canada with autobiographical explorations of identity and his

experiences as a mixed-race Canadian. This is, in part, the quintessential

experience of belonging nowhere, although Wah reconfigures the poetics of
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not-belonging as one of “faking” or “making up” place and identity: “When

you’re not ‘pure’ you just make it up.”38 Such play with borderlines, what

Wah calls “the hyphen,”39 also shows up in the formal liminalities of Wah’s

writing – in his frequent recourse to prose poetry and in his jazz-inflected

preference for verbal play, puns, enjambment, and syntactically blurred

borders:

What’s yr race

and she said

what’s yr hurry

how ’bout it cock

asian man

I’m just going for curry.40

The 1999 anthology Swallowing the Clouds included the work of many

younger poets, including Lydia Kwa, Evelyn Lau, editor Andy Quan,

Larissa Lai, and Rita Wong.41 Wong, especially, has come to occupy an

increasingly prominent position in contemporary poetry, both for the way

her poetry accesses the linguistically complex experience of the racialized

body under colonization, and for the reach of her work into other zones of

exploitation under global capitalism, including ecopoetic exploration of the

genetic modification of food and environmental contamination. In her first

collection,Monkey Puzzle, she literally writes “around the absence” of “the

sound of / my chinese tongue,” where the actual gap in the middle of the

poem is occupied by large-font Chinese characters.42 In Forage, Wong

explores how “economy of scale / shrinks us all” – as inhabitants of “a

pulmonary commons called planet.”43 Wong still has one eye on the specific

experience of Chinese-Canadianmarginalization, however the ground of this

exploration has expanded and become more complex, as her project has

become aligned with decolonization (British Columbia transformed into

“Aboriginal Columbia”44).

Japanese-Canadian poetry had something of a coming-out with the 1981

publication of paper doors, which included work by prominent practitioners

such as editor Gerry Shikatani, Roy Kiyooka, and Joy Kogawa.45 Despite

emerging as a poet after the publication of paper doors, Roy Miki has

assumed a position similar to Fred Wah’s, influencing many younger Asian

poets through his editing, teaching, and activism (Miki was a leader of the

successful redress movement, which in the 1980s achieved a public apology

and financial compensation from the Canadian government for World War

II internment).Miki’s poetry has in recent years received wide acclaim. Often

mixing autobiography, theory, and a thoroughly embodied lyricism, Miki

addresses issues such as the historical internment of Japanese Canadians as
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well as the contingencies of identity when crossing borders under the gaze of

Empire. What is perhaps most striking in his poetry is its exploration of the

intersection of “identity politics” and the identity-dissolving tendencies of

poststructuralist theory.

Amongst younger Japanese-Canadian poets, Sachiko Murakami’s work

stands out. Vancouver-raised and now Toronto-based, Murakami’s two

books of poetry explore the contingencies of life in a Vancouver torn between

real estate speculation, where the cost of living drives poets like Murakami

from the city (this is explored in her 2011 book Rebuild), and the more

visceral form of erasure that is homelessness and the fate of Canada’s

murdered and missing women (explored in her 2008 book The Invisibility

Exhibit).46 The vast majority of these women are indigenous, and in this

Murakami joins Wong and black Canadian poet Cecily Nicholson in

“rebuilding” their postcolonial projects upon a foundation of indigenous

solidarity and decolonization.

4

South Asian Canadian poetry has perhaps not yet received the critical atten-

tion it deserves, in part likely due to the prominent position of fiction by

South Asian Canadians. Telling in this regard is that one of the early,

prominent Canadian poets of South Asian descent, Michael Ondaatje, is

better known now as a novelist – perhaps one of the one or two preeminent

postcolonial authors of the past thirty years. Ondaatje’s poetry began to

appear in the milieu of Canada’s 1960s avant-garde, and quickly took on

a transgeneric character: books such as The CollectedWorks of Billy the Kid

(1970), Coming Through Slaughter (1976), and the memoir Running in the

Family (1982) inhabit a space somewhere between poetry and prose.47

Ondaatje explores many of the same themes in his poetry as he does in his

fiction: violence, self-abuse, displacement, and deprivation – all obviously

linkable to a colonial history, but less overtly so than his more geographically

distinct prose narratives.

There have been several anthologies of South Asian poetry, including

Shakti’s Words (1990) and Red Silk (2004) – the latter including work by

significant practitioners such as editors Rishma Dunlop and Priscilla Uppal,

and Kuldip Gill, Sonnet L’Abbe, and Proma Tagore.48

Two recent books directly engage key moments in South Asian Canadian

history, and through this engagement suggest a fluorescence of the broader

postcolonial project of decolonization (through historical recovery and

reconciliation). Phinder Dulai’s third book of poetry, dream / arteries,

uses documentary poetics, erasure, and even lyric personification and
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apostrophe to investigate the history of the Komagata Maru – a ship that

arrived in Vancouver in Summer 1914, carrying 376 passengers, largely

Punjabi men. Dulai retells the incident – in which the ship was prevented

from docking, quarantined, and eventually repelled by Canadian immigra-

tion forces (despite its passengers all being citizens of the British Empire) –

largely through the personified voice of the ship itself. The KomagataMaru

is iconic of Canadian settler intolerance; in Dulai’s book, the ship regret-

fully returns its human cargo: “i return the unloved / delivering them to the

rifles, lathis, and jails of britain’s bharat.”49 Nevertheless, in speaking, the

KomagataMaru is an agent of decolonization, redressing “the pathology of

silence.”50

Renée Sarojini Saklikar’s first book of poetry, children of air india, takes

on another historical blind spot and iconic event in South-Asian Canadian

history: the 1985 Air India bombing – Canada’s worst mass murder (329

dead, by and large Indo-Canadians). children of air india is a long documen-

tary poetic sequence that recovers (and reimagines) the victims in visceral

detail, reclaiming them as grievable lives against the forgetting of “the main-

stream of Canadian culture,”which turns away fromwhat it tries to imagine

as a “foreign” incident.51 Saklikar everywhere seeks to weave hybrid iden-

tities into the Canadian fabric, as they are woven into her speaker’s

“bones.”52 And yet – not unlike many Canadian poets of her generation,

poets who have come to their practice with a readymade container marked

“postcolonial” awaiting them – Saklikar builds a project based on decoloni-

zation, on a foundation of solidarity with displaced indigenous populations,

and by linking the oppression of her own people, along gendered lines, with

other levels and scales of oppression:

Speak, missing and murdered women

to N, to the children of Air India, atrocity to atrocity

a common language.53

It’s this “common language” of decolonization that sustains contemporary

Canadian postcolonial poetry.
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7

JUSTIN QUINN

Postcolonial Poetry of Ireland

1

“People keep asking what it’s like to be living in Belfast and I’ve foundmyself

saying that things aren’t too bad in our part of the town: a throwaway

consolation meaning that we don’t expect to be caught in crossfire if we

step into the street.”1 Here Seamus Heaney (1939–2013) is writing of a time

when bullets were exchanged between, on one side, the British Army, the

Royal Ulster Constabulary, paramilitaries loyal to the Union between Britain

and Ireland; on the other, Republican paramilitaries who thought of them-

selves as anticolonial fighters, struggling against one of the last outposts of

the British Empire. He continues:

Everywhere soldiers with cocked guns are watching you that’s what they’re

here for on the streets, at the corners of streets, from doorways, over the

puddles of demolished sites. At night, jeeps and armoured cars groan past

without lights; or road blocks are thrown up, and once again it’s delays

measured in hours, searches and signings among the guns and torches.

As you drive away, you bump over ramps that are specially designed to

wreck you at speed and maybe get a glimpse of a couple of youths with

hands on their heads being frisked on the far side of the road. Just routine.2

It is not apparent from the essay whether Heaney agrees with the violent

means used by the Irish Republican Army against what they view as colonial

occupying forces, but it is nevertheless clear that Heaney belongs to the side

that is “watched” by the British soldiers. He is stopped, searched, and

delayed.

The divide is both ethnic and religious. First, Heaney, presenting his

papers, reveals both his affiliations when he reveals his name. His is an

anglicized Gaelic name; thus ethnically he does not belong to those

Protestants who came from Scotland and England in the preceding centuries

to set up plantations in Ireland, often expelling the inhabitants, or reducing

them to wage slaves. The soldiers would then presume that he is a Catholic,
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as was and is the majority of people with Gaelic surnames in Northern

Ireland. Since the sixteenth century Ireland had been under England’s con-

trol, roughly speaking, as a colony, and in 1801 it joined with Britain to

become part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. During this

period, there was a long and varied suppression of Irish language, culture,

and the predominant Roman Catholic religion. In 1922, this Union was

partially broken as twenty-six counties of Ireland won a new status as

what would later become the Republic of Ireland.3 However, six counties

remained part of the Union, withmany of the Catholic inhabitants frustrated

by the majority’s discrimination against them in housing, policing, jobs, and

voting rights. This is where Heaney finds himself in the passage above, and

so, finally, the troops would presume his hostility towards them.

These terms of identification are contested. And that contest reveals the

complexity of cultural, religious, and ethnic identifications in the time

Heaney is writing. Moreover, that complexity was not stable over the six

preceding centuries that Britain held military and political control in Ireland,

as allegiances and groupings shifted. For instance, Samuel Ferguson

(1810–1886), along with several others of his generation, was both

a Presbyterian and Unionist, and believed that Ireland’s union with Britain

could be strengthened by greater knowledge of Gaelic literature, and to that

end he translated many of its finest works. Such an alignment of religion,

political persuasion and literary interest would have been unthinkable in

Heaney’s time.Heaney’s own famewould, in the first instance, be established

in Britain, through publication with Faber and Faber, and then through his

contributions to British cultural life in the form of journalism, reviews, and

lectures (the passage above was published first in the Listener, a London

magazine). Heaney described his mixed feelings to find himself in Oxford

University, in the rooms of a British government minister, at the very time

that the son of a neighbor back in Northern Ireland was being buried after he

had died while on hunger strike.4 Just as in the case of Heaney, so too with

many Irish poets over the last two centuries: there is no clear and consistent

line between colonized and colonizer.

There is a decade’s difference between the Heaney passage and the follow-

ing scene described by the poet Eavan Boland (b. 1944):

My godfather’s living room was a huge, irregular oval a visionary departure

from the neat suburban living rooms of the time. The windows went from floor

to ceiling and looked out on the water in Sandycove. You got a feeling of raffish

light, of renewal, of possibility, of bohemian grandeur, just by standing in that

room. [. . .] The political had been resolved or seemed to be. There was a new

State, by now a Republic. [. . .] Sitting back in the light, well covered chairs,
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leaning out occasionally over the full ashtrays, measuring themselves, compet

ing in the conversations, [my parents and their friends] seemed to know their

strength in a fast changing, fast shifting Ireland they had helped to shift and

change.5

Here Boland is unmistakably writing about a different stage in Ireland’s

development. Here the battles seem to have been won, and a native elite

has taken control of the new country. The house belongs to, and was

designed by, Michael Scott, one of the country’s foremost architects. It is

a famous building on a small headland at the edge of Dublin Bay, a kind of

embassy of the International Style, drawing on the innovations of Ludwig

Mies van der Rohe and Adolf Loos in Europe. Its shape alludes to the

Martello Tower next to it, where the first chapter of Ulysses took place,

thus bolstering its modernist credentials. The poet and her family have just

returned from New York, where her father was President of the General

Assembly of the UnitedNations for several years. In both its trappings and its

powers, this is a new technocratic elite that has created the nation, now no

longer a part of the British Empire. It would seem that great progress has

been made from the period that Heaney describes, all within the space of ten

years.

Yet, such a conclusion would be wrong, and we begin to understand the

complexity of Irish history in the twentieth century when we perceive the

simultaneous heterogeneous speeds of colonial disengagement – in one place,

involved in military conflict with British soldiers, in another, in full political

and cultural control of the new nation. In the case of our poets above, I said

that there is amere decade between the periods described as Boland is writing

about the early 1960s, and Heaney writes in 1971. What separates them is

the border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, estab-

lished as a result of the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921. In 1971, the IRA were

several years into a violent guerrilla campaign against Ulster Loyalists,

a struggle they viewed as anticolonial in nature. The Republic of Ireland,

especially in the period afterWorldWar II, had gradually established itself as

an independent, modern industrial economy, eventually joining the

European Economic Community in 1973, and was comparatively

untroubled by the sectarian bombings, killings and intimidation that

Northern Ireland suffered from the late 1960s. The Republic replaced the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, so it was a postcolonial polity,

in the simple sequential sense. The more difficult issue is whether, or to what

degree, the politics and culture of both the Republic and Northern Ireland

during the twentieth century are best described as postcolonial in nature. Can

we exhaustively, or at least optimally, describe historical and cultural
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developments by reference to the postcolonial dynamic? There has been

much debate on this question among historians, philosophers, and literary

critics over the last few decades, and I will neither contribute to nor summar-

ize their arguments in their full breadth and complexity. Yet those arguments

will shadow and influence the more limited question this essay asks: is Irish

poetry postcolonial?

2

Because of his international renown and his generally agreed status of one of

the most important poets of the English language, W. B. Yeats (1865–1939)

is the best starting point. Certainly, many of the critics who have debated the

postcolonial nature of Irish literature have begun with him. Edward Said,

Jahan Ramazani, Declan Kiberd, Rajeev S. Patke, and Seamus Deane, among

others, have argued in favor, while Edna Longley and R. F. Foster have

insisted that the postcolonial framework –while not irrelevant – is insufficient

for a general understanding of his work.

Yeats was born a subject of the British Empire and died in the same

country that was then on its way to becoming a republic. He thus spans the

period from anticolonial resistance to postcolonial existence. In the last

decade of the nineteenth century, he was a key figure in the Irish Literary

Revival, a cultural nationalist movement which reclaimed Irish folklore and

mythological themes, making them an integral part of writing especially in

poetry and drama. Innovative in its techniques, and recuperative in its

themes, it promoted an art that was both forward-looking and conservative.

It drew on nationalist ideological structures long-prevalent in Europe, and in

turn provided inspiration for other countries. For some, this movement

culminated in the Easter Rising of 1916, in which a small group of rebels in

Dublin held out against the British army for nearly a week. When the leaders

were subsequently executed, Yeats wrote a poem which ended thus:

I write it out in a verse

MacDonagh and MacBride

And Connolly and Pearse

Now and in time to be,

Wherever green is worn,

Are changed, changed utterly:

A terrible beauty is born.6

These are roused and rousing lines. The intention is to honor the executed

leaders and assert that their sacrifice will never be forgotten; indeed, the

poem’s brilliance strengthens their legacy. The lines declare that a nation has
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come into being (a republic was proclaimed by Patrick Pearse on April 24,

1916, on the steps of the General Post Office on what is now O’Connell

Street), and this utter change leads to the untrammeled national future of

“time to be.” But while the passage can be read in a plainly anticolonial

manner, the preceding text brings the leaders’ heroism into question,

suggesting that their love of the future nation had merely confused them,

and that their grasp of British–Irish relations was muddled. This is an

example of what Ramazani calls Yeats’s “ironic nationalism.”7

If this nation-building passage is read as the culmination of Yeats’s cultural

nationalism of the 1890s, then Seamus Heaney’s lines, written nearly sixty

years later, in Northern Ireland, might seem like a regression: “Ulster was

British, but with no rights on / The English lyric.”8 Whereas Yeats’s poem

celebrates the inchoate Irish Republic, the grand result of poetic effort joined

tomilitary struggle, Heaney cedes political power over the territory of the Six

Counties and retreats to the merely cultural sphere. In other poems of the

time, he plays out the same consolation. Heaney is cautious throughout his

career of the revolutionary violence that can be released by well-turned lines

of poetry.

Beyond the ethical, Yeats’s stylistic distance from the mainstream of

modernism also raises interesting issues. Several critics have argued that

Irish writers such as James Joyce and Samuel Beckett are not modernist in

spite of their Irishness, but because of it, as the tussle for cultural distinction

from Britain prompts writers to explore new modes of representation. Thus

when John Montague (1929–2016) mixes sonnets, ballads, letters, and

historical records in his modernist montage, The Rough Field (1972), he

implies a nationalist continuity as Yeats does above, even as he also registers

rifts, betrayals, and ambivalences in that tradition. In his critical prose,

Thomas Kinsella (b. 1928) has argued that Irish poetry is essentially a dual

tradition, in two languages, and his imaginative mainspring is the troubled

transfer of materials from Gaelic literature to the “English lyric.”9 Whereas

earlier poet-translators, among them Samuel Ferguson mentioned above,

believed that the Irish-language material could be discarded once it had

been brought over into English, Kinsella’s imaginative work – as critic,

translator and, above all, poet – dwells on the problematic transference,

employing modernist techniques to amplify and emphasize its ruptures. His

long modernist meditation “Nightwalker” (1968) juxtaposes Ireland of the

1960s, which was briskly industrializing itself, with nationalist historiogra-

phy, implying that past ideals have not been served well.

While accepting the postcolonial story as the fundamental framework

for Irish experience, Eavan Boland complicates it with feminist critique.

Her poems on the subject, which make up the majority of her oeuvre, are
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hinged on strong declarative and performative utterances. In the sequence

“Colony,” she states: “I also am a daughter of the colony. / I share their

broken speech, their other-whereness.”10 The “broken speech” is analo-

gous to Kinsella’s “dual tradition.” Boland, like many Irish poets in English

from Yeats on, has only a vague grasp of the Irish language, but she, again

like other poets, perceives her English poetic idiom as haunted by the

speech of the colonized people. Such ghosts persist in phrasing, lexicon,

but also, they would hold, in their particular use of poetic form. Perceiving

Irish experience as ineluctably bifurcate, she nevertheless dreams holisti-

cally, later in the sequence, of an “undivided speech.”11

In a very different idiom, the Northern Irish poet Medbh McGuckian

(b. 1950) frequently raises the ghosts of nationalist martyrology, inquiring

whether past heroism can offer present guidance. In “Standing Army,” she

changes the usual association of female body with the land (a stalwart image

of nationalist iconology), by seeing the male hero there: “I love to read the

breast water / of his body under meadow.”12 I remarked above on the

heterogeneous speeds of postcolonial disengagement in Ireland. The rebel-

lion of 1798, which McGuckian is referring to here, was in many respects

different in its aims and allegiances from the military campaign of the IRA.

Yet McGuckian indicates a kind of identity and even simultaneity:

A bugle re echoes in four caves,

each on a different key, and more

unmelancholy there, six notes, three low,

three loud and rapid, the hornblende Irish cry.13

Hornblende is a dark greenmineral blend, and bugles are not used in modern

warfare –whether guerilla or otherwise – but here one “re-echoes,” asserting

the continuity of an Irish note.

The guerrilla war of Northern Ireland – the Troubles, as they are

euphemistically known – provided Paul Muldoon with much material at

the outset of his career. The title of his poem “Aisling” means “dream” in

Irish, and refers to a centuries-old tradition in Gaelic poetry when Ireland

would appear in a vision to a poet in the form of a beautiful woman and urge

Ireland’s men to fight the British occupier. Muldoon ironically suggests that

the latter-day aisling (which can also be a girl’s given name) may have given

him a sexually transmitted disease. The poem ends with the poet giving his

sample to the doctor and then receiving the all clear. However, along the

way, Muldoon has noted that his dream-girl has not been so kind to others,

as Republican hunger-strikers elsewhere in the hospital are nearing death.14

Irony, just as much as earnestness, perpetuates traditions, so Muldoon’s

gesture in “Aisling” should not be viewed as reductively dismissive.
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3

There is much twentieth-century Irish poetry that sits comfortably with the

postcolonial critical story, as is clear from the sampling above. In their poems

and their criticism, poets such as Heaney, Yeats, and Kinsella seem to do so

for the most part, whereas Boland andMuldoon are, respectively, adversarial

and ironic. In 1991, three-volume The Field Day Anthology of IrishWriting,

under SeamusDeane’s general editorship, constructed a pantheon of national

literature to house such claims. Immediately attacked for its omission of

women’s writing, it was nonetheless an extensive affidavit filed to make the

postcolonial case. Some of its claims and those of the criticism that followed in

its wake are troubled and troubling (for instance, when Kiberd, one of its

editors, later reads Yeats’s “Leda and the Swan” as an allegory of the British

withdrawal from Ireland in 1922, parti pris trumps plain sense15), and Edna

Longley remarked that many of its “texts [. . .] themselves highlight politics,

philosophy, culture,”16 suggesting that Irish literature incessantly talks about

nothing else but its status as part of the British Empire. Yet the anthology

renders incontrovertible the view that a great amount of Irish writing is indeed

postcolonial.

Some critics go further, claiming that if Irish poetry is to be considered

postcolonial, then it must be marked on deeper levels than theme and stance;

the very texture of the lines must retain the wounds inflicted by British

occupation. As Ramazani writes of Yeats: “The mixed geographies and

mythologies of [his] poetry would count for little in poetry unless they

were expressed through similarly melded tropes, genres, syntax, diction, and

prosody.”17 Kiberd sees the modernist formal innovations of Irish literature

as inextricably linked with colonial disengagement. Eavan Boland also views

her own break with regular rhyme and meter as enabling a fuller expression

of postcolonial and feminist themes.

Yet such claims do not always hold up, as they depend on the occlusion of

the wider context of anglophone poetry in the twentieth century. Certain

tropes and formal innovations by Irish poets can seem sui generis, scarred

ubiquitously by the unique history of British–Irish relations in the preceding

centuries, thus leaving Irish poetry more in common with other former

British colonies, than contemporaneous work from Britain or the United

States. Kiberd’s reading of Yeats stresses similarities withWaltWhitman, for

reasons of formal experiment and democratic nationalism, even though the

better comparison may well be between the early Yeats and Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow, while the late Yeats finds his peer in Robert Frost.

However, both Longfellow and Frost would awkwardly complicate Kiberd’s

fairly straightforward eponymous story of inventing Ireland through
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modernist literary experiment. Ramazani argues differently when his reading

of Yeats culminates thus:

The comparative rhythmic freedom of “The Lake Isle of Innisfree,” which

Yeats called “my first lyric with anything in its rhythm of my own music,”

stylistically incarnates cultural and national freedom, of the sort that the poem

implicitly yearns for [. . .]18

The description is not wrong – “The Lake Isle” is indeed excitingly louche in

its handling of iambic meter. Moreover, the poem is plainly about the poet’s

yearning for the West of Ireland, the least anglicized part of the country,

hundreds of miles from the urban, and implicitly British, metropolis where

the poem begins. The problem is rather in the claim that Yeats’s desire “to

open up traditional prosody” makes his poetry postcolonial.19 Anglophone

prosody has never ceased to open itself up, from Anglo-Saxon times to the

present. At the end of the nineteenth century, Robert Bridges, Coventry

Patmore, Algernon Swinburne, and, above all, Gerard Manley Hopkins

were carrying out radical prosodic experiments. Edna Longley’s readings

of Yeats, Robert Frost, and Edward Thomas have revealed innovations of

poetic diction and device across English-language poetry at the outset of the

twentieth century that reject the radical rupture of modernism, choosing

rather to transform and develop the modes of Victorian poetry. From this

viewpoint, Yeats’s Celtic rhythmic release paradoxically binds him all the

more closely to the mainstream of poetry in the English language.

The Field Day editors also had difficulties explaining how poets such as

Michael Longley (b. 1939) and Derek Mahon (b. 1941) fitted into the

national pantheon under construction. Both from Northern Irish

Protestant backgrounds, they could not be unproblematically understood

as part of a nationalist literary narrative, so they are included, but on

exclusionary terms. Michael Longley, for instance, is described as having

“more in common with the semi-detached suburban muse of Philip Larkin

and post-war England than with Heaney or Montague.”20 The implications

of this positioning are manifold. First, that Irish poetry is more rural than

suburban. Second, that Longley’s ambitions and achievements are modest

(“semi-detached,” which also alludes to the political status of Northern

Ireland). Third, it implies a kind of native provenance to Heaney and

Montague, as though they are autochthonous in contrast to Longley.

However, in theme, Longley’s poetry touches only rarely on the suburban;

if there is a connotation with tone or form it is too vague to say. Moreover, if

Irish literature has not been traditionally suburban, then that is only for the

trivial reason that suburbia hadn’t existed in Ireland before the 1960s. Then,

while Heaney’s fame eclipses all other contemporaries, it makes no sense to
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imply their poetry is more modest in its achievements; many critics see parity

rather than difference. Finally, this description is problematic because it

forcefully occludes the British influences on Montague and, especially,

Heaney; for instance, Edna Longley has talked of Heaney’s “tap-root to

Wordsworth,”21 and in his critical prose Heaney has remarked on his

extensive debts to British poetry, from Beowulf to Ted Hughes.

A postcolonial reading of Irish poetry leaves further remainders. Muldoon

has lived since 1988 in the United States and is now a citizen of that country.

While his poetry does occasionally return to Irish themes, while he does

translate the poetry ofNualaNíDhomhnaill from the Irish, andwhile several

poems of his earlier career frequently associate Irish with Native American

experience, he also has fully engaged with his adopted country in ways that

cannot be reduced to allegories of Irish experience: it makes scant sense to

read poems such as “Turkey Buzzards,” “Starlings, Broad Street, Trenton,”

“A Second Hummingbird” and “Wayside Shrines” – some of the finest of his

career – as postcolonial. Some of the work is indeed a thematic hybrid of

American and Northern Irish experience, and this is the moment when

a postcolonial reading more profitably slides into a transnational approach.

Similarly, one of the major dynamics of Heaney’s career has been his

engagement with Eastern European poets, and yet postcolonial readings

have little to say about this, except for weak analogies between the

Northern Irish Troubles and the Cold War (which straightforwardly follow

Heaney’s lead in a poem like “Exposure”). It may be that Heaney’s preoccu-

pation with Czesław Miłosz, Joseph Brodsky, and Osip Mandelstam can be

better understood within the Cold War American context, where aesthetic

ideologies shifted seismically from the 1950s onwards.

A critical framework is useful only on condition that it finds better terms

than these to accommodate Longley and Mahon, as well as other major

contours and figures of Irish poetry. LauraO’Connor figures colonial scars as

ghosts that haunt the poetry of the twentieth century in the work of Yeats,

Marianne Moore, and Hugh MacDiarmid. These poets are thus marked “as

other-than-English writers in English and [this] betokens a double linguistic

alienation.”22 While she accurately traces the elements of what she refers to

as the “Celtic fringe” in their work, there is a silent assumption that,

elsewhere, purely English writers exist unhaunted. But when one looks

beyond – be it to poetry in Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada or the

United States – one finds only writers who are “other-than-English,” that is,

who are also haunted, sometimes by colonial trauma, sometimes by other

issues. Poetry constantly renovates and expands the resources of its craft, and

postcolonial thematics have provided it with significant energy for that work;

but those thematics are only one group of many. We encounter a further
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signal limit to this critical narrative when we consider the generation after

Heaney, Longley, and Mahon. In the poetry of, among others, Peter Sirr

(b. 1960), Peter McDonald (b. 1962), Vona Groarke (b. 1964), Conor

O’Callaghan (b. 1968), David Wheatley (b. 1970), Sinéad Morrissey

(b. 1972), Caitríona O’Reilly (b. 1973), and Alan Gillis (b. 1973), the

postcolonial reading loses its explanatory force altogether.

4

Ghosts seem to run out of energy after a few hundred years, at least if we are

to believe the horror movies. In the United States, colonial times are

a stalwart source of hauntings in films, but rarely, if at all, do directors

stretch back beyond the seventeenth century. Although this probably has

more to do with history curricula in high schools than the parameters of the

paranormal, the narrative I’ve outlined here suggests that the postcolonial is

now petering out. Joe Cleary disagrees, convinced that its framework is still

valid and, more than other approaches, will “impel Irish studies in the

direction of a conjunctural global analysis in which Irish literary history

must be assessed in terms of the ongoing cultural traffic betweenmetropolitan

literary cores and colonial or postcolonial cultural peripheries and semi-

peripheries.”23 This is true in part, but the hazard of such a tactic is that

ghosts of colony will exorcize other specters, leaving us with a cultural

criticism that is too narrow in its scope. For instance, postcolonial theory

perpetuates a center–periphery frame (which is clear from Cleary’s

comment), and that is sometimes unhelpful for global cultural analysis, as

some patterns are rhizomic and more scattered, a point made by Françoise

Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih in their Minor Transnationalism (2005).

Ramazani studies just such patterns in A Transnational Poetics (2009),

which lifts away nationalist and postcolonial critical frameworks to reveal

the ways in which anglophone poems and poets promiscuously and

opportunistically cross and recross old borders in unexpected ways.

Taking a further step back from this debate, we see that, in its turn, it is

ghosted by a narrative of decline that presumes there was a period when

colonization more strongly marked the production of Irish literature, setting

it off from other anglophone works, a period when there were few major

works and figures left outside the postcolonial framework. It is, thus, salutary

to consider Matthew Campbell’s study, Irish Poetry Under the Union,

1801–1924 (2013). As more anglophone poetry was written in Ireland

during the nineteenth century, often gaining recognition in London, there

was a countermotion to find authentic native material. (The intensity of this

torque reached its limit in the poetry of Yeats.) Yet, as Campbell remarks on
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the first page of his book, this “authenticity itself is a synthetic construct,”

and we are left with the realization “that the hybrid, the bogus and the

counterfeit lurk at the roots of modern Irish culture.”24 It is not

a derogatory remark, as he then reaches for a more general anglophone

context that was similarly hybrid, bogus and counterfeit – think of

Tennyson’s Idylls of the King – as poetry in the English language renovated

itself once again:

The story of Irish poetry written in the English language throughout the

nineteenth century is that of the unaccommodated searching for the thing itself.

The method is a subplot, of sorts, of the deliberate stripping of English poetic

form to its roots and the grafting of different literary and linguistic forms,

prosody, syntax and style onto it.25

If the claim for a postcolonial critique of Irish poetry is made in more modest

terms, announcing the limits of its explanatory powers, then it becomes

a more accurate instrument, allowing us to understand the exact nature of

some of these poetic subplots. At that moment, Irish poetry dissolves, not

into British poetry, but the less charted and rapidly changing waters of

a more interesting entity – poetry in the English language.
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8

GEMMA ROBINSON

Postcolonial Poetry of Great Britain

Celebrated letter-writer and occasional poet Ignatius Sancho recognized

his conditional status living on the Atlantic island of Britain: “I am only

a lodger – and hardly that.”1 But there is artful disingenuity here. Eighteenth-

century Sancho (born on a slaving ship, raised and resident in England as

a slave, butler, and grocer) is a sharp guide to postcoloniality in Britain. Part

of a counterdiscourse of migration and belonging, Sancho’s words help us to

focus on the ironic recognition that the empire had always been at “home”:

“the outside history inside the history of the English,” as Stuart Hall calls it.2

If a postcolonial poetry of global and diasporic connection can be said to

develop out of the histories of empires, then part of this story must be told

through the poets who have turned their attention to traveling through,

staying in, or simply being in “Great Britain.” What emerges in this chapter

is a poetics of contradictory affinity, a poetry that disavows shared identity or

refuses recognition just as often as it demands them.

Part of the complexity of this affinity derives from the internal contra-

dictions of Britishness. Since at least the early modern period, the creation

and hopes of a “Great Britain” have been entwined with the development of

empires. Witness Scotland’s James VI’s Westminster proclamation in 1604,

in which he adopts a new title as King of “Great Britainne,” combining the

crowns of England, Wales, and Scotland with claims to France and Ireland.3

The differing names for this “Atlantic archipelago”4 cast a light that is both

far-reaching and blurring, and at times what is most notable are the

ambiguities and paradoxes. Refusals of reframed identities follow the

changing political status of the islands, such as in Dafydd ab Edmwnd’s

fifteenth-century eulogy for the executed harpist Siôn Eos. Eos’s death

becomes emblematic of Welsh responses to English conquest. Although

defeated by “the fullness of London’s law,” he remains forever resistant:

“it’s he who’ll go to life.”5 For Robert Burns in the eighteenth century, the

1707 union rendered Scotland as “England’s province,” and his choric lines

stoutly conclude, “We’re bought and sold for English gold / Such a parcel of
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rogues in a nation!”6 The blow might be aimed at Scottish signatories, but

Burns’s identification of a “rogue” nation looks both ways across the border

at old and new formations (the OED notes that in the period “rogue”

suggests lack of both principle and settled home). It is too much of a stretch

for Burns, but we might see in this roguish expansion a sign of “Greater

Britain,” J. R. Seeley’s term for the “ethnological unity” of expanding white

(English, Scottish, and Welsh) colonial settlement across the globe.7

London’s status as the center of this expansion is essential for testing the

possibility and ambiguities of a postcolonial poetry of Great Britain. Writing

to William Rothenstein about the reception of his English translations in

1912, Rabindranath Tagore reveals: “Of course, at that time I could never

imagine that anything that I could write would find its place in your

literature.”8 Literary “place,” however, is not straightforwardly mappable,

and for Tagore (whose Gitanjali was published by the India Society in

London) it is secured through the nebulous space of a metropolitan literary

scene. A disparate habitus of correspondence, dinners, shared readerships,

and transnational affiliations, literary London in this context appears more

like a diasporic space than a fixed national location. For some, London and

its presses are bit players in a story taking place elsewhere, as with

W. B. Rubusana’s monumental collection of Xhosa oral poetry in

Zemk’inkoma magwalandini (There go your cattle, you cowards!) that was

printed privately in London in 1906 by Butler & Tanner while Rubusana

oversaw the printing of the Xhosa version of the Bible.9 Similarly, the

founding of the Progressive Writers Group at the Nanking restaurant in

London in 1935 was quickly overtaken by a proliferation of groups in the

Progressive Writers Association working across Hindi- and Urdu-speaking

regions in pre-independence India.

For others, London was one among many metropolitan cities through

which a writing career was pursued. Claude McKay’s sonnet “London”

recalls the capital: “The fog prevails above all in my mind.” Pointedly

McKay’s figurative cover provides only an ephemeral shield: “Oh blessed

was the fog that veiled me blind!” The stretched rhyme scheme of McKay’s

sonnet, rhyming the first and last lines of the octave, helps reinforce both the

enclosure of the fog and the fleeting but welcome erasure of London.

Employing the same technique in the sestet, McKay finds a long rhyme for

his identification as “tropical African.” The poetic voice questions the

possibility of a shared home, concluding that he can “bear / A little while,

but surely not admire / The civilization of the Englishman.”10 If London acts

as the metonym for Englishness, Englishness in turn guarantees what it

means to be British. Kobina Sekyi charts this shift between English and

British in his satiric dramatic monologue: “And so you see how loyal
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a Britisher I’ve grown / [. . .] And there I’ll try my hardest to learn the English

life, / And I will try to marry a real English wife!”11 In the context of the

caricatured Gold Coast would-be emigrant (Sekyi studied in London and

was admitted to the bar in 1918), to be a “Britisher” is to learn “the English

life” and vice versa: here Englishness offers the core, coveted cultural

practices that are then extended as people perform as “Britishers” across

the imperial world. TheOED suggests themorphology of this now rareword

might mimic “foreigner,” and if so it offers a further stress to Sekyi’s comic

timing. The speaker’s efforts to become a “Britisher” are at the expense of

African religious beliefs: “All customs superstitious, that rule the savage

mind,” says the anglophile voice, constructing in the words of Derek

Walcott a devastating colonial binary: “the gorilla wrestles with the

superman.”12

The terms “Britisher” and “English” register and obfuscate how ethnicities

play out in colonial and postcolonial Britain. Una Marson, relocated from

Jamaica, reflects on racism in a poem published in the first issue of The Keys:

They called me “Nigger”

Those little white urchins

They laughed and shouted

As I passed along the street,

They flung it at me:

“Nigger! Nigger! Nigger!”13

Appearing in the official magazine of The League of Coloured Peoples,

Marson’s poem is powerful because it is voiced within a publication aimed

at overturning racism, but it is also compelling because it works by phrasal

extensions that mimic the articulation of disturbingmemories. Cited thirteen

times, the racial insult is an unwanted yet anticipated beat, a stress pattern

that in Marson’s words “strike[s] like a dagger.”14 The need to confront this

language and its effects was urgent, and creates the focus for a struggle in

both politics and poetry. Sylvia Lowe, another member of the LCP, writes in

the second issue of The Keys as a new generation of “proud Britishers,”

arriving optimistically but concluding that they will be “For ever broken by

our welcome here, / And all the bitter insults that we meet.”15 Lowe’s

repeated use of “we,” “our,” and “us” throughout the poem stresses the

collective experience of imperial subjects. As “Britisher” disappears as a

noun in the poem, the pronouns accentuate how Britishness recedes as

a possible identity, and by the end is a status denied to “we [who] are barred

by colour in this land.”16

If the idea of “Britisher” marks both inclusion and exclusion, postwar

decolonization created further conditions for examining belonging in
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Britain. The 1948 British Nationality Act enshrined a conjoined citizenry

within the United Kingdom and its colonies, and initiated the larger-scale

migration that Louise Bennett describes as “Colonizin in reverse.”17

Bennett’s satire bites hard, celebrating and criticizing the social circum-

stances that lead Jamaicans to “Jussa pack dem bag an baggage / An tun

history upside dung!”18 James Berry’s retrospective Windrush Songs

collection works by a similar ambivalence. “Wanting to Hear Big Ben”

engages with a spectacle of imperial power as it “echo[es] roun the Whole

Worl.” But Berry’s framing of the poem disallows any easy center and

periphery perspectives, or fixed positioning of authority. Here is one

traveler’s tale among many:

Another traveller said: Man,

me, miself, I wahn go to Englan

[. . .]

I jus wahn to stan up

unda that striking Big Ben

an man, jus test out

how that vibration work inside a me.19

The lines are arresting because they do not avoid the overpowering,

penetrating context of the British Empire: Berry plays with the notions of

a person surrendering to the dominant cultural sound and size of England.

However, despite the emphatic placing of the person under Big Ben, the poem

hardly voices submission. The traveler is simultaneously subject, object, and

agent. What emerges is a wish to experiment, to refocus a set of feelings, and

in this respect the traveler, Big Ben, and England embody a site of cultural

self-fashioning, each potentially made new in this repositioning.

Following H. AdlaiMurdoch, the poetic work of theWindrush generation

could be seen as the practice of “creolizing the metropole,”where creolization

evokes both the linguistic and cultural transformations that take place when

multiple cultures come into traumatic contact.20 For Édouard Glissant creoli-

zation is “not merely an encounter, a shock . . . , a métissage, but a new and

original dimension allowing each person to be there and elsewhere, rooted

and open, lost in the mountains and free beneath the sea, in harmony and

errantry [en accord et en errance].”21 This “dimension” operates paradoxi-

cally: as a culturally entangled and unencumbered space, and as a place and

identity that is measurable, but also radically displaced. Such a cultural

“dimension” seems exactly the type of multivalent space that is shaped in

poetry facing the contradictions of the British Empire and its afterlives in

Britain. John Lyons’s “Home is Weyever Yuh Is” plays arrival as bathos:
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“Well, ah lan up in England, / Victoria Station, London. / D I S M A L !”22

London is lived – the immigrant steps out at a major train station – but

London also is spelled out, stretched out for a different kind of inspection,

one that knowingly produces anticlimax and a reversal of triumphant colo-

nial exploration for a different kind of poetic achievement. By the close of the

poem “Mama eart” is invoked for protection and “home” is liberatingly

post-national, but how can the eye not return to the concrete formation of

“D I S M A L !” as the focus of the poem? Its transformational critique is

animated by the somber mood it denotes and the accusation of disgrace it

voices, while the literal breaking apart of letters on the page constructs a

paradoxical dimension from which to contemplate a new life of migration.

In thinking about a poetry borne out of dismal contact we might revisit

Peter Blackman’s largely forgotten My Song is for all Men, as it blasts the

lethal logic of capitalism and plots a global reckoning of imperialism’s reach:

“I had heard this hunger sobbing before in the wide weary eyes of children /

In Oldham West Indies Africa London wreathing dead skins round high

harvest.”23 We might also consider the intimate encounters and sensory

shocks in Wole Soyinka’s “Telephone Conversation,” where the hope of

living is translated into the language of “passing” in an unnamed London:

“ARE YOU LIGHT / OR VERY DARK?”24 Rendered always in capitals,

the questions of the landlady operate as stark signs of racist reasoning and

power, but in Soyinka’s poem they are also constructed as the lines of

a stooge playing opposite the comically agile, “wave-length adjusted”

answers of the African male tenant: “‘West African sepia’ – and as

afterthought, / ‘Down in my passport.’” To be sure, this imaginative space

does not undo the real world encounters of other kinds of capitalized texts

(“NO BLACKS, NO IRISH, NO DOGS”), or Soyinka’s memory of the

poem’s subject: his own relocation from Leeds to London in mid-1957.25

“Windrush” or migration poems cannot easily praise a London or a country

that is newly transformed. What is achieved are conjunctive languages of

“there and elsewhere” that seek a way to write out of a connected if not

united world. If creolization offers a potential space that is innovative and

“en accord et en errance,” these poems also register powerfully what deter-

mines to remain unchanged and in discord, reminding us that creolizing the

metropole will not be evenly experienced or celebrated.

It seems fitting then that Kamau Brathwaite would title his New World

Trilogy The Arrivants, a noun that eludes particularized space, time, race,

class, and gender even as it forces reflection on them. Recalling the French for

a thing or person who arrives, we might invoke Jacques Derrida and note the

ontologically radical nature of the “absolute arrivant” who “does not yet

have a name or an identity” and whose “place of arrival is also de-identified:
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one does not yet know or one no longer knows which is the country, the

place, the nation, the family, the language, and the home in general that

welcomes the absolute arrivant.”26The conceptual demandingness of the term

can be read alongside Brathwaite’s more literal brokering of community.

Writing in 1966 to Bryan King, Brathwaite notes: “The more I stay in

England, the more it seems to me that our writers and artists are missing

a wonderful opportunity to communicate with themselves and with British

and Commonwealth artists around them.”27 The Caribbean Artists’

Movement, founded in London by Brathwaite, John La Rose, and Andrew

Salkey, was active between 1966 and 1972 and incorporated a cross-section

of artists working between the Caribbean and Britain. While not focused

solely on poetry, its activities advanced some of the enduring aesthetic and

political questions concerning the postcoloniality of poetry in Britain: the

role of performance and the significance of an emergent black Britishness.

Anne Walmsley documents how Brathwaite’s performance of Rites of

Passage in 1967 at the Jeannetta Cochrane Theatre in London launched

CAM to a wide-ranging public, staging a work that challenged its audience

to consider the rhythmic range of poetry in English and its postcolonial

condition as it traversed the Atlantic from the Caribbean, Europe, and the

U.S. and back to the Caribbean.28 Salkey remembers it as “electrifying” and

for West Indians living away from the Caribbean he viewed it as marking

a change “for us culturally in England.”29

However, only a year later CAM was making sense of Enoch Powell’s

infamous “Rivers of Blood” speech as it captured another generation of

racist fears about the threat of immigration, the diminishing purity of

Englishness, and (in thewords of Powell) a prospective “total transformation

to which there is no parallel in a thousand years of English history.”30

In a reversal of his optimistic sense of artistic community, Brathwaite

acerbically asked a CAM audience meeting in May 1968 to hold a minute’s

silence “to mark the passing of the British liberal conscience.”31 Within this

context Stuart Hall’s contribution to CAM’s second conference in 1968 was

timely. The “Epilogue” in Rites of Passage ends with the lines “There is no /

turning back.”32Voiced in the Jeannetta Cochrane Theatre, this statement of

facing the diasporic future must have reverberated powerfully. Now Stuart

Hall’s lecture squarely faced the cultural futures for second and third

generations: “The task of any intellectual and any writer in relation to that

group of people in Britain now [is] pre-eminently to help them see, clarify,

speak, understand and name the process that they’re going through.”33

Some of the boldest poetic voicings of these later generations belong to

Linton Kwesi Johnson, his work anticipating Stuart Hall’s claim that “third

generation young Black men and women know that they come from the
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Caribbean, know that they are Black, know that they are British. Theywant to

speak fromall three identities.”34These three broad epistemological claims are

nuanced in Johnson’s work by the varieties of language he adopts, the preci-

sion of vocabulary that these require, and the performances that he enacts.

In his 1980 collection, Inglan is a Bitch, Johnson openswith “Sonny’s Lettah,”

a narrative poem that combines the oral and the written, as Sonnywrites to his

mother from “Brixton Prison, / Jebb Avenue” to tell the story of “lickle Jim”

and his arrest.35Here, and in all the poems in the collection, we findwork that

acts as uncompromisingly transformative testimony, offering texts that shape

a language to attack the standardizing and brutalizing practices of politics,

community, and representation in 1970s and 1980s England. This language

demands the right to name and be placed within the precise worlds of postwar

twentieth-century postcolonial experience in England, with its raced, classed,

and gendered inflections. “Sonny’s Lettah” is a self-declared “Anti-Sus poem”

written against the police use of stop-and-search powers on mostly young

black men suspected of criminal intent. Across Johnson’s work in Inglan is

a Bitch is a detailed vocabulary that speaks of rooted community, however

embattled: the BPM (Black Parents Movement), Race Today Renegades,

Carnival Development Committee, Railton Youth Club, the names of

George Lindo, Darcus Howe, and Olive Morris.

Johnson voices these worlds and the people within them as a radical topo-

graphy composed against and beyond a powerful but narrow vision of England:

dem frame up George Lindo

up in Bradford Toun

but di Bradford Blacks

dem a rally roun

[. . .]

Maggi Tatcha on di go

wid a racist show

but a she haffi go.36

Here in “It Dread inna Inglan (for George Lindo),” Thatcher’s “show” is just

that, and the racism and racial exclusivity of a xenophobic version of

Englishness is reimagined by Johnson as a performance that cannot last.

Protesting against the wrongful conviction of George Lindo in 1978, Johnson

calls out his resistance from within multiple groups that cross England’s north

and south: as part of the Race Today Collective and the successful organized

campaign to free Lindo; under his band name, “Poet and the Roots,” in the dub

reggae albumDreadBeat an’Blood (1978); and as poet andRace Today author

Linton Kwesi Johnson in Inglan is a Bitch. These different kinds of authorships

and audiences suggest the centrality of performativity for thinking about
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postcolonial poetics in Britain. Johnson’s performance of a “dread beat” to

describe a “dread” “Inglan” resonates along the Creole continuum. “Dread” is

part of a shifting twentieth-century vocabulary that emerges out of the African

diaspora. It points to Rastafarianism’s attention to “apocalyptic exultation and

denunciation,”37 aswell as to thematerial concerns of black communities living

in England. As an adjective, Johnson’s “dread” modifies both rhythm and

nationality, and in doing so pushes for a new reckoning of their meanings,

meanings that retain a Rastafarian-inflected apocalyptic vision, and also hold in

tension dread’s positive and negative connotations in “Inglan” of seriousness,

faith, fear, resistance, community, deprivation, and exploitation.38

Embedded in “It Dread inna Inglan” was a slogan that the Race Today

Collective shared: “come wat may, / we are here to stay.”39 This campaigning,

political slogan sounds out the call for civil rights and social justice fromwithin

the borders of Britain. In a 1980 interview Johnson had described his

retrospective poem of immigration, “Inglan is a Bitch,” as a poem of “my

parents’ generation,” reminding his readers of the contemporary history of

black presence in Britain.Hewent further, declaring the poem “mypatriotic bit

really. It’s me making my contribution to British patriotism.”40 Ending the

poem, “Inglan is a bitch fi true / is whey wi a goh dhu ’bout it?,” Johnson gives

us a sense of this “patriotism”with a final question, askingwhat action is going

to be taken in response, and its “whey” formulation is instructive for thinking

about how patriotismmight be reimagined and how Creole might articulate it.

The interrogative “whey” has widely varying pronunciations and spellings

across the Caribbean and its diaspora (wha, what, wa, wah, wat, we, weh,

whah, whay, whe, whey41); it has not been standardized by writers, nor by

Johnson internally to his work where “wat” is often used, as in “come wat

may.” This mode of working within nonstandard formulations and varieties

seems a crucial part of the 1970s and 1980s struggles to tackle the traps of

authenticity and singularity concerning “what” British and English identities

are, and the xenophobia that questioned who might legitimately belong to

them. Johnson’s linguistic varieties, along with those used by his contempor-

aries such as Marsha Prescod or Desmond Johnson, push to show how words

resist standardization, and how linguistic varieties can insist on an attention to

specific formulations of experience. In “Ole Charlie Boy” Desmond Johnson’s

characters declare “we bruck in inglan,” while in “Community Policing!”

Marsha Prescod translates an institutionalized claim that “we have a tradition

of / Justice” into the ironic word play “(trust us),” exposing the serious failure

of justice and lack of trust in justice among black communities.42

Johnson has since described 1981 as “themost significant date in the history

of the black experience in Britain during the second half of the twentieth

century.”43 The radical vernacular poetry of this extended period is part
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reportage, part revelation, representing and forewarning the injustices of the

New Cross Massacre, as well as the powerful expressions of solidarity during

the New Cross Massacre Black Peoples Day of Action on March 2, 1981,

followed by the police’s repressive anticrime Operation Swamp and the 1981

riots around England. The resisting registers of the 1981 generation voice

traumatic breaks in belonging and identity even as they articulate that they

are “here to stay.” The shifting traces of colonial legacies mean that questions

of how to write about inclusion, migration, community, belonging, race, fear,

and hate have not disappeared from the poetics of postcolonial Britain since

then, but have been transmuted as definitions of a Britain after empire have

been tested by devolution and globalization. Like Johnson, Fred D’Aguiar in

British Subjects (1993) and John Agard inWe Brits (2006) address the mean-

ing of nation across entire collections, proposing the divergent modernity of

Britishness. More recently Patience Agbabi’s Telling Tales approaches the

diversity of nation, reimagining Chaucer through a contemporary set of

pilgrims: “on this Routemaster bus, get cerebral / Tabard Inn to Canterbury

Cathedral.”44 Vahni Capildeo’sMeasures of Expatriation reminds us that we

should not mistake any of this collected poetry as assuring us of a settled

notion of diverse identities, let alone Britishness. The statement, “Language is

my home, I say; not one particular language,” is the complex touchstone

within a body of intergenre poems and prose-poems that disrupt the authority

of location and identity. Capildeo is satirical, playful, and exacting, creating

a set of lyric voices that measure (calculate, assess, delimit) and are themselves

measures of the ways selves and worlds are named. In one piece she poses

“A record of illegitimate reactions . . . If thesewords: expatriate, exile, migrant,

refugee: turned up in the children’s game, what, on the instant, would be my

wordless upsurge?”45 Half-playing along, Capildeo glosses “Migrant”: “All

movement, this word. Out at elbows or tense-thighed: verbal. Absolute:

adjectival. . . . No, not that.”46

This ludic quality finds a form within different poetic idioms, and with the

voices of John Agard’s characters, semantic disruption and disavowal are

dramatized as satirical pantomime. In “HowAuntyNansi SingularlyWidened

the Debate on Plural Identity,” the speaker tracks cultural connections in the

name of making identities:

What a high brow knitting controversy

when Aunty Nansi on topical TV show

presented herself as proof of plurality.

Dressed in a side splitting sari

a red gold and green necklace for Selassie

and snazzy tartan shawl for the cold.47
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Here the Caribbean Aunty Nansi (the West African Akan-Ashante

“spider-spirit trickster-transfigurer”48 turned woman) assertively puts on

a culturally overdetermined outfit, asking, “‘Now Mr Kilroy, you tell me /

Am I Afro-Celto-Euro-Indo / or just beautiful byproduct of cosmos?’”49

With a similarly pointed comic sensibility, Jackie Kay’s 1998 “skipping

rhyme” (her words) enlarges the Scottish comic strip family, The Broons:

“Scotland is having a heart attack / Scotland is having a heart attack /

The Broons’ Bairn’s Black.”50 Cultural plurality speaks of hyphenated,

interconnected existence, but the attending celebrations, controversies, and

clichés in Agard and Kay’s poems keep us focused on social critique. Aunty

Nansi – “byproduct” of cosmic (historical, imperial, random) forces – knows

that tartan and saris are culturally overloaded words, but they still remain

open to refashioning. Tartan, worn on the couch of Robert Kilroy-Silk’s

British TV chat show, and within the context of a transfiguring Caribbean,

can speak of histories of belonging, of journeys and families that have been

slow to come into public focus. Kay, in a confrontational joke on past and

present racism, finds another relative for the Scots-speaking Broons. Here the

skipping rhyme moniker might signal a pleasure in comic repetition, but it

also looks askance at belonging through playground games and their cycles

of inclusion and exclusion. “And out goes you” could be the implied final

beats.

If Kay’s skipping rhyme contests a racial imaginary, Imtiaz Dharker’s

“Campsie Fells” internalizes the challenge of inclusion in a landscape

naturalized as specifically Scottish. Her opening question (“What were

we like, on that / Scottish field, up in the hills, / navigating the cow

pats”51) is not really a question at all, but the occasion for navigating

the at-homeness of this divergent “caravan” of family members as they

move literally and imaginatively between house, field, stream, picnic,

and departed Pakistani village. Jackie Kay remembers a more human

challenge from a white Glaswegian in London. When Kay commented

that she was also from Glasgow the woman replied, “You’re not are you?

You foreign looking bugger!” The frequency of these encounters led Kay

to “write a poem about being black and Scottish.”52 The resulting poem,

however, evokes the beguiling, emptied out geographies and subjectivities

of a folktale. Its concluding lines read:

so when she finally spoke

her words spliced into bars

of an old wheel. A segment of air.

Where do you come from?

“Here,” I said. “Here. These parts.”53
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This form of deictic poetry points to belonging, but refuses to name it in the

terms that the question demands. “Here”might be read as an inclusive word,

regrouping the two women as one community, but the words “spliced,”

“bars,” “segment,” and “parts” all speak of division, marking the contested

territory of where people could and should belong. We could read Kay’s

poem as a forceful articulation of Paul Gilroy’s claim that “fascination with

the figure of the migrant must be made part of Europe’s history.”54 Both Kay

and Gilroy insist on the importance of being acknowledged as present and

visible within a culture, but Kay’s voice also insists on the ambiguity of

belonging. We know that the determination of “here” and “these parts”

depends on who says these words and where they are when they say them.

Indeed, Gilroy goes on to worry about the consequences of singling out the

migrant as we try to reconfigure European history, asking if “the figure of the

immigrant is part of the very intellectual mechanism that holds us – post-

colonial Europeans, black and white – hostage?”55 Kay’s deictic poem

enables us to undo some of this “intellectual mechanism”: her italics signal

difference, and here it is the woman’s question that is the aberration,

a misplaced, ill-fitting moment (“a segment of air”). The final claiming of

“here” has the power to remind us to read vertically, and then potentially

(but only potentially) realign the two women to Kay’s opening topography:

“walking by the waters / down where an honest river / shakes hands with the

sea.” Dharker too, conjuring a demotic ritual, finds that a more powerful

nature offers an alternative way into the country: “Afterwards we washed

the cups. / Our names splashed in the stream, / no questions asked.”56

It is tempting to say that the crafting of in-placeness is a recurring theme of

postcolonial poetry in Britain. But the variegated local and global worlds of

the poets discussed above point to a poetics that must always exceed our

attempts to define it. The linguistic play, assumed voices, and formal

challenges in these poems contest and expand the boundaries of British

poetry, just as Ignatius Sancho’s declared status as “lodger” tests a shared

sense of belonging in the eighteenth century. Two final poems make these

points compellingly. In Patience Agbabi’s “North(west)ern,” the idea of

in-placeness begins with the tension between absence and presence. Agbabi

breaks down an attachment to Britain into a series of regional ties and

musical metaphors: “I was twelve, as in the twelve-bar blues, sick / for the

Southeast, marooned on the North Wales coast. / A crotchet.” Styled as an

out of place note and spinning through a set of transnational compass points,

Agbabi’s twelve-year-old lyric self finds the alternative home of music and

ethnicity in the almost magnetic pull of Northern Soul. Colwyn Bay pier in

north Wales becomes a translatable site of felt, lived, and shared experience:
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when I heard that tune,

named it in one. Soul. My heart was break

dancing on the road to Wigan Casino,

Northern Soul Mecca where transatlantic bass

beat blacker than blue in glittering mono.57

Now situated in a place of imaginative musical attachments, Agbabi’s

adolescent charts a journey out of the blues and into a powerful “blackness”

that is at once performed in Detroit and Chicago, reinterpreted and embodied

on the dancefloors of the mega-nightclubs of northern Britain, and translated

through a young female body in Wales. As an extended metaphor the poem

offers another kind of baseline or foundation for being “North(west)ern,” no

more or less in place than other roads toWigan in the literature of Britain.“Let

usmake our ownmap of the sprawl, / its life and ours,”writes John Siddique in

“A Map of Rochdale.”58 To describe a postcolonial poetry of Britain is to

attempt a new poetic map. But if it is a map, a reading of its poems will show

the unplannable, uncontrollable “sprawl” made in the artistic space between

Britisher and Britishness, or between Siddique’s “Race Riot Street” and

“Possibility Fields.”59 While Britain’s past has made it one of the world’s

rogue nations, its postcoloniality reminds us of the possibilities for repudiating

chauvinistic Britain and imagining divergent identities, places, and poetries

that are constantly in the making.
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9

ROBERT STILLING

Multicentric Modernism and
Postcolonial Poetry

The story of modernism in anglophone poetry, as it is often told, begins with

the arrival in prewar London of a group of ambitious young Americans,

expatriates from a “half savage” country determined to strong arm their way

into English letters, cut the fat from the metrical bone, and rectify poetry for

the modern era.1 Hugh Kenner, for instance, begins The Pound Era by

following Ezra Pound on a stroll down a London street. That story continues

with the founding of imagism, the short-lived shockwave of Blast, the

excision of four hundred lines from The Waste Land . . .

But what if we pause that story and begin again fifty years earlier not

in England, but in India, and not with English, but with Urdu? In that

case, the story of modernism as it makes its way into postcolonial poetry

might begin in 1858 with the deposition of Bahadur Shah Zafar, ghazal

poet and last of the Mughal Emperors. After the British destroyed Delhi

in the wake of the Sepoy Rebellion, two young upstarts, Muhammad

Husain (“Azad”) and Altaf Husain (“Hali”), resolve to salvage Urdu

ghazal poetry from the ruins of a decadent court and purge it of its

aristocratic detachment, self-involved conventions, Persian-isms, and sex-

ual perversion.2 Their preference was for reality, for poetry’s return to

nature. They institute a movement to reform Urdu literature under the

“light from English Lanterns,” Macaulay, Arnold, Wordsworth,

Coleridge, and Addison.3 Can we call them Indian literature’s first mod-

ernists? In that case, the story might continue with a meeting between

Yeats and the Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore, or, as Leela Gandhi

proposes, with a “fragmented genealogy from Toru Dutt to Arun

Kolatkar,” posing the occasionally romanticized “exhumation of Indian

mythology” against “the journalistic prose-poetry of modernist urban

nihilism,” leading, eventually, to “Agha Shahid Ali’s dazzling efforts to

refashion” both the ghazal and the English language itself.4

I will return to that story later, but we might also begin elsewhere with

what Édouard Glissant calls the “irruption of modernity” on the slave
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plantations of the Caribbean, with the creolization of English and its inter-

mixture with Ashanti, Congolese, and Yoruba, or with the importation of

African rhythms into Caribbean calypso and American jazz and blues, which

find their way into the Harlem renaissance poetry of Langston Hughes and

Sterling Brown, but also, improbably, into the “Shakespeherian Rag” of

Eliot’s The Waste Land.5 That story would continue with a sax solo by

Coleman Hawkins at Ronnie Scott’s Blues club in London on September 11,

1967, which inspires a riff by Barbadian poet Kamau Brathwaite on the falling

towers ofTheWaste Land, rephrased to evoke the September 11, 2001 attack

on New York City: “the crowd flow- // ing over Brooklyn Bridge. so so so

many//. i had not thought death / had undone so many.”6 In that case, the

St. Louis-born Eliot’s 1922 London marks one stop on a transatlantic jazz

circuit, and his later royalist conservatism seems an aberrant blue note in the

history of a modernism borne along the rhythms and dialects of the African

diaspora.

Or, what if modernism begins, as Derek Walcott suggests, in 1855 when

Camille Pissarro, son of a creole mother and Franco-Portuguese Jewish

father, sets sail from Saint Thomas, bringing an infusion of tropical light to

French impressionism, only for his pupil, Cézanne, to break his vision apart

into abstract planes of color? “This was not Impressionism,”writesWalcott,

“but visible syntax,” a “private grammar / and brutal geometry,” like “an

instrument / defying a melody like words in Stein.”7 This withdrawal from

impressionist representation into modernist abstraction continued in the

wake of the CubanMissile Crisis, Walcott argues, when the threat of nuclear

annihilation only compounded the sense of exhaustion that weighed on

modernism at mid-century: “since [nations] imagine their deaths mean the

death of the whole world, this hasmeant the retreat of the best art into willful

incoherence, into the negations of writers like Beckett, into the theory of the

‘empty canvas,’ into anti-art and the absurd.”8 What looked like a late

modernist revolution in form (led by Samuel Beckett, John Cage, or Jasper

Johns) was, rather, a reductio ad absurdum, the logical conclusion of following

aesthetic principles past the domain of meaningful innovation to the point of

decadence. For Walcott, whose poetry is steeped in Baudelaire, Eliot, Yeats,

and Joyce, to viewmodernism from the Caribbean is to differentiate its many

articulations, to reserve its early impressionistic sense of light to record an

“undocumented” Caribbean landscape, but to reject the dominance of

abstract styles deemed fashionable in Europe and America.9

Like punk rock, modernism, as Michael Levenson observes, seems to have

been ending from the moment it began.10 But it was always beginning some-

where. As Edward Said observes, just as European modernism appeared to

reach a point of exhaustion, and the grand narratives of “western
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emancipation and enlightenment” lost their power, modernism was “redis-

covered in the formerly colonized, peripheral world, where resistance, the

logic of daring, and various investigations of age-old tradition [. . .] together

set the tone.”11 The problem for the critic is that no single straight line can

fully capture a multicentric genealogy of modernism. Rather, any account of

modernism(s)’ relation to postcolonial poetry must necessarily possesses

a certain ad hoc quality, capturing both metropolitan abstraction as well as

the lived environment of postcolonial modernity, as in Imtiaz Dharker’s

“Living Space,” with “beams” that “balance crookedly” and “nails”

which “clutch at open seams.”12 If we arrest our usual critical narratives

and see modernism again, as Kenner does, as a line whose direction, like its

syntax, is uncertain and “unforeseeable,” leading to the “sudden” appearance

of unexpected nodes, new structures, and “new directions,”13while promising,

if not always delivering, the miraculous, we can begin to dislodge concepts

such as reception, imitation, and belatedness in the discussion of modern-

ism’s relation to postcolonial poetry and begin to discern an image of a

transnational modernist poetics whose origins and trajectories are

unpredictable, whose practices are translational, which passes in and

through the periods, languages, and geographies that define the traditional

disciplinary boundaries of Anglo-American literary criticism.

In “Modernism and Imperialism,” Fredric Jameson suggests that because

“the face of imperialism” is one of “brute force,” the “colonial subject will be

unable to register the peculiar transformations of First World or metropolitan

life which accompany the imperial relationship.”Nor, Jameson hypothesizes,

will it “be of any interest” to the colonized “to register those new realities,

which are the private concern of the masters, and which a colonized culture

must simply refuse and repudiate.”14 Since Jameson’s essay, however, the

scholarly consensus has moved away from an oppositional model of First-

and Third-World relations defined by refusal and repudiation toward a more

nuanced understanding of crosscultural interaction and Third-World agency

defined by frequent, if often critical or asymmetrical exchange, recognizing the

tension between aesthetic hybridity and cultural decolonization.15 In 2006,

Simon Gikandi declared that “without modernism, postcolonial literature as

we know it would perhaps not exist,” marking a significant shift away from

a more adversarial conception of postcolonial literature’s relationship to

Anglo-European modernism and a recognition of a multicentered literary

landscape defined by the emergence of multiple discrepant modernities.16

Nevertheless, Gikandi’s wry acknowledgment that the “great irony of the

history of postcolonial literatures was the emulation of high modernists,

such as Eliot and Yeats, as formal models” betrays a lingering wariness of

European modernism’s dominance of the field despite its imbrication with
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imperial power structures, its links to fascism and anti-Semitism, its primitivist

spectacles of racial difference, and its appropriation of non-European art

forms for the purpose of propping up elite and decaying European cultural

institutions.17 Even a partial list of modernism’s “bad” qualities, or of the

instances inwhich postcolonial poets have been criticized for placing craft over

politics, would appear to render the idea of postcolonial modernism

“oxymoronic.”18

Moreover, the suspicion of anglophone modernism as a vehicle for post-

colonial thought was only compounded by a bias against poetry in favor of

the supposedly more worldly qualities of prose realism. Chinua Achebe, who

describes “art for art’s sake” as “deodorized dog shit,” writes in his 1987

novel Anthills of the Savannah that the “searing accuracy of the poet’s eye”

should be “primed not on fancy but fact,” describing how a moment of

poetic “reverie” leads one to gaze “out into the empty landscape” and

become “aware of the anthills.”19 Likewise, as Gandhi argues in the case

of India, while “the Indo-Anglian novel and newspaper” were deemed

appropriate vehicles for “the nationalist project,” poetry “never quite

qualified qua genre for the realist work of narrating the nation; a handicap

only exacerbated when the verse was executed in the language of the

conqueror.”20 As Dipesh Chakrabarty recounts, after Tagore collaborated

with Yeats on his volume of English translations,Gitanjali, which helpedwin

him the 1913 Nobel Prize, he returned home to Calcutta to find his verse

criticized for its romanticism, idealism, and sentimentalism as the mood

shifted toward the language of unvarnished realism.21 Succumbing to such

pressure in the 1930s, Tagore developed a new hybrid style of prose-poetry,

signaling how cultural nationalism fostered intergeneric tensions that

would continue to modulate modernism’s place in both postcolonial poetry

and prose.

And yet, postcolonial poetry often engages European modernism by way

of these very tensions. The poet K. N. Subramanyam observes the irony (in

a poem he writes in Tamil and translates into English) of having been

“Introduced to / the Upanishads / by T. S. Eliot; // and to Tagore / by the

early / Pound,” fearing he has become “eloquent in words / not his own.”22

Likewise, Arun Kolatkar, who often composed simultaneously in Marathi

and English, appears to question whether modernist style obscures the new

India even as it plunders its traditions, describing a crowded bus ride to the

shrine of Khandoba: “Your own divided face in a pair of glasses / on an old

man’s nose / is all the countryside you get to see.” His filmic self-portrait

offers a figure for the divided self-image of Indian modernism: “You seem to

move continually forward / towards a destination / just beyond the caste-

mark between his eyebrows.”23 Like Joyce’s image of Irish art symbolized by
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the “cracked looking glass of the servant,” Kolatkar envisions a deterritor-

ialized reflection, addressed in the second person, spoken to in an acquired

tongue, doubled and divided in the lenses of an anonymous stranger’s

glasses.24 However, despite its figurative dislocations, the poem shows its

“worldliness” by remaining grounded in local customs and traditions seen

beyond the old boundary marks of caste, but also framed by such

markings.25

Postcolonial poets thus frequently see through European modernism’s

sometimes provincial vices while employing its cosmopolitan virtues,

ironically, for the renewal of indigenous traditions. As the Nigerian poet

Christopher Okigbo writes, invoking The Waste Land, one must think

“beyond the latescence / Of our dissonant airs; [. . .] Onto our forgotten

selves, onto our broken images” (emphasis added).26 As Auden wrote of

Yeats, modernism’s words are often “modified in the guts of the living,”

indigenized and creolized, for instance, by the Jamaican poet Lorna

Goodison, who re-imagines the Yeats of the Celtic revival as an ally of

anticolonial struggle, forging an imaginative alliance between the

Maroons, a community of escaped Caribbean slaves, and the mythical

warrior Cuchulain, a figure Yeats resurrects from the Irish folk legends of

the Ulster Cycle: “Dark tales of Maroon warriors, / fierce women and men /

bush comrades of Cuchulain. // We swap duppy stories, dark night

doings.”27 Likewise, Okigbo, who died in the Nigerian Civil War, reima-

gines Yeats the occultist known for the cosmological researches of A Vision

within the framework of the Yoruba praise song. Okigbo’s “Lament of the

Masks,” which he dedicates to Yeats, ends by declaring: “Two arms can

never encircle a giant iroko. // Night breezes drum on the plantain leaf: / Let

the plantain leaf take over the dance. . .”
28 If, in Yeats, we cannot know the

“dancer from the dance,” Okigbo brings not the “chestnut tree,” but the

iroko and the plantain tree to the dance, rerooting Yeats’s cosmological

syncretism through an indigenizing homage that nevertheless calls to account

the Western imperialists who “converted a jungle into marble palaces.”29

Just as A Vision was written in the midst of the Irish Civil War, Okigbo’s

mythopoesis can be read as an attempt to find cosmological order in a world

in which civil order has collapsed. Such examples of “cosmopolitan nati-

vism” exhibit many of the crosscultural features that Jahan Ramazani sees

underpinning the “hybridizing literary strategies of postcolonial poetry,”

such as its “translocalism, mythical syncretism, heteroglossia, and apocalyp-

ticism,” which can all “be traced in part to modernist bricolage,” the

intellectual, material, and linguistic cut-and-paste strategy that formed the

basis of much early twentieth-century art and literature in Europe.30

As Ramazani argues, for postcolonial poets, modernism does not represent
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an imposition of western forms and images upon a non-European reality,

rather, it offers “a multifaceted and mutable resource, amenable to different

localizing strategies and syntheses.”31

Ramazani observes that while “Anglophone poetry of the Third World,

like many other culturally hybrid forms, was an indirect consequence of the

violent intersection between the British Empire and various native cultures,”

a number of postcolonial poets frequently turn such imposed hybridity into

a self-conscious artistic strategy.32 Moreover, the mix of various languages,

forms, and genres in early twentieth-century poetry is remixed again in the

language of postcolonial poetry: “[modernist] heteroglossia – rapid turns

from high to low, standard to dialect, English to Sanskrit or Chinese,

preeminently in Eliot and Pound – is another form of literary bricolage

submitted to the dialectics of indigenization by postcolonial poets.”33

Perhaps the best-known example of postcolonial poetry’s surprising

indigenization of modernist bricolage comes from Kamau Brathwaite, who

credits Eliot with introducing “the notion of the speaking voice, the

conversational tone” to Caribbean literature through recordings broadcast

by the BBC.34 In Eliot’s “dry deadpan delivery,” Braithwaite discovers “the

riddims of St. Louis,” which “were stark and clear” like the jazz “disloca-

tions of Bird, Dizzy and Klook.”35 For Brathwaite, Eliot’s voice helped move

Caribbean poetry away from Standard English toward “nation language,”

Brathwaite’s concept for the submerged legacy of African languages brought

by slaves to the New World.36 To make poetic use of this “underground

language,”which, like modernism, “was itself constantly transforming itself

into new forms,” requires “the syllabic intelligence” necessary “to describe

the hurricane, which is our own experience,” rather than “the imported alien

experience of the snowfall” found in the English poetic models imposed by

the colonial education system.37Having creditedWalt Whitman, e.e. cumm-

ings, and Marianne Moore with earlier attempts to break up English meter,

Brathwaite formulates nation language according to a familiar modernist

paradox, echoing Pound’s simultaneous insistence on disruption and precision

even as he stakes his ground on the creolized language forms of the

Caribbean.38

Despite his comments on the inadequacy of the written word to fully

convey rhythm, musicality, and tone, Brathwaite’s development of

“Sycorax-Video” typography (hyphenating the name of Caliban’s mother

inThe Tempestwith a font from a 1980s Apple computer) demonstrates how

both the oral and the “visible language of modernism” come to be indigen-

ized in the Caribbean.39 Referring to his Mac SE/30 as an “obeah blox,”

Brathwaite constructs a visual style reminiscent of Mallarmé, Dada collage,

theBlastmanifestos, Pound’s ideograms, and the “verbivocovisual” qualities
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of Brazilian concrete poetry, describing his poetry as a “mural” that aspires

to the condition of “hieroglyphics.”40 As his fingers dance “pun de key /

boars like / charlie chap- // lin dance,” Brathwaite reconstructs an aural,

tactile, and visual history of the materiality of composition, from the

“crink[le]” of Egyptian “papyrus,” to the “ping” of “dat ole / remminton”

typewriter, to the “blink” of the computer screen.41 Nevertheless,

Brathwaite correlates such technological advancements with the “rice &

fall” of empire, capitalism, and slavery, exploiting the materiality of print

to disclose that history.42Reawakening the repressed, anguished gnashing of

a young slave girl by casting the portmanteau word “gnashlish” in a jarring

typeface, Brathwaite disrupts both Standard English speech and the standard

conventions of the printed page.43 As Lee Jenkins suggests, Brathwaite’s

attempt to assert control over the means of production through his Sycorax-

Video style, a decolonizing gesture of autonomy, echoes similar efforts by

William Morris, Yeats, and other modernists to institute an artisanal means

of print production in response to the cheapening of materials in the modern

literary market.44 In this sense, the modernism of postcolonial poetry cannot

be reduced to its oral qualities alone. Rather, it incorporates the visual and

material means by which that orality is transmitted.

While hybridization and heterglossia may result from either the macro-

processes of modernity or the microprocesses of composition, scholars have

begun to connect the dots between the emergence of postcolonial poetics and

the day-to-day interactions among writers, publishers, and literary elites at

mid-century. Peter Kalliney, for example, describes how Caribbean writers

such as George Lamming, V. S. Naipaul, Sam Selvon, Walcott, and

Brathwaite negotiated the postwar London literary scene. As they engaged

Britain’s literary elites, including high-profile publishing outlets and the BBC,

“the transition from modernism to postcolonialism was not a straightfor-

ward matter of disavowal, repudiation, or even strategic appropriation.”

Rather, “the interactions between late colonial writers and their white,

largely English counterparts in London” are better defined in terms of

“affiliation, patronage, emulation, and competition.”45 However, as

J. Dillon Brown observes, the adoption of highmodernist difficulty sometimes

invited charges of inauthenticity and imitativeness on the racist assumption

that Caribbeanwriters might be “better suited towriting intuitively and ‘more

naturally.’”46 Rejecting such criticism, Lamming argued: “we shall never

explode Prospero’s old myth until we christen Language afresh; until we

show Language as the product of human endeavor [. . .] undertaken by men

who are still regarded as the unfortunate descendants of languageless and

deformed slaves.”47 Such calls for a highly crafted West Indian poetics also

serve as evidence that modernist style offered commonwealth writers a means
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to reshape the metropolitan institutions that held the gate keys to English

letters.

While some Commonwealth writers focused their efforts in London, Paris,

or New York, others attempted to build up institutional support at home.

As Nathan Suhr-Sytsma argues, the “modern” in African literature, for

example, involves more than “just a formal inheritance” or the representa-

tion of “social transformation”; it names “new conditions of production and

circulation.”48 In examining how university-educated writers of the “Mbari

generation” such as Okigbo, Achebe, and Soyinka participated in the for-

mation of print culture in Nigeria, Suhr-Sytsma argues that “print literature

in English largely functioned [. . .] as a metonym of modernity” allowing

these writers “to position themselves as symbolic brokers of that

modernity.”49 Noting Okigbo’s many hats as university librarian, magazine

editor, university press representative, and co-founder of Citadel Press,

Suhr-Sytsma rewrites the received narrative of Okigbo’s progress as a poet

to reflect an engagement both with nationalist politics and modernist

aesthetics through his intimate knowledge of literary publishing and production

throughout his career.50 Similarly, Laetitia Zecchini attributes the emergence

of modernism at midcentury in India in part to the circulation of under-

ground journals and little magazines, a “paperback revolution,” and “fever-

ish” new activity in translation among writers who found their inspiration in

the urban modernism of Baudelaire, Eliot, and Allen Ginsberg.51 Such

studies expand the account of modernism given by Lawrence Rainey,

suggesting that Commonwealth writers were no less engaged in a complex

negotiation between artistic autonomy, market forces, and elite cultural

institutions than their Euro-modernist predecessors, a delicate dance made

only more difficult by the imperatives of decolonization, the lack of home-

grown audiences and outlets, and the occasional financial necessity of

playing to metropolitan audiences.52

As accounts of modernism become more prismatic in their understanding

of modernist style, language, geography, material conditions, and institu-

tions, the task of identifying modernist threads in postcolonial poetry

requires both greater scope and more narrowly tailored specificity.

To illustrate the complexity of the task, I return to my earlier example of

Urdu ghazal poetry. We might pick that thread up after partition with

another Urdu language poet, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, who sought to reconstitute

the ghazal for the postcolonial era. Living in exile in Beirut, Faiz reimagines

the ghazal’s traditional conventions: the ghazal’s longed-for beloved is now

as much the revolution as it is the beautiful stranger.53 His ghazals inspire

another poet, Agha Shahid Ali, who describes the gentle transparency of

Faiz’s couplets as “woven air, running / water, evening dew.”54 These, it
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turns out, are the words Oscar Wilde uses in The Picture of Dorian Gray to

describe delicate muslin fabrics once woven in Dacca. But, as Ali describes

them: “In history we learned: the hands / of weavers were amputated, / the

looms of Bengal silenced, // and the cotton shipped raw / by the British to

England.”55

Born in New Delhi in 1949 and raised in Kashmir, Ali came to live in

America, where he published a dissertation on Eliot, befriended James

Merrill, read Dickinson and Yeats, and wrote poems evoking the “terrible

beauty” of lives destroyed in the conflict over Kashmir.56 Turning from the

realist imperatives that defined 1930s modernism in India, and

defying Pound’s admonitions in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, Ali unabashedly

aestheticizes the “sheer rubies” of a victim’s blood on Himalayan snow,

declaring that Indian English, which, fearing a “certain excess, has been

confined to some minimalism,” should rather “become a medium for the

sublime.”57 In one poem, Ali recalls stepping out from a Delhi theatre where

he had just seen Russian modernist filmmaker Grigori Kozintsev’s stark,

black-and-white, 1971 interpretation of King Lear (as translated by Boris

Pasternak with music by Shostakovich) onto a street once “strewn with

jasmine flowers” where, in Zafar’s time, one could purchase those “fabrics

from Dacca.”58 Now, however, one finds “hawkers” selling cheap trinkets,

while “Across the street, / a theater is showing a Bombay spectacular.” Ali

then freely translates one of Zafar’s ghazals into English, figuring the dis-

placement of the ghazal form itself in the mode of transnational elegy: “He

was exiled to Burma, buried in Rangoon.”

Traversing just a few steps within the “living space” of the poem, but

leaping three continents and two centuries in the poem’s imaginative

geography, embracing a global vision of modernism while repudiating its

minimalist attenuation of sublimity, Ali sets in motion a series of contrasts

marking the interlocking and often discordant co-presences of American,

European, Indian, and globalized modernity. His references to film mark the

side-by-side jostling of “Second World” art-house Soviet cinema and “Third

World” popular spectacle. Far from postmodern pastiche, the poem grounds

its discordant references in material history. The “fabrics from Dacca” recall

those muslins that traveled along colonial trade routes until Britain seized

control of the Indian textile industry, selling back to the Indians coarser fabrics

woven in Manchester. Ali further recovers Zafar’s poetry from colonial-era

Anglo-Urdu literary reformism (a decolonizing, antimodernist gesture), even

as he routes an intercultural analogy between the tragic Lear and the

“Unfortunate Zafar” through a network of “alternative” modernisms and

modernities, including Soviet film and music, Wildean decadence, Bollywood

cinema, and the degradations of a colonial/globalized marketplace. And yet,
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Eliot and Pound are here, too, in the superpositioning of historical moments,

as is Yeats, whose orientalist vision of Lear’s tragic joy in “Lapis Lazuli” is de-

orientalized: Zafar’s fate is seen elegiacally, through Kozintsev, beyond mod-

ernist minimalism, again more plainly as tragedy. Provincialized, if

inescapable, Pound, Eliot, and Yeats serve Ali’s poem as attendant lords, full

of high sentence, but a bit obtuse, not necessarily as the central characters in

modernism’s postcolonial second act.

If the story I have told above is partial and frustratingly elliptical, it

nevertheless contains many familiar elements that have come to define the

contours of “postcolonial modernism”: a transhistorical poetics of transla-

tion, transnational and translocal points of exchange, an emphasis on the

oral, visual, and technological dimensions of modern art, debates over the

proper role of aestheticism, realism, and abstraction, the modernization of

print culture, an embrace of heteroglossia and anxiety over its consequences,

the fragmentation of self and nation, the questioning of cultural traditions,

and the proliferation of global modernisms. This story needs much more

elaboration, but it is in such “dissonant airs” that one will start to unravel

modernism’s meaning for a postcolonial poetics.
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10

STEPHEN BURT

Postcolonial Poetry and Form

Every poem has a form; in fact, every text has a form. Angela Leighton

explains that the word now “means anything from the specifics of technique

to the workings of creativity.”1 For our purposes form includes the aspects of

any poem that could not have been dictated by its discursive, or prose,

meaning, especially aspects with acoustic salience, aspects that recur

throughout the work, and aspects that we recognize from other, similar

texts, which in turn help us decide what kind of text we have. Forms –

including the many kinds of free verse – serve as indicators of genre and

subgenre. “Most short poems of our time belong to well-defined subgenres,”

as Alastair Fowler has explained, though not all these subgenres have well-

defined names.2 Their forms, in turn, can stand for – or work against – other

ideas of “form”: the shape of a life, for example, or forms of worship, or

ways to organize a city block, or a nation’s sense of history.

All this is true, if it is true, for poems in general. What does it have to do, in

particular, with poems that we are used to calling postcolonial – with poetry

written in, or for, or about, the nations and regions and peoples once, but no

longer, under formal European rule? Though the form of a poem implies

a historical trajectory (a line of similar poems), and therefore a set of people

who can recognize them, form can help poets write for more than one set.

A poet can recombine several forms to make a new one; and that assemblage

may signal the newwork as “hybrid,” or as “syncretic,” or as “cosmopolitan”

(all terms with disputed meanings and histories), or as the representation of

a new subculture, a new generation. The Black British poet Patience Agbabi

has done so with each of her projects, adapting the sestina, for example, to the

directness required of performance poetry and to the rhythms of hip-hop: the

seven sestinas from her Transformatrix (2000), each with the same six end-

words, “work equally well, but differently, on the page and in performance,”

as Sheree Mack says.3 “Give me a stage and I’ll cut form on it,” Agbabi

declares; “give me a page and I’ll perform on it.”4 The same book includes

a Nigerian-Afrofuturist manifesto (“UFOWoman [Pronounced Oofoe]”) and
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a monologue in immigrant English (“The Wife of Bafa”), the first among

Agbabi’s many adaptations of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.

But not all forms are so recognizable to readers who come from the

page-based traditions of “English” literature. South African black poets

who eschewed “white” forms during the struggle against apartheid, as

Rajeev Patke writes, were not making “formless” poems; rather, they “saw

themselves as exploiting a new relation between the syntax of writing and the

rhythms of native orature.”5 Proponents of orature – verbal art forms, such

as epics and memorized prayers, that predate or do not require writing –

sometimes oppose these forms (which often come with instrumental

purpose) to the art-for-art’s-sake implications of Western “poetry”; but

praise songs and prayers and spells have poetic forms too, which can be

replicated, or troped, or hybridized, as in the verse of Christopher Okigbo,

who obviously combined Western and Igbo forms. Okigbo’s “Elegy for Slit-

Drum” demands that we read it both as a text for recitation with that

traditional instrument and as a litany driven by two kinds of T. S. Eliot-

influenced line, by its interlocking patterns of anaphora and epistrophe:

Condolences . . . from our swollen lips laden with condolences:

The mythmaker accompanies us

The rattles are here with us

condolences from our split tongue of the slit drum condolences

one tongue full of fire

one tongue full of stone

condolences from the twin lips of our drum parted in condolences6

Professors in Britain, Canada, or the United States who scratch their heads

when students fail to recognize terza rima, or cannot place an allusion to

Shakespeare, miss out on a complexity, and a range of affiliations, that they

may not even notice, when poets from the global South derive forms from

local traditions and national vernaculars. “The frequency of proverbs and

witty aphorisms” in a poem by Niyi Osundare (explains the critic Ezenwa-

Ohaeto) tell us that its persona must be a “wise father”; another poem by

Osundare brings into English “the rhythm of . . . Yoruba Ijala (Hunter’s)

poetry,” a rhythm associated with praise songs, making the same poem’s

shift into social protest a surprise.7

Affiliation and disaffiliation, rebellion and foundation, can come at the level

of rhythm or of diction – and they can be complicated things. Kamau

Brathwaite’s famous advocacy of “nation language” and “Creole resistance,”

in Patke’s summary, “focuses on breaking down the iambic rhythm, displacing
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it with the intonation and rhythms of the calypso.” Patke then quotes the

Jamaican poet John Figueroa: “Watch dis pentameter ting, man. / Dat is white

people play!”8 But the poem that Patke quotes is satire, an attack on Helen

Vendler’s review of Derek Walcott, in which – Figueroa alleges – Vendler

wrongly treats European forms as something that Walcott cannot make his

own. In fact, Vendler’s mixed but admiring review asks how well Walcott

handled his disparate materials: his best single poem, “The Season of

Phantasmal Peace” (so she concludes) “is unashamed in its debts to

Shakespeare, Keats, and the Bible; but it has assimilated them all.”9

Figueroa’s own poetry comes closer to Walcott’s overall goals than to

Brathwaite’s. It more usually sounds like this stanza, taken almost at random

from Ignoring Hurts (1976): “Black horses of the moon / Are sinking in its

dust / Sweating haunches full of lust.” Does the moon stand for something

distinctively Jamaican? Perhaps, but it is also, literally, the moon, in

a stanzaic rhymed poem in standard English about astronauts: “Where is

the spirit astronauts seek / Among white mounds of dust?” And then, again,

if we look for it we can find – in the same poem – a distinctive subgenre of

West Indian complaint, playing against and across the “English” meter,

about the dryness, the alienated, all too Western enterprise, of the

American space program. On the moon, Figueroa’s spacefarers “hear no

winds / We see no water . . . Seca Seca and nothing sweet / Woman dry for

daughter.”10

Because it encouraged collage and syncretism, and because it offered

a clear, internationally legible alternative to British (and therefore imperial)

tradition, the “Western modernism” of Pound and Eliot “enabled a range of

non-Western poets after World War II to explore their hybrid cultures and

postcolonial experience,” as Jahan Ramazani explains.11 That is a modern-

ism not of attitude, but primarily of form. Brathwaite’s own Black & Blues

(1976) uses an Eliotic long line to represent the thoughts of a transplanted

white Englishman: “From quiet shires of church bells falling leaves/ to this

salt turbulence.” The same poem then switches, in large bold typeface, to

a collective Rastafarian chant – “like a rat/ like a rat/ like a rat-a-tat tappin//

an we burning babylone” – as it asks an imagined nonblack listener “to walk

the four corners / of your understanding,” to see “the houmforts of favella

vision.”12

Walcott and Brathwaite are sometimes held up as twin poles, or opposites,

in West Indian poetry, the first accepting, the second rejecting, “English”

form (or, conversely, the latter promulgating, the former rejecting, an

orature-based “nation language”). Yet both poets’ works show access

broader than the received ideas suggest: Walcott’s diction and metrics, in

particular, as Ramazani explains, “confound tribal, ethnic or national limits,”
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while Brathwaite’s “new composite form” is “a union of disparate fragments

of postcolonial inheritance.”13 It is through these patterns of sound, each

with its own history, that both these poets work, as Homi Bhabha famously

suggested they could, “to go beyond . . . binaries of power” (and power-

lessness) in order to ascribe, to a range of formerly disempowered speaking

positions, a “right to signify.”14

Form in this sense is far from the property of so-called “formalists,” either

in the restrictive sense of the American New Formalists (who confined the

word to rhyme and meter) or in the post-Kantian sense by which art, and

“form,” and “the aesthetic,” imply a separation from utility (the more

“form” a poem has, the more clearly it “makes nothing happen”). It does

not require any particular relation to the concept of the individual, or of the

aesthetic as such. Rather – again – there are no poems that do not have forms,

though a poem can sound original or derivative, skillful or incompetent, in

the way that it uses its form, or forms, and readers may diverge in how we

hear them.

To make one’s own form, by bringing together recognizable forms (and it

does matter that some readers can recognize them), is to solve another binary

trap that Bhabha and other theorists describe, the trap by which the postco-

lonial subject finds herself either accused of mimicry (trying to live a form not

her own) or condemned to write only within the bounds of a supposedly

“native,” or national, form. Yet to see these changes wrought on and in

form, to see the right to signify propounded by postcolonial poets through

form, is not necessarily to read for optimism, to say that these poets succeed in

projecting a capable, versatile, or liberated subject: sometimes the forms they

make testify to the failure, or the retreat, of the projects that they describe.

Vahni Capildeo, who grew up in Trinidad and now lives in England, puns

on the very idea of fixed poetic form: “The dead care only for ceremony,” she

writes. “They will react if you observe the forms.”15 Capildeo’s career has

included many new forms, including many sorts of free verse (regular, end-

stopped, stately, run-on, etc.). Her book of poems Utter (2013) includes an

acerbic sequence attacking unsympathetic English literati, some of whom

expect – in the midst of their own misbehavior (“the drunk,” “the drunk’s

wife”) – a predictable version of wild foreignness. Capildeo makes fun of

them – and demonstrates her verbal mastery – in her rhymed “Dancing Bear

Sonnet (Truncated)”:

Hand me a stick to poke between the bars you’ve set.

Walk in the kind of wind that blows dogs inside out.

I too might need a drink. Your skull will do for that.

Always flying off. Nothing to write home about.16
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Capildeo also addresses English landscapes and English seasons: “Hymn to

Ceres, London 2012” finds, for those old subjects, a 21st century form:

<london>

<spring> a thing of nothing </spring>

<spring> millstream wintergreen </spring>

<spring> null term in the 2050 glossary </spring> . . .

<spring> I start to miss you when I see you <<<

(margaretyoumournforerror 101)17

How is this clever “hymn” postcolonial, outside the bare fact that a

Trinidad-born author wrote it? One answer is that it brings into the Internet

era, the age of instant digital communication, a familiar and specifically West

Indian subgenre of seasonal lyric: the poem about a temperate region’s

seasons as viewed by a poet from a tropical site. Claude McKay’s

“The Tropics in New York” is such a poem; so are many segments from

DerekWalcott’sMidsummer. But neither earlier poet could imagine amental

connection as a line of HTML. “Do you have to mix it up?” the same poem

asks. Perhaps she does.

Claims about culture and politics do not follow blindly from a poet’s

choice of external form: you have to look at the poetry and see. Thus the

Guamanian Chamoru (or Chamorro) poet Craig Santos Perez, a committed

opponent of what he would call American neo-colonial dominion, casts his

multivolume poem about Guahan (Guam), from unincorporated territory, in

forms – capacious collage, expansive free verse, datebooks, slabs of prose,

legal documents, quotations – derived from the aggressively American mod-

ernist poet Charles Olson. “As I traveled in Europe,” Perez recalls,

“I explained over and over ‘I am not American,’ even though I speak

English like an American . . . I explained over and over where and what

‘Guam’ is.”18 The external form is American; the poet and the poem insist

that they are not.

No writer anywhere deserves to be judged only by how national, nor by

how postcolonial, her creation can be; but most writers can be read with an

eye both to how they represent the places and the cultures they have lived,

and to what sort of experiences they have become able to represent and to

remake. And that remaking is, almost by definition, a matter of making and

remaking forms. To read postcolonial poetry for its form – or, conversely, to

read a formally interesting poem and ask what is postcolonial about it – we

have to ask how the poet handles “English,” or European, aspects of poetry,

together with non-English, and non-American, and non-European elements,
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how to see “one literary tradition . . . incorporating elements from another,”

as well as (to quote Deepika Bahri) how “the principles of artistic creation

render the ‘data’” – both the words in the poem and the things and persons

represented – “other to themselves.”19 And that means we have to recognize

those elements, whichmay in the case of form (as opposed to plot and setting,

for example) be far easier said than done.

That act of recognition – and its prerequisites – differs greatly among (and

sometimes within) national and regional traditions. Having begun withWest

Indian, African, and Black British examples, the rest of this essay will

demonstrate such recognitions in other forms and other national literatures:

kinds of free verse in Singapore, the aisling in Ireland, and the sonnet in New

Zealand.

Present-day poets who write in English in South Africa, and in most parts

of the Indian subcontinent, not only grow up in obviously multilingual

societies (even if they speak only one language at dinner); they also face

multiple linguistic, and therefore poetic, traditions attached to their particular

locale, each with its burden of forms. Singapore is different. The nation

created by separation fromMalaysia in 1965, with its “originally immigrant

and pluralistic population,” had “no tradition of an indigenous national

literature,” writes Shirley Lim.20 That is one reason why poetry in English,

as Robbie B. H. Goh argues, “has played a distinctive and central role in

Singapore’s development.” Goh goes so far as to argue that the “tightly

structured forms and metrical features” of poetry in British forms can

“embody . . . containment and control over the story of a nation,” and that

this happened in 1960s and 1970s Singapore.21 The celebratory declamations

of Edwin Thumboo’s “Ulysses by the Merlion” (1979), still one of the best-

known (and easily Googled) Singaporean poems, support the claim, though

the poem –which follows no “tightly structured form” – finds a middle path

between populist declamation and “metrical features”: “Peoples settled

here, / Brought to this island / The bounty of these seas, / Built towers topless

as Ilium’s.”

Arthur Yap (1943–2006) belongs neither to that sort of nationalism, nor

to a countertradition of ethnic, populist, oral, or left-wing protest. “I’m

rooted in a particular area,” Yap told an interviewer in 1984, “and I try to

reflect the life styles and the folk ways of a particular area . . . more than

anything else.”22 That area might be Singapore as such, but it also includes

the “elite and almost exclusively Chinese neighborhood,” the “urban, mono-

cultural” (i.e. ethnic Chinese) area, where Yap grew up speaking Cantonese

at home, and where he lived until 1970.23 Though few critics discuss it (and
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no wonder: sex between men is still illegal in Singapore), Yap was gay: he

dedicated his Selected Poems to his partner Keith Watson.

All those parts of his life inform Yap’s sensitively ironic approach both to

questions of language and register, and to matters of external form. Yap was

also a painter: his early poem “a scroll painting” takes a disillusioned,

ironized approach to the traditional East Asian form of the landscape scroll,

which it replicates in its asymmetrical blocks of print. “The mountains are

hazy with timeless passivity / sprawling monotonously in the left-hand

corner . . . here is transient beauty / caught in permanence,” and yet “the

stupid bird can never eat the stupid peach.”24 Rejecting ways of reading that

would set “Asian” as against “Western”ways of seeing, Yap positions Keats

and the nameless scroll painter on one side, and himself on the other.

Yap’s “night scene i” and “night scene ii” adapt the external form of the

Imagist poem (itself derived in part from East Asian classics) to a Singapore of

higher and higher buildings, of demolition and construction, “stars hooking

up the roofs / in the high evacuated space of the sky” (Y, p. 81). (“Evacuated” –

a word that the short poem repeats – bears the double context of physics,

where it means “made into a vacuum,” voided of gas, and of Singaporean

urban renewal.) “everything’s coming up numbers” satirizes – without

expecting to overturn – a society all too organized around lists and columns

of figures, quantifying not only its manufacturing, but its gossip and its

childhood: “an old shoe with the manufacturer’s code / a child’s first word

at 2,30, wed. the 14th . . . you saw what time, how many, good or not”

(Y, p. 46). The form here (as in Yap’s later “inventory”) is a list, and lists

tend to make all their members (except perhaps the first and last) seem equally

important: it is a protest of sorts against a list-oriented, quantified society.

More broadly, Yap’s compositions, though they do not follow easily recog-

nized, preexisting “forms” – they are not, for example, rhyming trimeters, or

sestinas – tend to scrutinize the idea of “form,” declaring some degree of

patterning, expectation, imitation inevitable, and asking for ways of freedom,

or kinds of irony, within those patterns. Yap’s poem “mime” is a kind of

appalled meditation on the very idea of originality in form. It attacks both an

educational system that requires rote work, “mimicry” (an attack that will be

familiar to readers of postcolonial theory), and a counterdemand for formal

independence: “mime is excruciating,” but “what comparison is possible /

when everymaskwears a face? / facesmime facesmime faces” (Y, p.94). There

is noway to distinguish categorically between appropriated and adapted form,

between the authentic and the inauthentic, between the mask and the face.

“In his own country,” complains AngusWhitehead, “Yap is predominantly

characterized as an almost self-effacing poet who is constantly making large,

generic and universal points.”25Yet, asWhitehead and others have shown, the
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poetry can refer intimately to landmarks, neighborhoods, and terms from

Singaporean life: his most discussed works include “two mothers in an HDB

playground,”which samples not just Singlish (SingaporeanEnglish) usage, but

Singaporean anxieties about how the next generation will get ahead:

ah beng is so smart

already he can watch tv & know the whole story.

your kim cheong is also quite smart

what boy is he in the exam?

this playground is not too bad, but i’m always

so worried, car here, car there.

at exam time it’s worse. (Y, p. 101)

As in better-known examples of nonstandard or nonmetropolitan

Englishes in postcolonial poets from John Agard to Nissim Ezekiel and

Daljit Nagra, the diction works together with the form of the free verse line,

and with the rhythm it creates: the difference between cultures “is

inscribed,” as Bill Ashcroft writes, “in the putatively shared language.”26

Yap’s lines can follow, or cut across, speech rhythms; they never, however,

follow standard meters, and they never build up to the kind of climactic

announcements we can expect from Thumboo’s “coherent, mediating

nationalist poetic voice,” to quote Jini Watson; instead, Yap’s choice of

small-scale, rough-edged form works against “the material logic and ideology

of the new productive landscape.”27 His forms are emphatically not the

“forms” – neither the rhythms, nor the architectural plans – of the efficient

state.

Critics such as Declan Kiberd argue as to how or whether modern Ireland,

with its relative prosperity and its history of colonization and resistance,

ought to count as postcolonial. English-language poets who adopt Irish-

language forms can invoke that uneven history enthusiastically, or critically,

or sarcastically. Thus Paul Muldoon, who writes in English but often

includes bits of Irish, published in 1984, soon after the Maze Prison hunger

strike and the death of Bobby Sands, a poem called “Aisling.” As Muldoon

later explained, the Irish “aisling or vision-voyage is a quite specific genre of

eighteenth-century political poem.” In it the poet encounters a mysterious

woman who seems to have come from the sky: “It always turns out that the

‘sky-woman’ is a version of ‘Eriu’ or the ‘Sovranty of Ireland.’”28

What to make, then, of Muldoon’s brief “Aisling”? Here the poet starts in

a situation flagged as impossible by its mere weather: “making my way home

late one night / this summer,” he says he “staggered / into a snow drift.”

Whom did he meet there?
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Was she Aurora, or the goddess Flora,

Artemidora, or Venus bright,

or Anorexia, who left

a lemon stain on my flannel sheet?

It’s all much of a muchness.29

Written while Muldoon was still living in Belfast, the poem records an

appalled and urinous disgust with nationalist rhetoric, and perhaps also with

the ruling (UK and Unionist) institutions’ response. The visionary woman

who represents Irish national self-determination now appears as an incon-

tinent “Anorexia,” a source of fluid confusion. The last woman seen in the

poem is neither Anorexia, nor Aurora, nor Eriu, but a “Doctor Maw,” who

declares (perhaps wrongly) the end of a bomb threat: “All Clear.” Ireland as

postcolonial is (to quote Bahri) “a conceptual construct, a habitus,

a sentimental fiction to live and die for, a projected cultural union, or an

ideawhose time has come and gone”:Muldoon’s aisling form emphasizes the

first and second and rejects the third.30

You can find an aisling almost as strange, but more hospitable to Irish

republicanism, in Medbh McGuckian’s later poem “The Aisling Hat.”

The physical object she praises here may be the form of a hat for her head

(which enables visions) or the vision of a powerful man:

Your Promethean head radiated

ash blue quartz, your blue black hair

some feathered, Paleolithic arrow head . . .

I felt a shiver of novelty

as if someone had summoned you

by name, to the most beautiful applause.

McGuckian welcomes this vision, and its history: “I need to get to know

his bones,” “his denial / of history’s death.”31 To read the poem conscious of

the Irish genre is to see a visionary, if also recondite, paean to something that

looks like cultural nationalism. But McGuckian’s consciously artificial

diction, jumping among incongruent phrases, also confounds any notion

that the resulting poetry might seem natural, or easily shared. Indeed, her

compositional methods make the poem already international: as Leontia

Flynn, citing Shane Alcobia-Murphy, explains, “The Aisling Hat” is “com-

posed entirely of 223 phrases from a series of essays byOsipMandelstam.”32

And those essays have more to say about form: “Today a kind of speaking in

tongues is taking place,” Mandelstam wrote (in Jane Gary Harris and

Constance Link’s translation). “In sacred frenzy poets speak the language
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of all times, all cultures . . . Everything becomes public property. Come and

take your pick.”33

We cannot say how a form speaks to a culture, what a form “means,” in

general; we have to look at how it has been used, and at what a particular poet

has done. A formmaybe adopted, or subverted; held up as an example, or held

at arm’s length: presented as an ideal, or adopted for lack of a better. James

K. Baxter (1926–1972) was already the most famous poet in New Zealand

when, in 1968, he decided to go to Jerusalem, “not the city in Palestine, but the

mission station on the Wanganui River . . . I should go to Jerusalem without

money or books, there learn the spoken Maori . . . and then (God willing)

proceed quietly and slowly to build the nucleus of a community where the

people, both Maori and pakeha, would try to live without money or books,

worship God and work on the land.”34 Baxter indeed established a commune,

with some help both from Catholic clergy and from the Maori community

already there. Jerusalem Sonnets (1969–70) announced Baxter’s late style

while describing his projects – on one level the creation of a commune; on

another the remaking of Baxter himself through his idiosyncratic, radical,

neomonastic – and hippie-influenced – Catholicism; and on yet another the

remaking ofNewZealand’s English-language poetry in away that couldwork

together with Maori language and traditions, acknowledging Baxter’s New

Zealand as a genuinely post-colonial place.

Baxter “signed” the last of this first series of sonnets (it is a couplet) “From

Hiruharama, / From Hemi te tutua,” i.e. “James, nobody,” or “James, the

nobody.”35 In the context that he was trying to create for himself he had

become at once a celebrity but also a nobody, a worker in a post-Western

space. Though there is a humblebrag (as we say now) in his self-presentation –

and though he did not really eschew (as he claimed to want to do) allusion to

Western texts – Baxter did not pretend to be Maori, nor to be adopting

Maori-language forms. Rather, he remade his English forms in order to show

himself reaching outside the experience to which those forms had pointed

before hewrote. Jerusalem Sonnets 11 shows Baxter attacking his own poetic

ambition directly. A reader “writes telling me I am her guiding light / Andmy

poems her bible,” and the poet sees

The image of Hatana he bashes at the windows

In idiot spite, shouting ‘Pakeha! You can be

‘The country’s leading poet’ at the church I murmured ‘Tena koe’

To the oldest woman and she replied, ‘Tena koe’

Yet the red book is shut from which I should learn Maori

And these daft English words meander on.
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How dark a light! Hatana, you have gripped me

Again by the balls; you sift and riddle my mind

On the rack of the middle world, and from my grave at length

A muddy spring of poems will gush out. (B, pp. 200 01)

“Hatana” is Satan; “Tena koe,” a greeting (“hello”) can alsomean “thank

you” (B, p. 282). Baxter presents himself as enmeshed in written or printed,

English-language discourse, and that discourse as inseparable from literary

history. Against that history Baxter presents the spoken, present-day Maori

language, which he should learn (but will not learn fast enough). Detractors

can say that the sonnet protests toomuch. But the sonnet records, not exactly

a wish to stop writing, but a not wholly successful – perhaps an impossible –

wish to separate the basis of his own, authentic, local and bicultural creation

from that last infirmity of noble minds, the inheritance of the sonnet and the

pentameter line: he may overgo their limits, or run from them, as in the

hypermetrical penultimate line about the poet’s grave, but they cannot be

sent away in the end. (“Poëms” has two syllables, making the last line blank

verse.)

As JohnDennison has put it, Baxter’s “cross-cultural poetry is inescapably

defined by . . . reaching out while never arriving. While drawing from te ao

Maori,” the Maori world, “such writing retains an inescapable cultural

specificity that ties it to te ao Pakeha,” so that “even as the poetry reaches

into, and draws from, te ao Maori, it is given the capacity to say new things

about Pakeha culture and identity”: Baxter can cast “Pakeha as teina”

(younger brother) “toMaori as tuakana” (older), through its dialoguewithin

pentameter lines, as well as through forms (so to speak) of worship, Maori

speech and Catholic ritual.36 Sonnet or sonnet-like shape, and pentameter-

based line, are for Baxter what Patrick Colm Hogan calls a “literary

procedural schema”: they are what his mind and habit make available.37

Baxter’s later poem “The Ikons” goes farther both in imagining what the

poet would have to give up, and in imagining what could replace it: in it, the

poet (whowould die within the year) sees “the hands of TeWhaea // Teaching

me to die” (B, p. 222). “TeWhaea” (mother or auntie) is also the VirginMary:

Catholic belief and Maoritanga together will show Baxter how to give up his

“unjust hope // For special treatment.” The poet then goes looking for mush-

rooms, and finds

Most of them little, and some eaten by maggots,

But they’ll do to add to the soup. It’s a long time now

Since the great Ikons fell down,

God, Mary, home, sex, poetry,
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Whatever one uses as a bridge

To cross the river that only has one beach,

And even one’s name is a way of saying

‘This gap inside a coat’ the darkness I call God,

The darkness I call Te Whaea, how can they translate

The blue calm evening sky that a plane tunnels through

Like a little wasp, or the bucket in my hand,

Into something else? (B, p. 222)

The search for authentic, and non-European, and nonselfish, experience

turns out to be an impossible task of translation, but also a via negativa, a trip

into the unknown. It is tempting to say that Baxter (writing in 1970, out of

Pakeha experience) sees into the aporia on the other side of which lies the

postcolonial poetry, properly so-called, of Agbabi and Capildeo and other

poets of transatlantic and transpacific English in the present day: it is the void

created by the idea that poetic form itself, the practice of highly organized

and yet apparently personal verbal making, is itself a white (or European or

Pakeha) thing. That idea is a logical fallacy, held up for ridicule by many

contemporary poets, but the struggle against it has taken up poets’ careers,

and has itself given rise to powerful, generous forms, not least Baxter’s own.

By “saying” the poem, by turning it on its side, using it not as an “ikon” but

as a bridge, he can imagine a way to cross not only between life and death

but between English and Maori, between the European-derived culture that

produced him and the eco-friendly, radically democratic, Maori-Pakeha

culture that he hopes to help build. But the darkness comes on, and the

bridge leads only one way.
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11

LEE M. JENKINS

Postcolonial Poetry and
Experimentalism

Postcolonialism and experimentalism have been understood as complementary

and as competing terms of reference. On one hand, Priyamvada Gopal pro-

poses that postcolonial literary studies “has presented itself as constitutively

avant-garde,” “hipper” than its “staid” parent, “Commonwealth Literature.”1

On the other hand, Fredric Jameson finds that avant-garde experimentalism

is synonymous with a modernism which, if not identical with the

imperial body politic, operates as its cultural arm: in Jameson’s judgment,

“third-world cultural productions” are “locked in a life-and-death struggle

with first-world cultural imperialism.”2 Where Gopal’s definition of

postcolonialism conflates poetic innovation with cutting-edge critical

praxis, in practice, postcolonial poetry is as wont to explode as it is to

confirm Jameson’s binary between “first-” and “third-world” cultures. As

Nathaniel Mackey has argued, “the distinction between a formally experi-

mental center and a formally conventional periphery distorts and grossly

oversimplifies matters,” not least because, as Jahan Ramazani has shown, it

was the avant-garde shattering of poetic norms prior to and during World

War I that “enabled a range of non-Western poets after World War II to

explore their hybrid cultures and postcolonial experience.”3

Poetry that may be defined both as postcolonial and as experimental

comprises a broad aesthetic and chronological spectrum, extending from

Walt Whitman’s mid-nineteenth-century language-experiment through

twenty-first century African American performance and slam poetry.

Internal colonization makes the case for the postcoloniality of African

American poetics stronger than that for post-Independence American litera-

ture per se, however. Slam or def poetry developed out of the oppositional,

urban hip-hop culture of the 1970s, which in turn drew on a rich tradition of

black poetic collaboration with the sonic and improvisatory qualities of

black music. The “riffs, runs, breaks, and dislocations” of Langston

Hughes’s bebop sequence Montage of a Dream Deferred (1951) prove

Aldon Nielsen’s point, that “poets, always playing, like jazz musicians, out
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at the edges of possibility, test the limits of language.”4 Hughes, Amiri

Baraka, Haryette Mullen, and poet-critics Fred Moten and Nathaniel

Mackey – all are “African American creators of what we might call innova-

tive works” who “engage in a perpetual reopening of modernism.”5

Whether or not African American poetic innovation is “postcolonial,” the

phenomenon of diasporic avant-gardes productively unsettles the polarity

between the populations and artistic practices of the global North and global

South.6 The performance poetries of Palestinian-American Suheir Hammad

and Nigerian-British Patience Agbabi, for example, are rhizomic, intercul-

tural iterations of slam.Where Hammad’s performativity provides a popular

platform for her politics of protest (she has appeared on HBO’s Def Poetry

Jam), Agbabi works the page-stage continuum in her multiple identities as

rapper, body-artist, and sonneteer. In the Caribbean and its diaspora, dub

poetry grew up in the 1970s as a grassroots equivalent to US hip-hop or rap,

with Jamaicans Michael Smith and Mutabaruka (Allan Hope), and black

British artists Linton Kwesi Johnson and Moqapi Selassie among dub’s

finest practitioners. The same decade saw the emergence of a vernacular

avant-garde in South Africa, where poet-musician Lefifi Tladi’s Dashiki

collective synthesized indigenous drum and praise-song traditions with jazz

and a Baraka-style Black Arts aesthetic, preparing the ground for the

innovations of the post-Apartheid era. Kgafela oa Magogodi’s poetry, for

instance, translates oral traditions into new electronic media and so, as Annel

Pieterse notes, “carries the potential for radical innovation in terms of

circumventing and decentering the dominant structures of literary as well

as artistic appreciation.”7 In neighboring Zimbabwe, meanwhile, Dambudzo

Marechera (1952–1987) had already decentered the dominant structures to

quite different effect: pieces like “Punkpoem,” included in Marechera’s

posthumously-published collection Cemetery of Mind (1992), adopt and

adapt the African and Anglo-American legacies of Christopher Okigbo and

T. S. Eliot.

India, Australasia, and the Pacific region are likewise geographies of post-

colonial innovation. Indian poet Mani Rao (1965– ) has followed up her

prose-poetry sequence Echolocation (2005) with a critically-acclaimed

translation of the Bhagavad Gita (2010), in which avant-garde techniques

are applied to Hindu epic. In Australia, according to poet-critic John

Kinsella, the dominance of settler modernism has rendered the experimental

the aesthetic status quo: “hypertextual poetry, multimedia and performance

poetry, installation poetry, concrete poetry, and many other cross-genre

forms are standard in Australia now.”8 Less standard is the poetry produced

by those immigrants and indigenes who speak on behalf of what PhilipMead

calls “heteroglot UnAustralia” and whose writing is generated within
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“hugely diverse networks of contemporary Australian language that include

dialects of English, Aboriginal English, indigenous literary modes, ‘migrant’

English, Kriol, emergent versions of Australian English and ethnolects –

mongrelized lingos of all kinds.”9 Subaltern antipodean experimentalism

spans the conceptual, concrete, and performance poetry of Macedonian-

born, Melbourne-based Pi O or Peter Oustabasidis (1951– ), and the

Aboriginal surrealism of Murri poet Lionel Fogarty (1958– ). Experimental

poetry is thriving in the Pacific countries and territories, where, thanks in no

small part to Susan M. Schultz’s not-for-profit Tinfish Press, what Samoan

poet Caroline Sinavaiana-Gabbard calls “our song / born in ocean & /

weaned on struggle” is heard, both in the Pacific region and beyond.10

How is postcolonial experimentalism continuous with, and distinct from,

that of the Anglo-American avant- or neo-avant-garde?11 What commonal-

ities can be gleaned, and what differences parsed? This chapter pursues these

questions in relation to Bajan poet (Edward) Kamau Brathwaite, whose

oeuvre is not only rich proof of Susan Stanford Friedman’s point that

“polycentric modernities produce polycentric modernisms,” but is perhaps

the prime instance in post–World War II anglophone postcolonial poetry of

the creative reconfiguration of avant-garde experimentalism into an

alternative – or what Brathwaite would call “alterNative” – postcolonial

poetics.12 The chapter concludes with a comparative analysis of Brathwaite

recent volume of elegies, Elegguas (2012), and Tobago-born poet

M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong! (2008), a radically experimental sequence in

which the conventions of elegy – and by extension, of Western literature

itself – are put under the irresistible pressure of the trauma of New World

history.

Born in 1930, Brathwaite was awarded a Barbados Island Scholarship to

the University of Cambridge, publishing his early poems in varsity antholo-

gies and magazines. Neither his poetry, nor that of his Cambridge contem-

poraries Ted Hughes and Peter Redgrove, conformed to “the New

Movement’s post-Eliot aesthetic of the time”: from the outset, Brathwaite

says, “‘formal’ forms [were] not my thang.”13 His poem-sequence “A

Caribbean Theme,” which is included in Poetry from Cambridge,

1947–1950, is a case in point, contesting in its prosody as much as in its

“Theme” the insular “Little Englandism” of the Movement verse of the

1950s. The poem, identified in hindsight by Brathwaite as “the trigger for

all my future work,” reappears in revised form as “Calypso” in The

Arrivants (1973), a trilogy composed of Rights of Passage (1967), Masks

(1968), and Islands (1969), in which the poet retraces what he calls “the

triangular trade of my historical origins.”14 “Calypso”’s Antillean creation

myth – “The stone had skidded arc’d and bloomed into islands” – takes its
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momentum from the dactylic rhythm which, Brathwaite suggests, more

closely approximates the “environmental experience” of the Caribbean

than the imported, imperial measure of the iambic pentameter.15

As Brathwaite explains in History of the Voice, his landmark study of the

development of “nation language” (or vernacular speech) in anglophone

Caribbean poetry, “In order to break down the pentameter, we discovered

an ancient form which was always there, the calypso.” Since that ancient

form “mandates the use of the tongue,” it derives fromAfrican orature, from

oral traditions which, like “more ritual forms like kumina, like shango,”

survived the Middle Passage to the Americas.16

History of the Voice, it seems, endorses the received view of Brathwaite as

the strident spokesman for a subaltern Afro-Caribbean Little Tradition

removed from Western models; indeed, Brathwaite, who adopted the

Gikuyu name “Kamau” in 1971, has elsewhere ascribed his “de-education”

to the “key period” after Cambridge, when he lived and worked in Ghana.17

Yet in his critical and in his creative practice, Brathwaite draws in equal, or,

in his term, “tidalectic,”measure onwhat Susan Schultz calls “local vocals” –

indigenous forms of expression – and on the historical avant-garde’s revolu-

tion of the word.18 Brathwaite’s tidalectic poetry is the second-wave

modernism of the black Atlantic, its voice that of Africa, and of T. S. Eliot.

In History of the Voice, Brathwaite explains that what Eliot “did for

Caribbean poetry and Caribbean literature was to introduce the notion of

the speaking voice.” In Eliot’s “actual voice” – heard on the radio in BBC

Overseas Service broadcasts of “Preludes,” “The Love Song of J. Alfred

Prufrock,” The Waste Land and Four Quartets – “the riddims of St. Louis

[. . .] were stark and clear for those of us who at the same time were listening

to the dislocations of Bird, Dizzy and Klook.”19 What Brathwaite absorbs

from Eliot, Lloyd Brown suggests, “offers a clear case for distinguishing

creole appropriation from passive assimilation” – or, to borrow Hugh

Haughton’s useful terms, offers a case for differentiating “strong” from

“weak” allusion (strong allusion, Haughton suggests, is connected to “the

auditory imagination”).20 Brathwaite’s creolized repurposing of Eliot antici-

pates whatMarkWollaeger defines as the “sea change” in the study of global

modernisms “effected through the agency of reception as a mode of

production.”21 Brathwaite’s reception of Eliot is a remarkable example of

what Ramazani identifies as “transnational engagements across uneven

global terrain,” engagements that, rather than replicating colonial structures

of domination, yield “fresh imaginative possibilities that generate new

cultural work.”22

That Eliot is “the only ‘European’ ‘influence’” that Brathwaite would

acknowledge (at least until the articulation of a more expansive Anglo-
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American aesthetic heritage in his 2002 work Magical Realism) poses

a problem for his finest critic, Mackey, in whose judgment Brathwaite’s

experimentalism comports more closely with the counterorthodoxies of the

“Other Tradition” initiated by Ezra Pound – a tradition of which Brathwaite

claims, in the extended interview published as ConVERSations with

Nathaniel Mackey (1999), that he is unaware.23 Brathwaite’s poetic conver-

sations with Pound remain sub rosa, but, asMackey rightly intuits, inflect his

poetics nonetheless.24 “To break the pentameter, that was the first heave,”

for Pound and for Brathwaite alike, and for both poets, to “Make it New” is

to recover “ancient form[s],” in the classics and Confucius in Pound’s case

and in the calypso or kaiso in Brathwaite’s.25 And Pound is hiding in plain

sight in the computer-generated icons and emojis from which Brathwaite

confects the “Sycorax-Video style” that is the hallmark of his work from the

late 1980s on.26 In editing Ernest Fenollosa’s essay “The Chinese Written

Character as a Medium for Poetry” (1919), Pound had found a readymade

theory of “verse, written in terms of visible hieroglyphics” with the capacity

to renovate the tired phonetic language of Western poetry exemplified by the

first line of Thomas Gray’s “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard,”

“The cúrfew tólls the knéll of párting dáy” – the same line scanned by

Brathwaite in History of the Voice to demonstrate the constraints of the

pentameter for the Caribbean voice.27

Brathwaite has long been read as the nativist antitype of his St. Lucian

contemporaryDerekWalcott, theNobel Laureate who is deemed the rightful

West Indian heir to the Western literary tradition.28 Yet, as Brathwaite says,

binaries generate “complex interfacing,” and his radical recuperation of

modernist formal experiment changes the terms of the tired “Walcott versus

Brathwaite” dichotomy.29 The first heave, forWalcott, is not the breaking of

the pentameter, but the emergence of pentametric verse itself as the modern

equivalent of the classical hexameter. In “Sea Grapes” (1976), where

Walcott sketches out the vision of the Caribbean as a New World

Mediterranean completed in Omeros (1990), “the blind giant’s boulder

heaved the trough / from whose groundswell the great hexameters

come.”30 Walcott’s Homer is mediated through the modernist Homer

(through Pound’s Cantos and more overtly, in Omeros, through James

Joyce’s Ulysses), but from “Sea Grapes” through the terza rima of Omeros,

Walcott’s poetry draws on the motifs, not the mode, of modernism.

By contrast, having “broken down” the pentameter in his own New World

epic, The Arrivants, Brathwaite proceeds in the Sycorax-Video style (svs)

phase of his career to reprocess avant-garde orthography as computer

graphics by means of “modern (modem) technology”: Brathwaite developed

the svs after the death of his first wife, when he began to experiment with her
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AppleMac SE/30 and its StyleWriter printer.31 The visual icons out of which

the svs is constructed are related not to the Chinese written character, but to

the “petroglyphs” and timehri (rock paintings and drawings) which “come

out of the Guyanese Amerindian landscape”; nonetheless, and with good

reason, the svs has been described by one of Brathwaite’s editors as “like

Ezra Pound on drugs.”32

The hallmark of Brathwaite’s work from the late 1980s on, the svs is

augured in History of the Voice’s definition of the rhythms of speech as “the

very software” of language.33 Themanifesto-poem for the svs is “X/Self’s Xth

Letter from the Thirteen Provinces” in X/Self (1987), the final volume in

Brathwaite’s second trilogy, Ancestors. Taking a technological tack on the

Caliban paradigm of “learning how to curse in the master’s tongue,”

Brathwaite figures himself as a Caliban-poet, writing to his mother, Sycorax,

“pun a computer,” “like I jine de mercantilists!”34 The poet, promising that

“prospero” – here a composite of Shakespeare and the Apple Corporation –

will“get curse / wid himown // curser,” revels in his subaltern appropriation of

literary and technological lexicons alike. On one level, this kind of experi-

mental strategy – orthographic deformation, the splitting apart of words, the

mangling of syntax and of rhythm – is a formal enactment of the postcolonial

poet’s vexed relations with the English language and literary tradition.

On a whole other level, though, the poet’s Calibanisms (neologisms, word-

play, punning) are newways of word processing, as well as of finding “de bess

weh to seh so/so it doann sounn like [. . .] de pisan cantos.”35 As Brathwaite

insists in the notes to X/Self, “there is a black Caliban Maroon world with its

own aesthetics (Sycorax), contributing to world and Third World

consciousness.”36 Still, like the maroon slaves of Jamaica who made forays

out of their communities for supplies and ammunition, the Caliban-poet raids

Prospero’s books, and Pound’s. Brathwaite’s poetics may be, in Sílvío Torres-

Saíllant’s formulation, a “localized occurrence of the counter-discourse of

cultural marginality,” a “discrete, sociohistorically specific, regional manifes-

tation of the poetics of the marginal,” but it is, also, as Brathwaite says of X/

Self, “a Calibanization of what I have read, the things that informed my

growth in terms of ideas.”37

Brathwaite’s Caliban-poet not only “mwangles” Shakespeare and the

modernists, he also reconfigures the operating system of the computer itself,

customizing “dis obeah blox” into a repository of Caribbean black magic.

For Brathwaite, the process of writing onto the computer screen, of “chipp/in

dis poem onta dis tablet / chiss/ellin darkness writin in light,” is analogous to

the Haitian vodun ritual of drawing of symbols (vèvès) in cornmeal or in

chalk on the earth to summon the loa or ancestral gods.38 In The Arrivants
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poem titled “Vèvè,” that vodun ceremony is replicated in the blackmarks the

poet inscribes onto the white page:

[. . .] on this ground,

write;

and

the Word becomes

again a god and walks among us;

look, here are his rags,

here is his crutch and his satchel

of dreams; here is his hoe and his rude implements

on this ground

on this broken ground.39

Poetry, in “Vèvè,” is a form of divination, as it is in Canto 1 and in TheWaste

Land; and indeed, in Brathwaite’s lines “look, here are his rags, / here is his

crutch and his satchel”we hear an echo of the Eliot – “Here, said she, / Is your

card, the drowned Phoenician Sailor, / (Those are pearls that were his eyes.

Look!)” –who is invoked, often at unlikely moments, throughout Brathwaite’s

poetry, prose, and life-writing.40 For instance, chronicling the “Time of Salt”

brought about by the death of his first wife in The Zea Mexican Diary (1993),

Brathwaite comments, with his characteristic use of catachresis, that he had

assumed that he would die first, and that Doris Monica Brathwaite

(1926–1986) would be left “dealin wid all dem ‘unfair critic’ dem . . . like

Valerie Eliot – Eliot wife – one a dem great literary windows.”41 Elsewhere,

recalling his near-death experience in a shooting at Kingston’s Marley Manor

in 1990, Brathwaite tells us that “instead of carrying DEATH [the bullet]

creates a fissure & corridor, at whose CROSSroad I miraculously feel the

Legba voice of my old (schooldays) (absent) literary mentor, Salt Eliot, from

the dark grooves of his HMVs, remmemmoring passages from ‘The Dry

Salvages.’”42 Legba is the loa (or ancestral spirit of Haitian vodun) summoned

in “Vèvè.”The Yoruban guardian of the threshold or gateway between dimen-

sions, Legba is invoked again in The Arrivants in the closing lines of “Negus”:

Attibon Legba

Attibon Lebga

Ouvri bayi pou’ moi

Ouvri bayi pou’ moi . . .

43

The loa of the threshold and the crossroads, Legba, as Gordon Rohlehr says,

is emblematic of “the liminal nature of the New World experience, which is

by force of History transcultural and many-veined.”44 As such, Legba is the
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appropriate avatar of X/Self, the volume in which Brathwaite locates his

poetic “‘break’-? My x-juncture / disjuncture.”45 Brathwaite’s subsequent

books are produced in the svs, or “computer legba,” first conjured in

“X/Self’s Xth Letter.”46 For Brathwaite, the computer poem is analogous

both to the vodun vèvè and to the medieval illustrated manuscript: like the

pentameter-breaking calypso, the computer poem entails the “discovery of

threshold [. . .] into what seems ‘new’ because it’s very ancient.”47

Elegguas, a volume of elegies to which Legba lends a calibanized form of his

name, occupies that threshold between new and ancient forms, and between

experiment and poetic tradition. Here, Brathwaite “spins his silver web of

counterpain” into a “crisscross of fugue that would offset the coming dust.”48

Bookended by two “Letter to Zea Mexican” poems encoded in the svs,

Elegguas pushes at the lyric envelope of elegy, generating the kind of local,

environmental expression that Brathwaite had found wanting in Gray’s

“Elegy.” The svs text of Elegguas, “w/sort-of margims & lines,” captures

the “undergrounn riddim” of “what hides / here in the dark” – “here” being

Mount Brevitor Cave in Barbados, which, with its walls inscribedwith ancient

Amerindian petroglyphs or timehri, operates both as a regional source for the

visual language of Brathwaite’s svs, and as the portal between poet and under-

world over which Legba, the god of the gateway, presides.49 The culmination

of Brathwaite’s “retrospective style,” Elegguas collects elegies for family and

friends, artists and activists first published in Cambridge literary journals, in

X/Self, The ZeaMexicanDiary, Ark: a 9/11 continuation poem (2004), and in

Middle Passages (1992), a volume that is itself composed of “out-takes from

the two trilogies,” The Arrivants and Ancestors.50 Brathwaite may not make

his peace with Gray, but Elegguas, in which invocations of such masters of

Western elegy as W. B. Yeats and Rainer Maria Rilke are spliced together

with the kumina ritual of bringing down the spirits of the departed – “those

who i holdmost dear / are nvr dead” – endorses Ramazani’s argument that the

“poetry of mourning can be made to serve both nation-specific and cosmo-

politan ends.”51 In “Duke,” for example, Duke Ellington’s keyboard – like

Brathwaite’s Caliban-poet’s computer keyboard – sends out the sound both

of “Shakka speare and guinea birD [Charlie Parker].”52 In “Stone,” the

unmistakable cry of murdered Jamaican dub-poet Michael Smith

(1954–1983) – “lawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwd” – is reproduced in

Brathwaite’s signature svs, so that Smith’s becomes “a voice made

visible.”53 The computer style is the manifestation, Brathwaite says, of

“the Oral Tradition [OT] today – in a world of electronic(s) [. . .] allowing

us at last to mix the two ‘traditions’ into sound/visual; to convert script into

sound” – much as Mikey Smith did, in his dub performance-poetry.54
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As Brathwaite says of his computer poetry, its “pebbular interfaces” generate

“new forms.”55

In Bob Perelman’s opinion, Brathwaite’s svs generates an “altered

textuality.”56 His attention to the spatial features of the text, manipulation of

the “sep. // arate” components of words, and resistance to the “bland print-

blocks” format of mainstream publishing, may indeed align Brathwaite with

North American post-avant poetic practice (Perelman compares him with

Language poet Charles Bernstein).57 For Brathwaite, though, the svs is one of

the “vocabularies of literary disruption” – Marianne Moore’s syllabics is

another – which make up what Brathwaite terms “MR” (Magical Realism),

an inclusive aesthetic paradigm of the Americas that is comparable in its proce-

dures to other disruptions ofWestern linearity such as “impressionism, cubism,

surrealism,” as well as what Brathwaite calls “scream of consciousness.”58

In Elegguas’s songs of “love inconsolation sorrow,” however, the compu-

ter, like the classics in Walcott’s “Sea Grapes,” “can console. But not

enough”: “I continue to be like dumb,” Brathwaite confesses, “like dark/

shut down & cannot be / console(d).”59 The product of “the interface of

memories // we call ‘writing a poem,’” Elegguas is a Legba poetics of the

threshold or “the open door” between loss and poetic survival – “So cruel is

creating / it must be killing to be keeping” – and between silence and speech:

you wanted words for words were life to you

words to assuage the silence that you could not understand

words to refashion futures like a healer’s hand60

Threnodies for family, friends, and fellow-artists, the Elegguas poems are also

self-elegies, perhaps the terminal “mesongs” in Brathwaite’s hybrid, interme-

dial, uncompromisingly experimental, and, ultimately, sui generis “historia of

myself.”61

The genre of elegy is placed under experimental pressures of other kinds

in M. NourbeSe Philip’s Zong! A group elegy, Zong! takes its maritime

bearings neither from Western examples of the genre like Gerard Manley

Hopkins’s The Wreck of the Deutschland (1918), nor from David

Dabydeen’s “Turner” (1994) or Fred D’Aguiar’s Feeding the Ghosts (1997),

both of which revisit the horrors, perpetrated on the slave ship Zong, that

mark one of the darkest passages in Black Atlantic history.62 In summary, the

Zong set sail from West Africa in 1781, bound for Jamaica and carrying

a human “cargo” of 470 slaves. Due to navigational errors on the part of the

captain, Luke Collingwood, the crossing took four months, rather than the

usual six to nine weeks: some of the slaves died of thirst, while other Africans,

ailing but still alive, were thrown overboard, so that the ship’s financial loss
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would devolve onto its underwriters (the owners would have been liable had

these slaves died natural deaths). The insurers contested the claim, and the

owners instigated a successful legal action; following an appeal, a new trial

was ordered. It is the originalGregson v.Gilbert action –or theZong case, as it

is popularly known – with which NourbeSe is concerned: her poem-sequence

uses the text of the legal decision in theZong case “as a word store fromwhich

to fashion poetry” via techniques such as “whiting or blacking out words;

mutiliating the text; random selection of words. All in pursuit of finding ways

to ‘not-tell’ this story that must be told.”63 The poetry fashioned from this

process, then, is not about the event but of it, in a material sense. NourbeSe

cites as “Similar Work” to her own Tom Phillips’s A Humument (1973),

a postmodern cut-up of W. H. Mallock’s Victorian novel A Human

Document (1892), and Patricia Williams’s The Alchemy of Race and Rights

(1992), a non-standard analysis of legal decisions and principles that exposes

racial bias within the law. NourbeSe’s Zong! also invites comparison with the

procedural poetics of conceptualist Vanessa Place, like NourbeSe an attorney

by profession, whose Statement of Facts (2010) is a verbatim repurposing of

legal documents.64 Zong!’s procedure differs in the amendations NourbeSe

makes to the legal decision in the form of a running footer in which she

“names” the nameless victims of the crime; in doing so, the poet is under-

writing loss, “representing” the dead in an extra-legal sense:

the throw in circumstance

the weight in want

in sustenance

for underwriters

the loss

the order in destroy

the that fact

the it was

the were

negroes

the after rains

Wafor Yao Siyolo Bolade Kibibi Kamau65

Place and Robert Fitterman propose in their Notes on Conceptualisms that

“when the word is the wound,” extreme forms of “mimetic redress” are

called for.66 The altered textuality that NourbeSe produces from the Zong

transcript is a mode of radical mimesis, a poetics of semantic rupture as well

as of imaginative reparation that is adequate to the ruptured histories to

which postcolonial poetry, in its experimental no less than in its more

conventional registers, bears witness.
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NourbeSe’s proceduralism and Brathwaite’s syncretistic “computer

Legba” style constitute very different recuperations and revisions of history

and of poetic tradition. Together, the two poets exemplify a transnational

poetic countertradition that is as diverse in its praxis as it is expansive in its

geographical reach. Generating a richly heterodox poetics, postcolonialism

and experimentalism are the twin engines of twentieth- and twenty-first

century global modernisms.
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12

JANET NEIGH

Orality, Creoles, and Postcolonial Poetry
in Performance

When Louise Bennett, now recognized as a leading pioneer of postcolonial

performance, began composing poems in the Jamaican language, she

embraced the transformative power of the stage. Dressed in the signature

peasant costume her mother designed in the 1930s, with a traditional

Jamaican head-tie and red plaid skirts, her recitations captivated audiences.

She inspired many artists in the Americas and also provided a foundational

orthography for Caribbean linguistics.1However, when Bennett first took to

the stage in the 1940s, many middle class Jamaicans feared that her poetry

would perpetuate illiteracy. Bennett’s poem “Bans a Killin” (1943), which

defends Creole as a language “dah equal up wid English,”2 responds to these

critics. She mocks “Mas Charlie,” a Jamaica Gleaner reader who wrote

a letter to the editor complaining about Bennett’s poetry column and claim-

ing he wanted to “kill dialect.”3 Bennett humorously retorts that this would

involve a lot of killing, including English literary greats such as Chaucer and

Shakespeare.

“Bans a Killin” is an apt treatise for a vast array of postcolonial poets from

the former British colonies who reclaimoral cultures and foster a participatory

approach to cultural regeneration through performance. Some of these poets

work in endangered Indigenous languages, while others work in hybrid ver-

sions of English. This chapter examines the flourishing of postcolonial perfor-

mance poetry in the second half of the twentieth century. Why has

performance been so popular in so many different regions? The tidy answer

is that the format resonated with predominantly oral cultures. Yet as scholars

of oral art such as Ruth Finnegan and John Miles Foley have established, the

relationship between orality, literacy, and performance is incredibly complex,

especially in colonized sites.4

During the colonial era, the authority of the written word was used to

discredit oral forms of knowing and non-European performance rituals.

In the nineteenth century, Canada outlawed Indigenous dancing and British

colonial policies limited carnival celebrations in Trinidad. The suppression of
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oral performance traditions was widespread and encompassed more than

colonial language enforcement.5 Certainly, oral performance’s popularity in

postcolonial poetry challenges this history of subjugation; however, to only

interpret it as an affirmation of the oral over thewritten overlooksmany poets’

complex creation of new hybridized language practices. In the black Atlantic,

Paul Gilroy argues that viewing oral performance “as the simple power of

a latent but omnipotent Africanity . . . is to trivialize the urgent question of

cross-cultural trafficking and to obscure its potential and actual political

effects.”6 Similarly, Diana Taylor draws attention to how colonizers often

forced people to perform in ways that denied them agency; she cautions

against the simplistic alignment of performance with “anti-hegemonic

challenge.”7

In response to such fraught histories, recent performances studies scholarship

has begun to move away from what Finnegan describes as “the narrowing

ethnocentric models implied in the binarism of oral/literate into the amazing

range of multifaceted spectrums that people actively and creatively draw on

in their communication and expression.”8 Building on this multimedia

approach, in this chapter I examine recordings rather than print versions of

poems whenever they are available. Moving beyond a preoccupation with

performance only as a representation of orality, this chapter focuses on it as

a form of social action. I first outline how performance poetry invites scho-

lars to expand our critical methodologies, then examine how postcolonial

poets use performance to produce cultural memory, to engage in public

debate, and to educate audiences. Analyzing these less explored social uses

deepens our understanding of performance strategies and their contributions

to the decolonization process. Throughout the chapter, I will examine

performances by poets from the Caribbean and Africa as well as return to

Bennett’s “Bans a Killin” as a representative poem.

Multimedia Methodologies

While many poets read their work aloud, performance poetry differs from

the conventional poetry reading, where a poet recites without adding much

dramatic emphasis.9 Performance poets explicitly engage language’s theatri-

cality in their compositions. They emphasize poetry as “a verbal art . . .

whose main artistic tools are the real sounds of spoken language.”10 While

most contemporary poets compose on the page and then perform what they

have written, they write with the expectation of a live audience. Another

distinguishing feature, then, is the “reflexive relationship between performer

and audience.”11 Poets engage with what Carolyn Cooper characterizes as

the “neo-oral,” a hybrid form of expression mediated by scribal and oral
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modes.12 Performances often take place in theaters or music venues, rather

than in bookstores, coffee shops, and academic institutions. Most poets who

favor the stage do not abandon print, but rather utilize publications, as well

as live performances and recordings, to gain the widest possible audience for

their work.

Further complicating the interpretation of such poems, there are often

multiple versions in various formats. Studying a record of actual performances

reveals how the context shapes the poem’s meaning. Take for example a 1966

recording of Bennett performing “Bans a Killin” on the University of theWest

Indies radio program, “Your University and You.”13 Her appearance on this

college program illustrates the shift in attitude towards her Creole poetics after

postcolonial independence in 1962, when the Jamaican language emerged as

a symbol of national identity. At the end of each stanza, she lets out an

affirmative chuckle, which sets the rhythm. After reciting the final lines

which include her mocking retort to Mas Charlie, she lets out a deeper

expressive laugh:

An mine how yuh dah read dem English

Book deh pon yuh shelf,

For ef yuh drop a “h” yuh mighta

Haffi kill yuhself!14

While recordings can make a performer sound disembodied, her declarative

laugh at the end of this poem reminds listeners of the prominent role physical

gestures play in face-to-face communication.Her contagious laugh punctuates

the poem, ensuring that listeners follow her pun and fully understand her

ridicule of Mas Charlie. Through her description of his pronunciation while

reading, she draws attention to how everyone (even Mas Charlie) speaks an

accented version of English that does not correspond with its written repre-

sentation. She encourages her listeners to privilege their embodied experience

of language and to draw on this when they are reading. Bennett’s poem

exemplifies the value of studying the interplay between oral and written

language. She directs us away from the authority of the printed text to consider

how embodied gestures determine language practices.

The embodied dimension of postcolonial poetry in performance has

challenged literary scholars trained to focus on the printed text. Ideally,

scholars must have either been present at a live performance or have access

to a recording to analyze the aural experience of the poem, and even

a recording does not always adequately capture the interactive relationship

between the poet and her audience.15 Poet-scholar Naila Keleta-Mae points

out that performance poetry in Canada, particularly by poets of color, has

been neglected or has often received surface readings related to identity
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because scholars do not know how to assess its value.16 Part of the problem

stems from scholars only analyzing the printed versions of performance

poems, rather than actual performances. Susan Gingell and Wendy Roy

caution that readers need to have an awareness of oral forms so they do

not interpret oral rhetoric as a sign of “textual inadequacy.”17

When discussing performance, scholars often refer to it as an obstacle,

revealing how such “textual assumptions artificially limit our horizons.”18

Critic of West Indian poetry Laurence A. Breiner argues that a performance

poem is only “half alive” on the page. He characterizes “the separation of

a printed text from the act of performance” as one of “deprivation and

decay.”19 Yet the multiple lives of performance poems – in pubs, theaters,

recordings, living rooms, books, bodies, and musical halls – offer an oppor-

tunity to further decolonize our critical methodologies. As Taylor asserts, we

must overcome the excessive focus “on literary and historical documents and

look through the lens of performed, embodied behaviors.”20 This shift

entails a focus on reception, a range of media, archival sources, and multiple

versions of the same poem.

Decolonizing Memory

To decolonize memory, formerly colonized societies must not only recover

silenced memories, but also overcome the colonial scripts that people were

forced to internalize during their education, scripts that distort personal and

collective memory. It is not surprising that memory often emerges as a

predominant theme in postcolonial poetry performances. By enacting

memories on stage, poets are able to reshape perspectives on the past. For

example, the Jamaican poet Jean “Binta” Breeze often depicts shared personal

memories in her poems. Throughout her career, her primary mode of

distribution has been live performance and recordings, rather than print.

In addition to publishing collections of her poetry, she has released many

sound and video recordings, including songs that were frequently broadcast

on Jamaica’s reggae stations as well as one-woman performances for BBC

television. The BBC commissioned one such poem, “The arrival of

Brighteye,” as part of their fiftieth anniversary Windrush program to

celebrate the arrival of Caribbean people in 1948. Breeze depicts a female

persona, Brighteye, who recalls her memory of immigrating to Britain as

a child to be reunited with her mother, after years of separation. Breeze

explores how diasporic subjects struggle to hold onto memories of their

past and to maintain their family relationships. Brighteye describes her

migration experience through nursery rhymes and folk song fragments.

Breeze’s reference choices illustrate how external scripts from the colonizing
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culture shape personal memories. The first stanza revises the Scottish folk

song “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean” to refer to Brighteye’s mother:

My mommy gone over de ocean

My mommy gone over de sea

she gawn dere to work for some money

an den she gawn sen back for me.21

The lilting tune combined with the romantic theme of the folk song evokes

Brighteye’s longing for her mother; however, her reinvention of the lines to

refer to her mother’s financial situation disrupt a romanticized interpretation

of her predicament. In the recorded version of this poem, she sings these lines

a cappella, then delivers the narrative parts of the poem at a fast pace. Despite

the fact that Breeze clarifies by the end of the poem that Brighteye is a grown-

up reflecting on her past, she uses an exaggerated childlike voice to make the

emotional state associated with this memory clear to her audience. Her child’s

voice signifies how the speaker’s traumatic memory traps her in the past.

Brighteye refashions language from her colonial environment to make sense

of her experience, even though it is painfully inadequate to represent her

complex experience of immigration. Yet the song’s melody helps Brighteye

recall this formative moment in her life. As part of the dub poetry movement,

Breeze experimented with reggae and dancehall rhythms in some of her other

performance work. While this poem’s reference to folk tunes differs from her

use of dancehall beats, she uses both to explore the relationship between

rhythm and embodied memories.

In his famous lecture on nation language,TheHistory of the Voice, Kamau

Brathwaite argues that English meter flattens out and standardizes speech

rhythms.22 Breeze’s performance, like those of many postcolonial poets,

challenges this legacy by using free verse to emphasize the rhythm patterns

of oral languages. Such rhythms connect performers and audience members

with their embodied memories to produce collective memory. Another

Jamaican dub poet, Linton Kwesi Johnson, commemorates the 1981

Brixton Riots in his poems “Di Great Insohreckshan” and “Mekin Histri.”

Both represent the perspective of the black community, rather than the

mainstream media. While the speaker in the “Di Great Insohreckshan,”

confesses, “an I wish I ad been dere,” throughout the poem he uses the

vernacular collective pronoun “wi” to indicate that he was part of the

event “wen wi mash-up plenty police van.”23 By choosing a speaker that

neither witnesses nor participates in the event, he gives the audience a point

of identification regardless of their own direct involvement. He underscores

the riots as an important part of black collective memory that everyone in the

community needs to remember as a challenge to British institutional racism.
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Like Breeze, Johnson has releasedmany sound recordings and his association

with the reggae recording industry helped him to build his career. “Di Great

Insohreskshan”was originally released on his albumMakingHistory (1983),

distributed by the iconic Island Records. Recorded versions of “Di Great

Insohreckshan” reveal his use of insistent rhyme, which emphasizes the

meter of his Jamaican accent. In the opening stanza, the last syllable of

every line rhymes with the title’s last word “Insohreckshan:”

it woz in april nineteen eighty wan

doun inna di ghetto af Brixtan

dat di babylan dem cuaz such a frickshan

dat it bring about a great insohreckshan

an it spread all owevah di naeshan

it woz truly an histarical occayshan24

Similar to the reggae one-drop beat, Johnson does not accentuate the first

two syllables of the line, which builds momentum in the rhythm. At the end

of each line, he stretches the “a” vowel sound in “-an” to emphasize it,

making the final syllable the stressed beat. The double rhymes between

“frickshan” and “insohreckshan” as well as “naeshan” and “occayshan”

compound this rhythmic effect. While the reader can see the end rhyme

represented on the page, hearing it reveals its full rhythmic effect.

The subsequent stanzas follow this pattern of a single predominant end

rhyme with occasional disruptions such as the short line “fi wha?”25 These

interjections break the flow and reestablish a listener’s attention. Johnson’s

question forces his audience to question the Riot’s impact and to continue the

fight. Rather than act like the DJ who toasts his/her rhymes over an instru-

mental track in sound system culture, Johnsonmakes his voice sound like the

drum and bass. “Di Great Insohreckshan” becomes a memorable bass line to

underscore that what happened in Brixton should become part of British

national history.

Public Debate

In addition to using performance to produce collective memories, poets often

gravitate to performance because it offers a less confrontational platform

than the political sphere to engage in public debate. In the male-dominated

public sphere in 1940s Jamaica, Bennett used her poetry to represent the

perspective of working-class women. Social debate is also a prominent theme

in the Ugandan writer Okot p’Bitek’s poetry. Renowned for his establish-

ment of the East African Song School, his poetry builds on the structure and

themes of traditional Acholi songs, particularly their emphasis on social
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commentary. In his efforts to preserve Acholi culture, Okot reveals how the

breakdown of oral traditions damages collective memory. Like many poet-

performers, his poetry comprises only one part of his multifaceted cultural

activism; he worked as an anthropologist, arts organizer, musician, play-

wright, teacher, and theater director. In the 1960s, Okot helped start the

successful Gulu Arts festival that celebrates traditional oral culture. During

this festival, immersed in dance, music, and storytelling, he rewrote his long

dramatic monologue, Song of Lawino (1966).26 While this poem has had

a longer life on paper, the word “song” in the title instantly conveys the

poem’s oral investments and offers an example of how certain poets translate

performance dynamics into print form. Okot represents the voice of a village

wife who has been spurned by her husband Ocol, because he embraced

a Westernized urban lifestyle. She urges her husband to recognize that

“The ways of your ancestors / Are good,” and that “Their customs are

solid.”27 Through Lawino, Okot criticizes how cultural values continue to

be shaped by the legacy of colonialism in the newly independent Uganda.

Okot wrote Song of Ocol to underscore that her husband refused to hear her

message. Ocol tells her:

To hell

With the husks

Of old traditions

And meaningless customs.28

Okot invites audiences to debate the role traditional African culture will play in

the newUgandan nation through the irreparable rift between Lawino andOcol.

As he states, “the great debate in the poem is onewhich takes place inside us.”29

By integrating performance into all aspects of his poem, Okot creates

a forum to explore this cultural debate in his community. When he initially

wrote parts of the poem at the Gulu festival, he would recite sections of each

chapter to his friends and then incorporate their feedback, making interac-

tive performance part of his compositional process. Just as Acholi singers

oftenwork together to revise songs, Okot embraces a collaborative approach

to creation.30 His friends’ involvement also demonstrates how peer-driven

audiences play a vital role in the growth of performance poetry. Okot

originally composed Song of Lawino in Acholi, and later translated it himself

into English. According to Okot, the two versions are very different and he

“left out so many things in the English version simply because there was no

way to translate them economically.”31 Though he began performing the

Acholi version in the early 1960s, it was not published until 1969, three years

after the English version was published. He explains how the Acholi version

circulated through performance:
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When Song of Lawino was first produced it was an object of great debate in

northern Uganda, in Gulu at least. It was debated in the pubs and in dancing

places. It was written in the vernacular, and everybody who was around who

heard it, enjoyed it.

Then of course it was published in English. But originally it was a very local

commentary. So, like the songs of the countryside, the local people heard it, but

unlike the local songs, the English translation got greater publicity than the

original.32

Okot addresses how the decision to perform or publish one’s work is bound

up in one’s language choices and what types of audiences one hopes to reach.

The English version of Song of Lawino definitely established Okot’s inter-

national reputation; however, it detracted from its focus on everyday

performance.

Okot’s training as an anthropologist informs his approach to performance

as an everyday practice that sustains oral traditions in Song of Lawino.While

studying at Oxford, he researched his book about Acholi religious songs.

In this work, he observes that oral traditions play a crucial role in establish-

ing social bonds, which explains why he focuses on a marital dispute in Song

of Lawino.33 He stresses that “the death of the homestead” will lead to the

death of culture on a broader level.34 He also notes how Acholi singers

frequently perform in everyday exchanges rather than in formal settings.

The circulation of his poem in the Gulu region bears out this claim; Lawino’s

dramatic monologue also takes place as she engages in domestic tasks to

demonstrate how performance permeates everyday life.

Postcolonial performances often adapt the dramatic monologue,

a Western poetic form, because it is well suited for oral recitation. Jahan

Ramazani suggests that the form has also been prominent because it helps

express “the cultural imbeddedness of character.”35 Frequently, postcolonial

poets compose monologues to give voice to people denied respect by the elite

in their societies. Many postcolonial dramatic monologues focus specifically

on women who are doubly discounted because of their gender and lack of

education. Okot’s village wife, Lawino, resembles many of Bennett’s market

women characters who challenge their detractors in verse form. As Bennett’s

“Bans a Killin” demonstrates, a woman’s language is often why her voice

gets ignored. Lawino cites her lack of education as a reason her husband

despises her:

You insult me

You laugh at me

You say I do not know the letter A

Because I have not been to school.36
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The repetition of “you” reveals how it can be misleading to call a postcolonial

poem amonologue, since poets such asOkot and Bennett stress social relation-

ships and debate. For example, in “Bans a Killin,” Bennett stresses that she

intends her poem as a dialogue by naming Mas Charlie in the opening line.

While apostrophe is common inmany dramatic monologues, Okot uses direct

address to provoke his audience to respond, which is how it is often used in

Acholi songs.37 The publication of Song of Ocol makes clear that Song of

Lawino is not a monologue but part of a call and response structure. Yet by

composing Ocol’s response in English, he illustrates the breakdown of social

reciprocity due to the pressures of Westernization. While Ocol refuses to hear

Acholi songs, Okot invites his audiences to respond to Lawino’s call.

The Poet as Teacher

Another understudied aspect of postcolonial performance poetry is its

contribution to education. A number of poets work extensively with children,

judging slam contests, recording specifically for youth audiences, offering

poetry-writing workshops, and visiting schools. From Louise Bennett’s

children’s television show Ring Ding, to the Maori poet Apirana Taylor’s

participation in the New Zealand Writers in schools program, to the

contemporary youth-led 2 Cents Movement in Trinidad, postcolonial poets

have used performance to inspire the next generation to make social change.

Working with children provides poets with hands-on opportunities to

contribute to language revitalization in their communities and to the develop-

ment of literacies by building on children’s oral relationship to language. Poets

not only perform for children but also teach children to stage their own poetry

readings. In the African diaspora, the idea of the poet as teacher also builds on

griot traditions where the poet is meant to be a leader in his/her community.

The pedagogy of postcolonial poetry performances can be traced back to

the foundations of colonial education. Thomas Macaulay’s infamous

“Minute on Indian Education” (1835), which set the precedent for education

policies throughout the British Empire, justifies English as the language of

instruction in colonial schools. He insists that vernacular languages restrict

intellectual capacity and impede educational development.38 Poets challenge

this historically entrenched bias by emphasizing vernacular languages as

a key part of cultural enrichment and intellectual inquiry. As Bennett stresses

in “Bans a Killin,” Jamaican Creole inspires “‘wit,’ an ‘humour,’” and

“‘variety.’”39 Through performance, postcolonial poets aim to reach youth

audiences to inspire a more empowered form of learning and to encourage

self-actualization.
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A recent example of the educational theme in performance poetry is the 2

Cents Movement, started by students at the University of the Southern

Caribbean in 2010. Founder Jean Claude Cournand, an undergraduate

student at the time, sought to build a stronger intellectual youth culture –

to encourage youth to “put their two cents in” by expressing their views on

current issues through spoken word poetry.40 Like Bennett and Okot, the 2

Cents Movement uses performance to engage in public debate on issues such

as marijuana legislation and gay rights. Some of their activities include island

wide school tours, open mic nights, slam contests, television broadcasts,

video production of poems, and writing workshops. They have gained

a wide international following by circulating their poetry on social media

sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. For example, one of their

most popular video poems, Crystal Skeete’s “Maxi Man Tracking School

Gyal,” received over 76,000 views on YouTube in just over a year.41

The movement’s populist approach, which combines education and

activism, offers a compelling example of the positive influence of digital

technologies on social protest in postcolonial performance.

Cournand’s video poem “Paper Thing” questions students’ attitudes

towards university education. Using a mix of Trinidadian Creole and hip-

hop vernacular, he asks why students relate to their degrees as job training

rather than as a form of personal growth. Since he is the founder of the

movement, the poem illustrates some of the movement’s principles, namely

the strong link between arts education and social transformation.

Cournand’s style derives from a blend of Caribbean poetry and music with

North American slam poetry and with rap. In the video, he wanders through

a school reciting his poem.He repeats the phrase “paper thing,” riffing on the

phrase in lines such as “does my degree stand as a decree that I’ve become

somebody that is mentally free or (pause) did I just become another addict to

paper bling (pause) yeah an addict to paper bling . . . in a society that sees

paper as everything.”42 The colloquial expression “paper thing” takes on

increasing significance throughout the performance as Cournand’s emphatic

diction and physical gestures reveal all that paper cannot capture. Cournand

equates paper with superficiality, empty ideas of status, and capitalist

individualism. When he states that he does not want to live in a “kingdom

of paper queens and kings ruling recklessly,” he recalls colonial society,

where paper records were used to devalue oral forms of knowing.43

Cournand presents his critique of a paper driven society as a form of a self-

critique to demonstrate the self-reflexive approach to education that he

hopes to cultivate in other students. “Paper Thing” encapsulates how the

wider activities of the 2CentsMovement aim to cultivate a socially conscious

form of learning that values vernacular languages.
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The 2 Cents Movement builds on the innovations of pioneers like Louise

Bennett, Linton Kwesi Johnson, Jean “Binta” Breeze, and Okot p’Bitek and

exemplifies how digital networks can expand the field of postcolonial poetry

in performance. Advancements in technology have made it easier for poets to

circulate their work without relying on paper and for scholars to more fully

engage with the embodied dynamics of performance. In his study of oral

poetry, Foley reminds scholars that despite the dominance of print-based

knowledge in Western society, the “textual phenomenon of literature” is

a relatively recent invention.44 Postcolonial poets’ experiments with creoles

and vernacular languages, music, and performance underscore his point by

revealing the vast range of creative expression that texts simply cannot

contain.
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13

RAJEEV S. PATKE

Postcolonial Protest Poetry

Protest into Poetry

Postcolonial protest poetry offers explicit resistance to specific forms of coer-

cive practice in the diverse contexts of postcolonial histories. Just before the

start of the Second World War, in an elegy on W. B. Yeats, W. H. Auden

declared that poetry makes nothing happen; that it merely exists in the valley

of its saying.1 But for all those who have lived through the experience of

discrimination, segregation, slavery, colony, postcolony, and disillusionment

with new nationhood, it has proved necessary to believe otherwise: that

protest, in all its varied manifestations – resistance, dissent, commitment,

exhortation, invocation, reproach, even elegy – is subsidized by the conviction

thatwordsmatter, that they canmake things happen,whether in ourminds, or

in the world outside, especially when words are all we have, in situations

where the power to shape our lives has been taken from us: whether in Angola

or Sri Lanka, Jerusalem orDacca, Johannesburg or Belfast, Srinagar or Timor

Leste, and every other place where the victims are outnumbered by the

oppressors, and protest takes to words more effectively than to violence.

Protest, like propaganda, seeks to win assent or support for a faction, value,

belief, principle, or persuasion; but while propaganda promotes a cause,

protest registers an injustice. The forms injustice can take within the contexts

of colonialism and its aftermaths are many: enslavement, dispossession,

dislocation or brutality (both physical and psychic), imprisonment (both literal

and figurative), exile (both forced and self-elected), the suppression, circum-

scription or denial of rights, debasement, deprivation, and untimely death.

Against all these protest demands redress, in a variety of ways: as historical

witness, as speech-act enacting or substituting for agency, and as reminder of

the urgent need for moral responsibility. Developing the idea of redress in the

context of the long history of the domination of Ireland by the English, Seamus

Heaney spoke of how realitymakes an “assault” onwriters, making poets first

“quail” under the “brunt of necessity,” then inducing them into trying to
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“adjust” and “correct” “the world’s imbalances,” erecting against their pres-

sure the “retaliatory presence” of the spoken and written word.2

Protest may be as old as utterance, but not all protest poetry is effective as

poetry, whatever we think of it as protest. To succeed as poetry it must serve

more than belief, faction, or ideology. It must constitute a memorable utter-

ance that is relevant to the circumstances which bring it into existence, but

also capable of sustaining a more lasting resonance. Poems like “An

Horatian Ode upon Cromwell’s Return from Ireland” or “Easter, 1916”

are rooted in time and place, but they also resonate to recurrent and abiding

human concerns which they present in a light inaccessible except through

their unique refractions. We expect the same of postcolonial protest poetry.

How we might keep protest and the poetic in stereoscopic balance can be

clarified through a distinction proposed in 1970 by Lionel Trilling between

sincerity and authenticity.

Sincerity, Trilling reminds us, refers primarily to the implicit “congruence

between avowal and actual feelings.”3 Oscar Wilde, for example (an unex-

pected but apt source for the idea in hand) declared that:

“All bad poetry springs from genuine feeling.” He does not mean merely that

most genuine feeling is dull feeling, nor even that genuine feeling needs the

mediation of artifice if it is to be made into good poetry. He means that the

direct conscious confrontation of experience and the direct public expression of

it do not necessarily yield the truth and indeed that they are likely to pervert it.4

Trilling’s distinction highlights the need to distinguish between words that

work as protest, and words which resonate to concerns that expand like

concentric circles, drawing attention not only to that which constitutes

injustice, but also to the ways in which language can address and redress

that injustice on its own terms. Two examples can illustrate the difference.

First, an excerpt from a poem protesting against an oppressive government,

titled “Sharpeville,” by Dennis Brutus:

Nowhere is racial dominance

more clearly defined

nowhere the will to oppress

more clearly demonstrated5

Next, an excerpt from another poem arising from the same situation, titled

“After,”byKeithGottschalk, inwhich “they” refers to the coercive authorities:

Throughout all graveyards of our land

they proclaim states of emergency;

they cordon off our dead with razor wire

they order roadblocks to stop wakes
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they place our dead in solitary confinement

they forbid our dead visitors.

Should the dead rise

they decree summary execution.6

Both poems arise from sincere feelings, but while the first sounds banal and

prosaic, the second distances itself from anger and assigns the “dead”

a serious yet funny role in thwarting the authorities. Its ironic touch is

more effective as critique for preferring an oblique rather than a direct

form of condemnation.

The Loss of Origins: The Caribbean

Protest against oppression takes many forms. The poetry of the Caribbean has

a poignancy stemming from centuries of enforced silence, which were followed

by the task of recuperation, requiring the descendants of slaves to articulate

a sense of their own dispossession and then begin a search for a new sense of

identity, community, place, and history. There are many poets from the

Caribbean who have given expression to this gamut of feelings, none more

consistently, or with a greater flair for linguistic innovation, than Kamau

Brathwaite. From the punning Rights of Passage (1967) to Elegguas (2010),

his poetic Odyssey inscribes a series of laments at the fate of peoples on an

involuntary journey across time and space that brought them to islands that

were prisons before they could become home, where the work of poetry must

retrieve painfulmemories and histories as part of the task of reconciling peoples

with their place in history and geography. Here is an excerpt from “Cherries,”

which speaks of that cost, and is all the more telling for its economy of means:

if there are ways of saying yes

i do not know them

if there are dreams

i cannot recall them to the light

if there is rage

it is a cool cinder7

Race and Negritude

The Negritude movement of the 1930s articulated protest against racial

discrimination on a scale and with a force that keeps their ramifications for

Africa and the African diaspora alive to this day. The laudable aim of the

Francophone writers who celebrated Negritude was to restore dignity to
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black peoples. However, the aim of rejecting stereotypes, and recovering

a sense of self-worth for races suffering from what Frantz Fanon was to

analyze in the 1950s as Manichean delirium (the internalization of a sense of

inferiority under colonialism), faced the risk of merely inverting, instead of

dissolving, a binary habit of mind.8 The poetry of Léopold Senghor has

a declamatory style that sounds better in French than in translation:

“Prayer to the Masks,” for example, declares that “The Africa of empires

is dying – it is the agony /Of a sorrowful princess / And Europe, too, tied to us

at the navel.”9 In contrast, Aimé Césaire’s Cahier d’un retour au pays

natal (1939) harnesses an exuberance far less playful and dreamy than its

source in Surrealism might suggest, to create effects whose passion and

rhythmic force have a freedom that is almost as effective in English as in

French:

Words?

Oh yes, words!

Reason, I crown you wind of the evening.

Mouth of order your name?

Beauty I call you petition of stone.

But ah! The raucous smuggling

of my laughter

Ah! my treasure of saltpeter!

Because we hate you, you and your reason, we invoke dementia

praecox flamboyant madness tenacious cannibalism10

Apartheid and Black Consciousness

While racial stereotyping is endemic to human history, the oppression

constituted by apartheid in South Africa provided a more localized stimulus

to protest. Apartheid became policy in 1948, and lasted until 1994. Protest

gathered momentum after police killings in the South African township of

Sharpeville in 1960 were followed by violence in other townships, and then

by the imprisonment of NelsonMandela and many others on Robben Island

in 1963. A series of increasingly repressivemeasures culminated in 1977with

the arrest and killing of one of the leading figures in the black consciousness

movement, Steve Biko, in police custody. This provoked outrage both intern-

ally and on a global scale. Within South Africa, resistance took many forms,

of which one of the more lasting was “Soweto poetry.” The immediate

consequence for those who resisted apartheid and spoke or wrote against

was censorship and imprisonment or exile, and sometimes torture and death:

Breyten Breytenbach, Dennis Brutus, Cosmo Pieterse, Jeremy Cronin,Mazisi
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Kunene, C. J. Driver, and Keorapetse Kgositsile all suffered censorship and

exile; Don Mattera, Mongane Serote, and many others suffered imprison-

ment. Oppression proved no deterrent, and successive generations helped

create a body of literature that can be viewed retrospectively as poised

between a contingent and a lasting appeal as poetry.

Several poets who were not themselves classified as black or colored by the

state also wrote against unjust state policies. The precocious Ingrid Jonker,

who published poems in Afrikaans at the age of sixteen, committed suicide in

1965 at the age of thirty-three. Arthur Nortje, another poet writing in

Afrikaans, as well as English, died of a drug overdose in 1970 at the age of

twenty-eight. The lives of such individuals were inextricably linked to the

fate of the nation. Nortje’s “Questions and Answers” voices the apprehen-

sion that “Ancestors will have their graves uprooted, / uncouth will be the

interrogations and bloody the reprisals.”11 In “The child who was shot dead

by soldiers in Nyanga,” Jonker builds on a paradoxical assertion that

metamorphoses from admonishment to exhortation:

The child is not dead

the child lifts his fists against his mother

who screams Afrika shouts the scent

of freedom and the veld

in the locations of the cordoned heart.12

OswaldMtshali, one of the poets who came into their own during the 1970s,

shows how irony can be effective. “Pigeons at the Oppenheimer Park”

begins:

I wonder why these pigeons in the Oppenheimer Park

are never arrested and prosecuted for trespassing

on private property and charged with public indecency.13

In the repertoire of protest, a very different note is struck when the poet is

told by his deadmother, in a dream, that there is no heaven above the clouds,

and god is none other than the crippled beggar sprawling at the street corner,

and that “Hell is / the hate flickering / in your eye.”14The poems ofMongane

Serote show how the spoken forms of language can become a poetic resource,

which builds up the tension in a poem through the cumulative effect of

repetitions that lead to questions whose direct or implied answers perform

what they ask for: protest moving towards an affirmation of identity and

community for the black peoples of Africa, as in “City Johannesburg”:

This way I salute you:

My hand pulses to my back trousers pocket

Or into my inner jacket pocket
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For my pass, my life,

Jo’burg City.

[. . .]

When you leave the women and men with such frozen expressions,

Expressions that have tears like furrows of soil erosion,

Jo’burg City, you are dry like death.

Jo’burg City, Johannesburg, Jo’burg City.15

Apartheid is not all there has been to protest about in South Africa.

The fate of the new nation after the abolition of apartheid in 1994 has

given rise to an entire literature of anxiety and concern about the African

National Congress led by a Nelson Mandela whose iconic status covered up

a lot that was cause for continued alarm. Dennis Brutus, in a speech delivered

in 2005, declared that “somehow things have gone horribly wrong in South

Africa. That where we marched against the oppression of a minority racist

regime in the past, we now have to march against the people we put in

power.”16 Meanwhile, poets like Ingrid de Kok have written movingly

about the details of what happened during apartheid, which became public

knowledge during the hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

set up in Cape Town in 1995: a legacy of guilt that is at once unavailing yet

ineradicable.

The poetry of Exile, Dispossession, and Imprisonment

Exile is an involuntary condition, and the poetry that has resulted from

postcolonial exile often shows feelings of nostalgia for the homeland

mixed with a sense of frustration, which makes it difficult to arrive at

the sense of a new home or a new beginning. In the context of apartheid

South Africa, Nortje wrote of exile as “an incurable / malaise that makes

me walk restlessly / through the sewers of these distant cities.”17 Breyten

Breytenbach, in “Eavesdropper,” begins with “you ask me how it is living

in exile, friend – / what can I say? / that I’m too young for bitter protest /

and too old for wisdom or acceptance,” and then goes to admit that

“I now also know the rooms of loneliness, / the desecration of dreams,

the remains of memories [. . .]”18 His prose meditation on exile, “Self-

Portrait / Deathwatch,” recollects that he had “no intention of heroically

going into the suffering of exile. In fact, I gradually grew into absence

without ever being able to solve the ambiguities of my state of

suspension.”19

Imprisonment and exile are not specific to postcoloniality or to Africa,

though their conjunction has been far too frequent in most parts of that

continent, and includes Augustinho Neto, Antonio Jacinto (Angola), Kofi
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Awonoor (Ghana), Wole Soyinka (Nigeria), Micere Githae Mugo (Kenya),

David Rubadiri, Jack Mapanje, and Frank Chipasula (Malawi). Mapanje’s

Of Chameleons and Gods (1981) was forcibly withdrawn from circulation

in his home country for alleged criticism of the government of Hastings

Banda. In his response, “On Banning Of Chameleons and Gods,” the poet

declares defiantly that “The fragrance of your banning order is not / Pungent

enough after four years.”20 A large part of the problem was the failure of the

postcolony to sustain the idea of a new nation. This was a problem at a global

level of political decolonization, most evident in, but by nomeans confined to

Africa. As remarked by Robert Fraser with reference toWest African poetry,

“It was against this background of frustrated hopes and growing disillusion-

ment that the poetry of the 1970s has to be seen.”21 A large body of writing,

from various parts of Africa, may be exemplified through a few lines by Syl

Cheney-Coker from Sierra Leone:

my face is an apocalypse

of my misery

mind and body examined

I stand a paradigm of sorrow.22

Divided Nations and the Failures of New Nationhood

Among the many failures of postcolonial nationhood, the rifts caused by

lines drawn on maps (for political reasons that did not respect the logic of

geography, history, or cultural formations) have generated a large body of

eloquent protest writing. TheMiddle East, Ireland, and Kashmir are the most

prominent examples of this condition, to which one could add other divisions

such as those in Vietnam and Korea. While the Arabic poetry of

Darwish Mahmoud laments the ruination of the Middle East, the Urdu

poetry of Faiz Ahmad Faiz mourns the bitter disappointment of a new

nationhood that split British India into India, Pakistan, and later,

Bangladesh. The traditions of Arabic and Urdu poetry enable his ghazals to

speak of a conflation in the poetic figure of the Beloved of impulses secular

and political, personal and public, thus expanding the motif of love to

include both the lover and the nation. The poignancy of these ghazals is

difficult to recapture in translation. But Agha Shahid Ali writes in English,

and his poems mourn the related fate of the valley of Kashmir: once

a paradise on earth, whose idyllic tranquility has been destroyed by the

squabble between India and Pakistan over whether the valley should be

part of this or that country. When protest acquires the form of lament, the

unavailing nature of loss is captured with precision laden with pathos.
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The last poem in The Country without a Post Office, “After the August

Wedding, in Lahore, Pakistan,” ends thus:

The century is ending. It is pain

from which love departs into all new pain:

Freedom’s terrible thirst, flooding Kashmir,

is bringing love to its tormented glass.

Stranger, who will inherit the last night

of the past? Of what shall I not sing, and sing?23

Language as Resistance: On Not Being Milton

The woes of postcoloniality have not left Britain untouched. The poetry of

Linton Kwesi Johnson speaks belligerently for a black Britain that has yet to

come to terms with what Salman Rushdie has called the revenge of empire:

the settling in Britain of migrants from all of Britain’s former colonies. It has

an edge and a stridency that cuts both ways: scoring points off racial

prejudice within contemporary Britain, showing up the limitations of an

idiom that explores a specific spectrum of feelings and attitudes:

how lang yu really feel

wi woulda grovel an squeal

wen soh much murdah canceal

wen wi woun cyaan heal

wen wi feel di way wi feel

feel the way wi feel?24

A Guyanese-born poet living in Britain, David Dabydeen explores a similar

range of feelings, but in a more varied register. His first two volumes Slave

Song (1984) and Coolie Odyssey (1988) evoke a powerful linguistic and

cultural ambience of displacement, slavery, and labor in the colonies of the

Caribbean. His later sequence titled “Turner” (1994) takes a very different

tack, anticipating in some respects Canadian-Caribbean poet NourbeSe

Philip’s remarkable volume Zong! (2008). Both volumes reflect upon

a specific part of colonial experience from a postcolonial perspective through

the narrative of a slave ship’s passage from Africa to a Caribbean colony.

Both focus on the brutality of that experience for the nameless victims of

history. Philip deploys a technique which focuses on the conventions of

language and breaks down utterance into its constituent elements, which

are given the most intense scrutiny for what they conceal and reveal of how

language enforces forms of domination, exploitation, and disablement.

Dabydeen adopts a different strategy towards a comparable end. His verse
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medium is the iambic blank verse line and the polysyllabic, Latinate diction

of the Miltonic legacy. This instrument is applied to evoke versions of the

Caribbean experience, from entrapment on board a slave ship to being

thrown overboard, from drowning to being born to a new life of enslavement

from which all traces of communal memory are erased.

The name “Turner” alludes to Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing Overboard

the Dead and Dying, Typhoon Coming On, 1840), the painting by

J. M. W. Turner which provokes Dabydeen. It represents a ship in rough

seas, with a violently orgiastic sunset in the background, almost masking

what is plain to view in the foreground: slaves thrown overboard and

drowning, whose plight a viewer might neglect when distracted by the

overwhelming seascape. Sick slaves were thrown overboard since they were

likely to fetch little or no income in the colonies to which they were being

transported; once off the ship, their loss provided insurance compensation

for goods lost at sea. The Preface declares that “The intensity of Turner’s

painting is such that I believe the artist in private must have savoured the

sadism he publicly denounced.”25The nameless slaves who died in transit are

all christened “Turner” by the poet, a metonymic transference from painter

to the objects of painting, from the representative of the dominating and

nominating culture to those consigned to erasure. The sequence is driven by

bitterness, anger, and despair. The negativity of the words used by the British

historian Anthony Froude to refer to the Caribbean – “‘No people there’,

only ‘fragments and echoes of real people, unoriginal and broken’”26 –

projected a lack onto the Caribbean islands, which the poem laments in the

most remarkable series of nothings, for which an episode inTheOdyssey acts

as distant reminder, in which the one-eyed Cyclops shouts of how Nobody

has done him harm:

There is no mother, family,

Savannah, fattening with cows, community

Of faithful men; no elders to foretell

The conspiracy of stars; magicians to douse

Our burning temples; no moon, no seed,

No priests to appease the malice of the gods

By gifts of precious speech rhetoric antique

And lofty, beyond the grasp and cunning

Of the heathen and conquistador

Chants, shrieks, invocations uttered on the first

Day [. . .]

No savannah, moon, gods, magicians

To heal or curse, harvests, ceremonies,

No men to plough, corn to fatten their herds,
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No stars, no land, no words, no community,

No mother.27

The protest is in the pathos and the pity: that a people should lack all this

which the nominalism of language can conjure up from other peoples’myths,

legends, histories, and poetries, not as plenitude, but as the absence of pleni-

tude and mother, whose need even this “Nigger” of a poet can articulate in

a language not dissimilar to (or dissimulating) the noble speech of Milton.

The poem could be said to show the other option towhatDabydeen delineates

in his essay “On Not Being Milton: Nigger Talk in England Today” as the

need for black British writers to resist “Standard English” by creating its own

literature in “nigger language.”

Minoritarian Protest from Down Under

The postcolonial legacy to the notion of the “native” (idealized and roman-

ticized in some colonial contexts, and demonized or derogated in others) has

been particularly acute when it comes to the plight of the aborigine writer in

Australia or the writer of Maori descent in New Zealand. One can read this

body of writing alongside the protest articulated by the poet as migrant or

new immigrant, who is victimized by discrimination, prejudice, and the

hostilities to which minorities are vulnerable in the nation as postcolony.

Such protest writing becomes postcolonial in the sense that the liberation

from xenophobic discrimination that was promised by decolonization did

not extrapolate from the politics of new nationhood to modern communities

of acceptance and trust. Such poetry has an easier time making its feelings

heard as protest than as poetry. The Australian poet Kath Walker, who

renamed herself Oodgeroo Noonuccal in 1988 as a symbolic gesture of

affiliation with indigenous culture, combines a complex range of feelings

and emotions in her poem “We are Going,” where the potential for self-pity

and the bitterness of reproach are transformed into a litany of praise, at once

elegiac and defiant:

We are as strangers here now, but the white tribe are the strangers.

We belong here, we are of the old ways.

We are the corroboree and the bora ground,

We are the old ceremonies, the laws of the elders.

We are the wonder tales of Dream Time, the tribal legends told.

We are the past, the hunts and the laughing games, the wandering camp fires.

We are the lightning bolt over Gaphembah Hill

Quick and terrible,

And the Thunderer after him, that loud fellow.28
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The Protest of the Dalit

Racial and gender prejudice have provided instigations to protest throughout

human history, of which the histories of colonialism and postcoloniality are

a subset. Hindu India added to the history of oppression its own peculiar and

powerful systematization of prejudice based on the notion of “caste.” Caste

distinctions are older than the Indian epics and remain central to the loose

and complex body of beliefs and practices which goes under the name of

“Hinduism” to this day. The creation of the Indian republic in 1947 was

consolidated through a constitution, authored largely by B. R. Ambedkar,

which legitimates and supports the systematic realignment of prejudice

against lower castes through various guarantees and “reservations.” That

notwithstanding, caste prejudice remains ubiquitous in India and contributes

significantly to its right-wing politics. It has been resisted in the postcolonial

period by writers known as “Dalit” (“armed, or organized for resistance”).

They represent a cause that includes about a quarter of the total population

of India (currently at over 1.27 billion). Their protest has a history and

a dynamics which has some analogies with protest writing from Black

America.29 Such writing comes from all the languages and states of India.

When caste prejudice combines with gender prejudice, we get a form of

double-colonization that is particularly hard on its female “untouchable”

victims. Here is one such “Narration,” from Chennai, by Meena

Kandasamy:

I’ll weep to you about

My landlord, and with

My mature gestures

You will understand.

The torn sari, disheveled hair

Stifled cries and meek submission.

I was not an untouchable then.30

Gendered Protest

When religious orthodoxy colludes with sexism, we have another cause for

protest which is no less provocative than caste prejudice, as shown by the

poems of Imtiaz Dharker: born in Pakistan, raised in Glasgow, and living

now between Mumbai and London. She finds an emblematic image for this

double circumscription of female identity in her first volume Purdah (1989),

which alludes to the obligatory veil worn byMuslim women. In her poems it

becomes symbolic of how shame is enjoined upon women as a concomitant

to modesty:
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One day they said

she was old enough to learn some shame

she found it came quite naturally.

Purdah is a kind of safety.

The body finds a place to hide.

The cloth fans out against the skin

much like the earth that falls

on coffins after they put the dead men in.31

In a later poem that speaks for a woman killed in Lahore by her family for

asking for a divorce, resistance to the veil is articulated thus:

I’m taking off this veil,

this black veil of a faith

that made me faithless

to myself,

that tied my mouth,

gave my god a devil’s face,

and muffled my own voice.32

Whether poetry can ameliorate, recuperate, or console is difficult to say. But

not to have protestedwhen redresswas duewould be a shame; and if the appeal

of such writing lasts beyond the occasion that forced it into being, then poetry

could be said to have prevailed – and not just on the page, but in theminds of all

the readers who constitute a posterity for the legacies of injustice and suffering.
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14

ANJALI NERLEKAR

The City, Place, and Postcolonial Poetry

As the space that most obviously bears the marks of colonial modernity, the

city is a dominant but conflicted presence in postcolonial poetry. The hetero-

geneity and density of the populations there, and their concomitantly diverse

practices, make the urban experience difficult to define in any straightfor-

ward binary classification, like colonial or postcolonial, modern or tradi-

tional. The postcolonial voice is not just the voice of negation and refusals; it

does not merely deny the colonial stereotype: through the multiplicity of

urban practices that the poetry showcases, it also presents alternative ways of

structuring the postindependence or postcolonial world. Cities as refracted

through such postcolonial poetry “exceed, always exceed.”1 What is this

excessive space of the city that emerges through postcolonial poems?

Following the philosopher Henri Lefebvre’s idea of the production of

space,2 geographers like Doreen Massey, Ash Amin, and Nigel Thrift have

shown that it is a fallacy to equate the mapped boundaries of the named city

with the experience of that city.3 The space of the city is produced through

the entanglements of practices, histories, and namings that create what

Massey calls a specific “envelope of space-time”: “places, not as areas on

maps, but as constantly shifting articulations of social relations through

time.”4 Cities are experienced intersectionally, and the urban experience

emerges in postcolonial poetry through the interlinked nodes of time, physi-

cal space, social histories, and representations.

Take Arvind KrishnaMehrotra’s poem “Bharati Bhavan Library, Chowk,

Allahabad,”5 depicting Allahabad, a city in central India that has precolo-

nial, colonial, and now postcolonial histories. In his poem, Mehrotra

provides a luminous flash of a busy day in the city of Allahabad, one in

1923 and one today:

A day in 1923.

The reading room is full.

In pin drop silence,
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The regulars turn the pages

Of the morning papers.

These readers study a diverse set of texts: the Modern Review, a detective

novel in Urdu, “a free translation / Of a poem by Goldsmith, / Printed in

Etawah, / Titled Yogi Arthur.” Today, the books “are still on the shelves /

Their pages brittle / And spines missing,” and new readers replace the old

ones. There is also a scholar from the West:

But of dusty records

In a back room,

Is a researcher from Cambridge, England.

It’s her second visit,

And everyone here knows her.

She’s looking at Indian reading habits

In the colonial period.

This is a well-known scholar of Hindi literature, Francesca Orsini, who used

to visit the Bharati Bhavan library in the 1990s to research her book onHindi

literature. Through her presence, Mehrotra maps the intersections of the

local and global, the past and present of this city, Allahabad, with a long

history, and the interfaces of the scholarly record and everyday life out in the

street.

Outside,

On the pavement,

Is a thriving vegetable market

Amidst the stalls,

A knife grinder sets up

His portable establishment

And opens for business.

The poem incorporates the day-to-day life of his town: the scholarly activities

at the library and by extension the literary and academic events in Allahabad

and the Chowk street market are aspects of the city’s varied existence (or

“continuities” of the Allahabadworld as he sees them in another poem of the

same name). In the calm, unhurried tone of documentation of the past and

present of the place, Mehrotra’s poem demonstrates a coming-to-terms with

the variegated past, colonial as well as postindependence, of Allahabadwhen

it traverses the years between 1923 and the 1990s, between vernaculars and

English (hinted at in the reference to various translations), between Britain

and India in the literature as well as in the presence of Orsini in the Bharat

Bhavan library, a matter-of-fact acceptance of the journeys that form

present-day Allahabad. Such poetry of the city indicates a material ground-

ing beyond the journeys of lost and found, or invisible to visible. It does not
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stand apart from the colonial or the national (that are narrowly seen as the

purview of postcolonial studies) but it also goes beyond any singular frame-

work to incorporate the postindependence world of former colonies and

colonial metropoles. Even if run down and ill-fitted, “the city shows us

who we are,” says Kendel Hippolyte of his native Castries in Saint Lucia.6

The provocation of such poetry, which locates voice in the multiple rhythms

of the everyday life of the city, is that the formation of the post-independence

imaginary of the postcolonial city might largely be in the representations of

the city.

Therefore, while journeys mark the concept of the postcolonial self

(as Kamau Brathwaite puts it in Rights of Passage, ‘‘Never seen / a man / travel

more / seen more / lands / than this poor / path- / less harbour- / less spade”7),

representations of the city in postcolonial poetry mark an arrival of sorts,

a coming into one’s own, an assertion of a newness even if sometimes the city

is banal or poverty-ridden. “[T]here are homecomings without home,” says

DerekWalcott aboutAnse LaRaye in Saint Lucia. Representations of the city in

postcolonial poetry deepen the concept of the postcolonial itself, because, in the

best of these poems, such an understanding of place avoids both the confines of

nativist creations of space, which immobilize the postcolonial experience in

certain physical locations, and the unrootedness of perpetually traveling

identities, which ignore the sociopolitical location of lives in the global South.

Cities and Poetry

The city is everywhere in western poetry. As JohnHollander points out, some

of the oldest poetry of theworld enshrines famous cities like Babel and Troy.8

In more recent times, the city has been a central setting in Anglo-American

poetry. Witness the New York Poets such as Frank O’Hara (“the Lunch

Poems,” for example) and the Beat writers like Allen Ginsberg, both groups

of poets who illuminate different aspects of New York in their poetry.

The city that emerges in their work is an agglomerate of thematerial practices

and representations of a particular intersection of time, space, and life. Since

the lives of the postcolonial immigrant within the metropole and the living

practices in the postcolonial cities of the global South bring distinctive

rhythms to the fore, the urban spaces emerge differently in the postcolonial

poetry of these cities.

In his poem on the 1960s Bombay, “Bharatmata,” Mehrotra highlights the

many entanglements of nation, region, and city in his personal experience of

the city: the title refers sarcastically to the patriotic manner of referring to the

nation, “Bharatmata” (India as motherland), but the poem itself deconstructs

any nationalist alignments and the attractions of a cosmopolitan global. In his
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poem, Mehrotra inserts both the nation and the American world in Bombay

only to disengage the two again:

ah

walt whit

wish you were around

and tried to contain these multitudes

and tried being our Representative Man

your yankee tricks won’t click with us.9

Mehrotra thus declares the distinctiveness of his Bombay urban experience

even as he also invokes the connection to American influences. Or asWalcott

said in his Nobel Prize speech, “[T]o be told you are not yet a city or a culture

requires this response. I am not your city or your culture.”10 Therefore we

can talk of cities in the global North such as Baudelaire’s Paris, Langston

Hughes’s Harlem, Wordsworth’s London, Byron’s Venice, Browning’s

Rome, and we can also talk about others in the global South such as Arun

Kolatkar’s Bombay, Walcott’s Port of Spain, Walcott and Hippolyte’s

Castries, Agha Shahid Ali’s Srinagar, Macgoye’s Nairobi, and Bennett’s

Kingston.

Such cities become available to us through a communal memory project,

a collective naming and commemorating that marks zones of visibility and

erasure. As Amin and Thrift point out, “Cities take shape through a plethora

of ‘fixed namings’ . . . The city becomes accessible, and through the places

named in the chronicles it becomes a spatial formation.”11 The poetry of

these cities is one powerful method of naming that brings into view

a different world and an invisible life-rhythm that then becomes associated

with these spaces. London is no more the space that contains the lives of the

people who mainly speak the Queen’s English; it is also Clapham Common,

the first place where the Caribbean immigrants, from the MV Empire

Windrush, lived in 1948 and the place named in John Agard’s poem

“Listen Mr English don” where Agard performs his “assault / on de

English dictionary” by pointing to the many immigrant dialects and voices

present within London.12

City life, whether in the old colonial city or the newer postcolonial city, is

not glorified in these poems. Postcolonial poetry is well aware of the draw-

backs of the structure of the postcolonial city just as it marks the failures of

the colonial spaces. But even through these critical portrayals of the new city

(a place that extends the hierarchical structures of the old), postcolonial

practices become named and therefore visible. For instance, Frank

Chipasula, from Malawi, notes the squatter colony of Ndirande in the

Malawian city of Blantyre, that city with “a borrowed Scottish accent”
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that “hides behind a clump of mango groves”:13 the pretense to colonial

grandeur is evident in the gap between the Scottish name and the Malawian

location of poverty. In Indian poetry, Dilip Chitre names the working-class

neighborhood of Chinchpokli in Bombay where the speaker says:

I breathe in the sulphur dioxide emitted

By the Bombay Gas Company, blended with specks of cotton

And carbon particles discharged by the mills

. . .

Bedbugs bite me. Cockroaches hover about my soul.14

Chitre identifies the one of the locations of the textile mills that formed the

backbone of Bombay’s manufacturing industry and also the lives of the mill

workers there who breathe in the noxious emissions of the mills and live in

suffocating, bug-infested tenements. Postcolonial lives become documented

and therefore inextricably associated with the life and space of that city.

The Saint Lucian city of Castries has been the subject of multiple poetic

memorializations, Walcott’s poems being the most famous of them, including

an early poem that laments a fire that destroyed a large part of the city in

1948 (and after he won the Nobel Prize, a public square in Castries was

renamed for Walcott). Also writing about Castries, another poet from Saint

Lucia, Kendel Hippolyte has protested the increasing neoliberal prefabrication

of the colonial structure in this postindependent space, even as he has

celebrated individual locations there, such as 42 Chisel Street. In “Not

Made With Hands,” Hippolyte writes how the city planners’ “diagrams

and flowcharts” zone out the multiplicity of postcolonial lives:

whatever, if any, of these sprawling lines were left

had to be framed within the prestressed concrete flats,

hoisted and slabbed each one into its place,

fixed into the structure of the overall design.

That’s why in the bureau’s plan

there are no zigzag alleys, ribboning child roads,

shortcuts that hello past a door,

or any of these unnamed weeds and half wild flowers,

the ones that always spring up after you have stepped on them.15

The institutions of the city are blind to its poorer, peripheral inhabitants, but

these people emerge precisely in such poems of the city (in the “zigzag alleys,

ribboning child roads”) and stake a claim to the space and life of Castries:

“Only a healing that must start here, at the center, where it all began.”16

The city is the center, and postcolonial poetry of this city provides the

restorative acknowledgement of these lives and worlds and therefore an
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assertion of their presence, beyond the bureau’s plan and the institutional

gaze.

The poems also insert the migrant, postcolonial body into the life of the

colonial city to transform that city itself in its spatial, temporal, and figural

representations. As a result, this poetry of the city reveals the colonial past in

the postcolonial present. It also shows that the colonial city reveals

postcolonial lives: when Brathwaite names all the spaces where “we sweat /

in this tin trunk’d house / that we rent from the rat / to share with themouse: /

Castries’ Conway and Brixton in London, / Port of Spain’s jungle / and

Kingston’s dry Dungle / Chicago Smethwick and Tiger Bay,”17 the reader’s

knowledge of Chicago or London expands to include the immigrant

populations that the state tries to keep invisible.

In many cases, this poetry also shows the urban space extending to the

postcolonial countryside. The natural world has a complicated relation to

the colonial imaginary, and the relation between the metropolitan center

and the colonized margins gets recalibrated in differing individual ways

across the urban-rural continuum in different parts of the world. As Jahan

Ramazani notes, “The hybridity model cannot stand alone; it needs to be

politically and historically contextualized in each instance.”18 The best of

such poetry acknowledges the liberatory and resistant uses of the natural

landscape in postcolonial literature and refuses to validate any essentializing

difference between the idea of the urban and the rural/natural. I take just two

examples from the many sites one can analyze in terms of the urban and its

relation to the rural/the natural: the Caribbean and Africa.

Caribbean literature has a conflicted relation to the form and content

of pastoral, which can be seen as the public face of the colonial

ideology of fixing the Caribbean in the “natural” world of plantations

and slave labor in the past, and of neocolonial exploitation of the

present through the economy of first world tourism. Walcott notes

the perniciousness of fixing the Caribbean spaces and people as beauti-

ful, primitive, and natural:

. . . the steamers which divide horizons prove

Us lost;

Found only

In tourist booklets, behind ardent binoculars;

Found in the blue reflection of eyes

That have known cities and think us here happy. (author’s italics)19

Other Caribbean poets share this indignation of being relegated to happy

service faces for the metropolitan city tourist, and David Dabydeen counters

this prejudicial representation of the Caribbean by sarcastically noting the
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fashion in literary consumption that feeds on these rural representations:

“Now that peasantry is in vogue, / Poetry bubbles from peat bogs.” But the

reality of plantation life and its abuses cannot be divorced from the polished

urban center. Addressing his mother’s harsh life in Guyana within the poem

that looks at London life, he says: “You were always back home, forever /

As canefield and whiplash, unchanging.”20 This colonial idyll of the rural

transforms itself into a catalog of themiseries of the Caribbean immigrants in

London who are still chained to these colonial fictions because:

. . . these muted claws of Empire,

They feel privileged by his grinning service,

They hear steelband in his voice,

And the freeness of the sea.

The sun beams from his teeth.21

That current stereotype of the grateful and happy, grinning Caribbean

attendant, with the sea and sun in his smile, is part of the pastoral myth of

the empire. By integrating plantation Guyana with cosmopolitan London,

Dabydeen illustrates the integral connection of the oppression of the one by

the other, but also the role the poor Guyanese immigrant plays in the

building of the metropolitanism of London.

Similarly, Africa gets relegated to the countryside as its natural repre-

sentative space that bespeaks a lack of all the elements that signify

technology and modernity: “After all / it is the animals they want to see,

not us,” says Marjorie Oludhe Macgoye of the tourist’s gaze in Nairobi.22

In opposition were various social, political, and literary movements that

reclaimed the space and the life of the countryside as authentically

African. In such situations, the inclusion of the rural within the fabric of

the urban is a representational move that denotes an acknowledgement of

the plural nature of modern African life: these poets refuse to privilege the

extremes of the ossification of African identity, either the rural as tradi-

tional and native or the urban as colonial and modern. In that sense,

postcolonial poetry asserts the right to the colonial and the neocolonial

city by restructuring the colonial heritage and reframing the argument

from below.

Such namings create new urban encounters in the narratives of the city; the

attempt here is not to retain the colonial binary and claim an otherness to

these postcolonial spaces or experiences. An example is Macgoye’s long

poem “Song of Nyarloka.” The poem reveals urban encounters in spaces

not ordinarily encountered in popular poetic representations of Kenya: the

oppositions reveal not just the gaps between the global view of “Harvard and

Amsterdam” but also the internal fissures between the richer neighborhoods
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of “Limuru andMindolo” and the poorer ones in “Bahati andManyatta” in

Nairobi.23

It also asserts a presence and a life for the practices of these places long

after the tourist, and the Western reader, has left Nairobi:

. . . when they are gone,

the railways will still function

the markets will not close,

records and radios will still sell,

a good many of us will still sleep in beds,

read newspapers, send telegrams,

attend weddings, support football teams.24

Macgoye denies the exotic otherness imposed on African bodies and

customs by showing that “The African city . . . is like any other city.”25

It shares its capitalist heterogeneity with western metropolitan centers

like London and New York, but the implication is not lost that it also

shares the modernity of these locations. The poetic project in her poetry

is political, to peel off the stereotypes and highlight the multiple life-

rhythms that populate the cityscape in which the contemporary African

subject is located.26

Urban Conjunctures, Some Examples

In her study of the city of Kolkata in India, Swati Chattopadhyay notes

vehicular art and spontaneous urban life rhythms that evade the classifications

of the top-down planning of the city: “This social logic, ubiquitous in cities

around the world, yet theoretically opaque – evident merely as chaos – cannot

be grasped in terms of planning frameworks, their temporal horizons and

formal preoccupations . . . Urban theory ‘beyond the West’ must learn to

recognize these contingencies.”27 Chattopadhyay uses the example of street

cricket in Kolkata to describe the creation of such conjunctural spaces, the

make-do attitude that is utilized by the street children to create spaces outside

of the large gated grounds of sports arenas where cricket is played by

professionals. David Dabydeen records a similar practice in Guyana as well,

where amidst the harsh life on the plantation, there are “the tombstones in the

old Dutch plot / which the boys used for wickets playing ball.”28

In such instances, spaces reserved for officially sanctioned uses become

reprocessed by the subaltern practices of the urban dispossessed. These

contingent rhythms of the city are visible not in official histories or

cartographic documents of the city but in the literary representations within

the poem. Postcolonial poetry of the city shows how such locations become
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spaces of articulation of another kind of existence, one that ekes a precarious

meaning and memory from revisionary space-time encounters that are

ephemeral and contingent. This poetry thus participates in the process of

resignifying such metropolitan places, be it in the colonial or in the

postindependence city of the global South.

Take the insignificant space of the pedestrian crossing, a space one hurries

across to get somewhere else, a space that is constructed to look like all others

of its kind. It can qualify as a non-place of sorts to the motorist who drives

over it when the light is green or the people who walk over it when the street

lights tell them it is safe. This space, however, becomes one of resistance and

laughter in Louise Bennett’s poem “Pedestrian Crosses,” where Bennett

shows the exasperation of the blocked driver of the car who must wait for

the people to cross the street at their own leisure: one can see him muttering

under his breath, to the lady, the child, the old man, “walk fas’ an cross! . . .

Wat a crosses dem crossin’ yah is!”29

If a cross yuh dah cross,

Beg yuh cross meck me pass.

Dem yah crossin’ is crosses yuh know!

Koo de line! Yuh no se

Car an truck backa me?

Hear dah hoganeer one deh dah blow!30

The people refuse to walk “between the white lines” and they make their

own rules that irritate and confound the motorist who must wait impatiently

to get his way: waiting at the crossing is the purported steep price the

motorist has to pay for living in this modern city. Bennett puns on the

word “cross” in multiple ways that populate her poem with contradictory

and ironic connotations and the poem itself becomes a space of competing

and multiple semantic paths. The crossing is the supposed history-less place

of the city but where, in Kingston, pedestrians mingle, creating social

histories; it is also the metaphoric cross that the motorist, feeling martyred,

thinks that he bears for being well-off. And it is the anger he feels as well (“he

is cross!”). As Carolyn Cooper says in her detailed reading of this poem,

“In the Jamaican vernacular the compound word cross-pass literally means

‘[a] cross-path; a place where paths cross; a crossroads’ . . .At the intersection

between crossing and passing is a contestation over rights.”31 Cooper shows

how the sterile space of the crossing becomes a social space of mingling

for the peoplewhowalk (clearly the lesser privileged sections of the population)

to the utter frustration of the waiting motorist (who is marked by his

upper class driving privilege). The poem ends with the exasperated driver

venting:
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De crossin a stop we from pass meck dem cross,

But nutten dah stop dem from cross meck we pass,

Dem yah crossin is crosses fe true!32

The space of the encounter between the motorist and the pedestrians ends up

in a plurality of meanings that ultimately defeat the singularly-motivated

motorist. Just as these multiple meanings that jostle, push, and smile at each

other in the puns, the people at the crossing create impromptu socialities then

and there, making this sterile space something it was not designed for (as the

driver fulminates), but also something that suddenly has a social and

narrative importance: the pedestrians linger and “Dem a-meet, dem

a-greet, / Dem a-kiss, wat is dis!/ Dem a-tun back to-gedda, eehee!”33

Inserting the Jamaican vernacular into the literary space of poetry, putting

the pedestrian at loggerheads with the motorist, and the non-place of the

pedestrian crossing with the accepted spaces of socializing like parks and

cafes, Bennett presents a spontaneously produced, different view of urban

existence at the crossroads of the cityspace.34

Compare this to the Indian poet Arun Kolatkar and the poems in his book

Kala Ghoda Poems, where he takes the “abstract space” of the city parking

lot, the “trisland,” and reconfigures it as the home of the street-urchins, the

prostitutes, and the drug pushers of Bombay. “Kala Ghoda” means “black

horse” in Hindi and Marathi and it alludes to the colonial statue of an

equestrian King Edward VII, made in commemoration of his visit to

Bombay in 1876. That statue was relocated, under threats of vandalism, to

the city zoo after Indian independence and now the namemarks a busy traffic

island which also functions as a parking lot. The trisland, as Kolatkar calls it,

is surrounded by magnificent buildings of Victorian architecture, privileged

institutional spaces, which look down upon the trisland that serves as

a transient meeting place, living room, bathroom, and dining room for the

city’s homeless people.

This is the place where, everymorning, the idli vendor comeswith her cheap

but wholesome food that generates an intensity of desire that is almost erotic:

a landslide of fullmoons

slithering

past each other,

to tumble in a jumble,

and pile up

in a shallow basket35

Suddenly the parking lot is transformed into the counterpart of the café

nearby, where the poet sits and watches the spontaneous rhythms of the
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city – inside the café are people of the middle and upper classes, eating

expensive and varied foods, while outside in a mirroring of this diverse

gathering is the “ogre,” the prostitute, the beggar, and the handicapped

who mill around the idli vendor to get their only meal of the day, the cheap

and filling plate of idlis.

Each and every hungry and homeless soul

within a mile of the little island

is soon gravitating towards it

to receive the sacrament of idli,

to anoint palates

with sambar,

to celebrate anew, every morning,

the seduction and death

the demon of hunger36

The counter-sociality of the “trisland,” which is a triangular traffic island

that doubles as a parking lot, also showcases a repurposing of a location

devoid of social significance into one that connects histories and memories.

It showcases the rhythm of the postcolonial city, where there is a sudden rush

of significance towards the center of the trisland when the idli-vendor arrives

and is surrounded by the vagrant and stray population of the city; the crowd

vanishes and the trisland reverts back to a parking lot when she leaves:

The pop up cafeteria

disappears

like a castle in a children’s book

. . .

as soon as the witch

shuts the book on herself

and the island returns

to its flat

boring self.37

Louise Bennett from Kingston, Jamaica and Kolatkar from Bombay, India

demonstrate different ways in which such non-places are claimed by the

subaltern and transformed to spaces of agency and resistance. In the

process, postcolonial poetry introduces us to “conjunctural spaces,” as

Chattopadhyay calls them. Both the pedestrian crossing in Bennett’s

Kingston and the parking lot in Kolatkar’s Bombay are places that have to

be “actively constructed [as social places] withminimal alteration of physical

attributes, a construction that dissolves itself [after a while] . . . It is created
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out of a series of conjunctures, of bodies and objects, movements and views,

noise and warmth, walls and roads, events and memories.”38 These are

conjunctures that push the boundary of our understanding of postcoloniality,

from difference and binaries, into an emergence of pluralities that assert the

possibility of a presence rather than just the disappearance of a space and life.

The experience of the city thus needs to be understood “not so much as

enduring sites but asmoments of encounter, not so much as ‘presents,’ fixed

in space and time, but as variable events; twists and fluxes of interrelation,”39

in evolving terms rather than as a finished product.

The poetic recuperation of this world of the global South, a production of

the city that heeds the everyday rhythms and multiplicities of postcolonial

lives, ends up revealing the “somet’ing [that is] missing” in the representations

of this time-space. As Hippolyte says of his native Castries, the postcolonial

poet is not saying:

Dat to live wit rat and rubbish is a better t’ing.

But and I will say it simple so no one misunderstands

somet’ing missing. And look like is we go have to find,

somehow, a way to build again somet’ing dat we did leave behind

de other kinda house, not made wid hands.40

Such poetry does not just show a lack, it actively builds “de other kinda house”

that can open up the diverse interlocking points of these lives and worlds.
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15

HARRY GARUBA

Landscape, the Environment,
and Postcolonial Poetry

It is tempting to tie an account of landscape, the environment, and

postcolonial poetry to the new environmentalist discourses of our time, or

even more specifically to fit it within the alluring conceptual frameworks of

the “environmentalism of the poor” or “postcolonial ecologies.”1 While

such an approach, framed around a postcolonial environmentalism, would

be rewarding in its own way, particularly by giving postcolonial poetry the

mimetic, referential value that attaches to other genres of literature, it would

be a problematic route for many reasons. First, as Jahan Ramazani argues,

poetry is a less mimetic genre than other forms of literary expression and

therefore less able to be made into a referential index of events in the real

world.

On the one hand, postcolonial criticism is largely grounded in mimetic

presuppositions about literature. But since poetry mediates experience through

a language of exceptional figural and formal density, it is a less transparent

medium to recuperate the history, politics, and sociology of postcolonial

societies; it is less favorable than other genres for curricular expeditions into

the social history of the ThirdWorld; and, consequently it is harder to annex as

textual synecdoche for the social world of Nigeria, Trinidad, or India.2

Second, the ecocritical approach to texts from a different time and place often

anachronistically ascribes a modernist or postmodernist ecocritical imagina-

tion to texts that are informed by aesthetic ideologies and representational

idioms that are anything but environmentalist in our contemporary sense of

the word. Third, and related to this, an ecocritical account would ignore the

other historically grounded entanglements, cultural movements, other critical

and theoretical engagements, that created discursive openings at particular

points in time for representations of landscape and the environment in

postcolonial poetry. Andmany of these were not particularly environmentalist

in inspiration and orientation. Fourth, the poetic idioms and representational

practices that poets deploy in their works are often tied to the verse forms and
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poetic conventions available to them at specific moments in history, as these

provide the templatewithin or againstwhich they frame their work. A wholly

environmentalist approach would erase some of the dominant discourses and

the literary or poetic conventions of the times that inform these poems. And

these, I would argue, are as important to poetic creation as is the natural world

the poems supposedly depict. They are the means of mediation responsible for

poetry’s “exceptional figural and formal density.” To do justice to this longer

history of land, nature, and postcolonial poetry, it is advisable to avoid the

temptation of trying to fit it fully within an environmentalist discourse.

In this chapter therefore I will be adopting a somewhat different approach

from the environmentalist/ecocritical perspective, one that historicizes the

ways in which nature, landscape and the environment have been represented

in postcolonial poetry. I will begin by sketching a broad template for reading

the different phases of the “evolution” of the representation of landscape and

the environment in postcolonial poetry, indicating the various routes poets

has taken in seeking the forms and idioms appropriate for their context.

I begin with the moment when the awkwardness of attempting to see the

natural environment of the colonized through imperial eyes is discarded and

the desire to depict it using the poetic conventions of English verse is shed.

I see the discarding of this awkwardness as the first step in the making of

postcolonial poetry of the landscape and the environment. Thereafter the

poets had to seek alternative poetic conventions and verse forms able to

adequately represent their different environments. I suggest that they were

found by combining the genres and idioms of traditional oral poetry (and the

European classics, in some cases) to create a unique style fit for their historical

circumstances and geographical locations. This forging of a new poetic idiom

may be said to represent the second phase of the evolution of postcolonial

poetry of the environment.

Since colonization is first and foremost about territorial and epistemological

dispossession, postcolonial poetry of the landscape and the environment

also had to strive to reverse this by reclaiming cognitive and epistemological

ownership of the land. The restoration and repossession took a racial turn in

some of the poetry such as in the poems of Negritude writers like Léopold

Sédar Senghor and Aimé Césaire; in others, often in the anglophone poetry

from Africa, it was more limited to a national scale of freedom and the quest

for new beginnings. This poetry of retrieval and recuperation may be seen as

the third phase. The fourth begins with the disillusionment that results from

the failures of postcolonial nationhood. It is this phase that truly coincides

with the rise and ascendancy of the environmentalist movement, and the poets

at this historical conjuncture appear to receive inspiration from, and steer their

work in accordance with, the imperatives of this discursive climate. But even
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here there are other entanglements with locality that make their concerns

specifically postcolonial.

Although I concede that this approach of delineating four phases may be

somewhat schematic, it has the advantage of highlighting the major historical

shifts that shaped the forms and idioms adopted in this poetry. It is also

worth emphasizing that the works of specific poets do not fall neatly into one

phase to the exclusion of others. Single texts or the works of an individual

poet may take elements and features of two or more of these phases. Still, the

conceptual map provides a rough-and-ready toolkit for the analysis of post-

colonial poetry of the environment in relation to the preoccupations of the

times and the manner in which the poets took up the challenges that con-

fronted them.

1

In his classic essay “The Novelist as Teacher,” first published in the New

Statesman in its January 29, 1965 edition, the Nigerian novelist Chinua

Achebe narrates a story about a young boy in his wife’s class that captures

the colonial subject’s “shame” about his natural environment.

Three or four weeks ago my wife, who teaches English in a boys’ school, asked

a pupil why he wrote about winter when he meant the harmattan. He said the

other boys would call him a bushman if he did such a thing! Now, youwouldn’t

have thought, would you, that there was something shameful in your weather?

But apparently we do. How can this great blasphemy be purged? I think it is

part of my business as awriter to teach that boy that there is nothing disgraceful

about the African weather, that the palm tree is a fit subject for poetry.3

This Achebe anecdote about a young boy and the weather sums up the sense

of both lack and shame that colonial subjects experienced when trying to

represent their environment in the language of the colonizer. This sense,

coupled with the perceived inadequacy of the language when it comes to

rendering the local environment (often so different from England) in poetry

or in art, was experienced all over the colonized world. How does the poet

render the thunderous, tropical storm of southwestern Nigeria in poetry – as

Wole Soyinka’s does in the epic poem “Idanre,” for example – in the often

tranquil, meditative language of Wordsworth? Will the poetic forms and

idioms inherited from the English tradition of writing about landscape and

nature hold in this environment? This was the major question that

confronted postcolonial poets writing in English. It was the first obstacle

that the postcolonial poet had to overcome to acquire a poetic voice capable
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of speaking of his or her environment in verse forms adequate for this

representational task.

Writers such as Christopher Okigbo, J. M. Coetzee, and Derek Walcott,

from colonies as different as Nigeria, South Africa, and Saint Lucia, have

all written about this dilemma. In discussing a passage from William

Burchell’s Travels in the Interior of Southern Africa (1882), for instance,

Coetzee notes that the narrator’s “relief at discovering in this hot alien

land a scene that, if not breathing domestic associations, at least does not

resist the imposition of a familiar aesthetic schema is palpable.”4 Despite

Burchell’s palpable relief, Coetzee nevertheless asks: “Is it possible for

a European to acquire an African eye?” By way of an answer, he says:

“The European eye will be disappointed in Africa only as long as it seeks

in African landscapes European tones and shades.”5 If the European

cannot find the tones and shades of Europe in the African landscape,

will the African be able to render his “hot alien land” in the language of

Europe? Writing about West Indian poetry, Anthony Boxill notes the

other side of the problem, as it confronted poets from the region:

“The chief drawback of West Indian poetry in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries . . . [was that] most of the poets could not look at

the life around them with West Indian eyes, experienced West Indians

though they were. They attempted to force the West Indian experience

into the poetic diction and into the rhythms of English verse.”6

The question that confronted the ‘native’ poet was therefore similar to

that which confronted Burchell: is it possible for the colonized to see and

speak his or her landscape and natural environment in the language of

Europe? And since this language comes with its own “aesthetic schema,”

how do postcolonial poets simultaneously use and subvert this schema, in

the light of the difference of their natural environment and the resistance it

poses?

As I have indicated, postcolonial poetry about landscape and the environ-

ment may be said to properly begin with this question. And the answer, we

may say, emerges when the postcolonial poet sheds this awkwardness and

recognizes that, to use Achebe’s formulation, the palm tree is asmuch a proper

subject for poetry as a rose. The issue then becomes how to construct

a representational schema capable of capturing the specificities of this

landscape and environment. Postcolonial poetry of the environment only

becomes legible when we bear these beginnings in mind. The means adopted

by poets across the postcolonial spectrum share some similarities but are also

marked by differences arising from their geographical and historical locations.

For an African poet such as Wole Soyinka, for example, the animist world

still exists and is present in the lives of the people all around him; so also is the
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indigenous language in which this world was represented. The search for an

appropriate English would therefore take the direction of infusing the new

language with the sounds and syntax of the old and making present within it

the animistic spirits that inhabit the landscape. So a tropical storm, accom-

panied with thunderbolts and flashes of lightning, is filled with the presence

of spirits and gods and other mythic creatures whose habitat and playground

is the landscape and natural environment. In these lines from “Idanre” the

poet tries to achieve this fusion.

When roaring vats of an unstoppered heaven deluge

Earth in fevered distillations, potent with

The fire of the axe handed one

And greys are violent now, laced with

Whiteburns, tremulous in fire tracings

On detonating peaks. Ogun is still on such

Combatant angles, poised to a fresh descent

Fiery axe heads fly about his feet

. . .

He catches Sango in his three fingered hand

And runs him down to earth.7

Here the language strains to accommodate the natural world of the tropics

and its thunderous rainstorms. The struggle to represent this thunderstorm

produces a union between the traditional animism of Yoruba culture and

a “translation” into English of the idioms and verse forms of the Yoruba

language. Sango, god of lightning and electricity, often described in tradi-

tional praise songs as “the axe-handed one,” is present, as is Ogun, god of

iron and metallurgy, whose season is harvest and the rains. Yoruba speakers

will likely recognize the metaphoric extravagance of “roaring vats of an

unstoppered heaven deluge / Earth in fevered distillations” as a tropological

inheritance from their language and culture. The invocation or reclamation

of animistic beliefs and practices and the layering of English words with

indigenous idioms and verse forms (such as the praise song) was to become

common in poetic representations of nature and the landscape in West

African postcolonial poetry.

For aWest Indian poet, DerekWalcott, the path would be different. In the

poem “Origins,” he says: “Between the Greek and African pantheon, / Lost

animist, I rechristened trees.”8 Having lost the animism of Africa, the poet

positions himself as Adam in a New World engaged in a rechristening that

will seek to recognize that the different environment calls for a new labor of

representation. The poem “Islands” presents the search for a new represen-

tational form that meets the need of the different environment:
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But islands can only exist

If we have loved in them. I seek

As climate seeks its style, to write

Verse crisp as sand, clear as sunlight,

Cold as the curled wave, ordinary

As a tumbler of island water. . . .9

The recognition that “climate seeks it style” is key, and the task becomes that

of finding a style that accords with the environment and is thus able to fulfill

the mission of naming it anew.Walcott does so by analogizing the Caribbean

to the Aegean of the classics. And in his epic poem Omeros, the Caribbean

and Classical Greece are brought into conversation with Africa. For climate

to find its style, therefore, it would appear that it needs resources beyond the

usual ones that English verse provides.

It is important to underscore the fact that this search for an appropriate

form of representation was happening under the shadow of colonialism and

its multiple dispossessions. It has been argued, notably by Frantz Fanon and

several other theorists, that colonialism is not simply about taking away the

land; it is also about dispossessing the colonized of their histories and

ontologies: “Colonialism is not satisfied merely with holding a people in

its grip and emptying the native’s brain of all form and content. By a kind of

perverted logic, it turns on the past of the oppressed people, and distorts,

disfigures and destroys it.”10 In ontological and epistemological terms,

colonialism brought about an epistemic shift from indigenous animist

conceptions of human relationship to the land to European perspectives.

These new ways of seeing and naming the land effectively took away

cognitive ownership from the colonized. The second phase of postcolonial

poetry therefore focuses on seeking to restore this cognitive ownership.

A poem such as the Guyanese poetMartin Carter’s “Listening to the Land,”

which shows the narrator’s effort to listen to the land continually

frustrated by “tongueless whispering / as if some buried slave wanted to

speak again,”11 captures this sense of linguistic and epistemological

dispossession.

The discursive and poetic task of restoration was undertaken in several

ways. While Negritude poets of francophone Africa, such as Léopold

Sédar Senghor, speaking of an idyllic African Eden, looked to combine

the traditions of pastoral with oral verse forms that depend on a speaking

voice and the use of specific musical instruments, others took a different

route. In the poem “Night Rain,” the Nigerian poet John Pepper Clark

moves back from the Negritude aesthetic ideology of racial restoration to

that of nation and freedom. The inspiration here is the cultivated
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provincialism of the poets of the Irish Revival. In Clark’s poem, the night

rain symbolizes a force of nature with which the human family will have to

seek accommodation – as will the iroko tree, the birds and bats and owls of

the night – to return to the sleep of the free and innocent. What the speaker

highlights is not an Edenic but a fraught nature; and the resilience of the

human family and all other living things in the face of its dangers and

discomforts is the focus of the poem. The relationship of domination is

here displaced for a more relational conception of nature and of the ties

that bind the world of the human and all living things to the landscape and

the environment.

So let us roll over our back

And again roll to the beat

Of drumming all over the land

And under its ample soothing hand

Joined to that of the sea

We will settle to sleep of the innocent and free.12

It is worth remarking that earlier in the poem there is a detailed evocation of

the local landscape complete with its trees and animals, the sea and fish, and

so on. When the speaker therefore says, close to the end of the poem,

“We have drunk tonight of a spell / Deeper than the owl’s or bat’s,”13 the

power of this enrapturement in the spell of nature signals the cognitive and

epistemological repossession of the land.

Probably the most cited poem that depicts the sense of a return to nature as

homecoming is the opening sequence of Christopher Okigbo’s “Heavensgate,”

where the poet-protagonist returns to the village stream of his childhood.

The sense of spirituality, reverence, and worship is obvious in these lines:

Before you, mother Idoto,

naked I stand;

before your watery presence,

a prodigal

leaning on an oilbean,

lost in your legend.14

The liturgical cadences of this poem, the weaving together of images of

childhood, at once personal, national, and primordial, and those of an Earth

not yet despoiled also mark Niyi Osundare’s The Eye of the Earth (1986).

But for this poet, the nostalgia is tainted with a full knowledge of the ravages

of modernity. This volume of poems stages a spiritual homecoming to his

rural roots of pristine rocks, rain songs, forest echoes, and a landscape alive

with spirits and deities. In documenting this encounter with a spiritualized
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natural world, the poet is also acutely aware that “waters are dying [and]

forests are falling.”15 The preface to the collection of poems shows the poet’s

awareness of modern environmentalist discourses of a planet under threat as

he speaks of nuclear dust and acid rain. However, it is interesting that while

namingmajor organizations devoted to the environment, such asGreenpeace

and Save the Amazon, he refers to them as representing “the millions of

human beings who frequently troop out in European and American cities,

urging that we give the human race priority over the arms race.”16 Though

the prioritization of the human overmore planetary concerns in this passage –

it is italicized, it is repeated – may not sit well with contemporary environ-

mentalists, it gives us an indication of the ways in which postcolonial

ecological discourses are entangled with local concerns, which may be dif-

ferent from those of its major proponents and activists in the global north.

This human-centered environmentalismmay be one of the features specific to

postcolonial poetry focused on the natural world.

It is important to remark at this point that Black South African poetry of the

apartheid years largely did not partake of this poetics of homecoming and

restoration. In fact, as Njabulo Ndebele argues in two essays published in the

1980s, black writing of the apartheid era paid scant attention to the rural; it

was mainly urban-based.17 Being so oriented, it engaged, however, with the

landscape of the city. Perhaps the best known South African city poet is

Mongane Wally Serote, who in his two poems “City Johannesburg” and

“Alexandria” focuses on the South African urban landscape and records its

dangers and privations. In “City Johannesburg” the metropolis is described as

a place of “robotted roads” and “cement trees” “where death lurks in the dark

like a blade in the flesh.”18 Though these city poems and the poetry of cultural

retrieval are significantly different, it is important to note the similarity in the

conventions and tropes deployed. The use of the oral salutation in “City

Johannesburg” cannot but remind us of the practices of the Negritude poets

and the salutations that we find in Senghor or Soyinka, Okigbo or Osundare’s

poetry, often directed to the natural world; and the trope of motherhood that

is the central image in “Alexandria” certainly links upwith the use of this trope

in poems of racial and cultural nationalism. In short, the focus on the rural

landscape may have been displaced and the self may not yet have been healed

of the ravages of colonial/apartheid oppression and alienation, but the poetic

conventions and tropes deployed are shared.

2

The rise of the environmental movement in the north coincided with the

period of disillusionment with the postcolonial state in nations that had
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attained political independence amid much fanfare and expectations in the

1960s. Military coups, dictatorships, and failing economic performance had

largely eroded the confidence of citizens in their rulers and shattered the

dreams that accompanied the achievement of political sovereignty. By the

1980s, when Osundare’s collection of poems was published, the postcolonial

statewas in already in crisis, from internally generatedmisrule and the external

impositions of international agencies such as the InternationalMonetary Fund

(IMF) and the World Bank, with their punishing Structural Adjustment

Programs. The dreams of rapid development were fading, and with this

came the recognition that not only social structures and social relationships

were falling apart but also the natural environment was endangered.

Colonial dispossession had created a rupture in the relationship between

the colonized and their land, but this division had been largely addressed

through the deployment of the poetics of recuperation and restoration.

However, the environmental degradations that resulted from the activities

of multinational oil companies, for example, were of a different scale and

magnitude and belonged to a different order. Issuing from the collaboration

of a postcolonial military dictatorship and a neoliberal global order of

market hegemony, a Fanonian nightmare of new proportions arose.

Localized protests about socioeconomic oppression and cultural rights

were co-articulated with global concerns about the environment, along

with protests and struggles for the recognition of the rights of indigenous

peoples. A new politics of nature and rights emerged. In this new climate,

the old conventions were no longer adequate for the representational

requirements of the moment, as petro-modernity and the carbon cultures

of globalization created new forms of dispossession. Neither the conventions

of pastoral infused with orality nor the lyricism of old with its liturgical

overtones would suffice. A newway of thinking and writing the environment

and the world beyond the narratives of colonial alienation was needed.

Since the judicial murder of the Nigerian writer and activist Ken Saro-

Wiwa brought such heightened international awareness to these postcolonial

environmental struggles, there may be no better place to examine these

changes and the shift that they occasioned than in representations of land-

scape and the environment in the poetry of Nigerian Niger Delta. Take, for

example, these extracts from two poems by two different generations of

poets writing about this delta. The first, from Tanure Ojaide’s Labyrinths

of the Delta:

O Water Bride

Moving without a boat in the deep waters

You heeded the anguished cries of our souls
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Ferried us fugitives across the midstream torrents

You made us calabashes of water

And delivered us on the bank, giving us

The virgin beauty of the Niger.19

And this, from Ogaga Ifowodo’s The Oil Lamp:

The rivers, now on fire, rushed

to the sea for a dip, floating

along the land’s burning question

unanswerable as every spot soaked the flow

and wind and water showed the fire where to go.20

Similar but different visions underwrite these lines. The obvious similarity is

that they both describe the same natural environment of the Niger Delta, but

this further highlights the stark differences. In one is a vision of homecoming

and new beginnings, of virgin lands and a new people, former fugitives, now

free people, aided by a water maid steeped in myth and legend; in the other is

a vision of oil spillage and destruction by fire. While the historical fact

referred to in the former is that of indigenous colonization by the Benin

Empire, the echoes of British colonialism and the transatlantic slave trade

ring through in the ironic use of the trope of “virgin lands,” on the one hand,

and fleeing fugitives on the other. The poem is oriented towards reclaiming

a glorious precolonial past of freedom before colonial dispossession. This is

the poetry of alienation and healing and restoration.

The second extract more properly resonates with the concerns of contem-

porary environmentalism. Its enabling vision is one of destruction by fire;

there are no beginnings here, only endings. Instead of a magical water maid

who feeds water like manna to fugitives, we have rivers that are on fire and

are not helped by rushing to the “sea for a dip.” Every spot is soaked in the

flames, and the natural elements – wind and water – propel the burning fuels,

wreaking destruction, showing themwhere to go. There are no answers to the

land’s burning question: there is no escape, no restoration. The urgency in

these lines speaks to the urgency of the environmental catastrophe unfolding

in this part of the world due to oil spillages, gas glaring, and the unregulated

activities of multinational oil companies, which have neither regard for the

environment nor for the indigenous populations that inhabit these lands.

The verses like the rivers rushing for a dip present no hope of salvation.

The picture of nature and the social world that emerges from Ifowodo’s poem

differs markedly from that which we find in the earlier generation of writers.

The new representations of the environment in postcolonial poetry are

defined by the urgency of socioeconomic and political protest; the depiction
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of poverty and the degradation of the environment are presented as the result

of human agency, not of the nature of things. Instead of a plea to turn over

and enjoy a good night’s sleep in accommodation with nature, in spite of

water dripping down the eaves, as in Clark’s “Night Rain,” we are enjoined

to turn over and scream in protest. Human exploitation and the theft of

resources are the causes of the pain and the despoliation of the environment.

There is a stringency in Ifowodo poetic evocation of the Niger Delta that

captures not just the urgency of the environmental crisis but also the shift in

aesthetic ideology and poetic practice.

Despite the difference in enabling visions, and the thematic and stylistic shifts,

there are also important similarities and continuities. Witness, for example,

Ifowodo’s presentation of the impossible choices before villagers who face the

prospect of starvation but refuse to break their cultural taboos with regard to

how to treat the natural world.

It was the fourteenth month of the fuel crunch

and stoves cooked cobwebs in cold corners.

Dreading the spirits that live in trees,

they would not break green twigs to make a meal.

till the fuel crunch compelled choice between

tree and human, today and tomorrow.21

The poemunderscores the powerful irony of a people living in a fuel-producing

area not being able to access cooking oil: the scarcity hits them both at the level

of material existence and at the level of their cultural lives and the systems of

meaning that govern their daily activities. Their animistic respect for the

natural world is pitted against the needs of bare survival, and bodily survival

today against physical and metaphysical death tomorrow.22 These lines tell us

that, despite the many differences, we are still within the animist ecology that

links the postcolonial African poets examined earlier. In fact, a careful

attention to Ifowodo’s complexity and the sophistication of his symbolic and

intertextual allusions shows that, again and again, we hear echoes of previous

kindred poets of the Niger delta and, further afield, Walcott’s Omeros

(particularly his verse forms), Serote’s apocalyptic vision, etc.

In sum, while I have sought to map the routes taken in the representation

of landscape and the environment in postcolonial poems and have attended

to the disparate temporal and geographical locations that inform them,

I have also shown that the foundational question persists, from the initial

moment of awkward recognition to the later phase of angry protest: How to

represent the postcolonial environment in a language, verse forms, and

poetic conventions designed for another clime? For all their differences
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across time and space, the approaches and achievements of the individual

poets can be made legible and can be conceptually mapped only from the

vantage point of this ongoing challenge.
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16

LYN INNES

Gender and Sexuality in Postcolonial
Poetry

I will return home to her many centuries have I wandered

And I will make my offering at the feet of my lovely mother:

I will rebuild her house; the holy places they have raped and plundered,

And I will make it fine with black wood, bronzes and terra cotta.1

Here, in a poem titled “Dance-Offering to the Earth Mother” purportedly

written by his fictional idealist Cool Max, Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe

parodies a recurring trope in nationalist verse by male African poets such as

Léopold Senghor. But the conflation of mother and mother country and the

imaging of the nation as a woman are by no means limited to African

nationalist iconography. During the struggle for independence earlier in the

twentieth century, the Indian nationalist Sri Aurobindo called on Indian men

to free India from colonial oppression thus: “I know my country as Mother.

I offer her my devotions, my worship. If a monster sits upon her breast and

prepares to suck her blood, what does her child do? Does he quietly sit down

to his meal . . . or rush to her rescue?” Among Caribbean writers, Kamau

Brathwaite’sMother Poem (1977) equates the poet’s mother with Barbados,

while Derek Walcott’s epic poem Omeros (1990) identifies one of its her-

oines, Helen, with the island of Saint Lucia. Ireland has long been identified

as Hibernia, imaged as a frail maiden in need of protection by John Bull (in

English cartoons) or rescue by nationalists (in Irish cartoons). In nationalist

Irish song and poetry Ireland becomes Cathleen ni Houlihan or the beloved

“dark Rosaleen,” as in James Clarence Mangan’s popular poem by that

name, or Mother Ireland, as in Irish Republican leader Padraic Pearse’s

widely cited and translated poem, “Mise Eire” (“I am Ireland”):

I am Ireland:

I am older than the old woman of Beare.

Great my glory:

I who bore Cuchulainn, the brave.
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Great my shame:

My own children who sold their mother.2

In response to this Irish tradition conflating land and woman, the

contemporary poet Eavan Boland has written of her need to combat “the

association of the feminine and the national – and the consequent simplifica-

tion of both.”3Her poem “Mother Ireland” comments on and questions that

tradition made powerful by Pearse and others: “At first / I was land . . . I did

not see. / I was seen, / Night and day / words fell on me. / Seeds. / Raindrops. /

Chips of frost.” The poem continues:

From one of them

I learned my name.

I rose up. I remembered it.

Now I could tell my story.

It was different

From the story told about me.4

Boland’s earlier sequence of poems titled “Outside History” (1990) seeks to

recall the specificity of particular Irish women at particular moments of time.

In terms similar to those expressed by Boland and other Irish women writers,

the Senegalese novelist Mariama Ba has declared: “The nostalgic songs

dedicated to African mothers which express the anxieties of African men

concerning Mother Africa are no longer enough for us. The Black woman in

African literature must be given the dimension that her role in the liberation

struggles next to men has proven to be hers, the dimension which coincides

with her proven contribution to the economic development of our country.”5

Such iconography and the identification of nation as woman, whether

mother or virgin, is complicated and made more potent by the tendency for

imperial powers such as Britain to categorize the peoples they govern as

effeminate and ineffective, in contrast to British vaunted masculinity and

efficiency. The consequence, both under colonial rule and within nationalist

struggles, is to strengthen and narrow concepts of gender roles, creating, as

Ashis Nandy notes, a sharp dichotomy between an aggressive warrior

masculinity and a submissive, feminine passivity as the norms for male and

female behavior.6 The resulting oppression of women in colonial and

postcolonial regimes has sometimes been termed a double colonization.7

Elleke Boehmer has observed, “If men occupied the dimension of time –

linear, future-directed, associated with change and progress – women

presided over the static dimension of space – the past, tradition, nature.”8

In her poem “In Salute to an Enemy of Sorts” Ama Ata Aidoo lists specific

examples:
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. . . once in a while,

a tired matriarch emerges,

her breathing pride perched sassily

like her woollen cap in the cold,

in spite of the attempts to beat her down:

viciously, racially, sexually, by the colonists.

viciously, fondly, for her own good, by her dad.

viciously, with love, to submission, by her man.9

Within that sharp dichotomy between an aggressive warrior masculinity

and a submissive feminine passivity there is rarely acknowledgement of

different sexual orientations or continuums, whether gay, lesbian, bisexual,

or transgender. InmuchAfrican and South Asianwriting during and after the

independence movements of the mid twentieth century, male homosexuality

is either absent or represented as a decadent European import. Lesbian

relationships simply do not appear in these writings; and in poems, plays,

and novels by men, women are generally represented as being content to

admire and serve their warrior husbands and lovers, while raising their

(preferably male) children to emulate them.

Hegel famously pronounced, “what we properly understand by Africa, is

the Unhistorical, Undeveloped Spirit, still involved in the condition of mere

nature.”10 Male historians and creative writers have responded to such

claims by recovering legendary figures and achievements from the precolonial

past or heroes of resistance to colonial rule such as Toussaint L’Ouverture,

Robert Emmet, and Ranjit Singh. But women rarely appear in those histories

of achievements and celebrations of political or armed resistance except in so

far as they are seen to inspire such architectural monuments as the Taj

Mahal.

How have women in postcolonial situations responded to cultural

conventions which place them as “outside history,” as passive symbols or

metaphors, as identified with the land and local flora in a “condition of mere

nature”? Of course, these are conventions which women poets throughout

the world have sought to combat, but within a postcolonial tradition, the

engagement with European and indigenous practices that marginalize

women as active citizens, speakers, and writers, is both more complicated

and more specific to each country’s history, culture, and geography,

particularly when women who challenge existing hierarchies will be accused

of being brainwashed by Western ideologies.11 For example, the dominance

of the Catholic Church in Ireland, the identification between Catholicism

andNationalism, and the associated idealization of women as either mothers

or virgins, generates significantly different expectations for women than the
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history of slavery, the exploitation of women’s bodies for breeding and field

labor, and the representation of the Caribbean as a place of exotic fruits and

idyllic nature. Imposed geographic, religious, and ethnic divisions in coun-

tries such as Ireland and Cyprus unsettle representations of the land as body,

and most Cypriots are forced to maintain a hyphenated identity, as Greek-

Cypriot or Turkish-Cypriot, and in earlier decades some saw either Greece or

Turkey as the “the mother country.”12 Additionally racism and prejudices

relating to color and female beauty become issues which differently impact

on women poets in Africa, India, the Caribbean, and white settler colonies.

Nevertheless, particular literary and cultural traditions can be deployed to

give women agency. Nationalist Irish women such as Maude Gonne and

Constance Markievicz contested British colonial power by assuming an

identity as “Daughters of Erin,” and using as pen names the names of Irish

legendary figures such asMaeve, thus claiming a historical heritage and place

alongside the self-proclaimed sons of Mother Ireland. Similarly, the Indian

poet and politician, Sarojini Naidu (1879–1942) places herself in the role of

a daughter addressing Mother India:

O Young through all thy immemorial years!

Rise, Mother, rise, regenerate from thy gloom,

And, like a bride high mated with the spheres,

Beget new glories from thine ageless womb!13

Such identification by colonized women subjects with the land imaged as

mother can be seen as a response to the imperial model of Britain as Mother

Country and the colonies as her children. By proclaiming and celebrating

India or Ireland or Africa as mother, they refuse the imposed matrilineal link

to Britain and establish their loyalty to their “natural”motherland. But as the

need to establish such claims becomes less pressing with the achievement of

independence, so also does the alignment of women poets and activists with

the land as mother become less frequent. Instead, politicians such as Indira

Gandhi continued to make powerful use of an identity with the nation,

declaring “Indira is India, India is Indira” and comparing herself in relation

to India’s citizens as amotherwhomust givemedicine to her children.14Now

women poets became more likely to seek out female models comparable to

the heroes celebrated by men, while also shunning macho values. Sarojini

Naidu’s poem “Suttee” eulogizes the widow who follows her husband to the

funeral pyre as a heroine, thus rejecting the British representation of such

women as mere victims who were in need of rescue (“white men saving

brown women from brown men,” as Gayatri Spivak described such

representations seeking to justify imperial intervention).15
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In her long poetic sequence “Pentadaktylos My Son,” the Greek Cypriot

poet Claire Angelides invokes Greece as a mother mourning the loss of her

son, figured as Pentadaktylos, the mountains which are a feature of Turkish

Cyprus.16Her poetic oeuvre peoples the Cypriot landscapewith the gods and

goddesses and legendary figures from ancient Greek myths. Her home town,

Ammohostos, is represented as a dishonored maiden after its conquest

during the second Turkish “invasion”: “They deflowered the town / Soiled

its breast, its sandy hills.”17 But in addition to frequent reference to the

metaphorical motherland, Angelides writes about the suffering of actual

mothers whose sons were among the “missing” following the 1974 Civil

War in Cyprus: “Now / They’ve brought her a small chest / With bones /

‘Ma’am, your son’ they said to her.”18

Motherhood, mothering, mothers – all become potent motifs in poetry

written by postcolonial women, both as a means of realigning or interro-

gating the conflations of land and woman in earlier work by colonial and

anticolonial poets, and also seeking to showwomen as subjects, rather than

merely subjected. The Jamaican poet Lorna Goodison invokes mothers and

mother figures to break the silence relating to the presence and role of

women of African descent in colonial Jamaica and segregated United

States. In her powerful invocation “Mother the Great Stones Got to

Move” she issues a challenge to those histories which bury women in

silence:

Mother, one stone is wedged across the hole in our history

And sealed with blood wax.

In this hole is our side of the story, exact figures,

Headcounts, burial artifacts, documents, lists, maps

Showing our way up through the stars; lockets of brass

Containing all textures of hair clippings.

It is the half that has never been told, some of us

Must tell it.19

In this and other poems, such as “The Woman Speaks to the Man Who Has

Employed Her Son”– an employer who is a gangster – and “I Am Becoming

My Mother,”20 Goodison acknowledges the everyday lives of Jamaican

women and their ancestors, the untold stories imbricated in those “lockets

of brass / containing all textures of hair clippings.” In both these poems

about mothers, Goodison eschews metaphors and analogies relating to

motherhood to focus on specific people, actions, relationships, bodies. Her

own mother is recollected as a world in herself, containing rivers and sky,

a woman in a particular domestic world and culture, whose speech and house

pride are encapsulated in the stored cloths which “pull shame out of her eye.”
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Yellow/brown woman

fingers smelling always of onions

My mother raises rare blooms

and waters them with tea

her birth waters sang like rivers

my mother is now me

My mother had a linen dress

the color of the sky

and stored lace and damask

tablecloths

to pull shame out of her eye21

In other poems Goodison celebrates the roles of women such as Rosa

Parks, the woman who began the Montgomery bus boycott and civil rights

movement in Alabama:

Saw a woman tie rags to her feet

running red, burnishing the pavements,

a man with no forty acres,

just a mule,

riding towards Jerusalem.

. . .

And the woman who never raised her voice,

never lowered her eyes

just kept walking

leading us towards sunrise.22

“Nanny” evokes the courage and spirit of the legendary woman leader

of a community of Maroons, a group of former slaves who escaped to the

mountains in Jamaica. Goodison imagines that Nanny, an Asante

woman, had been trained as a warrior woman and denied motherhood

(her “womb was sealed / with molten wax / of killer bees”), and then

“sold to the traders / all my weapons within me. / I was sent, tell that to

history.”23

The metaphor of a stone silencing women’s history, a metaphor which

gains power through the deliberately unspoken and “buried” resonance of

analogy with the resurrection of the entombed Christ, is also deployed by the

Pakistani-British poet Imtiaz Dharker in “Stone”:

Your history is a trapdoor

That you must struggle through

Blinking from the darkness

Into a shower of light.24
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But whereas Goodison celebrates both the extraordinary and ordinary

every day heroism of women in the Caribbean and the American South,

Imtiaz Dharker is concerned to bring to light the social pressures and con-

ventions which constrict the lives of women in Pakistan and India. Images of

entombment and darkness haunt many of her poems about Asian women.

About those confined by the practice of purdah, Dharker writes:

One day they said

She was old enough to learn some shame.

She found it came quite naturally.

Purdah is a kind of safety.

The body finds a place to hide.

The cloth fans out against the kin

Much like the earth that falls

On coffins after they put the dead men in.25

Here, as in other poems bearing witness to the plight of women in India and

Pakistan, the poet moves from a distancing third person pronoun to an

identification with those women, an identification which also implicates

the reader. Thus the final stanza begins with the first person plural “we”:

We sit still, letting the cloth grow

A little closer to our skin.

A light filters inward

through our bodies’ walls.

Voices speak inside us,

Echoing in the spaces we have just left.

Lorna Goodison’s loving commemoration of her mother’s “fingers smel-

ling of onions” and an appreciation of culinary skill, as well as the recurrent

images of entombment, darkness, and light, find a grim echo in Dharker’s

poem “Another Woman,” dramatizing the horror of bride-burning:

This morning she bought green ‘methi’

in the market, choosing the freshest bunch;

. . . took

the leaves and chopped them,

her hands stained yellow from the juice;

cut an onion, fine, and cooked

the whole thing in a pot

(salt and cumin seeds thrown in)

over the stove,

shielding her face from the heat.

. . .
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So when the kerosene was thrown

(just a moment of surprise,

A brilliant spark)

It was the only choice she had ever known.

Another torch, blazing in the dark.

Another woman.

We shield our faces from the heat.26

Dharker’s concern is to evoke themisery inflicted onwomen less privileged

than herself and her readers, to speak for those who have been silenced.

In contrast, South Indian writer Kamala Das defies the conventions which

forbid Indian women from speaking out and expressing themselves fully,

sexually, emotionally, and socially. Her poem “An Introduction” confronts

and challenges restrictions relating to what her society regards as womanly

behavior:

. . . I wore a shirt and my

Brother’s trousers, cut my hair short and ignored

My womanliness. Dress in sarees, be girl

Be wife, they said. Be embroiderer, be cook,

Be a quarreller with servants. Fit in. Oh,

Belong, cried the categorizers.27

For Das her freedom as a woman writer also involves not being restricted to

using her “mother-tongue” (in her case Malayam, in which she has written

fiction). Indeed her identity involves an assertion of her hybridity, her right to

choose which language she makes her own, so that the language she writes in

and her identity become inextricable:

I am Indian, very brown, born in Malabar,

I speak three languages, write in

Two, dream in one.

Don’t write in English, they said, English is

Not your mother tongue. Why not leave

Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins,

Every one of you? Why not let me speak in

Any language I like? The language I speak,

Becomes mine, its distortions, its queernesses

All mine, mine alone.

It is half English, half Indian . . .

28

Kamala Das’s affirmation of her ownership of a language that is “half

English, half Indian,” the language of her everyday speech, can be compared
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with the ways in which other postcolonial poets, and especially women

postcolonial poets, eschew standard “literary” English, and traditional

poetic diction in order to create a voice which is in tune with female speech,

and with the oral traditions often claimed to be the special preserve of

women. While some women poets have wished to free themselves from

relegation to orality and dialect, and to make manifest their mastery of

literary English on the published page, others have celebrated the distinctive-

ness and expressiveness of the hybrid English spoken in their local commu-

nities. In the Caribbean Louise Bennett is famed for her performances of

poems in Jamaican patois through which she creates an array of women

characters as well as fictive women listeners, such asMissMattie, as in one of

her most anthologized poems, “Colonization in Reverse”:

What a joyful news, Miss Mattie;

Ah feel like me heart gwine burs

Jamaica people colonizin

Englan in reverse.29

Here as in many of her other poems, Bennett deploys a mimicry of “labrish”

or gossip, a discourse associated with women, to make political commentary

on the movement of Jamaicans from the colonial margin to “de seat of de

Empire” and thus turn “History upside dung.” The irony is double-edged,

mocking not only the British who find themselves “colonized in reverse” and

exploited by those immigrants who go on the dole, but also the eagerness and

naive optimism of Jamaicans who “by de ship-load, by de plane-load” are

“Englan bound”:

Dem a pour out a Jamaica;

Everybody future plan

Is fi get a big time job

An settle in de motherland.

Bennett’s poems often satirize the pretensions and self-glorification of

politicians and other men in power, their political rhetoric, and their

dismissive attitudes towards women:

Is who dat a sey ‘who dat’?

Wat a piec o’libaty,

Gal yuh know is who yuh talkin to?

Teck a good look, is Me!

I is de rulin powah, gal!

I is Authority!

I mek dis country jump wid joy,

Or rock wid misery!30
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Denise deCaires Narain has commented on the difficulty Louise

Bennett encountered in being taken seriously precisely because Creole

was not regarded as a valid medium for “serious” literary composition,

and she points out the danger that Bennett’s political satire is perhaps too

easily seen as merely humorous, and masked by Bennett’s poetic persona as

a “Tantie” figure, a larger-than-life character notable for her expressive

and excessive use of Creole, prevalent as a type in much Caribbean

literature and popular culture.31 Whereas protest poetry by male perfor-

mers is associated with “declamatory public anger,” deCaires Narain goes

on to say, “the kind of Creole-use associated with Louise Bennett and

women speakers generally is interpreted (and, indeed, presents itself) as an

intimate, humorous, private discourse, located in relatively circumscribed

private places.”32

Louise Bennett has influenced many younger women poets such as Valerie

Bloom, Amryl Johnson, and Jean “Binta” Breeze, not only with regard to the

use of Creole as a valid and expressive poetic medium, and the dramatization

of women’s voices speaking to one another, but also as a performance poet.

The impact of the poet’s physical presence on stage, giving voice to the

characters she creates, the interplay between the actual audience and the

fictive female audience for the performed poem, all establish Caribbean

women as a significant force in Caribbean and Black British culture. Along

with African women performance poets such as Ama Ata Aidoo and Akachi

Ezeigbo, and Black Scottish born poets such as Jackie Kay, they have also

extended the range of characters and subjects – political, sexual, and social –

that their poetry encompasses.

Like Jackie Kay, the Guyanese-British poet Grace Nichols confronts the

specifically gendered racism historically and currently encountered by

women of African descent. In “Thoughts drifting through the fat black

woman’s head while having a full bubble bath” she invokes and mocks the

patriarchal categorization of “Hottentot” women as steatopygous (i.e.,

having “abnormally” protuberant buttocks):

Steatopygous sky

Steatopygous sea

Steaotopygous waves

Steatopygous me

Oh how I long to placemy foot

on the head of anthropology

to swing my breasts

in the face of history33
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Nichols both makes nonsense of the word “steatopygous” as a term

specifically denoting African women’s bodies, and embraces it by enlarging

it to refer to sky, sea, waves, her world, herself. Her body will assert itself,

will be redefined in her own terms and contexts, and will challenge the

discourse of male historians and anthropologists.

But it is not only white male authorities whom postcolonial women poets

wish to challenge; some express reservations about European and American

feminist claims of universal sisterhood. Grace Nichols refuses identification

as a “mother-of-sufferer / trampled, oppressed,”34 while Jackie Kay writes:

Only by questioning the light

in my eyes can I refuse to be

dazzled by the lie in yours

we are not all sisters under the same moon.35

Many of Jackie Kay’s poems are addressed to her female lover and express

the physical and emotional pleasures of their relationship as well as the pain

and loneliness of their separation. However, although the same-sex gender of

the lovers is generally explicit, Kay does not use the terms “lesbian” or

“homosexual” in her poetry. In contrast, the Jamaican/Canadian dub poet

d’bi young [sic] foregrounds the way in which these terms, taken from

a European colonial lexicon and hegemony, are used to oppress and suppress

in the name of religion and a nationality in which the clenched fist symbol of

black power too easily becomes the symbol of fascism:

sisters and brothers we need to unite (raised fist)

but I hate those fucking homo bastards (hitler salute)

brothers and sisters we need to stand up and fight (raised fist)

but I hate those lesbian bitches (hitler salute)

sisters and brothers we need to speak the right (raised fist)

all those queer and transvestites fire bun dem (hitler salute)36

Sara Salih has commented on the need to engage with the emerging field of

queer postcolonial studies “in order to begin to comprehend and critique this

seemingly intractable nexus of sex, sexuality, gender, race, nationality, class

and religion . . . particularly in a context where the self-styled ‘local’ values of

the post-colony are pitted against what are regarded as the permissive sexual

mores of the west.”37 As d’bi young makes clear in a biographical note,

moving toCanada has allowed her to articulate her “outspokenwombanism,”

as well as her emphatic denunciation of the vicious intolerance of what is

decreed “sexual deviance” in Jamaica.38 For the Indian feminist and lesbian

writer Suniti Namjoshi, Canada also proved to be a space where she could

write openly about her sexuality. In a recent interview she commented,
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“The Indians have no use for lesbians: if I had stayed there I’d have had to live

a life of lies and discretion, which is damaging to a human being because it

means admitting that you are something to be ashamed of.”39

However, during the past two decades Penguin India has published two

anthologies of gay and lesbian writing, Yaraana: Gay Writing from India

edited by Hoshang Merchant and Facing the Mirror: Lesbian Writing from

India edited by Aswini Sukthanka.40 As T. Vijay Kumar points out, the

publication of these anthologies and critical interest in such writers connect

with the interrogation of women’s and dalit social realities “to challenge the

givenness of biological categories.”41 Kumar also points out the irony that

the word “homosexual” does not exist in Indian languages, and that both the

term and the law criminalizing homosexuality derive from British

colonization.42 Now there is also an increasing interest in uncovering the

suppressed and hidden histories of same-sex relationships within Indian

narratives and cultures. Thus, Suniti Namjoshi draws extensively on

traditional animal fables to question contemporary social and biological

boundaries. But she also subverts colonial racial and gender representation

in European masterworks such as The Tempest by re-creating Ariel “as

a type of gay man” and inhabiting the psyche of elderly Sycorax after she

has regained her island.43 Similarly, the complexity in indigenous cultures of

male/female identities is explored in the studies of African scholars such as Ife

Amaduime in her Male Daughters, Female Husbands.44 Yet it remains

dangerous for many Africans to support same-sex relationships where sex

between males is seen as “sinful,” transgressive, and in some countries

criminal, while, as all too often in India, lesbian relationships are regarded

as socially dangerous or inadmissible and may result in forced marriage.

Cyprus shares with India, Africa, the Caribbean, and many diasporic

communities a complex history and diversity of ethnicities, religions,

languages, and cultures, but unlike some of the other regions discussed in

this essay it remains divided and conflicted, its political status unresolved.

That divided status is reflected in Alev Adil’s eloquent poetry, in which she

invokes an imaginary twin sister, a double who haunts the poet with

memories and possibilities of a Turkish Cypriot past. Adil, contesting the

metaphor of a clear lineage and identity connected to themother, turns to the

metaphor of sisterhood to suggest shared but also divergent memories, to

explore what it means “to inhabit hybridity as an identity.”45

Postcolonial writers draw on the resources of poetry to suggest the limits of

language and social categories, to question the values and assumptions

perpetuated by those in power, and to evoke the desires and feelings which

are regarded as inadmissible or inexpressible. As the Mauritian-British poet

Saradha Soobrayen remarks, the complex histories experienced by those
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who have been colonized produce “a multitude of realities informed by the

variety of races, identities, sexualities, languages, cultures, religions, inequal-

ities and shared experiences. Each individual is separate, unique, dynamic

and unrepeatable.”46 Within such diversity, the trope of motherhood

becomes increasingly less viable for many women, lesbian, and gay poets.

Soobrayen’s poem “My Conqueror” allegorizes both conqueror and island

as females seduced by one another, condensing several centuries of colonial

history into one sexual encounter and subverting traditional gendered

analogies of colonial power relationships:

Awesterly wind carries her back. She unbuttons

her blue naval jacket slowly and takes me.

I am her Île de France, her petit pain.47
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17

NATHAN SUHR SYTSMA

Publishing Postcolonial Poetry

In 1964, the Bombay office of Oxford University Press (OUP) wrote to one

of the company’s editors in London regarding a young writer named

A. K. Ramanujan: “There is no doubt that he is the most promising

Indian poet now writing in English. I’m afraid it is impossible for the

Indian Branch to successfully publish these poems. No Indian poet in

English can hope to attract any attention here unless he is first published

abroad, preferably in England.”1 The OUP editor, Jon Stallworthy, did

decide to accept Ramanujan’s first collection, and it appeared early in 1966

under the title The Striders. As Ramanujan later pointed out to

Stallworthy, however, the difference in value between pounds sterling

and rupees made it nearly impossible for Indian readers to buy his

books.2 This consideration may explain why, although his second collec-

tion, Relations (1971), was published again in London, his subsequent

Selected Poems (1976) and final collection Second Sight (1986) were pub-

lished by the Delhi branch of OUP.

Why pay attention to such histories of publication if we are really inter-

ested in the poetry? To begin with, publication – and the sometimes tortuous

quest for publication – involves poets in networks of editors and patrons who

shape their work. Stallworthy, for instance, recommended that Ramanujan

omit some poems from his first collection and include others that he had not

intended to include.3 Ramanujan’s and Stallworthy’s correspondence shows

that the notable formal innovations of postcolonial poetry take shape

through poets’ negotiations with the expectations, implicit and explicit, of

cultural gatekeepers like editors. When these gatekeepers are based in the

former imperial capital, literary struggles for recognition can become proxies

for political aspirations, as postcolonial poets strive to overcome the

structural inequalities inherited from colonialism.

Furthermore, publication implies a “public.” As theorized by anthropol-

ogist Karin Barber, a public is an imagined audience “whosemembers are not

known to the speaker/composer of the text, and not necessarily present, but
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still addressed simultaneously, and imagined as a collectivity.”4 Poets often

play self-consciously with the modes in which their poems address a public.

Where and how a book is published also tells us something about the public

to whom it is primarily addressed, which will not necessarily coincide with

the public imagined by the poems within it. Ramanujan’s Second Sight was

issued as part of the New Poetry in India series. This series appeared under

the Three Crowns imprint, an OUP imprint for postcolonial African writing

(primarily drama) until the head office discontinued it in 1976 and ceded the

imprint to the Delhi branch.5 While publication in London had vaulted

Ramanujan into the ranks of contemporary poets in English, without geo-

graphic specification, Second Sight was more clearly located “in India” and

more difficult to obtain outside of India. Forging a distinguished career at the

University of Chicago, Ramanujan increasingly collocated the American

and Indian aspects of his life in his poetry. Ironically, though, the move to

OUP Indiamade that poetry less accessible to the American public it began to

court.

Publication also involves a material form, which produces meanings that

may amplify, supplement, or even contradict the meanings of the text. In this

regard, those who study postcolonial poetry can learn from the idea in

modernist studies that “the literary text consists not only of words (its

linguistic code) but also of the semantic features of its material instantiations

(its bibliographic code) . . . Bibliographic code can include features of page

layout, book design, ink and paper, and typeface as well as broader issues . . .

like publisher, print run, price, or audience.”6 These features and issues,

examples of which I consider below, locate the text in a particular historical

situation, even if part of that situation is the writer’s or publisher’s desire for

the text to outlive it.

Intriguingly, publication also endows poems with an identifiable status in

the vast field of printed matter. Building on French sociologist Pierre

Bourdieu’s account of “the field of cultural production,” within which

poetry enjoys symbolic prestige in part by virtue of its economic marginality,

Peter D. McDonald observes that publication with a recognizably literary

publisher identifies “the text as Literature in a strongly normative sense.

It does so by associating the text with the publisher’s reputation, project, and

promotional strategies; by inserting it in a particular series or backlist . . . ;

and, of course, by locating it in the field at a particular historical juncture.”7

For Bourdieu, treating authors as the sole producers of literary works misses

how publishers help to generate these works’ value by positioning them as

“Literature” in the cultural field.8 Pascale Casanova has broadened the

geographic scope of Bourdieu’s theory from France to the postcolonial

world. While stressing that the literary world has a distinctive character
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that cannot be reduced to the political map, she acknowledges that

“international forms of literary dependency are to some extent correlated

with the structures of international political domination.” Particularly in the

wake of colonization, such dependency has often taken “the forms of

linguistic domination and economic domination (notably in the form of

foreign control over publishing),”9 hence the need for Ramanujan to publish

with the London branch of OUP before he could be taken seriously in India

as an English-language poet. OUP London, beyond being a long-established

academic publisher, still retained an aura of imperial authority nearly two

decades after London had relinquished formal political rule over India.

The following pages center on two pairs of poets. The first pair, Louise

Bennett and Derek Walcott, entered the realm of print in the Caribbean

during the 1940s, initially on the pages of newspapers and then through

books printed by newspaper companies. Their first books demonstrate

alternative paths in the colonial world to the imprimatur of an established

London publisher, as well as the difficulty of establishing oneself as a serious

poet, not so much financially as symbolically, in the absence of such

a publisher. A parallel dialectic of resistance and attraction to the establish-

ment publishing apparatus is visible in the work of the second pair, Linton

Kwesi Johnson and Daljit Nagra, who gained widespread recognition as

London-based poets in the 1970s and 2000s, respectively. Each of these

four has a deserved reputation for her or his exceptional inventiveness with

the English language. To understand how they became recognized as poets,

we must explore the literary networks through which they navigated

publication, the publics addressed by their published poetry, and the

meanings produced by its “bibliographic codes.”10

Louise Bennett, or “Miss Lou,” enjoyed widespread acclaim in Jamaica as

an entertainer, folklorist, and champion of Jamaican Creole from the mid-

twentieth century until her death in 2006. She has been accorded only fitful

recognition, though, as a writer of poetry. Her humorous Creole poems, cast

in ballad stanzas, have often been perceived as better suited to performance

than to the page. Even as the Times Literary Supplement took note of her

Jamaica Labrish in 1966, the reviewer described these printed “ballads” as

“a phonetic libretto for performance” that he found difficult to appreciate in

book form.11 In an interview from the same period, Bennett insists on her

identity as a writer, not just an entertainer. She articulates her reasons for

writing “dialect verse” in terms of the page rather than the stage: “I wanted

to put on paper some of the wonderful things that people say in dialect.”

Nevertheless, influential local literary institutions did not recognize her

“dialect verse” as poetry: “You know, I wasn’t ever asked to a Jamaican

Poetry League meeting? I was never thought good enough to be represented
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in that anthology FOCUS,” published 1943–60.12What is at stake is not just

writing, then, but publication. Unlike some struggling artists, Bennett had

ample opportunities for publication. Her first book was published in 1942

when she was twenty-three years old, and only a few months later she was

invited to publish a column each Sunday in a Kingston newspaper,

The Gleaner.13 Yet the way she published contributed to marking her as

unfit for publication in purportedly more literary venues such as Focus and

the TLS.

Bennett’s early books illustrate mid-century middle-class Jamaicans’

qualified embrace of Creole, which they could enjoy in comic poetry or

plays and yet see as a threat to respectability. “Traditionally,” writes

Belinda Edmondson, “even when the dialect poem or play was committed

to print, from amiddle-class perspective it retained the categorical features of

the oral performance: local production, comic packaging.”14 Sure enough,

Bennett’s first book, (Jamaica) Dialect Verses (1942), was compiled by

a local insurance man named George Bowen and printed in Kingston by

The Herald, its cover sporting a cartoon of four Jamaicans of African

ancestry sitting by a donkey and palm tree. Its foreword, by P. M. Sherlock

of the Institute of Jamaica, anticipated a middle-class readership, at the same

time as Bennett’s poems often satirized middle-class pretensions. In this

foreword, Sherlock praises Bennett as a successor to Claude McKay and

even quotes Virginia Woolf, although to appropriate Woolf’s description of

Italy for Jamaica rather than to ally Bennett with Anglo-American modern-

ism. Bowen later sued Bennett, first for the proceeds from the sale of her

book and then for libel after the Sunday Gleaner published a poem of hers

criticizing a greedy “Ole Puss.” Following this dispute, Bennett took greater

control of how her work appeared in print. She “most often published

herself,” funding each book through advertising and preparing another

one, “sometimes incorporating material from previous books,” when the

print run sold out.15

Self-publishing gave Bennett control over the timing and the profits of her

work. It also pegged that work to a commercial market, putting into question

its specifically cultural value as judged by academics, book collectors, and

“serious” poets. Bennett’s second book, Jamaican Humour in Dialect

(1943), exemplified what the TLS observed of the British West Indies:

“Poets publish their own verse in slender volumes, financed by advertise-

ments for rum and other local products.”16 This stapled pamphlet featured

a photograph of the smiling author on the front cover and an advertisement

for Myers’s Fine Old Jamaica Rum on the back cover. The banner stretching

across that ad, “The Spirit of Jamaica,” seems to apply as much to the good-

humored authorial persona presented on the cover and through the poems as
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to the rum. The book still bore some traces of official patronage, as well as of

the fact that Bennett’s poems were regularly first printed in newspapers: it

again included a foreword by Sherlock and was published “under the spon-

sorship” of the newly-formed Jamaica Press Association, the title and

author’s name appearing under the Association’s seal on the title page.17

The book’s other bibliographic codes, however, presented it primarily as

entertainment with a feel-good Jamaican flavor.

By the late 1940s, Bennett had acquired her ownmoniker,Miss Lulu (later

shortened to Miss Lou), and self-published an ample volume with her own

foreword.Mis’Lulu Sez: A Collection of Dialect Poems, or JamaicanDialect

Poems, consisted of more than 180 pages of poems. It also carried a glossary

and notes that point to its intended public. An anonymous editor states that

“[t]he pieces were written and intended primarily for the amusement of

native Jamaicans already well versed in their vernacular” yet also imagines

“a reader unaccustomed to” Jamaica.18 Having studied in England during

the mid-1940s, Bennett may have had contacts there to whom she intended

to send her poetry. Her poetry, as Jahan Ramazani observes, engages wittily

with “the global migrations, modernizations, and decolonizations” of her

time.19 Yet the volume itself, with its advertisements for local Kingston

businesses and Jamaican products, appears ill matched with overseas

readers. Perhaps facing the realization that no amount of annotation would

make Miss Lou’s poetry transparent to a public outside the Caribbean, the

editor stopped writing notes after only the fifth poem. In sum, the manner in

which Bennett published during the ’40s seemed to value quantity over

quality, immediate distribution over future aesthetic renown, and

a Jamaican public over the world republic of letters, casting her in a mold

at odds with what was expected of a “serious” (male) poet.

Derek Walcott, meanwhile, also started publishing in his local newspaper

during the Second World War and self-published his first three poetry

collections, using printers in Trinidad, Barbados, and Jamaica because his

home island of Saint Lucia had no printer accustomed to producing literary

work.20 In contrast to Bennett, he has gone on to publish with highbrow

presses in London and New York, sealing his reputation with Omeros,

a work often described as a Caribbean epic. While also an experienced

playwright, Walcott was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1992

“for a poetic oeuvre of great luminosity.”21 Engaging the tropes and techni-

ques of Euromodernist literature from the start, Walcott also made a bid for

aesthetic autonomy through the very appearance of his self-published books.

In other words, the relationship between locally produced book and its

anticipated public can be articulated in more than one way. Whereas

Bennett anticipated the Jamaican nation as her primary public, Walcott
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conceived of amore geographically dispersed public united by aesthetic taste,

extending across the islands of the Caribbean as far as the islands of Britain

and Ireland.

Take, for instance, Walcott’s first two books, 25 Poems and Epitaph for

the Young. Both published in 1949, they carried only the author’s name and

book title on the cover. Neither offered a foreword, a description of the

contents, or even a biographical statement, as if to make plain that the poems

were to stand – or fall – on their own merits. In this respect, Walcott’s books

resembled those of London-based Faber and Faber, where T. S. Eliot was

a director. Peter Kalliney observes that when Faber published Nigerian

writer Amos Tutuola’s The Palm-Wine Drinkard in 1952, Eliot’s decision

to present Tutuola’s literary text without a preface or biographical informa-

tion “cast a penumbra of autonomy around the text” by foregrounding the

singularity of the writer rather than his African or Nigerian identity.22

Walcott’s first books arguably partake of a “penumbra of autonomy” similar

to those of Faber. He went so far as to emulate this highbrow literary

publisher’s house style by “us[ing] a Faber volume of Auden as the typogra-

phical model of 25 Poems” and omitting the word “by” from the cover of

its second printing.23 Even as Walcott’s early poems echoed the modernist

poetics of Eliot and Auden, he consciously modeled his print persona on

theirs.

Mid-century British cultural institutions, in return, treated Walcott as a

precocious colonial modernist. The modernist work of art should be under-

stood, in Lawrence Rainey’s revisionary view, as “a commodity of a special

sort, one that is temporarily exempted from the exigencies of immediate

consumption prevalent within the larger cultural economy, and instead is

integrated into a different economic circuit of patronage, collecting, specula-

tion, and investment.”24 Walcott’s poetry followed a similar path insofar as

it enjoyed the patronage of the BBC and was treated as a cultural investment

with long-term potential. Still nineteen years old, Walcott heard his poetry

read on the BBC’s Caribbean Voices program and reviewed by English poet

Roy Fuller, who “urged listeners to buy 25 Poems as it might become

a collector’s item.”25 YetWalcott was also regarded as notwholly an Anglo-

American modernist. His poems were recorded in London by the BBC but

broadcast to Caribbean rather than British listeners. He would not be

published in London until the 1960s, when his poems began to appear in

the London Magazine and Jonathan Cape issued In a Green Night: Poems

1948–1960 (1962). He would wait until the 1980s before being published by

Faber.

In the meantime, the most important champion of Walcott’s work was

a Barbadian literary journal, Bim. Bridging popular and highbrow culture,
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the journal occupied a median position in the realm of print between the

newspaper’s ephemerality and the poetry collection’s aspiration for immor-

tality. Its two 1949 issues each included new poems by Walcott, advertise-

ments for his books, and sympathetic reviews of them. Bim’s editor, Frank

Collymore, wrote in a long appreciation of 25 Poems, “it is obvious that

Walcott’s style is derived from many sources as a result of his wide and

sympathetic study of the moderns, but it is his own compound.”26 While

conjuring the image of the singular modernist artist, Collymore also insists

on Walcott’s place in West Indian literature, providing him a home in print

that offers some refuge from the perceived need to mimic Euromodernism.

For more than a decade, at least until Walcott began publishing in the

London Magazine in 1960 and gained a following in the London literary

world, Bim offered a venue through which Walcott’s work could primarily

address a Caribbean public.27

Even in London, the white literary establishment was not the only

constituency interested in Walcott. His admirers included the young Linton

Kwesi Johnson (LKJ), to whom I now turn. LKJ was born and raised in

Jamaica in the 1950s before moving to England as a child in the early 1960s.

Three decades later, LKJ composed a poem that opens, “if I woz a tap-natch

poet / like Chris Okigbo / DerekWalcot [sic] / ar T. S. Eliot.”While honoring

this trinity of African, Caribbean, and Euromodernist poets, LKJ’s poem

highlights the difference between what he “woodah write” if he were a “tap-

natch poet” and his own dub poetry: “mi gat mi riddim / mi gat mi rime / mi

gat mi ruff base line / mi gat mi own sense a time.”28 These lines showcase

LKJ’s deployment of Jamaican Creole and his innovative verbal rhythms,

which owe less to traditional English meter than to reggae music.

The reference to a “bass line” is not just metaphorical: LKJ is widely

known as a recording artist who has released more than a dozen records,

and, along with The Dub Band, played to large audiences around the world.

Like Bennett’s, LKJ’s intermedial poetry straddles live performances, record-

ings, and print. Unlike Bennett’s, though, his early poetry is addressed not to

a national Jamaican public but to black people in Britain and their allies.

LKJ’s initial publications in the 1970s reflect his commitment to a small

network of London-based black cultural institutions, for which “black”was

a political category uniting those of African descent with other peoples

treated as non-white. To track the fortunes of LKJ’s first poem in print,

“Five Nights of Bleeding,” is to see how poetry can shift meanings across

print incarnations. This poem was first published in the periodical Race

Today. Produced by Towards Racial Justice, a charity originating in the

Institute of Race Relations, Race Today set out to contest British racism by

representing and analyzing the experiences of black Britons.29 “Five Nights
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of Bleeding” appears in the Features section of its June 1973 issue, dedicated

to Leroy Harris, “a black youth who was stabbed at a party in South

London.” Its theme is fighting between black youth in London, encapsulated

in the refrains “it’s war amongst the rebels: / madness, madness, war.”When,

in the middle of the poem, “the rebels” fight back against “babylonian

tyrants” from the police force, the refrain shifts slightly to “righteous, right-

eous, war.” Here LKJ uses Standard English on the page, albeit in free verse

and without capitalization apart from the all caps accorded to the proper

names of places, musicians, and “LEROY.”30 The poet seems to inhabit the

scenes of violence rather than standing apart from them as judge or voyeur.

At the same time as the text suggests the poet’s solidarity with those subject

to intracommunity and police violence, LKJ’s sites of publication show his

concrete involvement with community organizations.

LKJ’s growing reputation as a performer initially troubled the recognition

of his work as poetry. While Towards Racial Justice issued a pamphlet of

three of his poems in 1974, LKJ recalls that even black radical publisher

Jessica Huntley required “a tremendous amount of persuasion” before

accepting his first full-length book, “because a lot of people had told her it

wasn’t poetry.”31 Dread Beat and Blood was published in 1975 as part of

Huntley’s Bogle-L’Ouverture imprint, identifying the poet with the leaders of

the nineteenth-century Morant Bay rebellion in Jamaica and the late-

eighteenth-century Haitian Revolution. It proved successful enough to

warrant five printings over ten years and a change of cover that arguably

changes the tone of the contents. By the time of the fourth printing in 1982,

the initial cover drawing of two young black men wearing Rastafarian green,

red, and yellow had been replaced by a close-up photograph of LKJ, in black

andwhite, speaking into what looks like a microphone. Following the photo-

graph around the book, the reader finds the bell of a megaphone on the back

cover, with a small group of men, both black and white, in the background.

A photograph of the same scene from a different angle on some versions of his

recordDread Beat An’Blood, first released in 1978 by Virgin Records, makes

plain that he is speaking in front of a police station. The photograph likely

portrays LKJ reading his poem “Man Free,” composed for the September

1977 campaign to protest the imprisonment of Race Today editor Darcus

Howe.32 If the cover of the first edition seems to promise narratives of Afro-

Caribbean youth culture, this cover emphasizes the political context from

which LKJ’s work emerges, identifies that work with the spoken word, and

depicts his public as multiracial. The revised cover offers the book itself as

megaphone. Publicity material from Bogle-L’Ouverture on the last page

highlights a new series of “young revolutionary poets,” promising, “It is

a poetry that does more than lie on the page.”33 The sense that LKJ’s poems
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were geared more to oral performance and audio recording than to print had

given his publisher cause for concern. In this edition, however, an aural and

activist orientation is presented as a selling point, such that LKJ’s work

appears to have shifted the very definition of poetry.

LKJ’s record deal and appearance in a TV documentary in 1978 brought

his poetry to the attention of a wide range of readers. In 2002, a selection of

LKJ’s poems entitled Mi Revalueshanary Fren was issued as part of the

Penguin Classics series. The young man with a knit cap and megaphone

depicted on the cover ofDread Beat and Blood now wears a trilby hat, suit,

and spectacles, only the second living poet to be accorded the status of

a “classic.”34 Neither is the text of “Five Nights of Bleeding” quite the

same as before. For Dread Beat and Blood LKJ had already altered many

of his initial Standard spellings so as to evoke vernacular speech (shifting

“down” to “doun,” “the youth” to “the yout”).35 In Mi Revalueshanary

Fren, the spelling of “Five Nights of Bleeding” is further vernacularized.

At the same time, the names of black youth hangouts and of “leroy” himself

are now in lower case and explained in footnotes.36 These subtle changes

resonate withNewLabour’s incorporation of diversity into the official image

of the British state from the late 1990s onward: even as this edition highlights

the difference between LKJ’s vernacular and Standard English, it cannot take

for granted a grassroots public involved in the struggles it describes. The title

Mi Revalueshanary Fren – a poem of this title presents a leftist unsure how to

deal with the end of Communism in Eastern Europe – embeds multiple

meanings, implying reevaluation as well as revolution.37 The title may also

hint at a broader revaluing, one that acknowledges shifts not only in the

political landscape, but also in how LKJ’s own politically engaged poetry

circulates in the New Labour era.

One of the most visible younger poets in this new dispensation is Daljit

Nagra, whose “Look We Have Coming to Dover!” won the Forward Prize

for best poem in 2004 and whose book of the same title, published by Faber in

2007, won the Forward Prize for best first collection. The child of parents who

immigrated to Britain from the Indian Punjab, Nagra was born in 1966, the

year that OUP published A. K. Ramanujan’s first book of poetry. Whereas

Ramanujanmusesmelancholically on his displacement from India in free verse,

Nagra reworks canonical English forms in ebullient language. While Nagra

resembles LKJ insofar as both of them stage themselves as marginal to the

literary establishment in their poetry, Nagra’s near-immediate consecration by

highbrow literary institutions more closely parallels the experience of fellow

Faber poets such as Derek Walcott or Paul Muldoon.

Indeed, Nagra’s poem “Yobbos!” depicts the poet reading Muldoon on

the London Underground: “A right savage I was – sozzled / to the nose with
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sprightly / Muldoon,” who is from Northern Ireland and may be punningly

figured here as a sprite or leprechaun.38 These lines exemplify the sonic

liveliness of Nagra’s poetry, setting up a counterpoint between /s/ and /z/

sounds: “savage,” “sozzled,” “nose,” “sprightly.” The poem is equally inter-

ested, though, in how such poetic sounds appear in book form, to the extent

that the poet commits the literary sins of describing the appearance of

Muldoon’s “Collected Poems” rather than its text and mentioning a page

number rather than a poem title. The poem on the page in question is in fact

“Yarrow,” the tercets and unpredictable rhymes of which Nagra’s poem

emulates, from the Faber edition of Muldoon’s Poems 1968–1998. Nagra’s

description of Poems as “sharp lemon-skinned” refers to the bright yellow of

the Faber cover design while figuring the volume’s contents as sour, even

unpalatable.39 The misnomer “Collected Poems” emphasizes the established

status of Muldoon, whose position is nonetheless questioned by a working-

class youth. This character, in speculating that the Nagra figure is reading

“Some Paki shit, like,” racializes not only the poet, but alsoMuldoon’s book.

As the poet goes on to gripe about the pungency of terms such as “‘Badhbh’. . .

‘Cailidin’. . . ‘Salah-eh-din,’” Irish and Arabic names that appear on p. 388 of

Muldoon’s Poems, and imagines calling Muldoon a “sod of a Paddy,”

the poem questions who and what counts as “British.”40 “Yobbos!” calls

our attention, then, to the uncomfortable inseparability of insides and

outsides: Britain and Ireland, Britain and South Asia, linguistic codes and

bibliographic codes, literary texts and printed books.

As Leah Price has recently pointed out, taking into account how books are

published and circulated does not always render easy dividends for literary

critics. At times a text’s “material form” and “linguistic content” will seem

unrelated to – or even at odds with – each other.41 Still, it is crucial to explore

poetry’s multiple physical forms and the histories embedded in these if we

wish to understand poetry’s place in the social world as fully as possible.

Although postcolonial critics have long argued that literary texts can both

reproduce and unsettle hierarchies of race, culture, and class, we have more

rarely noticed the hierarchies inherent in the processes of material and

symbolic production that translate these texts from writers to readers.

Bourdieu writes that “the fundamental stake in literary struggles is the

monopoly of literary legitimacy, . . . the monopoly of the power to say with

authority who are authorized to call themselves writers.”42 Whether we

recall Ramanujan’s ambivalent affiliation with OUP London, Walcott’s

sense that he ought to model his first books after Faber’s, or the resistance

to recognizing Bennett’s or LKJ’s cultural productions as poetry in the first

place, it is clear that the literary struggles of postcolonial poets take place on

the terrains both of texts and of their published forms. Learning to read these
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forms more fluently gives us newways to grasp the aims and achievements of

postcolonial poetry.
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18

OMAAR HENA

Globalization and Postcolonial Poetry

What impact has globalization had on postcolonial poetic production?

Conversely how can poetry enrich our understanding of globalization?

To address these and related questions, I turn in this chapter to the writing

of Kamau Brathwaite (Barbados/US), A.K. Ramanujan (India/US), Agha

Shahid Ali (Kashmir/US), Lesego Rampolokeng (South Africa), and

Bernardine Evaristo (UK). “[T]he elasticity of poetry,” as Jahan Ramazani

writes, “is well suited to evoking global modernity’s interlinking of widely

separated sites” as “poets encounter, advance, and redirect cross-cultural

flows of tropes and words, ideas and images.”1 I further consider how

postcolonial poetry’s formal strategies – lexical drift and orthographic trans-

position, tensions of sound and sense, torsions of figurative language,

absorptions of jarring discursive registers, layerings of historical allusion

and wide-ranging intertexuality, interweavings of indigenous idioms and

Anglo-European cultural forms, and the movement of influences, genres,

and languages across time and space – carry political significances, inventing

aesthetic forms of globalism that resist, challenge, and even celebrate the

sweeping pressures of globalization as they are experienced in the global

South and among minority groups in the global North. Postcolonial poets

test the possibilities of verbal art to match the Janus-faced complexities of

modernity at large: simultaneously looking back to empire’s long history as it

persists through economic underdevelopment, social exclusion, political

injustice, and racial discrimination and looking forward to articulate

polycentric models of literary affiliation with an eye to a democratic horizon

of that which is truly “global” – that is, shared – in globalization.

The postcolonial and the global have often been seen as rival, rather than

complementary, paradigms. Whereas postcolonial studies originated in the

humanities, globalization theory derived mainly from the social sciences.

There, globalization is seen by some as a long historical formation and

complex set of processes. Roland Robertson, for instance, conceives of

globalization’s history as stretching at least as far back as the mercantilist
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networks of trade including slavery and conquest in the sixteenth century,

continuing with the rise of imperialism during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, through the acceleration of the global capitalist economy and new

digital and electronic communication in the twentieth century.2 Others have

emphasized the post–World War II era, when the speed of these material

transformations has led to “time-space compression” such that, in Anthony

Giddens’s formulation, “the intensification of worldwide social relations . . .

link distant localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by

events occurring many miles away and vice versa.”3 The disjunctive flows of

peoples, finance, technology, mass media, and ideologies across political

boundaries have, in turn, compelled many scholars such as Arjun

Appadurai to frame modernity in its plural formations and “at large” as

human agents imagine worlds and reproduce localities.4

Many postcolonial scholars have questioned, however, whether the global

turn in literary studies, especially narrative fiction, risks masking and thereby

depoliticizing the imperial underpinnings of globalization. Edward Said, for

instance, critiques the “happy capitalist model” associated with globaliza-

tion and its tendency to promote “synthesis and the transcendence of

opposites” in the face of continuing “social, historical, and epistemological

contests over territory.”5 For Gayatri Spivak, the “global,” “globality,” and

“globalization” all equate to “the financialization of the globe” and its

attendant “great narrative of Development.”6 For materialist critics such as

Arif Dirlik, arguments over multiple modernities often occlude the ways

global capital and uneven development exacerbates the divisions between

the global North and South.7 The global and the postcolonial seem further

opposed as globalization studies tends to ask how economic, cultural, and

political processes from Western overdeveloped countries spread to less-

developed, non-Western areas, whereas postcolonial scholars instead focus

on how cultures and peoples from the global South manage and remake

global processes from below through cultural practices of representation.8

Despite their differences, globalization and postcolonial studies have

nonetheless become increasingly interwoven and need to be understood

dialectically.9 There is no question that postcolonial theory’s central

terms – hybridity, deterritorialization, cosmopolitanism, and so forth –

have significantly contributed to globalization discourse.10 At the same

time, though, paradigms of globalization have reinvigorated postcolonial

studies by inviting new methods of comparative reading that move beyond

“Eurocentric center/periphery and diffusionist models” by instead “stress[ing]

the mutually constitutive nature of cultural formations and their ceaseless

circulation beyond the local” and in a planetary frame, as championed by

Susan Stanford Friedman.11 If the global has become associated with
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a totalizing universalism, and the imperative for capitalist integration,

postcolonial studies works as necessary corrective to globalization studies

by bringing to the center the question of difference, or the plight of those

marked as other than, or outside of, “globalization” in its North Atlantic

guises. The postcolonial, referring to those regions, cultures, and histories

affected byWestern colonial powers and struggles for independence up to the

present, here also refers to methodologies of reading that expose the still-

present, historical realities stemming from imperialism as they figure in

cultural forms. These ways of reading grant agency to authors and texts to

acknowledge the nagging divisions of empire and to pattern fluid

conceptions of literary attachment as the English-language becomes

uprooted, appropriated, indigenized, hybridized, and sent back out to the

world again.

A first step in reading the global in postcolonial poetry – even beyond

examining how texts refract global cultural flows – is to examine how literary

forms reflect onwhat PhengCheah calls their own “process ofworld-making”;

to do so is to challenge, if not reconfigure, dominant paradigms of

globalization.12 Readers of Derek Walcott are familiar with how he adopts

a bardic role of the poet-as-world-begetter, whichwe can see from his earliest

work from In a Green Night (1962) and The Castaway (1965) and continu-

ing through his monumental epicOmeros (1990). He repeatedly casts poiesis

as a performative enactment of naming a world, one that can draw linkages

between disparate geographies, histories, and languages. What’s more, he

conceives of Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, and Joyce not as European

precursors that need to be shucked off but as his contemporaries, their poetic

language a “living element” begetting new crosscultural attachments.13 This

transhistorical conception of poetic influence works to dismantle the

perception of the Caribbean as peripheral to English letters by instead

advancing polycentric models of poetic production and reception.

Walcott’s European-inflected poetics of globalism sharply contrasts with

his Afrocentric contemporary and rival, Barbadian-born Kamau Brathwaite.

In his essay, “World Order Models – A Caribbean Perspective” (1985),

Brathwaite explicitly contests social science frameworks whose claim to

global unity through supranational political organizations, he says, “leaves

a significant part of the world out of this [world making] model.”14 As an

alternative to the “superstructural projection” of a “Just World Order,” he

theorizes an underlying “infrastructure” to every particular cultural group or

polity, or what he calls “nam.”15 Playing upon the words “name,” “man,”

and Ghanaian Akan deity “nyame” (or sky god), nam refers to “the reduc-

tion of one’s name to its essentials . . . it is the necessary disguise ofmanhood,

retaining the possibility of resurrection, the divine spark, nyame or
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dynamo.”16 Through its orthographic transpositions, linguistic translations,

and cultural absences, “nam” locates an authentic “essence” specific to a given

culture even as it marks the loss of origins due to the ravages of colonial

conquest and slavery.17 From one perspective, Brathwaite’s notion of nam

replicates the binaries of global/local and European/non-European, paradoxi-

cally reinscribing an essentialism that his theory of creolization in

The Development of Creole Society in Jamaica (1971) seeks to dismantle.

From another perspective, “nam” serves as a strategic essentialism,

a “metaphorical reality” for naming an “indestructible culture-core” that in

times of crisis can become “reactivated” for “oppressed peoples” to resist the

hegemonic effects of globalization.18 For him, “when one becomes conscious

of these [unconscious connections], a whole new world begins to open, whole

centuries of history rip open like paper because they’ve always been there.”19

Still, Brathwaite’s project of retrieving cultural fragments is riddled

with contradiction. “Rome burns / and our slavery begins,” he writes in

X/Self (1987, 2001).20 Superimposing Rome’s imperial ambitions upon

European and American political hegemony, Brathwaite recalls the histories

of conquest and their traumatic effects upon precolonial Carib and Aruac

peoples, North American and Meso-American indigenous peoples, African

and black Caribbean experiences on both sides of the Atlantic, and (in his

later work) Middle Eastern, South American, and Pacific cultures devastated

by neocolonial wars and terrorism. Exhibiting an organizational structure

similar to T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922) (a touchstone in Brathwaite’s

poetic development),X/Selfmourns and potentially reshapes the devastation

wrought by globalization. After summoning an ancestral muse (“Letter from

Roma”), he juxtaposes scenes of transhistorical catastrophe that have

obliterated the “wholeness” of minor cultures (“Salt”), subsequently leading

the reader into landscapes of desolation (“The Edges of the Desert”) and

projecting visions of apocalyptic destruction (“Mont Blanc,” “Dies Irie”).

In “X-Self xth letter from the thirteenth province,” though, he takes on the

voice of Caliban writing to Sycorax, an absent but always present feminine

principle of regeneration, to construct recuperative models of human-

ecological interdependency, however ambivalent or impossible. Consider

these lines from the epilogue, “Carab”:

the crab knows it all

kernel of grit

knowledge of the eaten edges of disaster

he walks carefully over stones. dreams

cradles of childrens skeletons

all these new mother poems
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drinking the world at the drip of my skull

crippled knuckle of bone

crustaceous epitaph

scavenging slowly through hackles of grass21

The portmanteau “Carab” intertwines the “Carib” peoples and crustacean

“crab” as dual scavengers and carriers of worldly knowledge, accrued

incrementally over centuries. It is as if this “mother poem” has itself grown

thick-shelled, picking over the skeletal remains of prior political, natural, and

literary histories as they are carried forward to sustain the poet and reader in

the global present. Brathwaite’s “Sycorax video style” – the jagged lineation,

heavy enjambment, disorienting syntax and, in other instances, prominent

typeface, irregular font size, and pixilated ideograms such as Ghanaian

adinkra symbols – retrofits the technological materiality of the digitized

“Word” (composed solely on his Mac) with a ritualistic, shamanistic

power of world-creation. Here, as in his Born to Slow Horses (2005),

Brathwaite posits nam as a mythic element that can enrich the reader’s

historical consciousness by excavating the violent imbrications and mutual

entanglements of cultures whose “unity is submarine.”22

In warping time and space, postcolonial poets confront a related problem

concerning the possibilities and limitations of “cosmopolitanism,” a highly

charged term due to its universalism and, for some, Eurocentric philosophical

pedigree.23 In cosmopolitan theory,KwameAnthonyAppiah has defended the

notion of “contamination” as part of cultivating a cosmopolitan ethics,

unsettling conceptions of “localism” based in “cultural purity”while counter-

ing claims that globalization is synonymous with “cultural imperialism” and

the invisible hand of global capital.24 Appiah may attribute an overly emanci-

patory potential to contamination, by not sufficiently accounting for material

inequalities that give rise to the hybrid self-fashionings and overlooking the

plight of those – such as victims of political violence and mass atrocity – often

occluded by cosmopolitan discourses. The work of two prominent South

Asian poets who resided in North America, A. K. Ramanujan (1929–1993)

and Agha Shahid Ali (1949–2001), instead offers a recalibrated cosmopolitan

poetics in the context of transnational migration and diaspora. Like their

counterparts in narrative fiction such as Salman Rushdie and Arundhati

Roy, both of these poets openly embrace cross-cultural contaminations – as

when they interleave American modernist influences such as William Carlos

Williams with Tamil poetics (Ramanujan) or combine James Merrill’s formal

control with Urdu-inflected English (Ali) – to pattern the dislocations of living

in-between worlds. They do so, however, by traversing transnational
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geographies of loss, renewing an abiding question of the efficacy of elegiac art

to conduct personal and collective mourning.

Ramanujan’s rendering of diasporic subjectivity does not merely signify an

emancipatory hybridity or a freewheeling globalism uprooted from local

concerns and political realities. Rather, the qualities that he attributes to

Indianmyth generally – “Mirror in mirror. Doubles, shadowworlds, upside-

down reflections” (echoing Yeats’s “Mirror on mirror mirrored is all the

show” in “The Statues” [1939]) – correspond to the ways in which his many

“I”s become dispersed and redoubled, immersing his speakers in other times

and spaces of worldly catastrophe as they are locally grounded.25 For

instance, the speaker of “Bosnia” self-reflexively questions the vulgarity of

writing a poem “about Bosnia, / Biafra, Bangladesh, just to take // only the

atrocities that begin with B.”26 Alluding to the horrors of the Bosnian War

(1993–95), the poem’s title also signifies how specific locations of violence

become synecdoches of atrocity in general. Ramanujan is not exempt from

this problem: his text also “alphabetize[s] cruelties,” as his speaker agonizes

over his first world privilege while “eating persimmons and sleeping safe / in

the arms of a lover.” Through a series of rhetorical questions encased in

carefully pruned, three-line stanzas, the poem shifts rapidly from large-scale

political violence to personal loss (“the friend just dead from Ovarian can-

cer”) and domestic violence (“a young breast cigarette burned by a jealous //

husband”). In the final lines, however, Ramanujan questions whether any

symbolic representation – poetic or otherwise – is capable of:

holding in one thought Bosnia, cancer,

persimmons, widows, serial killers,

and you and me in our precarious safety?27

The concluding emphasis on precarity brings his speaker to the limits of

“safety,” gesturing to a shared vulnerability between any “you” and any

“me.” Significantly, “Bosnia” questions its own discursive limits, calling

upon readers to reflect upon those who have “suffered the violence of

derealization,” to borrow from Judith Butler, and who therefore demand

the dignity of a life worth mourning.28

By comparison, Agha Shahid Ali frequently returns to the problem of

personal and collective mourning in a cosmopolitan frame but does so by

putting into tension the difficulties of bridging disjunctive geographies,

histories, and poetic forms as they relate to one another contingently and

stereoscopically. The connective impulses of his poetry largely stem from his

three-part heritages conjoining “Hindu, Muslim, and loosely Western”

inheritances.29 Born in New Delhi to a minority Shia though liberal secular
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family and raised in Srinagar, Kashmir, Ali moved to the United States in

1975, where he lived until his sudden death from cancer in 2001. “The ability

to inhabit several circumstances and several historical and national back-

grounds simultaneously,” Ali says, contributes to his “exilic temperament,”

a privilege he is careful to distinguish from literal, involuntary “exile.”30

In poems such as “A Lost Memory of Delhi,” “A Nostalgist’s Map of

America,” and “The Country Without a Post Office,” he adopts dreams-

capes and travel sequences to shuttle back and forth between “homes” that

figure evanescently, in absence and longing. “Ali’s poems liberate loss into

the pool of languages,” writes Rajeev Patke, “from Urdu to English, from

Kashmir to Amherst. The sharing across languages and cultures does not

diminish the loss, but it makes it participate in a wider mourning.”31 We can

see this participation movingly in these final lines from his remarkable

canzone “Lenox Hill”:

If only I could gather you in my arms, Mother,

I’d save you now my daughter from God. The universe

opens its ledger. I write: How helpless was God’s mother!

Each page is turned to enter grief’s accounts. [. . .]

Do you hear what I once held back: in one elephant’s

cry, by his mother’s bones, the cries of those elephants

that stunned the abyss? Ivory blots out the elephants.

I enter this: The Belovéd leaves one behind to die.

For compared with my grief for you, what are those of Kashmir,

and what (I close the ledger) are the griefs of the universe

when I remember you beyond all accounting O my mother?32

In Ali’s hands, the Italian form’s strict rhyme pattern creates an echo chamber

entombing his mother dying in aManhattan hospital, his motherland’s history

of violence spanning the third century up to the twentieth, and unaccountable

suffering of “the universe.” The spaces of “Lenox” and “Kashmir” figure as

stereoscopes. Though each is viewed through the lens of the other as lost

maternal origins, they nonetheless become generative for Ali’s cosmopolitan

poetics of mourning, especially as he crosspollinates European and Eastern

poetic forms. For instance, the signature features of the canzone loosely

resemble the conventions of the sixth-century Arabic ghazal – including the

matla (opening couplet), qafia (rhyme), radif (refrain), and maqta (closing

couplet) containing the takhallus (poet’s name) – which “Lenox Hill” partly

absorbs when Ali leaves his signature through “The Beloved.” (His readers

will recall that “Shahid” translates as “beloved” in Persian and “witness” in

Arabic.) Whether writing sestinas, villanelles, pantoums, or ghazals, Ali

perceives formal structures as insufficient but necessary aesthetic resources
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for symbolizing ineffable experiences of grief that his poetry circles and

recircles – as through his apostrophic “O my mother” – but finally cannot

close. Seen together, Ramanujan and Ali exhibit a critical cosmopolitan

poetics not unlike the “vernacular cosmopolitanism” theorized by Homi

Bhabha: it is one that “comes from a precarious sense of survival” in “an

interstitial zone of the indeterminate, between the public and the private, the

family and the civil society.”33 By repeatedly figuring the alienations and

identifications that come with straddling multiple locations, sometimes laying

bare the economic inequalities and ineluctable privileges attending cosmopo-

litan culture, these poets succeed bymarking the limits of culturalmourning for

the peoples and histories that no longer remain while creating new literary

kinships through their intertwining of English-language, South Asian, and

Arabic verse forms.

If globalization and postcolonial studies have been equally charged with

their presumed “hostility to the nation-form,” many postcolonial poets

redirect the global energies of their writing to address deeply local, political

concerns involving the nation-state.34 Lesego Rampolokeng (b. 1965)

frequently negotiates between national and global perspectives as a means

of reconstituting South Africa, caught between the legacy of apartheid

(1948–90), newly attained democracy (1994– ), and integration within the

global economy. Born in Orlando West, Johannesburg, Rampolokeng grew

up amidst the townships’ daily violence while also surrounded by the poli-

tical activism of the 1970s Black Consciousness Movement and the Soweto

poets of resistance, such asMongane Serote and OswaldMbuyiseniMtshali.

“I was ordained an oracle / to prophesy a miracle,” he declares inHorns for

Hondo (Shona for “war”).35 Rampolokeng fuses the oral conventions of

Zulu praise poetry (izibongo) with a European lineage of the poet as madly

inspired prophet (or vates) speaking in a juridical voice of trenchant critique.

In his post-apartheid collections, such as The Bavino Sermons (1999) and

Head on Fire (2012), Rampolokeng adopts a poetics of “putrefaction” to

contest South Africa’s failures of political transformation amidst the

entrenchment of economic globalization, flaunting what he calls “the rot

[that] exists at every step of the ladder.”36His poetry ismarked by its imagery

of physical violence (“hope has become a rope around the neck / when the

whip continues to crack from high power-towers”), its immersion in abjec-

tion (“get faeces praise paid on what I made / bum rush I mount you gush

collect do a sperm-count”), and unforgiving embrace of vulgarity (“life is

a bitch yes disease & pestilence / commerce dictates you fuck her in

silence”).37 He fully realizes the risks of too readily accommodating the

social ills of the post-apartheid state. “When someone can shout to the

world that they were being exiled or that they’ve been imprisoned or that
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they suffered in this way or that,” he says, “it means that we actually have

some gratitude towards the evils of the world – where we actually owe

a lot to apartheid for having made us.”38 In response, Rampolokeng

embraces the vulgar and the ugly as his way of, in the words of Adorno,

“denounc[ing] the world that creates and reproduces the ugly in its own

image, even if in this too the possibility persists that sympathy with the

degraded will reverse into concurrence with degradation.”39 For instance,

Rampolokeng synthetically samples African poets such as Christopher

Okigbo, early American rap including Gil Scott-Heron and the Last Poets

(who, in fact, borrowed their name from Soweto poet Keorapetse

Kgositsile), Jamaican Dub poets including Oku Onuara, Mutabaruka,

Linton Kwesi Johnson, and Jean “Binta” Breeze – which become fused

with the elite domain of “the Western classics”:

baudelaire lost his hair in the rap dragon’s lair

ginsberg howled on the wagon running wild on jazz music

organic nothing plastic from the classics to the beatnicks

oral poetics in the mix colonial tactics fake the fact

i take it back . . . a reappropriation act40

For Rampolokeng, the “classics” function as flexible resources encompass-

ing a host of poètes mauditswhose legacies of decadence and dissent become

reappropriated to confront South Africa’s still divided social and political

landscape and to insert him within a living tradition that continues to bridge

high and low, organic and plastic, oral and written.

Rampolokeng also joins Walcott and other postcolonial authors in

foregrounding how his staged “i” capitalizes upon local conditions of suffer-

ing and participates in the inequalities of the global literary marketplace.

Consider the concluding lines to “The rampster comes straight”:

(no government under any firmament worth fundament

i’m poet not ornament in cabinet / house of parliament

get it sillybitcharsesellout ?)41

Fashioning an image of the “poet” who stands apart from merely “orna-

mental” political representatives, Rampolokeng also “comes straight” as a

“sillybitcharsesellout.” He “gets it”: however politically oppositional, his

denselywoven aestheticmeditations cannot escape the brandingmechanisms

that enable him to pursue international prestige through the performance

circuit (he frequently travels to Germany and the UK), audio recordings, and

his digital presence on Facebook and SoundCloud. Overall, Rampolokeng

brings into view a constitutive paradox in understanding the dialectical

conjuncture between globalization and the postcolonial nation-state.
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On the one hand, his poetry – like other sub-SaharanAfricanwriters including

Nigerian poets Wole Soyinka and Niyi Osundare and South African poets

Dennis Brutus, Ingrid de Kok, and SeitlhamoMotsapi – critiques the failures

of the state to manage economic policies imposed by the International

Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization. Rampolokeng’s

anti-imperial politics excoriate global and national discourses whose empha-

sis on development and progress remain blind to harsh realities of poverty,

disease, violence, and internal political corruption. On the other, he recon-

stitutes the nation by looking to other local sites of struggle, further

highlighting how his poetry’s commodity-status must work within global

networks to pattern more robust – and self-critical – forms of national

consciousness through his plastic art.

With the rise of “world literature” through globalization,many postcolonial

authors have come to exhibit a heightened self-consciousness over how their

writing participates in the publishing institutions of the literary marketplace

that targets learned, metropolitan readerships in the global North.42 This is

especially the case within that central node of anglophone letters and former

imperial metropole, London. For instance, Bernardine Evaristo (b. 1959)

joins a younger generation of British-born Black andMinority Ethnic (BME)

poets – such as Patience Agbabi, Lemn Sissay, and Daljit Nagra – who

continue to register postimperial realities of discrimination along lines of

race, gender and sexuality, and social class and yet revel in the versatility of

the English language’s now worldwide inheritances, often by self-reflexively

ironizing and even celebrating how their writing circulates within the literary

marketplace. Citing Walcott as an important influence, Evaristo similarly

reinvents classical traditions but in an accessible, cheeky style.43 Her hybrid

novel-in-verse, The Emperor’s Babe (2001), reenvisions the deep histories

that compose the “mongrel nation” over the longue durée.44 For her, this

history stretches well before the post-War Windrush era – named after the

arrival of 492 passengers aboard theMV Empire Windrush from Jamaica to

Tilbury docks on 22 June 1948 – to 211 CE in Roman-ruled “Londinium.”

Largely written in unrhymed couplets, The Emperor’s Babe is focalized

through Zuleika, a child born to Sudanese immigrant parents who betroth

her to Roman Senator, Lucius Aurelius Felix. With the help of her friends,

Alba (a figure modeled on Samantha from Sex and the City) and Venus

(a transgender hairstylist), Zulieka soon pursues a love affair with imperial

Rome’s Libyan-born “African Emperor,” Septimius Severus. “What had

I become? But a composite,” Zuleika reflects.45 As readers have observed,

The Emperor’s Babe is itself a composite text blending history and fantasy,

closed and open verse forms, allusions to literary and popular culture,
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Standard English and elements of Greek, Latin, Italian, Scottish English,

Cockney, and Arabic.46

By unapologetically embracing the bawdy and the commercial, Evaristo

further reflects upon the social underpinnings, political exclusions, and

economic constraints conditioning poetic representations of globalism in

contemporary British contexts. Zuleika – in addition to being trapped in

a forced marriage, seeking economic/sexual freedom through Severus, and

being a slaveholder herself over two Caledonian (Scottish) girls, Valeria and

Aemelia – is also an aspiring poet. Her tutor, Theodorus, encourages her to

model her work on “the classics,”which she reads casually, if not reluctantly.

“I’ve been scribbling away for years now, / I want exposure. I want recogni-

tion. // I want a standing ovation!” she declares before deciding to throw a

bacchanalian poetry reading.47 The “verbosa orgia” however quickly desc-

ends into decadence, as Zuleika recites her poem, “Identity Crisis: Who is

She?”, while standing before “a pit of writhing flesh, grunts and gasps.”48

Throughout this section, Evaristo satirizes the juvenility of poetry-as-identity-

politics. More important, she represents how Zuleika’s self-interested claims

to autonomy prove self-destructive by unwittingly replicating the logic of

subjugation through her treatment of Valeria and Aemelia. “You will have

your libertas when I die,” she tells them.49 In desire of their own self-

possession, the slave-girls cash in on her promise. After Severus is killed in

battle in York, the now eighteen-year-old Zuleika is poisoned by Felix, who

learns of her affair from the Caledonians. Through Evaristo’s embrace of the

bawdy and the commercial, the poem also formally textualizes struggles over

literary autonomy and its social underpinnings. The epilogue, “Vivat

Zuleika,” concludes by acknowledging how the poet’s creation has required

a violent act of inhabiting the body of another:

I slip

into your skin, our chest stills, drains

to charcoal. You have expired, Zuleika,

and I will know you from the inside.50

These lines alert the reader to the fictive, fabricated status of “Zuleika” and

her representative status for her “ethnic community.” By putting its own

aesthetic representations of globalism under scrutiny, Evaristo calls into

question her own ability to represent (politically speak for) specific ethnic

communities, as if to ironize the possibility of knowing them from the inside.

In the process, her poem exposes the complicities and privileges she and other

BME artists confront by converting social realities of globalization into

aesthetic forms as they circulate unevenly within the literary marketplace.

Ultimately, The Emperor’s Babe gains its strength by excavating an
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irrepressibly plural past for the sake of holding out the possibility of

a democratic future for global Britain, all the while carving out a new space

of poetic inclusion in world literature.

Looking to the future, we need to account both for the cultural and the

material dimensions of globalization in postcolonial poetry across diverse

locations, a variety of media, and multiple scales of production and dissemi-

nation. This requires attending to the numerous aesthetic strategies poets and

poems deploy in mediating material realities of globalization while also

situating global aesthetic forms within local, historical contexts and the

broader institutional pressures of the literary marketplace. It also means

defending the vitality of verbal art in “allow[ing] the birth / Of new perspec-

tives” to think, write, and speak about the sheer complexity of our new and

historically familiar global realities in the coming century.51
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